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How a new kind of labor oyganization could address
the grievances underlying populist anger

BY JONATI{AN RAUCI{

ALTHoUcH I wAS asclumbfoundecl
on Election Day as the next D.C. bubble-
dweller, I cli<l fèel that I had one scrap of
insight into the working-class anger that
helped power Donald Trun,p's improb-
able victory. Last year, I got a taste of
what many Americans are coping with
in a globalized economy-a globalized
economy, more specifically, in which
many workers feel voiceless and power-
less. A taste was more than enough.

Early last year, my husband,
Michael, took a part-time service job
with an international airline. He imme-
diately encountered the practice called
just-in-time scheduling. The company
would distribute shift schedules in
advance, but then it would adjust them
at will, often with only a couple of days'
notice and without bothering to consult
the affected workers. Michael might
be told on a Thursday that he would be
working the Saturday-afternoon shift,
and never mind our plans to be at a wed-
ding that day.

I-Ie didn't have kids to pick up, or
classes to attend, or a second job to work,
or any of the other commitments that
make just-in-time scheduling an intoler-
able burden for rnany workers. Even so,

the disruption to our lives soon became
unbearable. The unpredictable hours
were problematic, but even more de-
moralizingwas the sense of beingtreated
like a machine part. Most frustrating of
all was that the company's random, dys-
functional scheduling practices could
easily have been improved by worker
input, had there been channels for
worker input; but Michael's supervisor
seemed just as helpless as he was, and
unsurprisingly, ground-based workers
like Michaelhad no union representation.

I say "unsurprisingly" because
private-sector unions are close to
extinct. In the r95os, more than one in
three private-sector workers belonged
to a union; today, unionization is down to
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6 percent of the private-sector workforce,
which is lower than it was a century ago,
before the modem labor movement took
off Ancl the rate continues to drop.

Even before getting my srnall taste
of what working-class Arnericans are
experiencing in horse doctors' doses, I.

had come to see the decline of unions
as one of the country's most pressing
problems-and at least as much a social
and political problcm as an economic
one. Old-style, mid-zoth-century
industrial unions had their flaws, un-
questionably. But when unions work as

they should, they serve important social
functions. They can smooth the jagged
edges of globalization by giving workers
bargaining power. They are associated
with lower income inequality, as the
accompanying graph shows. Perhaps
most important, they offer workers
a way to be heard. "Unions provide a

mediating function," Matthew Dimick,
a laborlaw expert at suNy Bufalo's law
school, told me. "Their social-capitaì
function creates ties that reduce anomie
and the sense ofbeing abandoned and
forgotten." No other social institution,
or at least none yet cliscovered, can serve
that mediating function for workers.

All workers do not suffer equally
from the decline of unions: In today's
fragmented, hypercompetitive, and
globalizecl workplace, high-powered
professionals enjoy more autonomy and
respect than ever. Less educated work-
ers, by contrast, have lost agency and, in
many cases, dignity. Edward Luce of the
Finøncial Times p:uts the problem well
in his new bool<, The Retreet ofWestent
Liberalism: "ln survey after survey, the
biggest employee complaint is being
treated with a lack of respect. Whether
they work in an Amazon warehouse,
serve fast food, or sit in a ... customer-
selice cubicle, they feel diminishecl by
how they are treated." That has implica-
tions not just for the well-being of work-
ers, but for the health of capitalism and
even ofdemocracy.

In America, the moclern conser-
vative movement was founded on
anticommunism and antiunionism.
Senator Barry Goldwater ("Mr. Conser-
vative") built his career bashing unions.

President Ronald Reagan, although a

former union leader himself made his
bones by breaking the air-traffic con-
trollers' union. Just this past February,
Republicans succeeded in their long
push for a right-to-work law in Missouri.
But the conservative war on unions is
beginning to look like a Faustian bar-
gain. If zo16 taught us anything, it was
that miserabie workers are angry voters,
and angry voters are more than capable
of lashing out against trade, immigra-
tion, free markets, and for that matter
liberal democracy itself.

r! HIS IS Nor to sav the old style
I of American indusriial unions will

come back, or should. The mid-zoth-
century enterprise model, as it was
called, relied on confrontational tac-
tics to organize particular companies
or factories. That may have succeeded
in an era ofoligopolistic, locally rooted
corporations. However, in an era when
even a slight increase in labor costs at
a North Carolina factory sends jobs to,
China, organizing just a single company
can boomerang against workers and
management alike.

Fortunately, other models have
emerged elsewhere in the world, mod-
els that can benefit both companies and
Iabor. A well-known example, popu-
lar in Europe, is the so-callecl works
council, which gives workers a voice in
company affairs without triggering the
fraught, complex process of creating a
formal union. In Germany, unions can
organize entire sectors, ratherthan par-
ticuiar companies, giving employers
and workers incentives to cooperate in
ways that improve industries' competi-
tive position,

Even more intriguing is the Ghent
system, successful in Denmarl< and
Sweden, underwhich unions administer
government-funded unemployment
benefits. Providing that safety net helps
unions to shift their focus from protect-
ing individual jobs to maintaining worlc
ers'overall income security; this in turn
allows employers more flexibility in hir-
ing and ñring.

In principle, unions coulcl offer skills
training that qualifies workers for bet-
ter jobs, a role that individual employ-
ers are not always eager to fill (they
might be training employees to go work

, The Fall of Labor Unlons and the Rlse of lncome lnequality,
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somewhere else). Unions could act as

employment agencies, matching work-
ers with jobs. They could offer ancl man-
age health-insurance plans and benefits
programs. They could administer wage
insurance, thereby helping workers
through disruptive j ob transitions.

I could go on, but the point is not to
endorse those or other specif,c ideas; it's
to show that there is no shortage ofways
to modernize unions. Unfbrtunately, in
America in zot7, we don't know how a
truly modern union would look, because
it is mostly illegal to find out.

o ffi å:T',riÏ,ïi iJ" å:':ml
ideological spectrum met at a Manhat-
tan diner for brunch and, somewhat
to their own surprise, discovered they
agreed on awayto address that problem.
One was Eli Lehrer, who co-founded and
runs the R Street Institute, a free-matket-
orientecl, Republicanleaning think tank
in Washington. Lehrer believes the time
has come for the American right to re-
consider its decades-long war on unions.
Their collapse, he says, has fueled the
growth of government and of the wel-
fare state, which has stepped in to regu-
late worþlaces and provide job security
as unions have died out.

His unlikely dining companion was
Andy Stern. As the president of thc Ser-
vice Employees International Union
from ry96 to zo1o, Stern had become
the labor-movement equivalent of a

rock star by more than doubling the
union's membership. Unions, he thinks,
cannot survive unless tl-rey innovate and
change, but laws intended to protect and
preserve them get in the way. "Anytime
anybody gets creative, these laws stop
us," he said when I spoke with him and
Lehrer recently.

The laws he refers to are hard-won
federal enactments dating back to the
earìy decades of the last century. The
most foundational is the r935 National
Labor Relations Act, which has not had
a major revision since Dwight Eisen-
hower was president. The law, along
with a complex superstructure of regu-
lations and court rulings interpreting it,
sets out how and when private-sector

workers can organize, mandates how
companies recognize and deal with
unions, dictates the bunclle of ser-
vices and benefits unions can provicle,
and precludes many other forms of
employer-employee interaction.

Rigid and archaic as that structure
may be, to many on the American left,
it is sacred writ. They regard it as a form
oflife support for unionization. Stern
and Lehrer, though, believe the status
quo has become something rnore like
a death grip. Imagine that American
retailers were locked by law into doing
things the same way they did them in
the r95os, and you can see the problem.

Stern and Lehrer joined forces to
argue their case in the journal National
Affairs. "The fundamen-
tal federal rules govern-
ing employer-worker
relations were written
for a different era," they
explain. For example:

'"Right now, union officials
can face criminal charges
if they sell anything to
empioyers-even services
like a health plan that
ernployers might be will-

that met certain guidelines, they conld
try it. In education and health care,
state waivers have sparked all kinds of
experimentation. They might do the
same for unions.

The Stern-Lehrer waiver idea is a no-
brainer if we want to address the deeper
causes of the malaise and distemper
affiicting America's lower-middle class.
Although income stagnation is certainly
one culprit, another, perhaps still rnore
important, is the decline of the civic
organizations and social institutions
that help people feel connected and
efficacious. Service fraternities, volun-
teer clubs, youth groups, churches, polit-
ical parties, widespread military service,
unions, and the rest-in their prime, all

fostered social interaction
and face-to-face collabora-
tion, cultivating a sense of
social cohesion even when
times were much tougher
than they are today.

Among those institu-
tions, none matter more
than unions. My Iate
uncle, a blue-collar gar-
ment worker in New York
City, was a devoted union

When
un¡ons work
asfhev
shoulá,
thev smooth
the'iaooed
edoãs-õf
gloÉalizafion.

ing to spend good money to buy in a free
and open market." In creating legal bar-
riers to change, labor law's ossification
has stifled fresh thinking. David Rol{, the
president of Service Employees Inter-
nationai Union 775 (which represents
home-health-care workers in Washing-
ton State and Montana), told me, "If
you're a union leader-if you're one of
hundreds ofpeople like me around the
country-the reality is that your range
of motion is very constrained. We're so

conditioned to the parameters of our
model that most of us can't even think
about doing different things."

Efforts to revise labor law at the fed-
eral level (most recently, during Presi-
dent Barack Obama's first term) have
gone nowhere. That seems unlikely
to change anytime soon. So Stern and
Lehrer propose a workaround. Why not
give states the authority to grant labor-
law waivers that would allow experi-
mentation? If an employer and a union
came up with an interesting model

member, and I still recall how his union
brotherhood gave him a sense ofsolidar-
ity ancl dignity that no ¡raycheck could
have provided. Facebook and Instagram,
it turns out, cannot corne close to repli-
cating that function.

Pondering the working-class griev-
ances that helped elevate Donald
Trump to the Oval Office in zot6, I
often ask myself: How different might
the political climate have been if z5 per-
cent of the private sector were union-
ized, as was the case in the early r97osl
If more working-class Americans felt
listened to and represented? If mod-
ernized unions could buffer economic
shocks and improve procluctivity? The
decline of the business model of old-
style industrial unions may have been
economically inevitable, but the lack
ofany new model to replace it has been
socially calamitous. Unions will not be
easy to fix, but allowing them to inno-
vate would be a first step, and possibly
also a last chance. Ø
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THE MyrH. r,r/Hf cH LTBERALs like mvself find temDt-
ing, is that only the right has changed. In June zor5, we tell
our$elves, Donald Trump rode down his golden escalator and
pretty soon nativisrn, long a feature of conservative politics,
had engulfed it. But that's not the t'ull story. If the right has
grown more nationalistic, the left has grown less so. A decade
ago, liberals publicly questioned immigration in ways that
would shock many progressives today.

In zoo5, a leftleaning bloggerwrote, "Illegal immigration
wreaks havoc econo¡nically, sociaily, and culturally; makes
a mockery of the rule of law; and is disgraceful just on basic
fairness grounds alone." In zooó, a liberal columnist wrote
that "immigration reduces the wages of domestic workers
who compete with immigrants" and that "the fiscal burden
of low-wage immigrants is also pretty clear." His conclusion:

"We'11 need to reduce the inflow of low-skill immigrants." That
same year, a Democratic senator wrote, "When I see Mexican
flags waved at proimmigration demonstrations, I sometimes
feel a flush of patriotic resentment. When I'm forced to use a

translator to communicate with the guy fixing my car, I feel a

certain frustration."
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lN THE PAST DECADE, LIBERALS HAVE EMPHASTZED DIVERStTy OVER UNtTy AND AVOTDED
INCONVENIENT TRUTHS A¡OUT IMMIGRATION.IT'S TIME TO ADDRESS AMERICANS'YEARNING FOR

SOCIAL COHESION.

ev PETER BEINART
lllustrâtions uv LINCOLN AGNEW
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The bloggerwas Glenn Greenwald. The columnistwas Paul
Krugman. The senatorwas Barack Obama.

Prominent liberals didn't oppose immigration a decacle
ago. Most acknowiedged its benefits to America's economy
and culture. They supported a path to citizenship for the un-
documented. Still, they routinely asserted that low-sl<illed
immigrants depressed the wages of low-skilled American
workers and strained America's welfare state, And they were
far more likelythan iiberals today are to acknowledge that, as

IGugman put it, "imrni¡¡ration is an intensely painful topic ...

because it places basic principles in conflict."
Today, little of that ambivalence remains. In zoo8, the

Democratic platform called undocumented immigrants "our
neighbors." But it also warned, t'We cannot continue to allow
people to enter the United States undetected, undocumented,
and unchecked," adding that "those who enter our country's
borders illegally, and those who employ them, disrespect
the rule of the law" By zo16, such language was gone. The
party's platfonn described America's immigration system as

a problem, but not illegal immigration itself. And it focused
almost entirely on the forms of immigration enforcement that

Democrats opposed. In its immigration section, the zooS plat-
form referred three times to people entering the country "il-
legally." The immigration section of the zo16 platform didn't
use the word illegal, or any variation of it, at all.

"A decade or two ago," says fason Furman, a former chair-
man of President Obama's Council of Economic Advisers,

"Democrats were divided on immigration. Now everyone
agrees and is passionate and thinks very little about any poten-
tial downsides." How did this come to be?

MER'E ÂRE sEVERA,L ExplLA¡[A for liberals'
shift. The frrst is that they have changed because the realiry on
the ground has changed, particularly as regards illegal immi-
gration. In the two decades preceding zoo8, the United States
experienced sharp growth in its undocumented population.
Since then, the numbers have leveled off.

But this alone doesn't expLain the transformation. The
number ofundocumented people in the United States hasn't
gone down significantly, after all; it's stayed roughlythe same,
So the economic concerns that Krugman raised a decade ago
remain relevant today.



A larger explanation is political. Between zooS and zo16,
Democrats became more and more confident that the coun-
try's growing Latino population gave the party an electoral
edge. To win the presidency, Democrats conVinced themselves,
they clidn't need to reassure white people skeptical of immigra-
tion so long as they turned out their Latino base. "The fastest-
growing sector of the American electorate stampeded toward
the Democrats this November," Salon declared after Obama's
20o8 win. "Ifthat pattern continues, the GOP is doomed to 4o
years ofwandering in a desert,"

As the Democrats grew more reliant on Latino votes, they
were more influencecl by pro-immigrant activism. While
Obama was running for reelection, immigrants'-rights advo-
cates launched protests against the administration's deportation
practices; these protests culminated, in June zor2,ln a sit-in at
an Obama campaign office in Denver. Ten days later, the admin-
istration announced that it would defer the deportation of un-
documented immigrants who had arrived in the U.S. before the
age of 16 and met various other criteria. Obama, The New York
'l'imes noted, "was facing growing pressure from Latino leaders
and Democrats who warned that because of his harsh immigra-
tion enforcement, his support was lagging among Latinos who
could be crucial voters in his race for re-election."

Alongside pressure from pro-immigrant activists came pres-
sure from corporate America, especially the Democrat-aligned
tech industry, which uses the H-rB visa program to import work-
ers. In zoro, New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, along with
the CEOs of companies including Hewlett-Packard, Boeing,
Disney, and News Corporation, formed New American Econ-
omy to advocate for business-friendly immigration policies.
Three years later, Mark Zuckerberg and Bill Gates helped found
FWD.us to promote a sirnilar agenda.

This combination of Latino and corporate activism rnade
it perilous for Democrats to discuss immigration's costs, as

Bernie Sanders learned the hard way. In July zor5, two months
after officially announcing his candidacy for president, Sanders
was interviewed byEzra Klein, the editor in chief of Vor. Klein
asked whether, in order to fight global poverty, the U.S. should
consider "sharply raising the level of immigrati<ln we permit,
even up to a level ofopen borders."
Sanders reacted with horror. "That's
a Koch brothers proposal," he scoffed.
He went on to insist that "right-wing
people in this country would love ...

an open-border policy. Bring in all
kinds ofpeople, work for $z or g3 an
hour, that would be great for them. I
don't believe in that. I think we have
to raise wages in this country."

Sanders came under immediate
attack. Vor's Dylan Matthews de-
clared that his "fear of immigrant
labor is ugly-and wrongheaded."
The president of FWD.us accused
Sanders of "the sort of backward-
looking thinking that progressives
have rightly moved away from in
tlre past years." ThinkProgress pub-
lished a blog post titled "Why Immi-
gration Is the Hole in Bernie Sanders'

62 lur,Y/AUcusr 2or7 THE 
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Progressive Agenda." The senator, it argued, was supporting
"the idea that immigrants coming to the U.S. are taking jobs and
hurting the economy, a theory that has been proven incorrect."

Sanders stopped emphasizing immigration's costs. By ]anu-
ary zo16, FWD.us's policy director notecl with satisfaction that
he had "evolved on this issue."

But has the claim that "immigrants coming to the U.S. are
taking jobs" actually beenproved "incorrect" ? A decade ago, lib-
eralsweren't so sure. In zoo6, Krugman wrote thatAmericawas
erçeriencing "large increases inthe numberoflow-skillworkers
relaúve to other inputs into production, so it's inevitable thatthis
means a fall in wages."

It's hard to inragine a prominent liberal columnist writing
that sentence today. To the contrary, progressive commenta-
tors now routinely claim that there's a near-consensus among
economists on immigration's benefrts.

There isn't. According to a comprehensive new report by
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medi-
cine, "Groups comparable to ... immigrants in terms oftheir skill
may experience a wage reduction as a result of immigration-
induced increases in labor supply." tsut academics sometimes
de-emphasize this wage reduction because, iike liberal journal-
ists and politicians, they face pressures to support immigration.

Manyofthe immigration scholars regularly cited in the press
have worked for, or received funding from, pro-immigration
businesses and associations. Consider, for instance, Giovanni
Peri, an economist at UC Davis whose name pops up a lot in
Iiberal commentary on the virtues of immigration. A zor5 Neur

York Times Møgøzine essay titled "Debunking the Myth of the

fob-Stealing Immigrant" declared that Peri, whom it called
the "leading scholar" on how nations respond to immigration,
had "shown that immigrants tend to complement-rather than
compete against-the existing work force." Peri is indeed a re-
spected scholar. But Microsoft has funded some ofhis research
into high-skilled immigration. And New American Economy
paid to help him turn his research into a zor4 policy paper
decrying limitations on the H-rB visa program. Such grants
are more likely the result of his scholarship than their cause.
Still, the prevalence ofcorporate funding can subtly influence

which questions economists ask, and
which ones they don't. (Peri says
grants like those from Microsoft and
New American Economy are neither
large nor crucial to his work, and that

"they don't determine ... the direction
of my academic research,")

Academics face cultural pres-
sures too. In his book Exodus,Paul
Collier, an economist at the Univer-
sity of Oxford, claims that in their

"desperate [desire] not to give succor"
to nativist bigots, "social scientists
have strained every muscle to show
that migration is good for everyone."
George Borjas of Harvard argues
that since he began studying im-
migration in the r98os, his fellow
economists have grown far less tol-
erant of research that emphasizes its
costs. There is, he told mc, "a lot of
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selÊcensorship among young social scientists." Because Bor-
jas is an immigration skeptic, some might discount his perspec-
tive. But when I asked Donald Davis, a Columbia University
economist who takes a more favorable view of immigration's
economic impact, about Borjas's claim, he made a similar point.

"George and I come out on different sides of policy on immigra-
tion," Davis said, "bnt I agree that there are aspects of cÌiscus-

sion in academia that don't get sort of full view if you come to
the wrong conclusion."

gJg.E-g.E-gLg means that liberals should oppose
immigration, Entry to the United States is, for start-
ers, a boon to immigrants and to the family members
back home to whom they scnd money. It should be
valued on these moral grounds alone. But immigra-
tion benefits the economy, too. Because immigrants

are nore likely than native-born Americans to be of working
age, they improve the ratio of workers to retirees, which helps
keep programs lil<e Social Security and Medicare solvent.
Immigration has also been found to boost ¡rroductivity, and
the National Academies report finds that "natives' incomes
rise in aggregate as a result of immigration."

The problem is that, although economists differ about the
extent of the damage, immigration hurts the Americans with
whom immigrènts compete. And since more than a quarter of
America's recent immigrants lacl< even a high-school diploma
or its equivalent, immigration particularly hurts the Ieast-
educated native workers, the very people who are already
struggling the most. America's immigration system, in other
words, pits two of the groups liberals care about most-the
native-born poor and the immigrant poor-against each other.

One way of mitigating this problem would be to scrap the
current system, which allows immigrants living in the U.S. to
bring certain close relatives to the country, in favor of what
Donald Trump in February called a "merit based" approach
that prioriiizes highly skilled and educated workers. The prob-
lem with this idea, from a liberal perspective, is its cruelty. It
denies many immigrants who are alreacly here the ability to

64 lur,Y/AUcusr 2ol7 THE ÀTl,^NTrc

reunite with their loved ones. And it flouts the
country's best traditions. Would we remove from
the Statue of Liberty the poem welcoming the

"poor," the "wretchedr" and the "homeless"?
A better answer is to take some of the windfall

that immigration brings to wealthier Americans
and giie it to those poorer Americans whom im-
migration harms. Borjas has suggested taxing the
high-tech, agricultural, and service-sector com-
panies that profit from cheap immigrant labor and
using the money to compensate those Americans
who are clisplaced by it.

Unfbrtunately, while a<lmitting poor immi-
grants makes redistributing wealth more neces-
sary, it also makes it harder, at least in the short
term. By some estimates, immigrants, who are
poorer on average than native-born Americans
and have larger fan'rilies, receive more in govern-
ment services than they pay in taxes. According
to the National Academies report, immigrant-
headed families with children are 15 percentage
points more likely to rely on food assistance, and

rz points more likely to rely on Medicaid, than other families
with children. In the long term, the l-Initecl States will likely
recoup much if not all of the money it spends on educating
ancl caring tbr the children of irnmigrants. But in the mean-
time, these costs strain the verywelfare state that liberals want
to expand in order to help those native-born Americans with
whom immigrants compete.

What's more, studies bythe Harvard political scientist Rob-
ert Putnam and others suggest that greater diversity makes
Americans less charitable and less willing to redistribute
wealth. People tend to be less generous when large segments
of society don't look or talk like thenr. Surprisingly, Putnam's
research suggests.that greater diversity doesn't reduce trust
ancl cooperation just among people of different races or
ethnicities-it also reduces trust and cooperation among peo-
ple of the same race and ethnicity.

Trump appears to sense this. His implicit message during
the campaign was that if the government kept out Mexicans
and Muslirns, white, Christian Americans would not only grow
richer and safer, they would also regain the sense of communiry
that they identified with a bygone age. 'At the bedrock of our
politics will be a total allegiance to the United States of Amer-
ica," he declared in his inaugural address, "and through our loy-
altyto our country, we will rediscover our loyalty to each other."

Liberals must take seriously Americans' yearning for social
cohesion. To promote both mass immigration and greatereco-
nomic redistribution, they must convince more native-born
white Americans that imrnigrants will not weal<en the bonds
of national identity. This means dusting offa concept many on
the left currently hate: assimilation.

not mean
expecting immigrants to abandon their culture. But it
does mean breaking down the barriers that segregate
them from the native-born. And it means celebrating
America's diversity Iess, and its unity more.

Writing last year in Americøn Sociological

P
Review, Ariela Schachter, a sociologyprofessor at Washington



University in St. Louis, examined the factors that infìuence
how native-born whites view immigrants. Foremost among
them is an immigrant's legal status. Given that natives often
assume Latinos are undocumented even when they aren't, it
follows that illegal immigration indirectly undermines the
status of those Latinos who live in the U.S. legally. That's why
conservatives rail against government benefits for undocu-
mented immigrants (even though the undocumented are
already barred from receiving many of those benefits): They
know Americans will be more reluctant to support govern-
ment programs if they believe those programs to be benefiting
people who have entered the country illegally.

Liberal immigration policy must work to ensure that im-
migrants do not occupy a separate legal caste. This means
opposing the guest-worker programs-beloved by many
Democrat-friendly tech companies, among other employers-
tl'rat require immigrants to work in a particular job to remain
in the U.S. Some scholars believe such programs drive down
wages; they certainly inhibit assimilation. And, as Schachter's
research suggests, strengthening the 6onds of identíty
between natives and immigrants is harder when natives and
immigrants are not equal under the law.

The next Democratic presidential candidate should say
again and again that because Americans are one people, who
must abide by one law, his or her goal is to reduce America's
undocumented population to zero. Forliberals, the easypart of
fulfilling that pledge is supporting a path to citizenship for the
undocumented who have put down roots in the United States.
The hard part, which Hillary Clinton largely ignored in her
zo16 presidential run, is backing tough immigration enforce-
ment so that path to citizenship doesn't become a magnet that
entices rnore imrnigrants to enter the U.S. illegally.

Enforcement need not mean tearing apart families, as

Trump is doing with gusto. Liberals can propose that the gov-
ernment deal harshly not with the undocumented themselves
but with their employers. Trump's brutal policies already ap-
pear to be slowing illegal immigration. But making sure compa-
nies follow the law and veriflz the legal status of their employees
would curtail it too: Migrants would presurirably be less likely
to come to the U.S. if they know they
won't be able to find work.

Schachter's research also shows
that native-born whites feel a

greater affinity toward immigrants
who speak fluent English. That's
particularly significant because,
according to the National Acad-
emies report, newer immigrants
are learning English more slowly
than their predecessors did. During
the campaign, Clinton proposed
increasing funding for adult Eng-
lish-language education. But she
rarely talked about it. In fact, she
ran an ad attacking Trump for say-
ing, among other things, "This is
a country where we speak English,
not Spanish." The immigration sec-
tion of her website showed her sur-
rounded by Spanishlanguage signs.

Democrats should put immigrants' learning English at the
center of their immigration agenda. If more immigrants speak
English fluently, native-born whites may well feel a stronger
connection to them, and be more likely to support govern-
ment policies that help them. Promoting English will also give
Democrats a greater chance of attracting those native-born
whites who consider growing diversity a threat. According to
a preelection study by Adam Bonica, a Stanford political sci-
entist, the single best predictor ofwhether a voter supported
Trump was whether he or she agreed with the statement

"People living in the U.S. should followAmerican customs ancl

traditions."
In her zoo5 book, The Authoritarian Dynarnic, which has

been heralded for identifiiing the forces that powered Trump's
campaign, Karen Stenner, then a professor ofpolitics at Prince-
ton, wrote:

Exposure to difference, talking about clifference, and
applauding difference-the hallmarks of liberal
democracy-are the surest ways to aggravate those who
are innately intolerant, and to guarantee the increased ex-
pr:ession of their predispositions in manifestly intolerant
attitudes and behaviors. Paradoxically, then, itwould seem
that we can best limit intolerance of difference by parading,
talking about, and applauding our sameness.

The next Democratic presidential nominee should commit
those words to memory. There's a reason Barack Obama's
declaration at the zoo4 Democratic National Convention that

"there is not a liberal America and a conservative America ...

There is not a black America and white America and Latino
America and Asian America; there's the United States of
America" is among his most famous lines. Americans know
that liberals celebrate diversity. They're less sure that liberals
celebrate unity. And Obama's ability to effectively do the lat-
ter probably contributed to the fact that he-a black man with
a Muslim-sounding name-twice won a higher percentage of
the white vote than did Hillary Clinton.

In zot4, the University of California listedmeltingpot as a

term itconsidered a "microaggression." What ifHillary Clinton
had traveled to one of its campuses
and called that absurd? What if she
had challenged elite universities to
celebrate not merely multiculturalism
and globalization but Americannessl
\Mhat if she had said more boldly that
the slowing rate of English-language
acquisition was a problem she was
determined to solve? What if she had
acknowledged the challenges that
mass immigration brings, and then
insisted that Americans could over-
come those challenges by focusing
not on what makes them different but
on what makes them the same?

Some on the left would have
howled. But I suspect that Clinton
would be president today. El

Peter Beinart is a contributing editor
øt The Atlantic.
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PSYCH IATRIST
For more than a decade, Tom lnsel was the director of the National
lnstitute of Mental Health, which made him one of the most influential
psychiatrists in the world. But, frustrated by psychiatry's inability to
effectively help people suffering from mental illness, he began to question
some of the basic premises of his field. So he left for Silicon Valley, where
he's trying to use smartphones to reduce the world's mental anguish.
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SOMETIME AROUND 2O1O, about two-thirds of the way
through his r3 years at the helm of the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH)-the world's largest mental-health
research institution-Tom Insel started speaking with unusual
frankness about how both psychiatry and his own institute
were failing to help the mentaily ill. Insel, runner-trim, qui-
etly alert, and constitutionally diplomatic, did not rant about
this. It's not in him. You won't hear him trash-tâlk colleagues
or critics.

Yetwithin the bounds ofhis unbroken civility, Insel began
voicing something between a regret and an indictment. In
writings and public talks, he lamented the pharmaceutical
industry's failure to develop effective new drugs for depres-
sion, bipolar disorder, or schizophrenia; academic psychia-
try's overly cozy relationship with Big Pharma; and the paucíty
of treatments produced by the billions of dollars the NIMH
had spent during his tenure. He blogged about the failure
of psychiatry's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mentøl



Disorderstoprovicle a productive theoretical basis for research,
then had the NIMH ditch the DSM altogether-a decision thar
roiled the psychiatric establishment. Perhaps most startling,
he began opening public talks by showing charts that revealed
psychiatry as an underachieving laggard: While medical
advances in the previous half century had reduced mortality
rates from childhood leukemia, heart disease, and atns by
50 percent or more, they had failed to reduce suicide or dis-
ability from depression or schizophrenia.

"You'll think that I probably ought to be fired," he would

going to reach all those people by hiring more psychiatrists,"
says Insel. But we might reach them with smartphones.

Already, some 5 billion people worldwide have mobile
phones. By zozo, it's expected that ó billion will use
smartphones with the capability of capturing mental-
health data and apps that can provicle a form of treatment.

Insel wants to make those phones the central hub in a new
way of delivering mental-health care. Former longtime col-
leagues speak ofhim the way baseball players speak ofan ace
pitcher who just signed with a rising franchise: I'm eager to see

what he does.tell audiences, "and I can certainly understand that."
Itwas u¡rsettling-as if the kinclly captain of

the world's biggest ocean liner had sat down
with his guests at dinner one evening and told
them that their ship was unexpectedly lost and,
ifthe crew could not soon correct course, they
mightwell run aground, founder, and die,

Around this time, Insel told me recently,
he'd just finished a talk describing the won-
derful things the NIMH was discovering
about the brain when a man in the audience
said, "You don't get it."

t'Excuse meì," Insel said. "l don'tgetwhat?"
"()vr house is on fire," the man said, "and

"You'll think that I probably ought to be fired,"
Insel would tell audlences, after explaining
the paltry progross ¡n treatlng the mentally
lllr "and I can certalnly undorstand that.tt

THtNcS ALWAYS SEEMED to come easy to Tom Insel. His
father, H. Herbert Insel, an eye surgeon in Dayton, Ohio, told
him and his three brothers that they could do anything they
wanted to as long as they became doctors first. As the young-
est, Insel says, "I learnecl early on that the path to success was
finding something others weren't into." He found his first niche
outdoors, collecting crawly things that he kept in the basement.
He did so well in school that when he was r5, he left high school
and-without a diploma-entered a six-year B.A./M.D, pro-
gram at Boston University.

Then, at r¿ he clid somethingthat announced a pattern: Mov-
ing smoothly along an enviable track, he jumped offof it. With
his bachelor's work dclne and med schclol waiting f'or hin, , he got
a year's leave from the university; married his college girlfriend,
Deborah Silber; and took of. They spent the r969-7o school
year skirting the Vietnarn War, alternating stints of service work
(a Hong l(ong tuberculosis clinic for boat people; a Mennonite
hospital in India) with travel around Nepal, Cambodia, and
'I'hailand. 'l-hen he returned to Massachusetts, f,nished medical
school and a yearJong intemship, took anotheryear offto travel
and studyphilosophy, and spent another three years in a psy-
chiatry residency at UC San Francisco. After that, he presented
himself; atage z¿ foremployment atthe massive National lnsti-
tute of Mental Health campus in Bethesda, Maryland.

wORKlNc !N BETHESDA as a research psychiatrist-
increasingly studying patients, rather than treating them-
Insel soon made a mark by running a drug trial that helpecl
turn psychiatry away from talk therapy and toward chemistry.
The trial showed that the antidepressant clomipramine helpecl
people with obsessive-compulsive disorder faster and in more
cases than psychoanalysis or standard talk therapy did. Today
such a ñndingwould gounnoticed. Butthiswasthe early r98os,
before Prozac and other selective serotonin reuptake inhibi-
tors took over the world. At the time, OCD was seen as "the
classic neurotic illness," Insel recalls, Freudian anxiety run

you're telling us about the chemistry of the paint. We need
someone to focus on the fire."

"I heard that," Insel told me. "I went home and thought,
There's truth to that. It's notjtst that we don't know enough. The
gap between what we know and what we do is unacceptable."

For decades, most psychiatric research, and the NIMH's in
particular, had followed leads-clues about the brain's hidden
connections, the genome's elusive secrets-that took decades
to pay off. It was necessary work. But it had done far too little
for those who were ill today.

Nl#ffi ilfiîiTl,l.xl,"";fi 1#'å1iîff:rtî
July, Insel visited Google's Mountain View, Califbrnia, head-
quàrters. Conrad asked him: How would you like to run
Verily's new mental-health team? Instead of focusing on con-
nections among neurons and genes, how about focusing on
the connections between people that Google can track, ana-
lyze, and organize-the signals flashing across ourworld's dig-
ital synapses-to better understand and treat mental illnessl

Insel was in his mid-6os. Many people would have been
thinking about retirement. But five months later, he had traded
a kingdom of some 3,ooo NIMH-funded researchers for a staff
ofone assistant, and he began working out ofGoogle's head-
quarters. He found in California's digital culture a freedom he
could previously only dream of,

"ry'fe are wildly ambitious," he says. Insel hopes to use data-
especiallythe rich, ongoing streams of data that a smartphone
can provide-to detect a deteriorating state of mincl faster and
rnore reliably than we can now, and then to respond and turn
things around more quickly. He believes a smartphone can be
both a diagnostic instrument and, through the links it gives
us to others, a life-saving mode of connection and treatment.

At any given moment, roughly one in seven of the world's
7.5 billion people is struggling with mental illness. "\Ã/e're not
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amok-"the prototype ofwhat yon got psychoanalysis for." yet
Insel's trial showed that a drug worked better and faster.

The papers Insel and others wrote about clomipramine over
the next few years "really launched the field" ofusing anti-
depressants to treat OCD, he says, and helped pave the way
for the Prozac era.

Tiris irked some people. Freud may have been going out of
fashion, but he still dominated psychiatry. His followers did not
like losing to molecules. Insel hadn't meant to stoke contro-
versy. He liked Freud. That the drug became part of this turf
war surprised him.

But as he followed up with other papers on the neurobiology
of OCD, he soon found himself a leader in anti-anxiety-drug
research. At 3o, just three years into the job, he hacl his own
research unit. "I could have just done drug trials for the next zo
years," he says, "become a full professor, spent my time giving
lectures and doing drug-company gigs." Instead, he jumped
the track. He closed his lab in Bethesda to study neuroscience
at Johns Hopkins for a year, then returned to the NIMH. But
rather than going back to Bethesda, he went to the sticks to
work with one of the oddest people in neuroscience.

f\ unnoUNDED BY FARM CoUNTRY, the National
I Institutes of Health's facility outside of Poolesville-a
V scattered collection oflow-slung labs, barns, and bare-
bones ofÊces an hour from Bethesda-was lonesome in a way
that's hard to find in Maryland. Even today, one route between
there and D.C. involves a cable-guided ferry that crosses at a
Ianguid pace. It was sleepy. "I needed that," Insel says. "I
needed a place where nobody was around."

The man he joined there, a renowned neuroanatomist
named Paul Maclean, was,
Insel says, "from another era."
Maclean, who died in zoo7, had
studied English literature at
Yale and chemistry and physics
in Edinburgh, Scotland, before
getting an M.D. back at Yale in
r94o. He loved brains. His lab
was stuffed with drawers l'rolding
hundreds of micro-thin cortical
cross sections, and with shelves
holding "jars of formaldehyde,"
Insel says, "with-I'm not mak-
ing this up-roadkill." Whenever
Maclean came across something
dead on the road, he'd put the car-
cass in his tmnk and drive it to the
lab. The idea was that one of his
technicians would saw open the
animal's skull, snip its brain free
ofits spinal cord, and slice, stain,
and mount some brain cross sec-
tions onto slides. Macleanwould
then compare the brain's struc-
ture with that ofotherroadkill. He
didn't much care what kind. "He
just wanted to see how, say, the
hippocampus of a deer ciiffered
from that of apossum."

NIMH,1993: Tom lnsel with a vole, the
rodent upon which he established his
reputation as a brilliant researcher

MacLean named his lab the Laboratory of Brain Evolution
and Behavior. "No commasr" notes Insel. "syntax entirely
unclear, so you could read or say it any way you wanted."
Insel had "almost complete freedom," of a sort you can't
really get now.

Insel's landmark work was a run of vole stuclies that he
started at Poolesville in the late r98os.

Voles are rodents, nrouselike but rounder, that live in bur-
rows. In the '7os, an ecologist at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign named Lowell Getz was trapping srnall
mammals in the Midwest for a population census. He kept
catching one particular vole species-the prairie vole-in pairs.
This was odd. Vclles, like rnost roclents, generaliy show up in
traps alone. But one out of ro times that Getz caught a prairie
vole, he caught a couple-a male and a female.

In a string of work requiring several years, much trapping,
and rnany papers, Getz established that prairie voles were
monogamous. This monogamy distinguished them from
most of the other r5o vole species and, for that matter, about
95 percent of all other mammals. Most voles, fbr instance, mate
and then stay together only minutes (or less) before moving
on, and males pay little heed to their pups. But once a pair of
prairie voles mates-an event typically triggered when a young
female licks the urine of a male-they generally stick together
till death. They cuddle and groom each other, and they coop-
eratively raise up to four litters a year. When one of the pair dies,
the survivor generally foreswears all other voles.

Getz and Sue Carter, a behavioral endocrinologist,
had already identified some of the hormones that clrove
prairie-vole monogamy. Insel and his lab picked up this threacl.
In one experiment after another, they outlined the genetic,

molecular, and neural mecha-
nisms that led to the prairie vole's
distinctive family life. Collabo-
rating first with Carter and then
mostly with his own colleagues
Zuoxin Wang and Larry Young,
Insel eventually showed how cer-
tain genes made the prairie-vole
brain especially sensitive to two
hornrones, oxytocin and vasopres-
sin, that surged at key times in a

vole couple's romance. Theirwork
got heavy, often breathless press,

which dubbed oxytocin "the
love hormone."

Their best work was astound-
ingly clever. For instance, by
fincling ways to bypass or silence
some of the genetic signals
and neurochemical receptors
involved in the voles' behavior,
Insel, Wang, and Young proved
the function of those signals ancl

receptors. They'd identifii, say, a

gene that coded for an oxytocin
receptor in the brain and delete
the gene in an animal. With
the receptor gone, the bond-
ing behavior would disappear.
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Thus they turned speculative hypotheses into demonstrated
findings. They showecl that one could lay bare the biology
ofbehavior.

I HE voLE woRK made the careers of Insel, Wang, and

I Young. It also helped psychiatry with two perennial
I problems tormenting the discipline.
Psychiatry has always struggled to be taken seriously as

a science. By the r98os, the field seerned especially lost. Its
best drugs were from the r95os and '6os. Most of its hospitals,
their failings made infamous by works such as Syìvia Plath's
The Bell Jar ancl l(en Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
had been closed. Talk therapy, which often works, but by
psychobiological pathways painfully difficult to discern, was
frequently lampooned.

For these and other reasons, including its penchant for
savage infighting, psychiatry in the '7os was "a collection of
diverse cults rather than a medical science," as Melvin Salrshin,
a onetime medical director of the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, laterput it.

The field was also trying to adjust to one of the 2oth centu-

ry's long, slowpendulum swings between environmental and
biological explanations for behavior. In the century's opening
years, behaviorism was dominant in the wider culture, cast-
ing environment as the key variable in how people behaved;
change a person's environment, it was argued, and you'll
usually change his or her behavior. By the r93os, the new sci-
ence ofgenetics had bolstered the view that genetic (and thus

When one member of a prair¡e-yole palr dies, the
sury¡vor genorelly foreswears ell other voles.

lnsel discovered the neurochomical roason for
thls, laylng bare the blology of behavlor.

presumably innate) differences were a crucial variable. After
the Nazis exploited this view to help justify murdering 6 rnil-
lion Jews and hundreds of thousands of people with mental
illnesses, the pendulum swung back the otherway, toward the
notion that a stressful environment could create social, edu-
cational, and mental-health deficits. Lyndon B. Johnson's War
on Poverty funded studies on the environmental roots of crime,
minority-group mental health, and urban ciiscord.

By the r98os, however, this emphasis on the environment
had come to be seen as misguided and overdone. It became
harderto attribute schizophrenia or autism to emotionally cool

"refrigerator mothers," or youth violence to poverty,
These forces, then-the pressllre for credibility, the swing

toward biology as destiny-encouraged psychiatric research
to tbcus less on environment itself and more on the biological
rnechanisms that responded to it.

Insel's vole studies did precisely that. They were not the
only works to do so, but they were among the earliest, clean-
est, and most publicized. Beginning in the mid-'9os, Insel's

work took a place amid a hanclful of other new studies of
social species, such as honeybees, songbirds, and cichlids (a

fish), that showed how chains ofneurobiological events pro-
duce fascinating and sometimes bizarre behaviors involving
everything from mating and murder to language acquisition
and social dominance. These studies dicl not really ignore
environrnent. Rather, they explored the interplay ofbiology
and environment by focusing on the former. Andwhile these
studies did not involve humans, they often explored human-
like behaviors.

These studies were exactly what psychiatry needed, ofer-
ing to make it a discipline of numbers, mechanisms, circuits,
antl ciremicals. The power of such work was almost certainly
one reason Insel would later become the director of the NIMH.
He came to represent a newway to explore behavior.

But first he had to get fired.

'WHAT'D YOU DO?,' I asked Insel when he told me he got sacked.

"It wasn't what Ì did," he saicl, smiling. "It was what I didn't
do"-focus directly on humans.

When Insel started the vole work, in the late '8os, the NIMH
did not yet consider animal studies of basic behaviors likely
to reveal much about human mental health. Insel's decade of
work on family and social bonds in animals had done little to
change that. "You're talking about why a mother rat takes care
of its baby?" says his former colleague Larry Young. "It was
too fluffu." So in 1994, three years after Insel published his first
vole paper, he got canned.

Getting fired, Insel says, "was actually the
best thing that ever happened to me." It got
him to see the importance of telling a clear
story with his research, which proved essen-
tial in making that research successful. And it
Iet hirn take another job thatuitimatelypaved
the way for his return to the NIMH as director.

Just weeks before Insel got fired, the famed
Yerkes National Primate Research Center at
Emory University had offered him an inter-
view for the job ofdirector. Insel, studying
voles in Poolesville, figured he had no real shot
at it. But by the time of the interview, he was

newly fired, highlyprepared, and keenly focused. He got the gíg.

Insel spent eight years at Emory. While there, he worked
with Wang and Young to expand their vole research into the
magnum opus it became.

Running the primate center, meanwhile, gave Insel "a
chance," he says, 'ito understand how to build programs, how
to build institutions, how to mentor, how to help people grow
within an institution." His changes at Yerkes upset some prima-
tologists and drove some ofthem away. Yet he managed to get
people to follow him, says Young, "not by force, but by being a
nice guy and instilling excitement in others." Insel showed that
he could take the helm ofan institution and change its course
without causing mutiny.

I N HIS 13 YEARS asthedirectoroftheNIMH,from2oo2to

I zor5, Insel would becolne one ofthe best-known clirectors
I the institute ever had. His renown came partly from the
length of his tenure, second only to the r5-year run (r949-64)
of the founding director, Robert Felix.



from basic science to treatment is big in most
of medicine, Frances says, but it's especially
big in psychiatry because the brain is the
most complicated thing in the known uni-
verse. "Tom was naive about that. It's not
clear that any one patient, even today, has
been helped by the neuroscientific advances
made under his tenure."

Almost all medical research faces the
same challenge: striking the right balance
between basic research (how does this work?)
and translational research that converts the
basic findings into treatments (how can we
make this work differently?). To Frances and
many other critics, the NIMH had that bal-
ance wrong, focusing too heavily on basic
neuroscience research.

Another criticism leveled by Frances and
others is that defìning mental disorders as

brain disorders un derpl ays what psychiatrists
call the psychosocial nature ofmental states
and mental health-the countless dynamics
in social relationships that affect our psyches.
A reductive biological model arguably
neglects, for instance, the growing evidence
that social isolation aggravates mental illness,
while social support ameliorates it. Trying to
understand mental illness without account-

Emory University, 20O1: lnsel (top row, center), Larry Young þlaid shirt,
in front of Insel), and their research team at the Yerkes Center

\ühen he became director, he took custody of a gluttonous
giant that was being forced to cliet. In the previous two clecacles,
the institute's budget had effectively tripled. But when Insel
arrived, George W. Bush's administration'had just cut taxes
and enterecl one war; it was preparing to enter another, Insel
would work his entire tenure with an essentially flatlinecl
budget-one in which, furthermore, 7o percent of each year's
expenditures was determined by prior commitments to
ongoing prclgrams.

If Insel wanted to change things, he would have to do so
slowly, and he did. He devoted more research to the most-
serious mental disorders, such as major depression, schizophre-
nia, and bipolar disorder. Anticipating thatpharmacologywould
produce few effective new psychiatric drugs, he cut NIMH
involvement in drug trials. And when, in zoro, he decided that
psychiatry's official diagnostic categories in the DSM no longer
served the NIMH's needs well, he spoke against them. In zor3,
he rejected the DSM as a research guide, even though doing so
infuriated many in the psychiatric establishment.

Throughout his tenure at the NIMH, Insel explicitly defined
mental disorders as brain disorders. Critics of this approach
expressed several complaints. Allen Frances is one of the
world's most prominent psychiatrists. He led an overhaul of
the DSM in the early 199os, producing its fourth edition, and
has since become a vocal critic of psychiatry's medicalization
ofnormal distress, of its overuse of clrugs-and ofwhat he calls
the NIMH's overly brain-centric view of mental health.

"I think very highly of Tom Insel," Frances says. "Right
motives, clecent guy, very smart, honest. But what he did
at NIMH is disastrous. He inherited an institution that was
already moving to a narroq bioreductionist view of mental
illness, and he moved it even further." The.translational jump
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ing for the power of social connection, this line ofthinking goes,

is like stLrdying planetary motion without accounting for gravity.
Likewise, defining mental illness as a brain disorder short-

changes the role played by environment in general. Meutal
illness often occurs when a vulnerable psyche faces stress-
sometirnes chronic, sometimes sudden and acute, Many
brain and large-scale genomic studies ignore this because tlTe

researchers clon't think environnrent is important, or because
it's hard to parsc environmental effects into measurable compo-
nents. Eitherway, a key element ofrnental heaith and illness can
go overlooked.

Insel and his defenders say he did his best to respond to
these problems. They note that he pushed NIMH research
to yield more help faster for the sickest patients, and that he
funded plenty ofresearch on environment, behavior-based
therapy, and social connection.

E. Fuller Torrey is a psychiatrist who worked at the NIMH
in the r97os and then became one of its fiercest critics as its
emphasis increasingly focused on basic neurobiology in the
199cls. He was not thrilled about Insel's appointment. "He'd
worked on volesr" Torrey says. "My expectations were low."

Torrey, among those who called ioudest for the NIMH
to generate not just findings but treatments, had developed
a metric to tally what percentage of NIMH studies stood a
reasonable chance of helping patients. When Insel took over,
Torrey told me, that estimate stood at about 5 percent. Insel
brought it up into the zos.

"He did ayeoman's job. I have nothing badto say about Tom
except that he didn't stay longer."

INSEL NEVER WAVERED frorn framing the institute's mis-
sion as biological. When I asked him about this directly, he
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unambiguously defended the NIMH's biocentric stance. But
ifyou examine the lateryears ofhis tenure closely enough, you
see signs ofvacillation-of someone still believing something,
but without as much conviction.

This comes across in his zo13 reo Talk. Insel-as at ease,
confident, and disarming as ever-opens with his iconic graphs
showing howpsychiatry has gone nowhere for decades. Then,
after telling the audience members that he can understand
why they think he should be fired, he pivots to say, "I think we
are about to be in a very different world as we think about these
illnesses," and describes the newest wonders the NIMH is dis-
covering about the brain.

I keep going back to that talk because, right there on the Tsn
stage, Insel seems to be of two minds. When he embraces his
dismay and then sets it aside, I fèel I'm seeing a person who is
in the process of flipping his allegiance between two contra-
dictory ideas. By the time of his rs¡ Talk, Insel had ceased
believing not just in the categories used to describe mental ili-
nesses but in the magic of drugs or genomics to diagnose and
treat them. He was essentially saying ofpsychiatry: We've fallen
short of our promises for decødes, but we're fnølþt figuring out the
brøin, so we'll deliver. Yet even as he described the brain's won-
ders, Insel seemed to understand that he was still talking paint
chemistry, and not attending enough to the raging fìre.

"Tom was very blunt" toward the end of his tenure, says

Bruce Cuthbert, who worked alongside Insel at the NIMH
and served for ro months as the acting director after Insel
left, "He was brave enough to say, 'Actually, we don't know
much of anything at all that could help individual patients."'

INSEL tS IMPATIENT. When he'd been at
the NIMH, he told me recently, he'd thought
ofthe results horizon as being 1o to 3o years
out, But he is 65, and tired of waiting. "I
want to make something happen in three
years." He told me this as we sat in the enor-
mous, airy lobby of'the new Verily building
in South San Francisco. Early this May, as I
was putting the final touches on this story,
I emailed Insel to confirrn and update a

few things-and found that he was leaving
Verily the next day. As small and nimble
as Verily was compared with the NIMH,
he said, he was now joining a far smaller
outfit called Mindstrong Health, a start-up
co-founded by three people-himself Paul
Dagum, and Richard Klausner-that would
plrrsLre an agenda much like the one he'd
outlined at Verily.

"A similarpath," he told me.
Insel had jumped the track again.
Two weeks later I visited him at home in

Pleasanton, California.
"I loved working at Verily," he toid me.

It was only after he startecl there, he saicl,

that he grasped the scale of ambition and
possibility that today's biotech landscape
offered, He liked Verily's CEO, Andy Con-
rad, whose brash, sometimes profane style
has reportedly driven away some other top
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Verily employees. "It was hard to leave," Insel said. But the
features inevitable in a 50o-person company (Verily) that was
part of a Z4,ooo-person company (Alphabet, Google's hold-
ing company) made a smaller option look much better. "The
speed bumps you have to go over to get something out the
c1oor," Insel said, would nowbe fewer and lower.

As we talked, Mindstrong was remodeling offices in Palo
Alto, an hour's drive away. Insel said he plans to work most
days from home, where he can have lunch with his wife,
and where a garden, a pool, a chicken coop, and a 35o-vine
vineyarcl beckon out back. But Insel didn't join Mindstrong
for the barefoot commute. He likes his co-founders and the
greater agility oflèred bywhat he calls "a'twopízza' company-
srnall enough to feed with two pizzas." Currently Mindstrong
has about a dozen employees. Talking to me on his second day
as Mindstrong's president, Insel told me he had already found
it far easier to strike research partnerships with caregiver or
insurer networks to test and refine the patient-monitoring sys-
tems that are at the core of the company's plan. "We actually
did one ofthose lastweek," he said, "and the networkwill start
collecting the data this week. We can just move much faster
at this size."

Mindstrong's plan, much like that of Insel's unit at Verily,
is to use the smartphone's powers to do two things that psy-
chiatry hasn't figured out how to do: easily detect early, or even
predict, the onset of mental illness; and quickly get effective,
affordable care to those who need it.

This idea has been floating around Silicon Valley and
mental-health circles for several years. Insel estimates that a

Palo Alto, May 2017:Thomas lnsel with his Mindstrong co-founders,
Richard Klausner (/eft) and Paul Dagum (center)



good five or 10 other companies or research teams-including
Verily-are trying to do something similar. Mindstrong hopes
to gain an eclge by combining Insel's expertise and connec-
tions in the mental-health field with I(lausner's business
experience and Dagum's data-analysis tools and skills-and
by moving quickly.

The force theyhope to harness is the power ofdaily behav-
ior, trackable through srnartphone use, to reflect one's mental
health. As people start to slide into depressioi, for instance, they
maydo several ofthe followingthings easily sensedbyaphone's
microphones, accelerometers, GPS units, and keyboards: They

mental states, and to the efficacy of its response to signs of
worsening illness. \Mhen 7 Cups told Insel that it gives every-
one who registers the chance to take a standardized screen-
ing test for depression, anxiety, and stress, called oess-zr, he
asked how long it would take to get him, say, l,ooo of those,
scrubbed of identifiiing information.

"They said, 'We'll do z,ooo this afternoon. You want all of
them, or what part?' "

A second rough model for Mindstrong's approach is an
app called nRIME, developed by Danielle Schlosser, a clini-
cal psychologist whom Insel recruited to Verily from the

may talk with fewer people; and when they
talk, they may speak rnore siowly, say less,
ancl use clumsier sentences and a smaller
vocabulary. They may retum fèwer calls, texts,
emails, Twitter direct messages, and Face-
book messages. They may pick up the phone
more slowly, iftheypick up at all, and they may
spend more time at home and go fewer places.
They may sleep differently. Someone slipping
toward a psychotic state might show similar
signs, as well as particular changes in syntax,
speech rhythm, and movement.

Insel says such data provide "a rnore

lnsel believes that a smartphone can be
both a dlagnostlc instrument-lt can
detect a deterloratlng state of mlnd-and
a life-savlng mode of treatment.

H

objective, textured picture ofpeople's lives," one collected
continuously, rather than just at weekly sessions. (A thera-
pist, the joke goes, knows in great detail how a patient is doing
every Thursday at 3 o'clock.) With inputs lTke these, a phone
could sense the beginning ofa crisis and trigger an appropriate
response. Because this response would come earlier, it could
be more measured, less jarring, and less medication-heavy.

"The earlier you intervene, the better the olrtcomes," Insei says.
"Instead of detect and treat, it's predict and pre-empt."

Mindstrong has three patents for a data-collection-and-
analysis system built roughly for such purposes. Dagum
designed this system, which can harvest some of the smart-
phone's scores of data streams.

OW MIGHT MINDSTRONG'S SYSTEM actuallywork
in practicel Insel points to two prototype examples.

The first is a company called 7 Cups, which

psychiatry department at UC San Francisco. IRIME (Personal-
ized Real-time Intervention for Motivation Enhancement)
was inspired partly by research showing that social connec-
tion and peer support can reduce the severity ofdepression
and schizophrenia. Schlosser designed it for people ages 14
to 3o who'd been recently cliagnosed with schizophrenia. It
could be adapted for use by people diagnosed with or at risk
for other mental disorders.

The heart of pnlÀ.rs is a Facebook-like mobile app that
connects members to both a circle of peers (in this case, oth-
ers who have had psychotic episodes) and professional clini-
cians who can assist as neecled. Currently about So people
use PRIME at any given time, with at least five clinicians
loggecl on and available. Mclst members use it daily. Mem-
bers tell Schlosser they gain enormously simply by seeingthat
other members are perfectly normal people who lTappen to
have schizophrenia.

The app has three real functions. One is connecting people
so they can turn to one another for help, perspective, and affir-
mation. Another is providing a set of motivational essays, talks,
and interactive modules that help with decisions and dilem-
mas common among the membership. The third is quickly
spotting emerging crises and responding with peer, social-
service, and clinician support.

Sometimes it works in more dramatic fashion. Schlosser
describes one participantwho, because he regularly conversed
with people in the group, feit tiee to volunteer something he
might not have if he were more isolated: He confessed that he
was feeling a bit off, as if he might be sliding back toward psy-
chosis. When Schlosser's team reviewed his message history, it
saw changes in syntax and language use that suggestecl emerg-
ing psychosis. His physician then tweaked his rneds, and both
his unease and his disordered syntax resolved.

A system like PRIME or the one used by 7 Cups, notes Insel,
combines the two components necessary to any approach to
mental-health care-assessment, by coilecting and analyzing

Insel first learned about because his daughter works there.

Z Cups provides text-based peer counseling and support fbr
people with depression or anxiety or a long list of other con-
ditions. Registering for the simpler services, such as peer
connection, takes only seconds, and users can also get refer-
rals to either coaches or licensed mental-health counselors
and psychologists.

According to the CEO, Glen Moriarty, 7 Cups serves a

young, diverse demographic (9o percent are under the age
of 35) that is likely to go unclerserved by traditional mental-
health care. When Insel first heard about these demographics,
he said, "a light bulb went off. This is about providing access
for the first time"-and to people who don't necessarily want
to talk to a psychotherapist. Theywant to help each other. With
a simple smartphone app and website, 7 Cups seeks to quickly
and inexpensively connect such people while also providing a

range of clinical support.
The company collects an astounding amount of ano-

nymized data-a key to increasing its accuracy in detecting



the data a person and his smartphone can provide; ancl inter-
vention, which might include anything from informal social
support to medical support (either inpatient or outpatient).

Mindstrong, he says, will first focus on assessment, spend-
ing the next yeâr or so testing phone-based data-collection-
and-analysis systems; and then explore ways to partner
with others to provide intervention through what Insel calls

"learning-based mental-health care." Continuous assessment
and feedback would drive the interventions. Likewise, all
therapies would use measurement-based practices, which give
clinicians and patients steady feedback on what's working and
what isn't-an approach shown to sharply irnprove outcomes.

I¡ O PRESERVE USERS' PRIVACY, Insel says, Mind-

I strong will collect information only on an opt-in
I basis, and all data will be strongly encrypted. For

most services, Mindstrong will save not actual data streams,
such as what is said in spoken or typed conversations, but only
metadata that reflect state of mind without revealing actual
conversation. This might include semantic structures or the
repeated use ofkey words or phrases that can reveal emo-
tional or cognitive states such as depression, mania, psychosis,

and cognitive confusion. All data will be firewalled according
to strict patient-privacy practices.

Even such metadata, of course, might make an attractive
target for people who'd want to exploit it. (Picture a digital-
era version of the Nixon administration's bungled attempt to
steal the psychiatric records of Daniel EIIsberg, who leaked the
Pentagon Papers, so that it could blackmail or smear him.) The
only thing stopping such an effort in digital
form might be the strength of Mindstrong's
firewall or its willingness to defy a govern-
ment request for data. This danger is real.
Google, for instance, has steadily reduced
the proportion ofgovernment data requests
it responds to, but in the seconcl halfofzot6,
the cornpany reports, it still pro<luced data
for 6o percent ofsuch requests overall, and

79 percent ofsuch requests from the U.S. The
company reveals little to the public about
which requests it honors or why. For these
reasons, some digital-privacy experts think
it's dangerous for any company to collect arnd keep something
as sensitive as psychiatric-patient data. For his part, Allen
Frances feels it's naive to trust any commercial entity to per-
manently protect such data from other commercial interests,
hackers, or a government bent on getting the information.
Others argue that this worry is itself naive, since most of us
already leave enough footprints with smartphones, computers,
phone calls, and credit-card purchases to forfeit the privacy
Frances wants to protect. The question may not be whether a
Mindstrong firewall would be perfect, but whether it would be
stronger than the many porous containers already holding our
personal and medical information.

I ONcE ASKED INSEL how he saw his move to Silicon Valley
in relation to the rest ofhis career. I expected he'd say it was a

complete departure.
Instead he said it felt to him like a return to his first

concerns-"a return to behavior." IIe meant the voles.

Smartphones can track daily behavlors
that reflect mental health. A phone can
senso the beglnnlng of a crlsls and trlgger
an appropr¡ate treatment response.

The fundameqtal assumption behind the vole work, and
behind Insel's career at the NIMH, was that beneath behavior
lay biological mechanisms you coulcl discern and then tweak
to change that behavior. The crux of the biological model, in
other words, was that you could and should address mental
illness from within, Otherwise, why bother with the nearly
impossible job of figuring out how it all worked? You looked
for mechanisms so you could fix the machine.

Now, however, Insel means to address mental clisorders not
from the inside, but from the outside; ancl not with something
new, but with thiigs at hand. He's shifting from mechanistic
cliscovery to practical application. He is acting on the epiphany
he had when the man at his talk complaincd that Insel was dis-
cussing paint chemistry when he shouid have been putting out
fires. It was then, Insel says, that lTe began "to realize that the
really urgent issue isn't that our treatfiients get better, but that
we don't use what we have today."

Insel will always believe in the value of research, of figur-
ing out how things work. But our most pressing problem, he
says-what keeps psychiatry from making the huge strides
that have been made in disciplines like infectious disease and
cardiology-"is not what we don't know. We knowwell enough
what works. Our problem is that we're not doing it."

The other big development in Insel's work today is his
embrace of social contact as a basic health necessity. For this
he credits Schlosser's work. "She convinced me that people
with psychotic illness really crave social connections," he said.

"This was a great wake-up call for me: to see they want to con-
nect on their own terms, sometimes anonymously, on their own

schedule, in a way that they feel they can control"-often with
others like them, in relationships that feel equal, rather than
onlywith clinicians who may seem to hold too much power.

Why didn't he come to all this soonerl Why now?, I asked.

"I have always believed," he said, "thattoget the mostimpact,
you should go where you get the most traction." Even five years
ago, he said, he cóuld not have gotten traction on the ground
that he and Mindstrong are working today. Smartphones
weren't ubiquitous enough; the data weren't rich enough.

"Butnow," he said to me, "nowwe can do this," He was lean-
ing forward ancl smiling ancl holcling both hands up in front of
him as if he were fixing to catch something-as if he were a
basketball player who'd just shook his defender and was call-
ing for the ball to take an open shot. His eyes had the look of
someone who felt he couldn't nriss. ã

David Dobbswrites.þrThe Atlantic, The New York Times,
National Geographic, Pacific Standard, and other publicatir¡tts.
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ThcRise
ofthe
YÍolcnt
Lcft
A burgeoning antifascist
movementwants to fight the
alt-right's fire-with more fire.
BY PETER BEINART

INCE 19O7, PORTLAND,
Oregon, has hosted an annual
Rose Festival. Since zoo¿ the
festival hacl included a pa-

rade clown Sznd Avenue. Since zor3, the
Republican Party of Multnomah County,
which inclucles Portlancl, had taken part.
Thìs April, all ofthat changed.

In the days leading up to the plannecl
parade, a group callecl the Direct Ac-
tion Alliance deciared, "Fascists pìan to
march through the streets," and warned,

"Nazis will not march through Portland
unopposed." The alliance said it didn't
object to the Multnomah GOP itselfl but
to "fãscists" who planned to infiltrate its
ranks. Yet it also denounced marchers
with "Trump flags" and "red MAGA hats"
who could "normalize support for an
orange manwho bragged about sexually
harassing women and who is waging a

war ofhate, racism and prejudice." A sec-
ond group, Oregon Students Empowered,
created a Facebook page called "Shut
down fascism! No nazis in Portland!"

Next, the parade's organizers re-
ceived an anonymous email warning
that if "Trump supporters" and oth-
ers who promote "hateful rhetoric"
marched, "we will have two hundred or

more people rush into the parade ... and
drag and push those people out." When
Portland police said they lacked the re-
sources to provide adequate securiry the
organizers cancelecl the parade. It was a

sign of things to come.
For progressives, Donald Trump

is not just another Republican presi-
dent. Seventy-six percent of Democrats,
accorcling to a Suffolk poll from last Sep-

tember, consicler him a racist. Last March,
according to a YouGov survey, Z1 percent
of Democrats agreed that his campaign
contained "fascist undertones." All of
which raises a question that is likely to
bedevil progressives for years to come:

If you believe the president of the United
States ìs leading a racist, fascist move-
ment that threatens the rights, if not the
lives, of vulnerable minorities, how fhr
are you willing to go to stop itl

In Washington, D.C., the response to
that question centers on how members
ofCongress can oppose Trump's agenda,
on how Democrats can retake the House
of Representatives, and on how and
when to push for impeachment. But in
the country at large, some militant Left-

ists are offering a very different answer.
On Inauguration Day, a rnasked activist
punched the white-supremacist Ieader
Richard Spencer. In February protesters
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violently disrupted UC Berkeley's plans
to host a speech by Milo Yiannopoulos,
a former Breitbart.com editor. In March,
protesters pushed and shoved the con-
troversial conservative political scien-
tist Charles Murray when he spoke at
Middlebury College, in Vermont.

As far-flung as these incidents were,
they have something crucial in common.
Like the organizations that oppclsed the
Multnomah County Republican Party's
participation in the SzndAvenue ofRoses
Parade, these activists appearto be linked
to a movement called "antifa," which
is short for antifuscist or Antí-Fascist Ac-
tion.The movement's secrecy makes de-
finitively cataloging its activities difficult,
but tl, is much is certain: Antifa's power is
growing. And how the rest of the activist
Ieft responds will help define its moral
character in the Trump age.

A Nrlre TRACES ITS Roors to
A ,n. r92os and 3os, when mrrltant
leftists battled fascists in the streets of
Germany, Italy, and Spain. When fas-
cism withered after World War II, antifa
did too. But in the '7os and '8os, neo-
Nazi skinheads began to infiltrate Brit-
ain's punk scene. After the Berlin Wall
fell, neo-Nazisnr also gained promi-
nence in Germany. In response, a cadre
of young leftists, including many anar-
chists and punk fäns, revived the tradi-
rion of street-level antifascism.

In the late '8os, left-wing punk fans
in the United States began following suit,
though they initialiy called their groups
Anti-Racist Action, on the theory that
Americans would be more familiar with
fighting racism than fascism. According
to Mark Bray, the author of the fortìr-
coming Antifu: The Anti-Fascist Hand-
hook,These activists toured with popular
alternative bands in the '9os, trying to
ensure that neo-Nazis did not recruit
their fans. In zooz, they disrupted a

speech bythe head ofthe World Church
of the Creator, a white-supremacist
group in Pennsylvania; z5 people were
arrested in the resulting brawl.

By the zooos, as the internet facili-
tated more transatlantic dialogue, some
American activists had adopted the
name antifa. But even on the militant

left, the movement dicln't occupy the
spotlight. To most left-wing activists dur-
ing the Clinton, Bush, and Obama years,

dere¡Sulated global capitalism seemed
like a greater threat than fascism.

Trump has changed that. For antifa,
the result has been explosive growth.
According to NYC Antifa, the group's
Twitter foilowing nearly
quadrupled in the first
three weeks of fanuary
alone. (By summer, it ex-
ceeded r5,ooo.) Trump's
rise has also bred a new
sympathy for antifa
among some on the main-
stream left. "Suddenly,"
noted the antif-a-aligned
journal It's Going l)own,

"anarchists and antifa,

to fvveet, "I don't care how many differ-
ent songs you set Richard Spencer being
punchecl to, I'll laugh at every one."

The violence is not directed only at
avowed racists like Spencer: In June of
last year, clemonstrators-at least some
of whom were associated with antifa-
punched and threw eggs at people exit-

ing a Trumprally in San |ose,
Califbrnia. An article in I¿i
Going Down celebrated the

"righteous beatings."
Antifascists call such ac-

tions defensive. Hate speech

against r,ulnerable minori-
ties, they argue, leads to
violence against vulnerable
minorities. But Trump sup-
porters and white national-
ists see antifa's attacks as

Anfifai
violent
tactics have
elicited
substantial
surrÞort
frdrå the
mainsfream
left.

who have been demon-
ized and sidelined by the wider Left have
been hearing from liberals and Leftists,
'you've been right all along."'An article
i¡ The Nation argued that "to call Trump-
ism fascist" isto realize thatit is "notwell
combated or contained by standarcl lib-
eral appeals to reason." The radical left,
it said, offers "practical and serious re-
sponses in this political moment."

Those responses sometimes spill
blood. Since antifa is heavily composed
of anarchists, its activists place little
fäith in the state, which they consider
complicit in fascism and racism. They
prefer direct action: They pressure ven-
ues to deny white supremacists space to
meet. They pressure employers to fire
them and landlords to evict them. And
when people they deem racists and fas-
cists manage to assemble, antifa's par-
tisans try to break up their gatherings,
including by force.

Such tactics have elicited substan-
tial support from the mainstream left.
When the masked antifa activist was
lilmed assaulting Spencer on Inaugura-
tion Day, another piece ínThe Nation de-
scribed his punch as an act of"kinetic
beauty." Slate ran an approving article
about a humorous piano ballad that
gloriûed the assault. Twitter was inun-
dated with viral versions of the video set
to different songs, prompting the for-
mer Obama speechwriter fon Favreau

an assault on their right to
freely assemble, which they in turn seek

to reassert. The result is a level of sus-
tained political street warfare not seen
in the U.S. since the r96os. A fewweeks
after the attacks in San Jose, for instance,
a white-supremacist Ieader announced
that he would host a march in Sacra-
mento to protest the attacks at Trump
rallies, Anti-Fascíst Action Sacramento
called for a counterdemonstration; in
the end, at least ro people were stabbed.

A similar cycle has played out at
UC Berkeley. In February, masked
antifäscists broke store windows and
hurled Molotov cocktails and rocks at
police during a rally against the planned
speech by Yiannopoulos. After the uni-
versity canceled the speech out ofwhat
it called "concern for public safèty,"
white nationalists announced a "March
on Berkeley" in support of"free speech."
At that rally, a 4r-year-old man named
Kyle Chapman, who was wearing a base-
ball helmet, ski goggles, shin guards,
and a mask, smashed an antifa activist
over the head with a wooden post. Sud-
denly, Trump supporters had a viral
video of their own. A far-right crowd-
funding site soon raised more than
$8o,ooo for Chapman's legal clefense.
(In ]anuary, the same site had offered a

substantial reward for the identity of the
antifascist who had punched Spencer.)
A politicized fight culture is emerging,
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fr,reled by cheerleaders on both sides. As

James Anderson, an editor at lt's Going
Down,told Vicc, "This shit is fun."

Il onrleND oFFERS PERHAps
It tne clearest glimpse ofwhere all of
this can lead. The Pacific Northwest has
Iong attracted white supremacists, who
have seen it as a haven from America's
multiracial East and South. In r857,
Oregon (then afederal territory) banned
African Americans fiom living there. By
the r9zos, it boasted the highest I(u Klux
Klan nrembership rate of any state.

In r988, neo-Nazis in Portland killed
an Ethiopian imrnigrant with a base-
ball bat. Shortly thereafter, notes Alex
Reid Ross, a lecturer at Portland State
University and the author of Against the

Fas císt Creep, anti-Nazi skinheads
formecl a chapter of Sl<inheads
Against Racial Prejudice. Before
long, the city also had an Anti-
Racist Action group.

Now, in the Trump era, Port-
land has become a bastion of
antifascist militancy. Masked
protesters smashed store win-
dows during multiday clemon-
strations following Trump's
election. In early April, antifa
activists threw smoke bombs
into a "Rally for Trurnp and Free-
dor¡" in the Portland suburb <¡f
Vancouver, Washington. A local
paper said the ensuing melee re-
sernbled a mosh pit.

When antifascists forced the cancel-
lation ofthe 8znd Avenue ofRoses Pa-
rade, Trump supporters responded with
a "March fbr F'ree Speech." Amongthose
who attended was leremy Christian, a

burly ex-con draped in an American flag,
who uttered racial slurs and made Nazi
salutes. A few weeks later, on May 25, a

man believedto be Christian was filmed
calling antifa "a bunch ofpunk bitches."

The next day, Christian boarded a

Iight-rail train and began yelling that
"colored people" were ruining the city.
He fixed his attention on two teenage
girls, one African American and the
other wearing a hijab, and told them "to
go back to Saudi Arabia" or "kill them-
selves." As the girls retreated to the back

of the train, three men interposed them-
selves between Christian ancl his targets.

"Please," one said, "get off this train."
Christian stabbed all three. One bled
to death on the train. One was declared
dead at a local hospital. One survived.

The cycle continued. Nine days after
the attack, on June 4, Trump supporters
hosted another Portland rally, this one
fcaturing Chapman, who had gained
fame with his assault on the antifascist
in Berkeley. Antifa activists threw bricks
until the police dispersed them with
stun grenades and tear gas.

What's eroding in Portland is the
quality Max Weber considerecl essential
to a functioning state: a monopoly on
legitimate violence. As members of a

largely anarchist movement, antifascists

bastions are refusing to protect their right
tofree speech. |oeyGibson, aTrump sup-
porterwho organized the June 4Portland
rally, told me that his "biggest pet peeve
is when mayors have police stand down ...
They don't want conservatives to be com-
ing together and speaking." To provide
security at the rally, Gibson brought in
a far-right militia called the Oath Keep-
ers. In late June, James Buchal, the chair
of the Multnomah County Republican
Party, announced that it too would use
militia members for security, because

"volunteers don't feel safe on the streets
of Portland."

Antifa believes it is pursuing the
opposite of authoritarianism. Many of
its activists oppose the very notion of
a centralized state. But in the name of

protecting the vulnerable, anti-
fascists have granted themselves
the authority to decide which
Americans may publicly assem-
ble and which rnay not. That
authority rests on no democratic
foundation. Unlike the poiiti-
cians they revile, the men and
women of antifa cannot be voted
out of office. Generally, they
don't even disclose their narnes.

Antifa's perceived legitimacy
is inversely correlated with the
government's. Which is why, in
the Trump era, the movement is

growing like never before. As the
president derides and subverts

liberal-democratic norms, progres-
sives face a choice. They can recommit
to the rules of fair play, and try to lirnit
the president's corrosive effect, though
they will often fail. Or they can, in re-
vulsion or fear or righteous rage, try
to deny racists and Trump supporters
their political rights. From Middlebury
to Berkeley to Portland, the latter ap-
proach is on the rise, especialiy among
young people.

Revulsion, fear, and rage are under-
standable. But one thing is clear. The
people preventing Republicans from
safely assembling on the streets of Port-
Ìand may consicler themselves fierce
opponents of the authoritarianism grow-
ing on the Arnerican right. In truth, how-
ever, they are its unlikeliest allies. Tl

ts

o
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An antifascist dem(rnstrator but'ns a Blue Littes Matter flag
during a protest in I'ortland, Oregon, in June.

don'twant the government to stop white
supremacists from gathering. They want
to do so themselves, rendering the gov-
ernment impotent. With help from other
left-wing activists, they're already hav-
ing some success at disrupting govern-
ment. Demonstrators have interrupted
so many city-council meetings that in
February, the councii met behind locked
doors. In February and March, activists
protesting police violence and the city's
investments in the Dakota Access Pipe-
line hounded Mayor Ted Wheeler so per-
sistently at his home that he took refuge
in a hotel. The fateful email to parade
organizers warned, "The police cannot
stop us from shutting down roads."

AlÌ of this fuels the fears of Trump
supporters, who suspect that liberal
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The bitches, as Shannon sawit, came in three varieties.
She categorized them on l-rer personal blog, in a post titled

"Beware the Female Biglaw Partner."
First was the "aggressive bitcir"-a certain kind of

higÌ'r-ranking woman at the firm where she worked who
didn't think twice about "verbally assaulting anyone."
When one such partner's name appeared on caller ID,
Shannon told me, "we would just t'reak out."

Next was the two-faced "passive-aggressive bitch,"
whose "subtle, semi-rude emails" hinted that "you really
shouldn't Leave before 6:3o." She was arguably worse
than the aggressive bitch, because you might never know
where you stand.

Last but not least, the "tuned-out, indifferent bitch,"
Shannon wrote, "is so busy, both with work and family,
that they don't have time for anything ... This partner is
not trying to be mean, but hey, they got assignments at
midnight when they were associates. So you will too.

"There obviotrsiy are exceptions," she acided. "Br.rt
there aren't many."

You would expect someone like Shannon, who asked
that I use only her first name, to thrive in an elite law fi.rm.
When she graduated in the mid-zooos frol¡ the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Law School-having helpecl eclit the

constitutional-law journal and internecl for a clistrict-
court judge-she had hcr pick of job offers. Shc kncw that
by going to a big lirm she was signing on fbr punishing
hours, but she had six-fìgure student loans to pay offand
hoped her gutgoing personality would win over bosses
and potential mentors,

It didn't quite work out that way.
The firm's pace was as fienzied as she'd feared. Part-

ners would assign projects late in the day, she said, some-
times forcing associates to work through the night only
to announce in the morning tl-rat the assignment wasn't
needed after all. When Shannon wanted to leave at the
early hour of 7 p.m,, she would sneak out of her office,
creep past the elevators, and take the stairs down to evade
her bosses. She took up smoking to deal with the stress,

Early on, Shannon noticed a striking dynamic. Though
her law-school class had been roughly split between the
genders, the firm had very few female partners. This wasn't
unusual: At the time, just 17 percent of all law partners in
the country were women, and they've oniy notched up a
few percentage points since then. Ancl, at least at her fi.rm,
no one seemed to like the handful of f'emale partners.

"They were known as bitchy, bossy, didn't want to hear ex-
cuses," Shannon told me.

'rH¡r 
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She once spotted a female partner screaming at the en, ploy-
ees at a taxi stand because the cars weren't coming fast enough.
Another would praise Shannon to her face, then dispatch a
senior associate to tell her she was working too slowly. One
time, Shannon emailed a female partner-one of the passive-
aggressive variety-saying, "Attached is a revised list of issues
and documents we need from the client. Let me know of any-
thing I may have left off."

"Here's another example" of you not being confident, the
partner responded, according to Shannon. "The 'I may have left
off' language is not as much being solicitous of my ideas as it is
suggesting a lack of confìdence in the completeness ofyourlist."

Shannon aclmits that she can be a little sensitive, but she
wasn't the only one who noticed. "Almost every girl cried at
some point," she says. Some ofthe male partners couid be curt,
she said, but others were nice. Almost all of the female part-
ners, on the other hand, were very tough,

Still, the senior wome1l's behavior madc sense to hcr. They
were slavìshly devoted to their jobs, regularly working until
nine or ro at nigl-rt. Making partner meant
either not having children or hiring both
day- and nighttime nannies to care for them.

"There's hostility among the women who have
made it," she said. "It's like, 'I gave this up.
You're going to have to give it up too."'

After 16 months, Shannon decided she'd
had enough. She left for a firm with gentler
hours, and later took time offto be with her
young children. She now says that if she were
to return to a big firm, she'd be wary of work-
ing for a woman. A woman would judge her

me out of obscurity years ago by promoting my work on her
blog. So I was a bit stunned when, for this story, she told me
that she divides her past female managers into "Dragon Ladies"
and "softies Who Nice TheirWayUpwards." She'cl ratherwork
fbr men because, she says, they're more forthright. "With
women, I'm partly being juclged on my abilities and partly
being judged on whether or not I'm 'a friend,' or'nice,' or'fun,"'
she told me. "That's some playground BS."

Other women I interviewed, mean'while, aclmitted that they
had been tempted to snatch the Aeron chair out from under a

female colleague. At a women's networking happy hour, I met
Abigail, a youllg financial controller at a consulting company
who once caught herself resenting a co-worker f'or taking six
weeks of'maternity leave. "I consider myself very pro-woman
and feminist," Abigail saic1. Nevertheless, she confèssed, "if
I wasn't so mindful of my reaction, I coul<l have been like,

'Maybe we should try to find a way to fire her."'
Ofcourse, these are just anecdotes. I also heard positive

stories ¿rbout female co-workers, including from prominent
women in fields like fbreign pol-
icy and journalism who described
how other women had mentored
them or acted as unofficial sup-
port groups. (I've been fortunate
to have both ofthose experiences
myself.) What's more, research
suggests that women actually
make better managers than men,
by certain measures.

Yet, fairly or not, many
women seem to share Shannon's

Sfudy
parficipanfs
said female
bosses are
"emofionalr"
"caffy,"
or "b¡Íchy."

tbr stepping back tiom the workforce, she
thinks: "Women seem to cut down women."

Her screed against the female partners
surprised me, since people don't usually rail
against historically marginalized groups on the record. When
I reached out to otherwomento askwhetherthey'd had similar
experiences, some were appalled by the question, as though l
were Phyllis Schlafly calling from beyond the grave. But then
they would say things like "Well, there was this one time ..."
and tales of female sabotage would spill forth. As I went about
my clozens of interviews, I began to feel like a priest to whorn
women were confessing their sins against feminism.

Their stories formed a pattern of'wanton meanness. Ser-
ena Palumbo, another lawyer, tolcl me about the time she went
home to Italy to renew her visa and returned to find that a female
co-worker had told their boss "that my perforlrance had been
lackluster and that I was not focused." Katrin Park, a communi-
cations director, told me that a female former manager reacted
to a minor infraction by screaming, "How can I work when
you're so incompetent?!" A friend of mine, whom I'11 call Cath-
erine, had a boss whose tone grew witheringly harsh just a few
months into her job at a nonprofit. "This is a perfect example of
howyou run forward thoughtlessly, with no regard to anything
I am saying," the woman said in one email, bêfore exploding at
Catherine in all caps. Many women tolcl me that men had uncler-
mined them as well, but it somehow felt different-worse-when
it happened at the hands of a woman, a supposed a111,.

Even awomanwho had given myown career a boost joined
the chorus. Susannah Breslin, a writer based in Florida, yanked

fear that members of their gen-
der tend to cut one another dowrr.
Large surveys by Pew and Gallup
as well as several academic stud-

ies show that when women have a preference as to the gender
oftheir bosses and colleagues, that preference is largely for
merr. A zoog stucly published in the journ aI Gender in Manage-
ment found, for cxample, that although women belicve other
women make good managers, "the fèmale wc¡rkers did not ac-
tually want to work for them." The longer a woman ha<i been
in the workforce, the less likely she was to want a ferrale boss.

In zorr, I(im Elsesser, a lecturer at UCLA, analyzed
Tesponses fiom more than 6o,ooo people and found that
women-even thclse who were managers themselves-were
more likely to want a male boss than a fèmale one. 'I'he par-
ticipants explained that female bosses are "emotional," "catty,"
or "bitchy." (Men preferred male bosses too, but by a smaller
margin than the female participants did.)

In a smaller survey of r4z law-firm secretaries-nearly all
of whom were women-not one saicl she or he preferred work-
ing for a female partner, and only 3 percent indicated that
they liked reporting to a female associate. (Nearly half had no
preference.) "I avoid working for women because [they are]
such a pain in the assl" one woman said. In yet another study,
women who reportecl to a female boss had more symptoms of
distress, such as trouble sleeping and headaches, than those
who workecl for a man.

Some people find these studies literally incredibie. (When
the ABA Joumøl published an article about the legal-secretary
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sLurey, angry readers demanded a retraction. The journal
wrote a follow-up piece about the controversy and issued a

mild apology for the hurt feelings.) And indeed, it is hard to
believe that women would hold a fierce bias against members
of their own gender. Perhaps in part because it's such a thorny
topic, this phenomenon tends to be either dismissed (noth-
ing to see here) or written off as inevitable (women are inher-
ently catty). But in fact, psychologists have been attempting to
explain it for decades-and the sum of their findings suggests
that women aren't the villains of this story.

wasn't looking for bitchy behavior when I

6 walked into an upscale restaurant on Pennsyl-
I vania Avenue in Washington, D.C., one night

last fall, but it found me. I was there for a small
get-together of fernaie executives, Several of

the women grimaced when I introduced myself as a journalist,
so when I approached a cluster of'thern, I opencd by saying
that they didn't have to be interviewed if they didn't want to be.

At that, a middle-aged blonde in a leoparcl-print jacket
looked at me and said, "When you go to your shrink, do you
say, 'Nobody likes me! Nobodywants to talk to me'?"

I blinked in disbelief, then asked her whetl-rer she had ever
gotten pushback for her communic¿rtion style.

'I'he woman, Susan, s¿rid her brusqueness is actually an
advantage at the financial-services firm where she works as an

adviser, avery MadMen-esque environment, as she described it.
"I have a different way of communicating that's more like a guy,"

she said. "I played a lotofsports, and I expectus to knock around

a bit and still be friends at the end of the game. Guys like me."
The fratly environment doesn't seem that great for other

women in her office, though. Most of the financial aclvisers

at her firm are men, but most of the assistants are women-a
situation Susan called "a hotbed ofbadness." "There's a finite
amount of space that these women get," she said. "Thev're in
their little prison and they're all eating each other up."

As it turns out, researchers have competing theories as to
why this happens-why wonlen sometimes f,nd then'rselves

trapped and sniping at one another.
One psychoÌogist, ]oyce Benenson, thinks women are evo-

lutionarily predestined not to collaborate with wornen they are

not related to. Her research suggests that women and girls are

less willing than men ancl boys to cooperate with lower-status
individuals of the same gender; more likely to dissolvc same-
gender friendships; and more willing to socially exclude one

another. She points to a similar pattern in apes. Male chimpan-
zees grooln one another more than fernales do, and fiequently
work together to hunt or patroi borders. Female chimps are
much less likely to forrn coalitions, ancl have even been spot-
ted forcing themselves between a female rival and her mate in
the throes of copulation.

Benenson believes that women undermine one another
because they have always had to compete for mates and fbr
resources for their offspring. Helping another woman might
give that woman an edge in the hot-Neanderthal dating mar-
ket, or might give her children an advantage over your own, so

you frostily snub her. Women "can gather around smiling and
laughing, exchanging polite, intimate, and even warm conver-
sation, while simultaneousiv destroying one another's careers,"
Benenson told me. "The contrast is jarring."

Perhaps not surprisingly, Benenson's theory is
controversial-so much so that she says she feels sidelined and

"very isolated" in academia. She thinks that may be why she

wouncl up teaching at a small Catholic institution-Emmanuel
College, in Boston-instead of at a better*nown university.

If Benenson is right, women would have to struggle might-
ily to repair their poisonous dynamic, since it is biologically
ingrained. But many other researchers think women aren't
hardwired to behave this way. Insteacl, they argue, bitchiness
is a by-product of the moclern'workplace.

In the late r98os, Robin Ely, then a graduate student in the
Yale School of Management, set about trying to understand why
women's ofñce interactions sometimes turn toxic. "My most
difficult relati<¡nship at work had been with a woman," Ely told
me, "but women had also given me the most amazing sup-
port." She clidn't buy either ofthe prevailing stereotypes about
women-that they are nurturing earth mothers or manipulative
traitors. Instead, her hypothesis was simply that "women, like
all human beings, respond to the situation they're in."

'l'o test this idea, Ely crackecl open a law-firm directory
and picked some male-dominated firms, where no more than

5 percent ofpartners were fenrale, and some other frrms where
women were slightly better represented in the top ranks. Then
she asked the female lawyers at both types of firms how they
felt about their tèmale colleagues.

No matter where they were, the attorneys endured a gruel-
ing r,vork environment. But in the overwhelmingly male firms,
competition between women was "acute, troubling, and per-
sonàl," EIy saicl. Compared with the women in firms where
theywere better represented, women in the male-dominated
settings thought less ofone another and offered weak support,
if any. Female partners in those firms were "almost universally
reviled," Ely said. One young lawyer described her boss as "a
manipulative bitch who has no legal talent."

Perhaps the most enduring takeaway was this: Women in
the male-dominated firms believed that only so many of them
would make it into the senior ranks, and that they were vying
with one another for those spots. Ely, who is now a business pro-
f'essor at Ilarvard, had hit upon a dynamic known as tokenism.
When there appearto be fèw opportunities f'orwomen, research

shows, women begin to view their gender as an impediment;
they avoid joining fbrces, and sometimes turn on one another.

Think of the "cool giri" who casually notes, "Al1 my friends
are guys"-as though it just naturaily happened that way. Or
the overachiever who saves her harshest feedback for her
female colleagues, while the men in the office get sports tall<

and fist bumps. Women like Susan, the financial adviser I

met in Washington, "get along with men better," as she put it,
because it pays to get along with whoever's at the top.

round the same time Ely conducted her

& tokenism study, a Dutch psychologist named
& Naomi Ellemers was working as an assistant

professor in Amsterdam and trying to under-
stand the near-total absence of senior women

in academia. Women then made up just 4 percent of all full
professors in the Netherlands, Ellemers thought perhaps
biased men were keeping women from advancing.

Ellemers put together a list of all the female professors
in the country arrd mailecl them (as well as a sample of rnale



professors) a survey about their relationships with their col-
leagues. Her fi ndings suggested that women were actuallypart
of the problem. The femaie professors described themselves
as just as "aggressive" ancl "dominant" as the men dicl; they
felt unsupported by their female colleagues, and didn't want
to work with other women.

Eleven years later, Ellemers surveyed doctoral students and
university faculty members in Amsterdam and ltaly ancl found
similar resuits. Although the junior men and women were in
fact equally committed to their work, the female professors
thought the younger women were less cledicatecl. Elìemers
called these senioL women-who coped with gencler discrimi-
nation by ernphasizing how different they were from other
women-"queen bees," repurposing a term first coinecl in the
r97os by researchers at the University of Michigan.

After these studies were published, Ellemers was disheart-
ened to read news articles trurnpeting them as proofthat women
arc nasty by nature. "Some journalists are veili happy to n-rake

headlines that women are catty to each other," she told me me-
fully. She thought about giving up on this line ofresearch, but
a student ofhers, Belle Derks, persuaded her to keep probing.

Along with some of their other colleagues, Ellemers and
Derks conducted a small study in zorr for which they asked ó3

Dutch policewomen-who are far outnumbered by their male
colleagues-to recall a time they had experienced sexism at
work. That reminder prompted many of the officers to empha-
size the ways they're not like other women and to downplay
the prevalence of sexism. In other words, thinking about how
bad it is to be a womân made certain offcers not want to be
seen as women. And it wasn't
just something wonten did: In
another small study, whetr Derks
and other researchers prompted
Surinamese immigrants in the
Netherlands to recall an instance
of discrimination against their
group, many expressed lower
opinions ofone another and be-
haved more stereotypically Dutch.

With that, Ellemers and Derks
believed they had pinpointecl the

showed that "token" women who had helped other women in
the past avoided cloing so again when given the chance. In a

separate str.rdy, she found that token women in "high prestige"
settings were more reluctant to recr-uit female candidates to
join their team than were women who worked in less presti-
gious settings or hacl more female colleagues.

As ]oan C. Williams, a distinguished professor at rhe
UC Hastings College of the Law, put it to rne: "\¡/omen are
people. If the only way to get ahead is to run iike hell away from
otherwomen, some women are going to clo that." And research
suggests that this kind of distancing occurs in rninority groups
as well, which means these dynamics may be doubly harci on
women of color, since they face both gender and racial bias.

Even levelheaded, fèminist wonren can exhibit elements
of queen-bee bel-ravior at times, and they don't have to be in
senior positions. The biggest issue I heard about is what's
known as "competitive threat," which is when a woman
fèars that a female newcomer will outshine her. She might
try to undermine her rival preemptively-as happened to one
woman I interviewed, whose work fiiend sprea<l rumors that
she was promiscuous and unqualified. Or she might slam her
rival with demeaning comments, as has happened to seven in
ro respondents to a zot6 survey ofwomen working in the tech
industry. "l had two female colleagues who suggested I try to
look 'less pretty' to be taken more seriously," a respondent
wrote. "One suggested a breast reduction."

This kind of behavior can take a toll. My friend Catherine
had always been the most unflappable and cheerful in our
group, but about six months into her stint with a queen bee,

she began feeling like "a terrified pucldle of
a human being," she said. She felt sick to her
stomach and had trouble eating her iunch at
work. "Whenever the phone rang, my legs
would shake," she said. 'hn¡ime we were on
a call ancl her voice came on, I shuddered."

About r.5 years ago, Margarita Rozenfeld,
who is now a leadersÌrip coach in Washington,
D.C., founcl herself reporting to a queen bee.
Rozenf'cld's boss was just ín her early 3os, but
her clothes and clemeanor made her seem
much older. She had high expectations for
everyone on the team, including Rozenfeld,
and she would grumble when her subordi-
nates didn't exhibit the same relentless arnbi-
tion she had.

One day on her way to work, Rozenf'eld
tripped on the parking-garage steps and twisted her ankle. It
swelled as the day wore on, and she worried that it would get
even worse. She wasn't particularly busy, so she knocked on her
boss's door and asked whether she could leave early to see a

doctor. Herboss asked Rozenfeld to come in and close the door.
"You know, I had high hopes for you," Rozenfeld remem-

bers her saying. Her boss questioned why "you feel like you
can leave" when "things like this happen."

"But I feel like I'm not going to be able to walk," Rozenfeld
said.

"I will tell you something about my career and how I got to
be where I am today," her boss continuecl. "Do you know how
many tirnes I worked with men who basically sexually harassed
me? Did you know that man over there missed his kid's

When women
do slip ouÍside fhe
lines and behave
asserfively, ofher
ìvomen are
somefimes fhe
ones vho blasf

conclitions in which queen bees úhem for if.
emerge: when women are a mar-
ginalizcd group in the workplace,
have made big sacrifices fbr
their career, or are already pre-
disposed to show little "gender identification"-camaraderie
with other women. (Think of fbrmer Yahoo chief Marissa
Mayer's quote about another of her old jobs: "I'm not really
a woman at Google; l'm a geek at Google.") Women iike this,
Ëllemers s:rys, "learned the hard way th¿rt the w:ry to succeed
in the workplace is to make sure that people realize they arre

not like other women. It's not something about these women.
It is the way they have learned to survive in the organization."

It's worth noting that some of Ellemers and Derks's findings
are notvery robust. tsut otherresearchers have since published
work that echoes theirs. Michelle Duguid, a Cornell Univer-
sity management prof-essor, has explored something called

"favoritism threatr" or women's concern that they'll seem
biased if they help one another. In a working paper, Duguid
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high-school graduation because he was working on a proposal?

And you have a sprained ankle and you think it's okay to leavel"
As tears welled in her eyes, Rozenfeid realized that she

was never going to be the kind ofworker her boss wanted. Six

months later, she quit.

omplicating all of this is that, well, bitchi-

# ness is in the eye of the bel-rolder, and the term
tu queen bee sometimes gets flung at women who

are just trying to do their job. You could call it
managing while fen-rale: Many studies have

shown that people-men and women alike-c¿rn't tolerate
so much as a hint of toughness coming tiom a woman) even
when she's in charge.

The most notorious double standard is that women can't
break into important jobs unless they advocate for themselves
and command respect. But they're also reviled unless they act
like chipper and self-cieprecating team players, fbrever pass-

ing the credit along to others. Laurie Rudman, a social psy-
chologist at Rutgers University, said the "poster woman" tbr
this predicament is HilÌary Clinton, who, according to surveys)

was more popular when in ofñce than when she was vying for
ofñce. Writin g in The Boston Globe last summer, former Ver-
mont Governor Madeleine May I(unin notecl the clramatically
lower behavior bar set for Donald Trump than for Clinton:

"'Boys will be boys,' but girls must be goddesses."
Rudman first witnessed this tendency when she was a grad

student at the University of Minnesota, where she sat on a

hiring committee for an open professor position. The female
candidates touted their records by saying thûrgs like "I'm so

fortunate I found so-and-so fbr my mentor," Rudman
told me. One male candidate, meanwhile, waltzed in,
folded his arms, and declared, "I'm going to change
the face of psychologywithin the next five years." The
commiltee picked the man.

"It's very clifficult for women to ask for power,"
Rudman said. "If you stick your neck out and say 'I'cl
like to be considered for this promotion,' sornebody's
rewing up a chain saw in the backgrouncl."

After Rudman earned her doctorate, she began
researching why women can't get away with l¡ehav-
ing the way men do. Her work helps explain why
male bosses can be fiank, while f'enrale managers
are stuck serving up compliment sandwiches to
soften their criticism. In one of her experiments,
women who doled out honest feedback were liked
less and considered less hirable than similarly can-
did men. Other academics have argued that work-
ers just don't respect female bosses as much as male
ones-which prompts the bosses to tteat the workers
worse, which causes the workers to thinl< less of their
bosses, and so forth.

Rudman fbund that some women's disparagement
of other women can be explained by what's called

"system justifi cation," a psychological concept in which
long-oppressed groups, struggling to make sense
of an unfair world, internalize negative stereotypes.
Women simply don't have the same status in Ameri-
can life that men do. So when people thinl<, Who do

I want to work withl, they subconsciously leap to the
default, the historically revered-the man. Some women look
around, see few women running things, and assume that there
must be something wrong with women themselves.

Indeed, Kim Elsesser, the UCLA lecturer whose study un-
earthed a preference for male bosses, pointed out another inter-
esting wrinkle in that study: Participants were biased against
women only when they were asked about the gender they pre-
ferred to work for in general. "When participants were asked
about their current bosses, the bias disappeared," Elsesscr said.

When women do slip outside the lines and behave assert-
ively, other women are sometimes the ones who blast them
for it. In one series of studies, Rudman asked participants to
pick tearnrnates f'or a round of comptterized Jeopardy. They
could choose arnong insecure and confìdent men and wornen.
A cash prize was offered, so it behooved the participants to
pick someone competent. But while the confident contestants
of both genders were seen as more capable than the insecure
ones) the female participants were nonetheless torn between
the insecure woman and the confident one.

Rudman says that in general, research shows nren are more
biased againstwomen atworkthanwomenthemselves are. But
in this case at least, the male participants didn't hesitate to pick
the confident wóman over the insecure one, and had no preÊ
erence between the confident man and the confident woman.
Not a single female participant, on the other hand, chose the
confident woman over the confident man. "l couÌd not beiieve
it!," Rudman exclaimed,letting out a long "Wooooow"

She saw this as a sign ofwhat psychologists call the black-
sheep effect, in which people are harder on rule-breaking
members of their own group than they are on the deviants of



other tribes. As Rudman iold me this, I played a mental high-
light reei of the various times in my life when a man had com-
pletely dropped the ball on a team project, and I'd excused him
as either a nutty professor or a devilish rogue who coulcln,t be
bothered with tedious ctetails. He was the mischievous peter
Pan to my businesslike Wen dy: I'II handle it myself,.you scamp!
If a woman behaved this way, though, I'd be more likely to draft
a dozen never-sent emails asking her what her problem was.

å
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ome writers and researchers argue that
true queen bees are extremely rare, and thatthe
concept has been co-opted by misogynists to
show how awful wornen supposediy are. Even
Carol Tavris, one ofthe social psychologists

creditedwith coining the term t\ueen bee,hasbeen quotecl reject-
ing the concept. "l hate it," she told the Toda2 show ín zort,.

In t974,Tavris had publishecl an article ín Psychologlt Today
in which she and two collcagues, Graham Staines and Toby
Epstein layaratne) wrote:

There is a group of antifeminist wornenwho exemplifiT whatwe
call the Queen Bee syndrome ... The true Queen Bee has made
itin the "man'sworld" ¡rfwork,while mnning ahouse andfàm-
ilywith her lefthand. "IfI can do itwithout awhole movement
to help me," runs her attitude, "so can. all those other women."

When I called her at her home in Los Angeles, Tavris said
that her theory had since been misinterpreted, carved into a
cudgel for bashing women. If women are their
own worst enemies, after all, why should people
push for women's workplace advancement? She
regrets that giving "a catchy narrre" to a complex
pattern of behavior helped launch queen-bee-ism
as "a thing"-one that has endured despite all
the gains working women have made sincê the
r97os. After publishing that paper, she movecl on
to examine other topics in psychology.

I could understand why Tavris would want to
iiistance herself fiom this research-who wants
to throw more chum to the internet's sexist trolls?
And given the complexity of the queen-bee
phenomenon, its prevalence is impossible to
determine. Still, queen bees are clearly a real thing,
and ignoring the problem won't make it go away.
Maybe byunderstanding its causes, we can finalll'
start to address them.

TlTe key point to remember, according to Naomi Ellemers
and other researchers, is that queen-bee behavior arises under
certain circumstances-like when a woman believes that the
path to success is so narrow, she can barely squeeze through
hersel{, let alone try to bring others along with her.

When I'd initially emailed Tavris for an interview, she had
written back, "Your request makes me sad." But as I described
the experiences ofthe women I had interviei,,red, she acknowl-
edged that in some contexts, women do sometimes bully one
another-just as members of other discriminated-against
groups would.

Toward the end of our conversation, Tavris complimented
Ellemers's research. Howwe behave atwork clepends on "how
safe we feel atwork," she said. "Does ourwork give us a chance
to thrive? Or are we feeling thwarted at every step?"

once worked with a queen bee-awoman
* â couple ofdecades my senior. (She outranked
ä me but wasn't my supervisor.) Soon after I

started, she and I were alone in our shared
workspace. It was a busy day, but I needed to

ask her a question about an internal process. I waitecl until late
afternoon, then askecl.

She glared at me and turned bright red. Then she screamed
at me like I had never been screamed at before by someone
I'rn not related to. (Later, when I complainecl about her, my
boss said, by way of explanation, that the office was a family-
like environment.)

That was probably ourworst encounter, but itwasn'tthe only
bad one. She would seethe at me for things beyoncl my control
and complain about me to my boss. Once, I let out a sigh after
a frustrating phone call, and she lambasted me for seeming
entitled. Another co-worker overheard and told her to cool it.

"l'm sorry, but she had a tone!" she responded, like a baron-
ess exasperated by the impertinent help.

I began to have stomachaches and cold sweats when I
walked into work. Still, I couldn't quite hate the woman. She
was obviously miserable in her job, and every time I looked in
her stress-deadened eyes, I saw a little ofmyself.

Is this the ghost offuture OIgø?, I somerimes wondered. Is this
what happens when the totally normal, societally sanctioned
choices you've made-work hard; have children; slave away for
a promotion; go on a little vacation, not too longl; come back and

work even harder-don't add
up to the life you envisioned?
You said the right thing at
the meeting, clidn't you?

She glared af
me and furned
brighf red. Then
she screamed
af me like
I had never
been screamed
af before.

You helped on the important
project. Why nof you, then? It
would be enraging.

The truth is, I too some-
times feel like the day is just
too exhausting, that I cannot
possibly handie one more
thing with gracc. I like to
think I haven't taken it out
on my colleagues. But my
queen bee l'rad a rougher go
of it than I did, ciimbing her
way up before l,e an I n,beforc
'9os-style sensitivity training.

She probably experienced tl-re kintl of sexism that doesn't take
a Saral-r Lawrence degree to sniffout, the kindwhere your male
equals call you "sweetie" or tell you, up front, that you don't
belong. I had to ask myself Ho,ø many.years of treatment like
that would it take for me to hecome mean like fterl Ten years?
Twenty? Or would it reqr.rire only the right opportunity-like
an unusually bad day, when no one else is around?

ç
urious to know what career gurus have to
say about dealing with queen bees, I took a spin
through some ofthe top-seliing "getting ahead"
books aimed at women. What I found was eye-
opening, but not in the way I'cl hoped.

For example, the zor4 "revised and updated" version of
Nice Girls Don't Get the Corner O.ffice, which was originally
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published in zoo4, notes that women "often wind up mak-
ing mountains out of molehills, much to the consternation of
their male colleagues." The authors ofthe zoo6 book The Girl\
Guide to Being a Boss (Without Being a Bítch) offer a long tale of
woe from a woman with a bitchy boss, then write simply that
ifyou (the boss) feel thatyou are a bitch, you should take an

ânger-management course. Problem solved.

In Play Like ø Man, Win Like øWornan, former CNN Vice
President Gail Evans recommends avoiding workpÌace tension
by not having any contact with colleagues outside the office.
If an emotion somehow surfaces cluring wolk hours, a true
executive-track gal stuff's it back down. "If you can't help but
become angrywith a f'emale co-worker," Evans writes, "for the
sake ofthe rest ofus, keep it to yourself."

Even when workplace bullying becomes severe, emplol'ment
lawyers told nre, women are less likely to sue for gender ciiscrim-
ination iftheirtormentor is anotherwoman, since people tendto
assume that women look out for one another. (One lawyer said

that this is why companies often appoint nrembers of "protected
classesr" sucìr as minorities and women, to human-resources
roles. Having someone from one ofthese groups handle a firing
can make it harder to sue for wrongful termination.)

Still, the answer can't be to simply capitulate to queen bees,

as some of tl-re women I interviewed suggested. Even ifyou later
quit, you only foist your awful boss on the next underling. At
anotherwomen's networkinghappyhour, I met awoman na¡ned

Marie, who, when I asked whether she had ever clashed with a

female boss, burst into knowing laughter. At a previous job as a

defense-industry analyst, Marie hacl had tlvo bosses, a man and
a woman, She was assigned to cover Haiti when the zoro earth-
quake struck, forcing her to work long, diffcult hours. The male
manager praised her, but the woman made her a target. When
Marie forgot to close a quotation mark in a report, ]rer female
boss denounced her as a plagiarist and eventually pushed her out.

Marie's takeaway: "You should not outshine the boss."
Nurses might have a better solution. Their profession is rife

with fernale bullying, but a group of nurses has floated an idea
in which hospitais woulcl have financial incentives to elimi-
natc staffinfighting. According to this plan, Ievels of bullying
woultl be measured, publicly reportecl, and fàctorecl into the
payments hospitals get fiom the fèderal government for pro-
viding quality care.

Better support for working rnoms could help, too. From my
reporting, it seerned that while having family-friendlypolicies
was important, having a boss who bought into those policies
mattered just as much. One wornan I spoke witl-r, for example,
was technicaìly allowed to work from home when her kids
were sick, but her older female manager would make her feel
bad about it every time, thus negating the point of the policy.

Empioyers could also make more of an effort to show
talentecl women that they're valued, since women who feel
optimistic about their career prospects are less likely to tear
one another down. "We need to change our society so that it
becomes normative for women to see other women succeed-
ing in all kinds of roles," Laurie Rudman says. Indeed, indus-
tries that are new and therefore lack entrenched social roles
tend to be where this type ofchange takes place.

Toward the encl of our conversation, Rudman emphasized
how important it is for high-achieving women to own their suc-
cess rather than chalking it all up to mentors and Ìuck, even

EARTHWORM

The.y.face in. opp o site dire ction s t o repro duce.

What a miner, pistoning in slow

motion through the unden¡øorld ofthe earth,

engineering vents, channels, lvater flow,

converting death and dearth,
day in, night out. Each eyeless body
digesting the soil, nursing birth.

Cut in two, they double, breathe via marly
skin, a must for farm and garden: alfalfa,
spuds, spinach, carrots, cabbage, barley,

wasabi, wheat, gourds, rutabaga, papayar

endive. You name it. Build them a shrine.

May these lowly laborers of Gaia

multiply, llourish, never decline,

stick with worm love, position ó9.

- Greg Delanty

Greg Delanty teaches at Saint Michael's College, in
Vermont. Selected Delanty comes out thisfall.

if doing so comes with a price. Stereotypes about how female
lcadcrs should behave, Rudman said, will only change when
enough of us defèat them. I fèlt iike I was talking with the hip,
ferninist aunt I never had.

"Have you felt resistance to your successl" she asked me,

Occasionally, I said, thinking of a handful of times people
had wondered, a little too pointedly, how I'd scored one career
win or another.

And what, she asked, did I do about itl
"I said I just got lucky," I replied, "or came up with some

excuses."
"YAAAAAI" sl,e cried. "See? See? So do you think women

should rethink that strategyl Should maybe women start being
stronger in our confìdence?"

I admitted that it was a good idea, but that "something is

keeping me from acting in a more confident way, even though
that would be good for women in general."

"Ilwouldbegood forwomen as awhole," Ruclman said. "But
individual women have to be shot down first. And you don't
want to be one of those. And I clon't blame you."

Someone has to be the first, though-to behave confidently,
to risk knee-jerk bitterness from our coìleagues as a result, anci

to not hold it against them. But it would be easier if we coulcl
do it as a hive. Ørn

Olgø l{hazan is a stalfruriter ø¿ The Atlantic.
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After working a r6-hour shift cleaning
the Tennessee Performing Arts Center,
in Nashville, and then catching the u:r5
bus to her apartment, she just wanted to
take a shower and go to sleep, Instead,
she wound up having a fight with the
man she refers to as her "so-called boy-
friend." He was a high-school classmate
who had recently ended up on the street,
so Sweatt had let him move in, under the
proviso that he not clo drugs in the apart-
ment. Sweatt has a sc¡ft spot f'or people
in trouble. Over the years, she had taken
in rnany of her two sons' friends, one of
whom who had been living with them
since his early teens.

When Sweatt got home that night,
early in November of last year, she
realized that her boyfriend had been
smoking marijuana, probably in front
of the kids. She was furious, words were
exchanged, and he left. Sweatt finally
crawled into bed after midnight, only to
be awakened at about 8:3o in the morn-
ing by an insistent knock at the door. She

assumed that her boyfriend was coming
to get his stuffand get out of her life.

When she opened the door, police
offcers filled the frame, and more were
waiting at her back door. She could
see that squad cars were swarming
the parking lot. "There were 12 to 15

carsr" she told me. "For us." An oficer
asked whether they could enter. As a

resident of public housing, she wasn't
sure whether she had the right to say
no. (She did.) But she was certain that
if she refused them, they would come
back. She had nothing to hide, so she let
them in. "I didn't get smart or give them
a rough time," she said. "I cooperated."

Sweatt, who is black, didn't know
what had led the police to her door.
Their report says a complaint had been
made about drug dealing from the
apartment. After entering, they began
systematically searching her apartment.
One ofñcer yanked open a junk clrawer
in her bedroom dresser, and inside
he found small baggies of marijuana,
containing a total of about 2j grams-a
weight equivalent to about six packets of
sugar. There was also marijuana para-
phernalia in the apartment. When the
officer showed the baggies to her, Sweatt
immediately knew they had to belong to
her boyfriend, who-in addition to hav-
ing just been smoking in her home-had
past drug convictions.

Sweatt, 3ó years old, left high school
in nth grade, but she has the kind of
knowledge of the law that accrues to
observant residents of lames A. Cayce
Homes, a housing project in East Nash-
ville. "I'm the lease owner," she told me.

"Whatever was there, I would get blamed."
It seemed useless to her to say that the
drugs must have belonged to her absent
boyfriend, who had a common name and
no fixed address. She believed that this
woulcl result in the poiice pinning the
crime on her sons. Her r7-year-old was at
school, but her r8-year-old, who worked
on the cleaning crewwith her, was horne,
along with the friend of his who lived
with them. Sweatt
told me, "I've seen
that where I lived:
The parents said no,
so everyone in the
house gets charged.
I'm not going to let
my children go down
for someone else's
mistake. A parent
should take owner-
ship of what hap-
pens in the house."
So she nrade a quick
and consequential
decision. To protect
her sons, she told
the police that the
marijuana belonged

to her. "I said it was mine, and me and
myhomegirls were going on vacation to
California. I said we were going to take
the marijuana with us-l heard it was
Iegal there-andwe were goingto smoke
for aweek ortwo, then come back to nor-
mallife."

Sweatt told me this two months
after her arrest. She and I were sitting in
a conference room at the Metropolitan
Public Defender's Office, in downtown
Nashville. She was dressed for work
in a black sweatshirt, sweatpants, and
sneakers. Alarge ringofkeys attached to
her belt bespoke her responsibilities as

a janitorial supervisor at the arts center,
just a few blocks away. I asked how she

had come up with such a specific story
on the spot. "It's a dream," she said. "I
heard Califbrnia is more lively, more
fun, than Nashville. The beaches are
pretty. The palm trees." For a moment
she looked as ifshe could actually see

the surf. She was born and raised in
East Nashville and has spent almost her
entire life within the same few square
miles. She had no plans to vacation in
California, or anywhere else. "All I do is
work and take care ofmy sons," she said.

The police seemed to believe her
story (the arrest warrant noted her up-
coming trip) and drove her downtown,
where they put her in a holding room.
By r o'clock that afternoon, her bail had
been set at $11,joo. To be released, she

needed to get $r,r5o to a bail bondsman.
She contacted a friend, and they each
paid half. ("That's gone," she says.) She

assumed she'd be out in time to get to
work that evening, but the money didn't
clear until alnrost nine, minutes before

she was to be sent
to jail in shackles. A
court date was set
for |anuary. Sweatt
was facing serious
charges with serious
consequences, and
she was advised to
get an attorney.

The fallout be-
gan even before the
court rendered judg-
ment in her case.
Under the rules of
the housing agency,
her arrest prompted
her eviction, which
scattered her family.
Sweatt moved into
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a cheap motel, and her sons moved in
with her mother, although she still man-
aged to see them every day. She triecl to
get enough money together to hire what
she calls "a regular lawyer," meaning a

private attorney, but failed. So in |anu-
ary she turned to the public defender's
office-a choice that many people in
her situation make reluctantly. 'I'hat's

because of the common misperception,
I was told by Dawn Deaner, the head of
the ofrce, thatpublic defenders are noth-
ing more than "public pretenders" who
are "paid toplead [theirclients] guilty."

Sweatt's case wâs assignecl to a

lawyer named Ember Eyster. At their
first meeting, Sweatt felt reassured. As

she put it to me, "Ember wears a dress
that says, I'm going to take you down!"

big one: no incarceration, She couldn't
bear the idea of being away from her
boys. At Eyster's request, Sweatt gath-
ered her time sheets from work and

dropped them off at
Eyster's office. Eyster
plannecl to use them
as evidence that Sweatt
was too busy rnopping
the floors at the arts
center day and night to
be a drugtraffìcker.

The next time Eyster and Sweatt saw
each other was two weeks later, in court.
Sweatt had been charged with a Class D
felony, which carried a two-to-r2-year
prison sentence, and a misdemeanor
related to the paraphernalia. Exactly
what punishment she would face de-
pended largely on how the district attor- i

ney's office weighed several factors.
First, there was her confession. Second,
there was the police account of the cir-
cumstances of the arrest. Third, there

meant it was possible that the charges
against her would be "enhanced,"
Finally, there was the fact that she

already hacl a criminal history. In years '

past, she had pleaded guilty to several
minor misdemeanors (most fbr driving
with a suspended license) and one fel-
ony. The felonyconviction resulted from
her involvement in a zoor robbery at a

|ack in the Box. As Sweatt tells it, friends
had discussed committing a robbery at
the restaurant, where she worked, and
then surprísed her by actually carrying
one out. She was arrested and pleaded
guilty to a charge of "facilitation," and
in exchange got three years ofprobation.

"I have never gottcn into troublc since,"
she told me, "except f'or driving without
a license." She now relies on the bus.

Eyster believed that Sweatt was
innocent of the drug charges against
her. "This is a hardworking woman who
lived in a heavily policed community
for ro yearsr" she told me. "If she were
a drug dealer, she would have already
been evicted. She doesn't have a his-
tory of drug use." But the idea of taking
this case to trial was a nonstarter. The
best path forward, Eyster decided, was
to humanize Sweatt to the prosecutor-
hence those time sheets-and then try
to negotiate a plea bargain. In exchange
for a guilty plea, the prosecutor might
not recommend a prison sentence.

The strategy worked. The prosecu-
tor reduced the charge from a felony
to a Class A misdemeanor and offered

Sweatt a six-month
suspended sentence
(meaning shewouidn't
have to serve any of'
it) with no probation.
Her paraphernalia
charge was dismissed,
and her conviction
would result in a f,ne

and fees that totaled $r,396.r5.
Upon hearing the news, Sweatt em-

bracedEysterandweptwith joy. Then she

stoodbefore the judge andpleaded guilty
to a crime she says she did not commit.

T.H.I.S... trS.- I-H"8"","4"4"8 of the plea bar-
gain. Most people adjudicated in the
criminal-justice system today waive
the right to a trial and the host ofpro-
tections that go along with one, includ-
ing the right to appeal. Instead, they
plead guilty. The vast majority of felony
convictions are now the result ofplea
bargains-some 94 percent at the state

level, and some 97 percent at the fed-
eral level. Estimates for misdemeanor
convictions run even higher. These are

During their 75-minute discussion, ,

Eyster asked Sweatt what her goals was the fact that she lived within r,ooo
were, ancl Sweatt responded with a feet of an eÌementary school, which
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astonishing statis-
tics, and they reveal
a stark new truth
about the Ameri-
can criminal-justice
system: Very few
cases go to trial.
Supreme Court
lustice Anthony
I(ennedy acknowl-
edged this reality
ín zotz, writing for
the majority in Mis-
souri v. Frye, a case
that helped estab-
lish the right to comperent counsel
for defendants who are offered a

plea bargain. Quoting a law-review
article, Kennedy wrote, "'Horse trad-
ing [between prosecutor and defense
counsel] determines who goes to jail
and for how long. That is what plea bar-
gaining is. It is not some adjunct to the
criminal justice system; it is rhe crimi-
nal justice system."'

Ideally, plea bargains work like this:
Defendants for whom there is clear
evidence of guilt accept responsibility
for their actions; in exchange, they get
leniency. A time-consuming and costly
trial is avoided, and everybody benefits.
But in recent decades, Arnerican legis-
lators have criminalized so many beha-
viors that police are arresting millions
of people annuaily-almost rr million
in zor5, the most recent year fbr which
figures are available. Taking to trial even
a significant proportion of those who
are charged would grind proceedings to
a halt. According to Stephanos Bibas, a
professor of law and criminology at the
University of Pennsylvania Law School,
the criminal-justice system has become
a "capacious, onerous machinery that
sweeps everyone in," and plea bargains,
with tl,eir swift finality, are what keep
that machinery running smoothly.

Because ofplea bargains, the system
can quicklyhandle the criminal cases of
millions ofAmericans each year, involv-
ing everything from petty violations to
violent crimes. But plea bargains make :

it easy for prosecutors to convict defen- l

dants who may not be guilty, who don't
present a danger to society, or whose

"crime" rnayprimarily be a matter of suf-
fering from poverty, mental illness, or
addiction. Ancl plea bargains are intrin-
sically ticd up with racc, of course, cspe-
cially in our era of'mass incarceration.

As prosecutors
have accumulated
power in recent
clecades, judges and
public defenders
have iost it. Toinduce
defendants to plead,
prosecutors often
threaten "the trial
penalty": Theymake
it known that defen-
dants will face more-
serious charges ancl

harsher sentences
if they take their

case to court and are convicted. About
8o percent of defendants are eligible
for court-appointed attorneys, includ-
ing overworked public def-enders who
don't have the time ol'resources to even
consider bringing more than a tiny frac-
tion ofthese cases to trial. The result,
one frustrated Missouri public defender
complained a decade ago, is a style of
defense that is nothing more than "meet
'em and greet'em ancl plead 'em."

According to the Prison Policy Ini-
tiative, 63o,ooo people are in jail on
any given day, ancl 443,ooo of them-
Zo percent-are in pretrial detention.
Many of tÌrese defendants are facing
minor charges that would not mandate
further incarceration, but they Iack the
resources to make bail and secure their
freedom. Some therefore feel com-
pclled to take what-
ever deal the pros-
ecutor offers, even
ifthey are innocent.

Writing in zo16
in the William (y
Mary Law Review,
Donald Dripps, a

professor at the
University of San
Diego School of
Law, illustrated the
capricious and coer-
cive nature of plea
bargains. Dripps
cited the case of
Terrance Graham,
a black r6-year-
old who, in zooj,
attempted to rob
a restaurant with
some friends. The
prosecutor charged
Graham as an aclult,
and he faced a life

sentence without the possibility of
parole at trial. The prosecutor offered
Graham a great deal in exchange for a
guiltyplea: one yearin jail and two more
years of probation. Graham took the
deal. But he was later accused ofpartici-
pating in another robbery and violated
his probation-at which point the judge
imposed the life sentence.

What's startling about this case,
Drip¡rs noted, is that Graham faced two
radically difi'erent punishments for the
same crime: either be put away for life
or spend minir¡al time bel'rind bars in
exchange for a guilty plea. In zoro, the
Supreme Court ruled, inGrahamt. Flor-
ida, thatthe punisirment Graham faced
at trial was so cruel and unusual as to be
unconstitutional. The Court found that
a juvenile who did notcommithomicide
cannot face life without parole.

Thanks in part to plea bargains, mil-
lions of Americans have a criminal
record; in zorr, the National Employ-
ment Law Project estimated that figure
at 65 million. It is a mark that can carry
lifetime consequences for education,
employment, ancl housing. Having a

record, even for a violation that is trivial
or specious, means a person can tàce
tougher charges and punishment if he or
she again encounters the criminal-justice
system. Plea bargaining has become so

coercive that many innocent people feel
they have no option but to plead guilty.
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"Our system makes it a rational choice
to plead guilty to something you didn't
do," Maddy delone, the executive
director ofthe Innocence Project, told
me. The result, according to the late
Harvarcl law professor William J. Stuntz,
who wrote extensively about the history
of plea bargains in The Collapse of Amer-
icøn Criminal lustice (zot t), is a system
that has become "the harshest in the his-
tory of democratic government."

T0 TEARI{ [iI0RE about how plea
bargaining works in America today, I

went to Nashville, where Shanta Sweatt
entered her plea. A blue county in a red
state, I)avidson County, which includes
Nashville, has a population of about
68o,ooo. According to District Attor-
ney Glenn Funk, Nashville-Davidson
County handles about loo,ooo crimi-
nal cases ayear,Topercent ofwhich are
misdemeanors, 3o percent felonies. Last
year, attorneys in the public defender's
office dealt with zo,ooo misdemeanors
and 4,9oo felony cases. Ofall the defen-
dants processed in Nashville-Davidson
County lastyear, only 86 had their cases

resolved at trial.
Duringmyweekin

Nashville, I attended
hearings at the court-
house on a full range

of cases. I sat in on
the plea discussions

between an assistant district attorney
ancl two public defenders. I observed
a public deiènder in conversation with
jailed defendants facing felony charges.
I saw justice meted out courtroom by I

courtroom, often determined in part .

by the attitude, even the mood, of the ,

prosecutor. My experience may not
have been representative, but over the
course of five days, I saw few defen-
dants who hacl harmed someone else.
Those whcl were fàcing felony charges

had been arrested for drug offenses;
some were clearly addicts with mental-
health problems.

I started with the misdemeanor-
citation docket, which covers the lowest-
ievel olfenses. The defendants on the
courtroom benches were white, black,
and Latino. Sartorial guidelines were
posted on the doors: no "see-through
blouses," no "exposed underwear," no

"sagging pants." Ember Eyster, Shanta
Sweatt's attorney, was at the courthouse,
but very few ofthe defenclants in court
that day had requested the services of a

public defender or were accompanied
by a lawyer.

Misdemeanorsare
lesser offenses than
felonies and are sup-
posed to result in
limited penalties. In
Tennessee, Class A
misclemeanors are
sometimes referred

to as 1129s: convictions that carry a maxi-
mum sentence of n months and z9 days.

Many people convicted of misdemeanors

are given probation or a suspended sen-

tence or simply "time served"-that is,

the amount oftime they spent waiting in
jail fortheircase to be heard because they
couldn't make bond. The nrost-nrinor
offenses can result in being required to
tal<e a class or do community service.
Getting put through the system often
also means accruing fines, t'ees, and court
costs, which in a single case can run to
more than $r,ooo. The punishments aré

not clesigned to be severe, or to create

long-lasting consequences. But fbr many
people they clo

Millions ofpeople each year are now
processed for misdemeanors. In a zoog
report titled "Minor Crimes, Massive
Waste," the National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers described
a system characterized by "the ardent
enforcement of crirnes that were once

simply deemed undesirable behavior
and punished by societal means or a

civil infraction punishable by a fine."
In Nashville, I was struck by how

many people were in court because they
had been pickecl r.rp for clriving with a
suspended license. It's a common prac-
tice, I learned, for states to suspend the
licenses ofpeople who have failed to pay

court costs, traffic fines, or child sup-
port. In zott, for exampìe, Tennessee
passed a law requiring the suspension
of licenses fbr nonpayment of'certain
financial obligations. Both Glenn Funk,
who must enforce this law, and Dawn
Deaner, the head ofthe public defend-
er's office, agree that it's absurd, in part
because the scheme is almost perfectly
designed to prevent the outcome it
seeks. If people stop driving when their
licenses are suspended, they may no
longer be able to reliably get to work,
which means they risk losing their jobs

ancl going deeper into debt. As a result,
many people whose licenses have been
suspended drive any,vay, putting them-
selves in constant j eopardy of racking up
misdemeanor convictions. It is common
for clefendants charged with such minor
infractions to represent themselves,
even ifthey don't understand the con-
sequences ofpleading guilty, and even

if there might be some mitigating cir-
cumstances that an attorney could argue
on their behalf. Plead guilty to enough
suspendedlicense misdemeanors, and
a subsequent charge can be a fèlony.

Funk, who was elected in zor4, has
stopped routinely jailing defendants
arrested for driving with a suspended
license, "Most of the time, driver's
Iicenses are revoked because ofpoverty,"
he told me. "l want people to have a
iicense. It gives them ownership in soci-
ety." Deaner told me that about two-
thirds ofthe people listed on the citation
docket are on there because ofa driver's-
Iicense violation. And once theirnames
are on the docket, the system strongly
encourages them to plead guilty. "It's a

hamster wheel of bureaucracy," she said,
"that does no one any good."

P.tE.A .. BA.RcAIIIS DID".ll : T. exist
in colonial America. Law books, law-
yers, and prosecutors were rare. Most
judges had little or no legal training, and
victims ran their own cases (with the
self-evident exception of homicicles).
Trials were brief, and people generally
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knew one another. tsy the rgth century,
however, our modern criminal-justice
system was coming into its own: Pro-
fessional prosecutors emerged, more
defendants hired lawyers to represent
them, and the courts developed more- l

formal rules for evidence, Trials went l

from taking minutes or hours to lasting
days. Calendars became clogged, which
gave judges an incentive to start accept-
ing pleas. "suddenly, everybody operat-
ing insicle the system is better offif you
have these pleas," Penn's Stephanos
Bibas told me.

The advantages ofplea bargains be-
came even clearer in the latterpart ofthe
2oth century, after the Supreme Court,
under Chief ]ustice Earl Warren, issued
a series ofdecisions, between 1953 and
r 969, that established robust protections
fbr criminal defèndants.'I'hese included
the landmark Gideonv. Wainwright and
Mirandav. Arizona decisions, the former
of which guaranteed the Sixth Amend-
ment right to counsel in felony cases
(since expanded to some misdemeanor
cases), and the latter ofwhich required
that police inform those in their cus-
tody ofthe right to counsel and against
selÊincrimination. The Court's rulings
had the inevitable effect of making tri-
als lengthier and more burdensome,
so prosecutors began turning more
frequently to plea bargains. Before the
196os, according to William J. Stuntz,
between one-fourth and one-third of
state felony charges led to a trial. Today
the figure is one-twentieth.

The legal system provicles few rules
andprotections forthose who take a deal.
In what has been described as one of
the Court's earliest
plea-bargain deci-
síons,Bradjtv.United
Støtes (t97o), the
justices found that
guilty pleas were
acceptable as long
as certain conditions
were met, among
them the following:
Defendants had
to have competent
counsel; they had to
face no threats, mis-
representations, or
improper promises;
and they had to be
able to make their
plea "intelligently."

This seemed eminently fair. But ,

crime had already started to increase
sharply. The rise provoked a get-
tough response from police, pros- :

ecutors, and legislators. As the rate of ;

violent crime continued to accelerate,
fueled in part by the crack epidemic
that started in the '8os, the response
got even tougher. By the r99os, the
U.S. had entered what Donald Dripps
calls "a steroid era in criminal justice,"
which continued even though violent
crime peaked by ry92 and began its
now-historic decline. In the late zoth
centür/r legislators passed mandatory-
minimum-sentence and "three strikes"
laws, which gave prosecutors an efec-
tive bludgeon they could use to induce
plea bargains. (Some "three strikes" i

laws result in life imprisonment for
a third t'elony; hundreds of people in
California received this punishment i

for shoplifting. California reformed
its three-strikes legislation in zorz to
impose such punishments only for seri-
ous or violent felonies.)

The growth of the system took on a

life of its own. "No one sets out to cre-
ate bloated criminal codes," I was told
by David Carroll, the executive director
of the Sixth Amendment Center, which
protects the right to counsel. "But once '

they exist, vast resources are spent to

lustify them." In response to the crirne
wave, the United States significantly
expanded police forces to catch crimi-
nals, prosecutor's offices to charge
them, and the c<¡rrectional system to
incarcerate them. Legislators have
added so many acts to criminal codes
that in zor3, Neil Gorsuch-now on

the Supreme Court,
but then an appel-
late judge-publicly
raised concerns. In
a speech sponsored
by the Federalist
Society, he asked,

"What happens to
individual freedom
and equality-and
to our very concep-
tion of law itself-
when the criminal
code comes to cover
so many facets of
daily life that pros-
ecutors can almost
choose their targets
withimpunity?"

0 il E _.ll "o,R"t{ I t{ c ". I il"*".il.As.H v I ..L,L E.,"

I sat at the prosecutor's table with Emily
Todoran, an assistant district attorney,
and Ryann Casey and Megan Geer,
t\,vo young public defenders. (Geer has
since Ieft for a private criminal-clefense
firm.) Before us was a two-inch stack of
paperwork that included police reports
on everyone who had been picked up
the night before, for a variety of mis-
demeanor violations. None of those
arrested had made bond ("Basically,
it's all homeless ofi'enses," Geer said),
so everyone whose case was being
assessed was waiting in jai1.

Police officers have wide discretion
in deciding whether a person is breaking
the law, and they sometimes arrest peo-
ple for such offenses as sleeping in pub-
lic and sitting too long on a bench. One
case involved a woman whose crime
seemed to have been, in the words of
the ofñcer who filed the report, "walk-
ing down the road around r:3o a.m."
with "no legitimate reason." Casey told
me before this meeting that she hoped
to get all such cases dismissed. "Walk-
ing down the street!" she said. "Imagine
if it was you."

Ember Eyster told me it's some-
times possible to get misdemeanor
cases dismissed with a bit of investi-
gation. Maybe a trespassing charge
doesn't hold up, for example, because
the property owner hadn't posted a No
TRESIASSINc sign. But this takes time,
and clients who can't make b<¡nd have
to sit in jail until the job is done. It's a

choice few are willing to n-rake for the
small chance of avoiding a conviction.
Many clients tell Eyster as soon as they
meet her that they want to plead guilty
and get time served.

'['he choice makes sense under the
circumstances. But anybodywho makes
it is incurring a debt to society that's
hard, sometimes impossible, to repay.
Those with a conviction in the United
States can be denied public housing,
professional licenses, and student loans.
Many employers ask whether job appli-
cants have been convicted of a crime,
and in our zero-tolerance, zero-risk soci-
ety, it's rational to avoicl those who have.

People with a rnisdemeanor convic-
tionwho getpicked up for anotherminor
offense are more likely to face subse-
quent conviction-and that, according
to Issa l(ohler-Hausmann, an associ-
ate professor of law and sociology at
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Yale, is part of a deliberate strategy.
I(ohler-Hausmann made this case in a

provocative zor4 Stanþrd Law Review
article, "Managerial Justice and Mass
Misdemeanors," about the rise of mis-
demeanor arrests in New York City,
which occurred even as fèlony arrests
fell. Authorities, she argued, tend to
pay "little attention" to assessing "guilt
in individuaì cases." Instead, they use a
policy of "mass misdemeanors" to man-
agc pcople who live in "neighborhoods
with high crime rates and high minority
populations." These defendants, she

wrote, are moved through the criminal-
justice system with little opportunity to
make a case for themselves. They are
simply being processed, and the "ffrode
ofprocessing cases" is plea bargaining. 

'

(This year, New York City settled a fed-
eral ciass-action lawsuit against it for
issr.ring l-rundreds of thousands of un-
j usrifi ed criminal summonses.)

Sitting at the prosecutor's table that
morning, Iwatched Todoran, Casey, and

Geer read from the police reports and
make deals. Such a ritual takes place, in
one form or another, in the courts ofeach
of the country's more than 3,ooo coun-
ties, which make up what the Fordham
University law professor John Pfaffhas
described in hisbookLockedln as "a vast
patchwork of systems thatvaryin almost
every conceivable way." We know little
about what happens in these negotiations.
Trials leave copious records, but many

piea bargains leave
little written trace.
Instead, they are
sometimes worked
out in hurried hall-
way conversations-
or, as I witnessed,
in brief courtroon'r
conferences,

For many of the cases, Todoran was
making her decision in less than a minute.
I felt I was watching justice dispensecl at
the pace ofspeed dating.

cRITICS o.frl THE left and the right
are coming to agree that our criminal-
justice system, now so reliant on plea
bargaining, is broken. Amongthem is fed
S. Rakofl a United States district judge
for the Southern District of New York,
who wrote about the abuscs ofplea bar-
gains in 2oL4, in The New York Re'view of
Books. "A criminal justice system that
is secret and government-dictated," he
wrote, "ultimately invites abuse and
even tyranny." Some critics even argue

that the practice should be abolished.
That's what Tim Lynch, the former direc-
tor of the Project on Criminal ]ustice at
the libertarian Cato Institute, believes.
The Framers adopted trials for a reason,
he has argued, and replacing them with

plea bargains-for
convenience, noless-
is unconstitutional.

But plea bargains
aren't going away, so

reformers have practi-
cal suggestions for im-
proving them. Bibas

wants a "consumer-
protection model."
Shoppers, he told me,

have more safeguards when making a

credit-carcl purchase than defendants
do when pleading guilty. He wants pleas

to clearly explain several things: exactly
what defendants are pleading to, what
obligations (classes, probation) defen-
dants are incurring, what the conse-
quences oftheir failing to follow through

' would be, and what potential ef-fects a
guilty plea could have on their lives. He
has also suggested a "cooling off" period

I before a defendant takes a plea in serious

cases. Stuntz suggested gMng those who
plead guiltythe same protections that are

offered in the military system of justice.

Before accepting a plea, military judges

conduct inquiries to ensure that pleas

were notmade unclerduress, andthatthe
facts support them. This, Stuntz argued,

, wonld shift some power from prosecu-
tors back to judges and make pleas more

, legitimate, which in turn would produce
"a large social gain."

No amount of tinkering, however,
will matter much unless Americans stop

trying to use the criminal-justice system

cAsev: He was lying across a

sidewalk over a vent, because it
was cold.

roponRN: Dismiss it. You've got
to sleep somewhere.

CeSEY: This one is for standing in
front ofa liquor store.

ToDoRAN: Dismiss. For so many of
these things, a few hours in jail
is punishment enough.

GEER: This defendant was found
in a car with marijuana and o.7
grams of crack.

ToDoRAN: I guess we'll do time
served.

CASEY: This man was ât Tiger
Mart. He was warned to leave
earlier, and then came back.

TODoRAN: Thirty days suspended
and stay away from Tiger Mart.

CASEY: This case, an ollicerheard
him yelling and cussing and ar-
restecl him by the rescue mission.

ToDoRAN: Dismiss.
cppn: 'l'his is my favorite-the

woman who was walking down
the road.

ToDoRAN: Dismiss.

ffiX{
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as a tool for managing social ills. "Why
are these cases being pumped into the
system in the first piace?," Bibas said to
me. He's not alone in asking. Across the
countryr in red states and blue states,
reformist state and district attorneys
have recently been elected on platforms
ofroliing back harsh sentencing, reduc-
ing the enforcement of marijuana laws,
and knocking down crimes from felo-
nies to misdemeanors. And change is
happening. Last year, for exampie, the
New York City Council passed legisla-
tion that made offenses such as public
drinkíng and urination civil rather than
criminal violations, and thì,ls subject
largely to tickets and fines.

Paring back our criminal code and
eliminating many mandatory minimum
sentences will be crucial to reform. In the
long-runningWar on Drugs, the govern-
ment has regularlyprosecuted people for
possessing small amounts of illegal sub-
stances, or for merely possessing drug
paraphernalia. Often, on the basis of no
evidence beyond a police officer's asser-
tion, officials have charged and pros-
ecuted defendants for the more serious
crime of "intent to sell." But during Pro-
hibition, when the manufacture, trans-
port, and sale of alcohol were fèderal
crimes, Americans were not arrested by
the miilions and incarceratecl for drink-
ing. And they certainly didn't plead guilty
to possessing martini glasses ancl other
drinking paraphernalia.

To break the cycle, the Unitecl States
will neecl to acldress the disparity in
funding for the two sides of its legal sys-
tem. According to Fordham's John Pfafl
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of the $zoo billion
spent on ali criminal-
justice activities by
state and local gov-
ernments in zoo8,
only z percent went
to indigent defense.
But the system
neecls more than
just money, says Jonathan Rapping, who
in zor4 won a MacArthur genius grant
for his work as the founder of Gideon's
Promise, which trains and supports
public defenders around the country-
including those in Nashville. What's nec-
essary, Rapping argues, is a new mind-
set. Defendcrs need to push back against
the assumpticln that they will instantly
plead out virtually every clientr rubber-
stamping the prosecutor's offer. Ember
Eyster did ultimateiy negotiate a plea
bargain for Shanta Sweatt, but in doing
so she pushed back, using all the tools at
her disposal to ensure that Sweatt was
not incarcerated.

The U.S. should also reform the bail
system. We are holding people in jail
simply because they lack the funds to
secure their own release.

Making these sorts of changes would
allowauthorities atthe f'ederal, state, and
local levels to allocate more resources to
the underlying social problems that drive
so many arrests. But reform will not be
easy. Even though crime rates remain
near historic lows nationally, Donalcl
Trump's administration has professed
a desire to return to the days of "law
and order." U.S, Attorney General Jeff
Sessions has announced, for instance,

that he wants federal prosecutors to use
maximum possible charges for crimes
and to enforce mandatory minimums,
which would result in harsh plea bar-
gains. Almost all crime is handled not
by the federal government but by the
states, but with both the president and
the country's highest law-enforcement
official inflaming public fears, advocates
for cl'range worrlz about the fate of the
reform efforts set in motion cluring
Barack Obama's administration.

The United Statcs is experiencing a

criminal-justice crisis, just not the one
the Trump administration talks about.
By accepting the criminalization ofevery-
thing, the bloat ofthe criminerl-justice sys-
tem, and the rise of the plea bargain, the
countly has guaranteed that millions of

citizenswill nothave
a fair shot at leading
ordinarylives.

BEEORE I - LEFT
Nashville, I visited
Shanta Sweatt at the
Tennessee Perform-
ing Arts Center. It's
an enormous build-

ing of glass ancì concrete with multiple
stages, Sweattgave me atourthat started
in the basement. As we made our way to
the upper floors and the theaters, she ges-

tured towarcl the banks of restrooms that
she has to keep sparlding. "Thirty-eight
stalls forwomen," she said. "Thirty-eight
stalls f'or men."

Sweatt is still struggling with the con-
sequences ofher arrest. "Ifit weren't for
my boys," she told me, "l would have
given up a long time ago." At the time of
her arrest, she told her employers about
her situation, and they rallied to sup-
port her. "They stood behind me. They
said, 'I got prayers for you."' Because
she wasn't incarcerated, Sweatt was
able to keep her job, and her dream is
that one clay she might be able to buy a

house, which would allow her to live to-
gether again with her sons. In her mind's
eye, the house has three bedrooms, two
bathrooms, and a yard, and it promises
her and her family privacy and freedom.

"Police mess with you in the projects," she

said. "You get offthe bus, theyfollowyou.
They don't mess with you in a house. I
want to live like an average Joe." Hl

Emily Yoffe is a contributingeditrtr at
The Atlantic.
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"You øre entitled to your own opinion,
butyru are not entitledtoyour own.facts."

- D øni¿l Pøtri ck M ojt nih an

" We ri sk being the.first people in historyt to hø,e been

øble to tnake their illusions so vittid, so persuøsive,

so'realistic' that they can l¡rt ;n r¡t*."
- DanielJ. Boorstin,Thelmage: A Guide to

Pseudo- Events in America (r9ór)

hendidAmer-
ica become untethered from reality?

I fìrst noticed our national lurch toward fantasy in zoo4,
after President George W. Bush's political mastermind, Karl
Rove, came up with the renrarkable phrase reality-based com-
tnuniÐ). People in "the reality-based community," he told a

reporter, "believe that solutions emerge from your judicious
study of discernible reality ... That's not the way the world
really works anymore." A year later, The Colbert Report weît
on the air. In the first few minutes of the first episode, Stephen
Colbert, playing his right-wing-populist commentator char-
acter, performed a f'eature called "The Word." His first selec-
tion: truthiness. "Now, l'm sure some of the'word police,' the
'wordinistas'over at Webster's, are gonna say, 'Hey, that's not
a word!' \Meil, anybody who knows me knows that I'm no fan
of dictionaries or reference books. They're elitist. Constantly
telling us what is or isn't true. Or what did or didn't happen.
Who's Britannicatotell me the Pa¡rama Canal was finished in
r9r4l If I wanna say it happened in r94r, that's my right. I don't
trust books-they're all fact, no heart... Face it, folks, we are a

divided nation ,.. divided between those who think with their

iiilt$

iir,
;iili

jii{nlllll

head and those who know with their heart ... Because that's
where the truth comes from, ladies and gentlemen-the gut."

Whoa, yesr l thought: etcactl!. America had changed since
I was young, when truthin¿ss and reality-hased community
wouldn't have made any sense as jokes. For all the fun, and all
the many salutary effects ofthe 196os-the main decade ofmy
childhood-I saw that those years had also been the big-bang
moment for truthiness. And if the '6os amounted to a national
nervous breakdown, we are probably mistaken to consider our-
selves over it,

Each ofus is on a spectrum somewhere between the poles
of rational ancl irrational. We all have hunches we can't prove
and superstitions that make no sense. Some of rny best friends
are very religious, and others believe in dubious conspiracy
theories. What's problematic is going overboard-letting
the subjective entirely override the objective; thinking and
acting as if opinions and feelings are just as true as facts.
The American experiment, the originai embodiment of tl,e
great Enlightenment idea of intellectual freedom, whereby
every individual is welcome to believe anything she wishes,
has metastasized out of control. From the start, our ultra-
individualism was attached to epic dreams, sometimes epic
fantasies-every American one of God's chosen people build-
ing a custom-made utopia, all of us free to reinvent ourselves

. by imagination and will. In America nowaclays, those more
exciting parts of the Enlightenment idea have swamped the
sober, rational, empirical parts. Little by little for centuries,
then more and more and faster and faster during the past half
century, we Americans have given ourselves over to all kinds
of magical thinking, anything-goes relativism, and belief in
fanciful explanation-small and large fantasies that console
or thrili or terriflr us. Ancl most of ris haven't realized how far-
reaching our strange new normal has become.

Much more than the other billion or so peopie in the devel-
oped world, we Americans b elíeve-really believe-ínthe super-
natural and the miraculous, in Satan on Earth, in reports of
recent trips to and from heaven, and in a story of life's instan-
taneous creation several thousand years ago.

We believc that the government and its co-conspirators are
hiding all sorts of monstrous and shocking truths fiom us, con-
cerning assassinations, extraterrestrials, the genesis of AlDs,
the 9/n attacks, the dangers ofvaccines, and so much more.

And this was all true before we became familiar with the
Lerms post-factual and post-truth,before we elected a president
with an astoundingly open mind about conspiracy theories,
what's true and what's false, the nature of reality.

We have passed through the lool<ing glass and down the rab-
bit hole. America has mutated into Fantasyland.

ow widespread is this promiscuous devotion
to the untrueì How many Americans now inhabit
alternate realities? Any given survey ofbeliefs is
only a sketch ofwhat people in general really think.
But reams ofsurvey research from the pâst 2o years
reveal a rough, useful census ofAmerican credulity
and delusion. By rny reckoning, the solidly reality-

based are a minority, maybe a third of us but almost certainly
fewer than half. Only a third of us, for instance, don't believe
that the taie of creation in Genesis is the word of God. Only a
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third strongly disbelieve in telepathy and ghosts. Two-thirds
of Americans believe that "angeis and demons are active
in the world." More than half say they're absolutely certain
heaven exists, and just as many are sure of the existence of a
personal God-not a vague force or universal spirit or higher
power, but some guy. A third of us believe not only that global
warming is no big deal but that it's a hoax perpetrated by
scientists, the government, and journalists. A thirci believe
that our earliest ancestors were humans just like us; that the
government has, in league with the pharmaceutical industry,
hidden evidence ofnatural cancer cures; that extraterrestrials
have visited or are visiting Earth. Almost a quarter believe
that vaccines cause autism, and that Donald Trump won the
popularvote in zo16. A quarter believe that our previous presi-
dent maybe or definitely was (or is?) the anti-Christ. Accord-
ing to a survey by Public Policy Polling, r5 percent believe that
the "media or the government adcls secret mind-contrcllling
technology to television broadcast signals," and another
15 percent think that's possible. A quarter of Anrericans
believe in witches. Remarkably, the same fraction, or rnaybe
less, believes that the Bible consists mainly of legends and
fables-the same proportion that believes U.S. offrcials were
complicit in the 9/rt attacks.

When I say that a third believe X and ¿r quarter believe I
it's important to understand that those are different thirds
and quarters ofthe population. Ofcourse, various fantasy
constituencies overlap and feed one another-for instance,
belief in extraterrestrial visitation and abduction can iead to
belief in vast government cover-ups, which can leacl to belief in
still more wide-ranging plots and cabals, which can jibe with a

belief in an impending Armagecldon.
Why are we like this?
The short answer is because we're Americans-because

being American means we can believe anything we want; that
our beliefs are equal or superior to anyone else's, experts be
damned. Once people commit to that approach, the world
turns inside out, and no cause-and-effect connection is fìxed.
The credible becomes incredible and the incredible credíble.

monsters, ghosts, and angels as real. When a political-science
professor attacks the iclea "that there is some 'public' that
shares a notion ofrealiry a concept ofreason, and a set ofcri-
teria bywhich claims to reason and rationality are judged," col-
leagues just nod and grant tenure. The old fringes have been
folded into the new center. The irrational has become respect-
able and often unstoppable.

Our whole social environment and each of its overlapping
parts-cultural, religious, political, intellectual, psychological-
have become conducive to spectacular fallacy and truthiness
and make-believe. There are many slippery slopes, leading
in various directions to other exciting nonsense, During the
past several decades, those naturally slippery slopes have
been turned into a ccllossal ancl permanent complex of inter-
connected, crisscrossing bobsled tracks, which Donald Trump
slid down right into the White House.

merican mox¡e has always come in two t!?es. We
have our wilder, täster, looser side : We're overexcited
gamblers with a weakness for stories too good to be
true. But we also have the virtues embodied by the
Puritans and their secular descendants: steadiness,
hard work, frugality, sobriety, and common sense. A
propensity to dream impossible dreams is like other

powerful tendencies-okay when kept in check. For most of
our history, the impulses existed in a rough balance, a dynamic
equilibrium between fantasy and reality, mania and modera-
tion, credulity and skepticism.

The great unbalancing and descent into full Fantasylandwas
the product oftvvo momentous changes. The firstwas aprofound
shiti in thinking that swelled up in the '6os; since then, Ameri-
cans have had a new rule written into their mental operating
systems: Do2our own thing, find your own reality, it\ all relative.

The second change was the onset ofthe new era of informa-
tion. Digital technology empowers real-seeming fictions ofthe
ideological and religious and scientific kinds. Among the web's
r billion sites, believers in anything and everything can find
thousands offellow fantasists, with collages offacts and "facts"

'

to support them. Before the internet,
crackpots were mostly isolated, and
surely had a harder time rernaining
convinced of their alternate realities.
Now their devoutly believed opin-
ions are all over the airwaves and the
web, justlike actual news. Now all of
the fantasies look real.

Today, each ofus is freer than ever
to custom-make reality, to believe
whatever and pretend to be whoever

lf the 196O¡ amounted to a natlonal ncryous
breakdo-wn, w-e.. . rê pro..b' e bty mlsta_ke n

to consldGr our3elYes over ¡t.

The word mainsttea.m has recently become a pejorative,
shorthand for bias, lies, oppression by the elites. Yet the
institutions and forces that once kept us from indulging the fla-
grantly untrue or absurd-media, academia, government, cor-
porate America, professional associations, respectable opinion
in the aggregate-have enabled and encouraged every species
offantasy over the past few decades.

A senior physician at one of America's most prestigious
universiry hospitals promotes "miracle cures" on his daily TV
show. Cable channels air documentaries treating mermaids,

we wish. Which makes all the lines betwee n actual andfictional
blur and disappear more easÍly. Truth in general becomes flex-
ible, personal, subjective. And we like this new ultra-freedom,
insist on it, even as we fear and loathe the ways so many of our
wrongheaded fellow Americans use it.

Treating real life as fantasy and vice versa, and taking
preposterous ide'as seriously, is not unique to Americans. But
we are the global crucible and epicenter. We invented the
fantasy-industrial complex; almost nowhere outside poor or
otherwise miserable countries are flamboyant supernatural



beliefs so central to the identities of so many people. This is
American exceptionalism in the 21st century. The countrlz
has alwal's been a one-oÊa-kind place. But our singularity is
different now. We're still rich and free, still more influential
and powerful than any other nation, practically a synonym for
developed countryt.Bttt our drift toward credulity, toward doing
our own thing, toward denying facts and having an altogether
uncertain grip on reality, has overwheimecl onr other excep-
tional nationai traits ancl turned us into a less developed country.

People see our shocking Trnmp moment-this post-
truth, "alternative facts" moment-as some inexplicable and
crazy new American phenomenon. But what's happening is
justthe ultimate extrapolation and expression ofrrind-sets that
h¿rve macle America exceptional f'clr its entire history.

America was created by true believers and passionate
drearners, and by hucksters and their suckers, which made
America successful-but also by a people uniquely suscep-
tible to fantasy, as epitomized by everything from Salem's
hunting witches to foseph Smith's creating Mormonism,
fiom P. 'I'. Barnum to speaking in tongues, from Holly-
wood to Scientology to conspiracy tl-reories, from Walt
Disney to Billy Graham to Ronald Reagan to Oprah Win-
fì'eyto Trump. In otherwords: Mix epic individualismwith
extreme religion; mlx show business with everything else;
let all that ferment for a few centuries; then run it thror.rgh
the an¡hing-goes '6os ancl the internet age. The result
is the America we inhabit toclay, with reality and fàntasy
weirdly and dangerously blurred and commingled.

I don't regret or disapprove of many of the ways the
'60s permancntly reordercd Alnerican society and cul-
ture. It's just that alclng with the famíliar benefits, there
have been unreckonecl costs.

In rg6z,people started referrìngto "hippies," the Beatles
lrad tlreir first hit, I(en I(esey published One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest, and the Harvard psychology lecturer Tim-
otþ Leary was handing out psilocybin and L,SD to grad
students. And three hours south ofSan Fr:rncisco, on the
heavenly stretch of coastal cliffs known as Big Sur, a paìr
ofyoung Stanford psychology graduates flounded a school
and think tank they named after a small American Indian
tribe that had lived on the grounds long before. "ln r9ó8,"
one of its founding figr,rres recallecl four clecades later,

Esalen was the center ofthe cyclone ofthe youth rebellion. It
wâs one of the central places, like Mecca f'or.the Islarric cul-
ture. Esalen was a pilgrimage center for hundreds and thou-
sands ofvouth interested in some sense oftranscendence,
breakthrough consciousness, LSD, the sexual revolution,
encountcr, being sensitive, finding your bocly, yoga-all of
these things were at flrst filtereci into the culture through Esa-
len.By 1966,'67, and '68, Esalen was making a world impact.

This is not overstatement. Essentiallyeverythingthat became
kuown as New Age was invented, developecl, or popularized

at the Esalen Institute. Esalen is a mother church of a new
Arnerican religion for people who think they don't like churches
or religions but who still want to believe in the supernatural.
The institute wholly reinvented psychology, medicine, and
philosophy, clriven by a suspicion ofscience and reason and an
embrace of magical thinking (also: massage, hot baths, sex, ancl
sex in hot baths). It was a headquarters for a new religion ofno
religion, and for "science" containing next to no science. The
idea was to be radically tolelant oftherapeutic approaches and
understandings of reality, especially if they came from Asian
traditions or frorn American Indian or other shamanistic tradi-
tions. Invisible energies, past lives, astral projection, whatever-
the more exotic and wondrous and unfalsifiable, the better.

*

Not long before Esalen was founded, one ofits co-founders,
Dick Price, hacl suffered a mental breakdown and been
involuntarily comrnitted to a private psychiatric hospital for a
year. His new institute embraced the raclical notion that psy-
chosis and other mental illnesses were labels imposed by the
straight worlci on eccentrics and visionaries, that they were
primarily tools of coercion and control. This was the big idea
behind One Flew Oyer the Cuckoo's Nest, of course. And within
the psychiatric profession itself this iclea had two influential
proponents, \,vho each published unorthodox manitèstos at
the beginning of the decade-R. D. Laing (The Dividad Selfl
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and Thomas Szasz (Tht Myth of Mental lllness). "Nlaclness,"
Laing wrote when Esalen \,vas new) "is potentially liberation
ancl renewal." Esalen's founders were big Laing fans, and the
institute became a hotbecì for the idea that insanity was just an

alternative way of perceiving reality.
These influential critiques helped rnake popular and

respectable the idea that much of science is a sinister
scheme concocted by a despotic conspiracy to oppress people.
Mental illness, both Szasz and Laing said, is "a theory not
a fact." This is no¡,v the universal bottom-line argnment for
anyone-from creationists to climate-change deniers to anti-
vaccine hysterics-who prefèrs to clisregard science in favor
of'his own beliefs.

.,þþ pírri"

ou know how young people always think the uni-
verse revolves around them, as ifthey're the only ones

who really get itl And how before their frontal lobes,
the neural seat of reason ancì rationality, are tilly
wirecl, they can be especially prone to fantasy? In the
'6os, the universe cooperated: It did seem to revolve
around young people, allìrming their adolescent self:

If 196z was when the decade really got going, r969 was

the year the new doctrines and theii'gravity were definitively
cataloged by the grown-ups. Reason and rationality were over.

The countercuitural efusions were freaking out the old guard,
including religious people who couldn't quite see that yet
another Great Awakening was under way in America, heaving
up a new religion'of believers who "have no option but to follow
the road until they reach the l{oly City... that lies beyond the
technocracy ... the New lerusalem." That line is frorn The Making
of a C ounte r Culture : Reflections on the Techno cldtic S o cieq) and lts
YouthJul Opposition, published three weeks after Wooclstock, in
the sunrmer of t969.IIs author was Theodore Roszak, age 35, a

Bay Area professorwho thereby coinecl the word counterculture.
Roszak spcnds z7o pages glorying in the younger gen-
eration's "brave" rejection of'expertise and "all that our
culture values as 'reason' and 'reality."' (Note the scare
quotes.) So-called experts, after all, are "on the payroll
ofthe state and/or corporate structure." A chapter called

"The M¡h of Objective Consciousness" argues that sci-
ence is reallyjust a state religion. To create "a new culture
in which the non-intellective carpacities ... become the
arbiters of the good [and] the true," he writes, "nothing
less is required than the subversion ofthe scientifìc world
view, with its entrenched commitment to an egocentric
and cerebral mode of consciousness." He welcomes the

"radical rejection ofscience and technological values."
Earlier that summer) a lJniversity of Chicago sociolo-

gist (and Catholic priest) named Andrew Greeley had
alerted reaclers of The New York Times Magazine that
beyoncl the familiar signifiers of youthful rebellion
(long hair, sex, drugs, music, protests), the truly shock-
ing change on campuses was tire rise of antirationalism
ancl a return of the sacrecl-"mysticism and magic," the
occult, séances, cults based on the booì< ofRevelation.
When he'd chalked a statistical table on a classroom
blackboard, one ofhis students had reacted with horror:

"Mr. Greeley, I think you're an empiricist."
As r9 69 turne d lo t97 o, a 4r-year-old Yale Law School

professor was finishing his book about the new youth
counterculture. Charlcs Rcich was a former Supreme
Court clerk now tenured at one clf'ultra-ratic¡nalism's
American headquarters. But hanging with the young
people had led hirn to a midlife epiphany and apostasy. In
19ó6, he had starled teaching an undergraduate serlinar
called "The lndividual in America," f-orwhich he assigned
fiction by I(esey and Norrnan Mailer. He decided to spend
the next surrmer) the Surnmer clf Love, ir-r Berkeley. On
the road back to New Haven, he had his Pauline conver-

sion to the kids' values. His class at Yale became hugely popular;
at its peak, 6oo students were enrol1ed. IntgTo,The Greeningof
Americø became The New YorkTimes' best-selling book (as well
as a much-read 7o-page New Yorker excerpt), and remainecl on
the list for rnost of a year.

At 1ó, I bought and read one of the z million copies sold. Re-
reading it today and recalling how much I loved it was a stark
reminder of the follies of youth. Reich was shamelessiy, un-
criticaìÌy swooning for kids lil<e me. The Greeningof Americø
may have been the mainstream's single greatest act of pan-
dering to the vanity and seÌf-righteousness ofthe new youth.

Y
regard, making their fantasies of importance feel real and their
fantasies of instant transfbrmatÍon and revolution feel plausible.
Practically overnight, America turned its full attention to the
young and everything they believed and imagined and wished.
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Its underlying theoretical scheme was simple and perfectly
pitched to flatteryoung readers: There are three types ofAmer-
ican "consciousness," each ofwhich "makes up an individual's
perception of reality... his'head,'his way of life." Conscious-
zess I people were old-fashionecl, selÈreliant individualists
rendered obsolete by the new "Corporate State"-essentially,
your grandparenLs. Conscio¿¿sr¿¿ss lls were the fearful ancl con-
formist organization men and women whose rationalism was
a tp'annizing trap laid by the Corporate Statê-your parents.

And then there was Consciousrrsslll which hacl "made its first
appearance among the youth of America," "spreading rapidly
among wider and wider segments of youth, and by degrees to
older people." Ifyou opposed the Vietnam War ancl dressed down
and smoked pot, you were almost certainly a III. Simply by being

conspiracy, but she clid start talking to her ficuses as ifthey
were pets. In a review, The New YorkTimes registered the book
as another data point in how "the incredible is losing its pariah
status." Indeed, mainstream publishers and media organiza-
tions were falling over themselves to promote and sell fanta-
sies as nonfiction. In LgTS came a sensational autobiography
by the young spoon bender and mind reader Uri Geller as well
as Life After Life, by Rayrnond Mood¡ a philosophy Ph.D. who
presented the anecdotes ofseveral dozen people who'd nearly
clied as evidence of an afterlife. The book sold many millions
of copies; before long the International Association for Near
Death Studies formed and held its first conference, at yale.

During the '6os, large swaths of academia made a turn away
fiom reason and rationalism as they'd been understood. Many

young and casual and undisciplined,
you were ushering in a new utopia.

Reich praises the "gaiety and
humor" ofthe new C<¡nscic¡usness III
wardrobe, but his book is absolutely
humorless-because it's a response
to "this moment of utmost steril-
ity, darkest night and most extreme
peril." Conspiracism was flourishing,
and Reich bought in. Now that "the
Corporate State has added deperson-
alization and repression" to its other

The Amerlcan experlment _h_as meta3-'ta¡lzed
out of control. Belng Amer¡ean now mean3
we Gan belleve anythlnS we want.

injustices, "it has threatened to destroy all meaning and suck all
joy from life." Reich's magical thinking mainly concerned how
the revolution would turn out. "The American Corporate State,"
having produced this new generation of longhaired hyper-
individualists who insist on tmsting their gut and finding their
own truth, "is now accomplishingwhatno revolutionaries could
accomplish by themselves. The machine has begun to destroy
itself." Once everyone wears Levi's and gets high, the old ways

"will simplybe swept awayinthe flood."
The inevitable/imminent happy-cataclysm part of the

dream didn't happen, of course. The machine did not destroy
itself. But Reich was halÊright. An epochal change in Ameri-
can thinking was under way and "not, as far as anybody knows,
reversible ... There is no returning to an earlier consciousness."
His wishful error was believing that once the tidal surge of new
sensibility brought down the flood walls, the waters would
flow in only one direction, carving out a peaceful, cooperative,
groovy new continental utopia, hearts and minds changed like
his, all of America Berkeleyized and Vermontified. Instead,
Consciousness III was just one early iteration of the anything-
goes, post-reason, post-factual America enabled by the tsunami.
Reich's faith was the converse ofthe Enlightenment rationalists'
hopeful fallacy20o years earlier. Granted complete freedom of
thought,'l'homas Jefferson and company assumed, most peo-
ple would follow the path of reason. Wasn't it pretty to think so.

of the pioneers were thoughtful, their work fine antidotes
to postwar complacency. The problem was the nature and
extent of their influence at that particular time, when all prem-
ises and paradigms seemed up for grabs. That is, they inspired
halÊbaked and perverse followers in the academy, whose argu-
ments filtered out into the world at large: All approximations
oftruth, science as much as any fable or religion, are mere sto-
ries devised to serve people's needs or interests. Reality itself
is a purely social construction, a tableau of useful or wishful
myths that members of a society or tribe have been persuaded
to believe. The borders between fiction and nonfiction are
permeable, maybe nonexistent. The delusions of the insane,
superstitions, and magical thinking? Any of those may be as

legitimate as the supposed truths contrived by Western rea-
son and science. The takeaway: Believe whatever you want,
because pretty much everything is equally true and false.

These ideas percolated across multiple academic fields. In
r965, the French philosopher Michel Foucault published Mad-
ness and Civilizahon in America, echoing Laing's skepticism of
the concept of mental illness;bythe r97os, hewas arguingthat
rationality itself is a coercive "regime of truth"-oppression
by other means. Foucault's suspicion of reason became deeply
and widely embedded in American academia.

Meanwhile, over in sociology, in1966 a pair of professors
published The Social Construction of lleality, one of the most
influential works in their field. Not only were sanity and insan-
ity and scientific truth somewhat dubious concoctions by elites,
Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann explained-so was every-
thing else. The rulers of any tribe or society do not just dictate
customs and laws; they are the masters of everyone's percep-
tions, defining reality itself. To create the all-encompassing
stage sets that everyone inhabits, rulers first use crude m¡h-
ology, then more elaborate religion, and finally the "extreme

remember when fantastical bellefs wentftrllymain-
stream, in the r97os. My irreligious mother bought and
readThe Secret Life ofPlanX, a big best seller arguing that
plants were sentient and would "be the bridesmaids at a
marriage ofphysics and metaphysics." The amazing truth
about plants, the book claimed, hacl been suppressed by
the FDA and agribusiness. My mom clidn't believe in the
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step" of modern science. "Reality" ? "Knowledge" ? "Ifwe were
going to be meticulous," Berger and Luckmann wrote, "we
woulcl put quotation marks around the two aforementioned
terms every time we used them." "What is 'real' to a Tibetan
monk may not be 'real' to an American businessman."

When I first read that, at age r8, I loved the quotation marks.
Ifreality is simplythe result ofrules written bythe powers that
be, then isn't everyone able-no, isn't everyone obliged-to
construct their own realityl The book was timed perfectìy to
become a foundatioiral text in academia and beyond.

A more extreme academic evangelist for the idea of all
truths being equal was a UC Berkeley philosophy professor
namecl Paul Feyerabend. His best-known book, publisheci in
r975,was Against Method: Outline of an Anørchistic Theorjt of
Knowletlge. "Rationalism," it declared, "is a secularized form
of the belief in the power of the word of God," and science a

"particular superstition." In a later edition ofthe book, pub-
lished when creationists were passing laws to teach Genesis in
public-scl,ool biology classes, Feyerabend came out in favor
of the practice, comparing creationists to Galileo. Science, he
insisted, is just another fbrm of belief. "Only one principle,"
he wrote, "can be defended under øll circumstances and in all
stages ofhuman development. It is the principle: anythinggoes."

Over in anthropology, where the exotic magical beliefs of
traditional cultureswere a main subject, the newparadigm took
over completely-don't judge, don't dísbelieve, don't point.your
professoriøl f,nger. This was understandable, given the times:
colonialism ending, genocide ofAmerican Indians confessed,
U.S. wars in the developingworld. Whowerewe to roll our eyes

or deny what these people believedì In the '6os, anthropol-
ogy decided that oracles, diviners, incantations, and magical
objects should be notjust respected, but considered equivalent
to reason ancl science. Ifall uncierstandings ofreality are socially
constructed, those of l(alabari tribesmen in Nigeria are no more
arbitrary or faith-based than those ofcollege professors.

In 1968, a UC Davis psychologist named Charles Tart con-
ducted an experiment in which, he wrote, "a young woman
who frequently had spontaneous out-of-body experiences"-
didn't "claim to have" them but "had" them-spent four nights
sleeping in a lab, hooked up to an EEG machine. I-Ier assigned
task was to send her mind or soul out of her bodywhile she was
asleep and read a five-digit number Tart had written on a piece

ofpaper placed on a shelfabove the bed. He reported that she

succeeded. Other scientists considered tl,e experiments and
the results bogus, but Tart proceeded to devote his academic
career to proving that attempts at objectivity are a sham and
magic is real. In an extraordinary paper published in r97z in

Science, he complained about the scientific establishment's
"almost total rejection of the knowledge gained" while high or
tripping. He didn't just want science to take seriously "experi-
ences of ecstasy, mystical union, other 'dimensions,' rapture,
beauty, space-and-time transcendence." He was explicitly
dedicated To goingthere. A "perfectly scientific theory may be
based on data that have no physical existence," he insisted.
The rules ofthe scientific method had to be revised. To work as

a psychologist in the new era, Tart argued, a researcher should
be in the altered state ofconsciousness he's studying, high or
delusional "at the time of data collection" or during "data
reduction ancl theorizing." Tart's new mode of research, he

admitted, posed problems of "consensual validation," given
that "only observers in the same [altered state] are able to com-
municate adequately with one another." Tart popularized the
lerm consensus reality for what you or I woul d srmply call reality,
and around r97o that became a permanent interdisciplinary
term of art in acaclemia. Later he abandonecl the pretense of
neutrality and started calling ilThe consensus trance-people
cornmitted to reason and rationality were the deluded dupes,
not he and his tribe.

Even the social critic Paul Goodman, beloved by young
Ieftists in the '6os, was flabbergasted by his own students by
Lg6g, "Therc was no knowleclge," he wrote, "only the sociol-
ogy of knowledge. They had so well learned that ... research
is subsidized and cc¡nducted f'or the benefìt of the ruling class

that they did not believe there was such a thing as simple truth."
Ever since, the American right has insistently decried the

spread of relativism, the idea that nothing is atry more correct
or true than anything else. Conservatives hated how relativ-
ism undercut various venerable and comfortable ruling ideas-
certain notions of entitlement (according to race and gender)
and aesthetic beauty and metaphysical and moral certainty.
Yet once the intellectual mainstream thoroughly accepted that
there are many equally valid realities and truths, once the idea
of gates and gatekeeping was discredited not just on campuses
but throughout the culture, øllAmerican barbarians could have
their claims taken seriously. Conservatives are correct that the
anything-goes relativism of college campuses wasn't seques-
tered there, but when it flowed out across America it helped
enable extreme. Christianities and lunacies on the right-
gun-rights hysteria, black-helicopter conspiracism, climate-
change denial, and more. The term usefitl idiotwas originally
deployed to accuse liberals ofserving the interests oftrue
believers further on the left. In this instance, however, post-
modern intellectuals-post-positivists, poststructuralists,
social constructivists, post-empiricists, epistemic relativists,
cognitive relativists, descriptive relativists-turned out to be
useful idiots most consequentially for the American right.

"Reality has a well-known liberal bias," Stephen Colbert once
said, in character, mocking the belief s-trump-fäcts impulse of
today's right. Neither side has nclticecl, but large factions ofthe
elite lefl and the populist right have been on the same team.

As the Vietn¡m War escalated and careened, anti-
rationalism flowered. In his bool< about the remarkable pro-
tests in Washington, D.C., in the fall of t967, The Armies of
the Night, Norman Mailer describes chants ("Out demons,
out-back to darkness, ye servants ofsatan!") and a circle of
hundreds ofprotesters intending "to form a ring ofexorcism
sufficientlypowerñrl to raise the Pentagon three hundred feet."
Theywere hoping the buildingwould "turn orange and vibrate
until all evil emissions had fled this levitation. At that point the
war in Vietnam would end."

By the end of the 'óos, plenty of zealots on the left were
engaged in extreme magical thinking, Theyhadn't started the
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decade that way. In t962, Students for a Democratic Society
adopted its founding document, drafted by zz-year-old Tom
Hayden. The manifesto is sweet and reasonable: decrying
inequality and poverty and "the pervasiveness ofracism in
American life," seeing the potential benefits as well as the
downsides of industrial automation, declaring the group "in
basic opposition to the communist system,"

Then, kaboom, the big bang. Anything and everything
became believable. Reason was chucked. Dystopian and
utopian fantasies seemed plausible. ln 1969, the SDS's most
apocalyptic and charismatic faction, calling itself Weather-
man, split offand got all the attention. Its members believed
that they and other young white Americans, aligned with black
insurgents, would be the vanguard in a new civil war. They
issued statements about "the need for armed struggle as the
only road to revolution" and how "dope is one of ourweapons ...

Guns and grass are united in the youth underground." And
then factions of the new left went to work making and setting
offthousands ofbombs in the early r97os.

Left-wingers weren't the only ones who became unhinged.
Oflìcials at the FBI, the CIA, and militaryintelligence agencies,
as well as in urban police departments, convinced themselves
that peaceful antiwar protesters and campus lefties in general
were dangerous militants, and expanded secret programs to
spy on, infiltrate, and besmirch their organizations. Which
therebyvalidated the preexisting paranoia on the new left and
encouraged its wing nuts' revolutionary delusions. In the '7os,
the CIA and Army intelligence set up their infamous Project
Star Gate to see whether they could conduct espionage by
means ofESP.

JFK conspiracy, claiming that a Texas oilman had been the
mastermind, and soon many books were arguing that the offi-
cial government inquiry had ignored the hidden conspiracies.
One ofthem, Rushto Judgrnenf, by Mark Lane, a lawyer on the
left, was a New York Timesbest seller for six months. Then, in
r967 New Orleans's district attorney, Jim Garrison, indicted a

local businessman for being part of a conspiracy of gay right-
wingers to assassinate Kennedy-t'a Nazi operation, whose
sponsors include some of the oil-rich millionaires in Texas,"
according to Garrison, with the CIA, FBI, and Robert F. I(en-
nedy complicit in the cover-up. After NBC News broadcast
an investigation discrecliting the theory, Garrison saicl the
TV segrnent was a piece of "thought control," obviously com-
nrissioned by NBC's parent company RCA, "one of the top ro
defense contractors" and thus "desperate because we are in
the process ofuncovering their hoax."

The notion of an immense and awful |FK-assassination
conspiracy became conventional wisdom in America. As a
result, more Americans than ever became reflexive conspiracy
theorists.'l'homas Pynchon's novel Gravity's Ilainbow, a com-
plicated global fantasy about the interconnections among
militarists and Illuminati and stoners, and the validity of para-
noid thinking,won the tgT4National BookAward. Conspiracy
became the high-end Hollywood dramatic premise-
Chinatown, The C onversation, The Parøllax View, and Three Day s
ofthe Condor came out in the same two-year period. Of course,
real life made such stories plausible. The infiltration bythe FBI
and intelligence agencies of left-wing groups was then being
revealed, and the Watergate break-in and its cover-up were an

he far right had its own
glorious '6os rnoment,
in the form of the new

John Birch Society, whose
founclers believed that
both Republican and
Democratic presiden-

Our ¡hocklnq TrumD moment ¡s lust the ultl.
mate exÞres3lon of mlnd.¡e ts that haYe made
Amer¡ea exceptlonal for ¡t3 entlre h¡3tory.

tial Cabinets included "conscious,
deliberate, dedicated agent[s] of
the Soviet conspiracy" deiermined
to create "a world-wide police state, absolutely and hrutally
governed from the Kremlin," as the society's founder, Robert
Welch, put it in a letter to friends.

This futiously, elaborately suspicious way of understanding
the world started spreading across the political spectrum after
the assassination of lohn F. Kennedy int963. Dallas couldn't
have been the work ofjust one nutty loserwith a mail-order rifle,
coulcl it have? Surely the Communists or the CIA or the Birch-
ers or the Mafia or some conspiratorial combination must have
arranged it all, rightì The shift in thinking didn't register imme-
diately. In his influential book The Paranoid Style in Americøn
Politics, published two years after the president's murder, Rich-
ard Hofstadter devoted onlytwo sentences and a footnote to it,
observing that "conspiratorial explanations ofKennedy's assas-
sination" don't have much "currency... in the United States."

Elaborate paranoia was an established tic of the Bircherite
far right, but the left needed a little time to catch up. In 1964,
a left-wing American writer published the first book about a

actual criminal conspiracy. Within a few decades, the belief
that a web ofvillainous elites was covertly seeking to impose a
malevolent global regime made its way from the lunatic right
to the mainstream. Delusional conspiracism wouldn't spread
quite as widely or as deeply on the left, but more and more
people on both sides would come to believe that an extraordi-
narily powerful cabal-international organizations and think
tanks and big businesses and politicians-secretly ran America.

Each camp, conspiracists on the right and on the left, was
ostensibly the enemy ofthe other, but they began operating as

de fàcto allies. Relativist professors enabled science-denying
Christians, and the antipsychiatry craze ín the '6os appealed
simultaneously to left-wingers and libertarians (as well as to
Scientologists). Conspiracy theories were more of a modern
right-wing habit before people on the left signed on. However,
the beliefthat the federal government had secretplans to open
detention camps for dissidents sprouted in the '7os on the par-
anoid left before it becarne a fixture on the right.



mer¡cans felt newly entitìedto believe absolutely
an))thing. I'm pretty certain that the unprecedented
surge of UFO reports in the '7os was not evidence
ofextraterrestrials' i¡rcreasing presencc but a symp-
tom of Americans' credulity antl n'ragical thinking
suddenly unloosed. We wanted to believe in extra-
terrestrials, so we did. What rnade the UFO mania

historically significant rather than just amusing, however) was

the web of elaborate stories that were now being spun: not just

of sightings but of landings and abductinns-and of govern-
ment cover-ups and secret alliances with interplanetary beings.
'I'hose earnest beliefs planted more seeds fbt the extravägant
American conspiracy thinì<ing that by the turn of the century
would be rampant and seriouslytoxic.

A single idée fixe like this often appears in both frightened
and hopeful versions. That was true of the suddenly boom-
ing belief in alien visitors, which tendecl toward the sanguine
as the '6os turnecl into the '7os, even in 1ìctional depictions.
Consider the extraterrestrials that fack Nicholson's character
in Easy Rider earnestly describes as he's getting high for the
first time, and those at the center of Close Encounters of the

Third I{fud eight years later. One evening in southern Georgia
in ry69, the year Eøsy Rider came out, a failed gubernatorial
canclidate named Jirnmy Carter saw a moving moon-size white
light in the sky that "dicln't have any solid substance to it" and

"got closer and closer," stopped, turned blue, then red and back
to white, and then zoomed away.

The first big nonfiction abcluction tale appeared
arouncl the same time, in a best-selling bool< about
a married couple in New Hampshire who believecl

that while driving their Chevy sedan late one night,
they saw a bright object in the sþ that the wife, a

UFO buffalread.y, figured might be a spacecraft. She

begarr having nightmares about being abclucted by
aliens, and both of them underwent hlpnosis. The
details ofthe abducting aliens and their spacecraft
that each described were different, and changed
over time. The man's hypnotized description of the
aliens bore an uncanny resemblance to the ones in
an e¡-risode of i"freOuterLimitsbroadcast onABC just

befbre his hypnosis session. Thereafier, hypnosis
became the standard way for people who believed
that they had been abducted (or that they had
past lives, or that they were the victims of satanic
abuse) to recall the supposed experience. And the
couple's story established the standard abduction-
tale format: Humanoid creatures take you aboard a

spacecraft, communicate telepathically or in spoken
English, medically examine you by inserting long
needles into you, then let you go.

The husband and wif'e were undoubtedly sin-
cere believers. The sincerely credulous are perfect
suckers, and in the late '6os, a convicted thiefand
embezzler named Erich von Däniken published
Charíots ofthe Godsf, positing that extraterrestrials
helpecl build the Egyptian pyramids, Stonehenge,
and the giant stone heads on Easter Island. That
book and its many sequels solcl tens of millions
ofcopies, and the documentary based on it had a

huge box-office take in r97o. Americans were ready to believe
von Däniken's fantasy to a degree they simply wouldn't have

been a decade earlier, before the 'óos sea change, Certainly a

decade earlier NB C wouldn't have airecl an hour-long version
of the clocumentary in prime time, And while I'm at it: Until
r,ve'd passed through the '6os and half of the '7os, I'm pretty
sure we wouldn't have given the presidency to some dude,
especially a born-again Christi:rn, whcl said he'd recently seen

a huge, color-shif-ting, Iuminescent UFO hovering near him.

By the 198Os, things appeared to have returned more or
less to normal. Civil rights seemed like a done deal, the war
in Vietnam wâs over, young people were no longer telling
grown-ups they were worthless because they were grown-
ups. Revolution did not loom. Sex and drugs and rock and
roll were regular parts of life. Starting in the '8os, Ioving
America and making money ancì. having a family were no
longer unfashionable.

The sense ofcultural and political upheaval and chaos

dissipated-which lulled us into ignoring all the ways that
everything had changed, that Fantasyland was now scal-
ing and spreading and becoming the new normal. What iracl

I
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seemed strange and amazing in ry67 or tgTz became normal
and ubiquitous.

Extreme religious and quasi-religious beliefs and practices,
Christian and New Age and otherwise, didn't subside, but grew
and thrived-and came to seem unexceptional.

Relativism became entrenched in academia-tenured, you
could say. Michel Foucault's rival fean Baudrillard became
a ceiebrity among American intellectuals by declaring that
rationalism was a tool of oppressors that no longer worked
as a way of understanding the world, pointless and doomed.
In other words, as he wrote in 1986, "the secret of theory"-
this whole intellectual realm now cal1ed itself simply

"theory"-"is that truth does not exist."
This kind of thinking was by no means limited to the ivory

tower. The intellectuals' new outlook was as much a product
as a cause of the smog of subjectiv-
ity that now hung thick over the
whole American mindscape. After
the '6os, truth was relative, criticiz-
ing was equal to victimizing, indi-
vidual liberty became absolute, and
everyone was permitted to believe
or disbelieve whatever they wished.
'1'he distinction between opinion and
fact was crumbling on many fronts.

Belief in gigantic secret conspira-
cies thrived, ranging from the highly
improbable to the impossible, and moved from the crackpot
periphery to the mainstream.

Many Americans announced that they'd experienced fan-
tastic horrors and adventures, abuse by Satanists, and abduc-
tion by extraterrestrials, and their claims began to be taken
seriously. Parts ofthe establishment-psychology and psychia-
try, academia, religion, law enforcement-encouraged people
to believe that all sorts of imaginary traumas were real.

America didn't seem as weird and crazy as ithad arouncl r97o.
But that's because Americans had stopped noticizgthe weirdness
and craziness. We hacl defined every sort ofdevianry down. And
as the cultural critic Neil Postmanputitin his 1985 jeremiad about
how TV was replacing meaningful public discourse with enter-
tainment, we were in the process of amusing ourselves to death.

Bellef ln alo antlc con3Þlraeles has
moyed from the ctackpot pcrlphetv to
the_ m_alnstf-eem, Few_e¡ than ha_!f of a!!
Amerlca-ns ¡nhablt fact.ba3ed ¡êallty.

The audience had started geting bored with The Clinton
Adrninistration, but the Monica Lewinsþ subplot got people
interested again.

|ust before the Clintons arived in Washington, the right hacl
managed to do awaywith the federai Fairness Doctrine, which
had been enacted to keep radio ancl TV shows from being ideo-
logically one-sided. Until then, big-time conservative opinion
media had consisted oftwo magazines, William F. Buckley fr.'s
biweekly Nørional Review and the monthly American Spectator,
both with small circulations. But absent a Fairness Doctrine,
Rush Limbaugh's national right-wing radio show, launched in
r988, was free to thrive, and others promptly appeared.

For most of the zoth century, national news media had
fèlt obliged to pursue and present some rough approximation
of ¿lze truth rather than to promote ø truth, let alone fictions.

With the elimination ofthe Fairness Doctrine, a newAmerican
laissez-faire had been officially declared. Iflots more incorrect
and preposterous assertions circulated in our mass media, that
was a price of freedom. If splenetic commentators coulcl now,
as never before, keep believers perpetually riled up ancl feeling
the exciternent of being in a mob, so be it.

Limbaugh's virtuosic three hours of daily talk started bring-
ing a sociopolitical alternate reality to a huge national audience.
Instead of relying on an occasional magazine or newsletter to
confirm your gnarly view of the world, now you hacl talk radio
drilling it into your head for hours every day. As Limbaugh's show
took ofl, in t99z the producer Roger Ailes created a syndicated
TV show around him. Four years later, when NBC hired sonre-
one else to launch a cable news channel, Ailes, who had been
working at NBC, quit and created one with Rupert Murdoch.

Fox News brought the Limbaughvian talk-radio version of
the world to national TV, offering viewers an unending and
immersive propaganda experience of a kind that had never
existed before.

For Americans, this was a new condition. Over the course
of the century, electronic mass media had come to serye an
important democratic function: presenting Americans with
a single shared set of facts. Now TV and radio were enabling
a reversion to the narrower, factional, partisan discourse that
had been normal in America's earlier centuries.

And there was also the internet, which eventually would
have mooted the Fairness Doctrine anyhow. In 1994, the
first modern spam message was sent, visible to everyone on
Usenet: cI,oBALALERTFoRALL:JESUS IS coMINc sooN, Over
the next year or two, the masses learnecl of the World Wide
Web. The tinderhad been gathered and stacked since the '60s,
and now the rnatch was lit and thrown. After the '6os and '7os
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HOW THE RIGHT BECAME MORE
UNHINGED THAN THE LEFT

The Reagan presidency was famously a triumph of truthi-
ness and entertainment, and in the r99os, as problematically
batty beliefs kept going mainstream, presidentiai politics con-
tinued merging with the fantasy-industrial complex.

In r998, as soon as we learnecl that President Bill Clinton
had been fellated by an intern in the West Wing, his popular-
ity spiked. Which was baffiing only to those.who still thought
of politics as an autonomous realm, existing apart from enter-
tainment. American politics happened on television; it was a
TV series, a reality show just before TV became glutted with
reality shows. Atitillatingnew storyline thatgoosed the ratings
of an existing series was an established scripted-TV gimmick.
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happened as they happened, the internet may have broken
America's dynamic balance between rational thinking and
magical thinking for good.

Before the web, cockamamy ideas and outright falsehoods
could not spread nearly as fast or as widely, so it was much
easier for reason and reasonableness to prevail. Before the web,
institutionalizing any one alternate reality required the long,
hard work of hundreds of full-time militants. In the digital age,

however, everytribe and fiefdom and principalþ and region of
Fantasyland-every screwball with a computer and an internet
connection-suddenly had an unprecedented way to instruct
and rile up and mobilize believers, and to recruit more. False

beliefs were rendered both more real-seeming and more con-
tagious, creating a kind offantasy cascade in which miilions of
bedoozled Americans surfèd and swam.

Why did Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan begin rernark-
ing frequently during the '8os and '9os that people were en-
titled to their own opinions but not to their own facts? Because
until then, that had not been necessary to say. Our marketplace
of ideas became exponentially bigger and freer than ever, it's
true. Thomas Jefferson said that he'd "rather be exposed to the
inconveniences attending too much liberty than those attend-
ing too small a degree of it"-because in the new United States,

"reason is left free to combat" every sort of "error of opinion."
However, I thinl< ifhe and our other Enlightenment foretäthers
returned, theywould see the present state of affairs as too much
of a good thing. Reason remains free to combat unreason, but
the internet entitles and equips all the proponents ofunreason
and error to a previously unimaginable degree. Particularly for
a people with our history and propensities, the downside of the
internet seems at least as profound as the upsicle.

The way internet search was clesigned to operate in the
'9os-that is, the way information ancl beliefs now flow, rise,
and fall-is democratic in the extreme. Internet search algo-
rithms are an example of Gresham's law, whereby the bad
drives out-or at Ieast overruns-the good. On the internet, the
prominence granted to any factual assertion or beliefor theory
depends on the preferences ofbillions ofindividual searchers.
Each click on a link is effectively a vote pushing thatversion of
the truth toward the top of the pile of rcsults.

Exciting fäisehoc¡ds tend to do well in the perpetu¿rl reÊ
erenda, and become selÊvalidating. A search f-or almost any

"alternative" theory or belief seems to generate more links to
true believers'pages and sites than to legitimate or skepticai
ones, and those tend to dominate the first few pages of results.

For instance, beginning in the '9os, conspiracists decided that
contrails, the skinny clottds ofwater vapor that form around
jet-engine exhaust, were composed of exotic chemicals, part
of a secret government scheme to test weapons or poison citi-
zens or mitigate climate change-and renamed them chem-
trails. When I Googled chemtrails prooJ the first seven results
offered so-called evidence of the nonexistent conspiracy.
When I searched for government extraterrestrial cover-u¡t, only
one result in the first three pages clidn't iink to an article endors-
ing a conspiracy theory.

Before the web, it reallywasn't easyto stumble across false
or ûazy information convincingly passing itself off as true.
Today, however, as the Syracuse Universityprofessor Michael
Barkun saw back in zoo3 ín A Culture of Conspiracy, "such

subject-specific areas as crank science, conspiracist politics,
and occultism are not isolated from one another," but rather

they are interconnected. Someone seeking information
on UFOs, for example, can quickly fìnd r¡aterial on anti-
gravity, free energy, Atlantis studies, alternative cancer cures,
and conspiracy.

The consequence of such mingling is that an individual
who enters the communications systcm pursuing onc inter-
est soon becomes aware of stigmatized material on a broad
range ofsubjects. As a result, those who come across one
form of stigmatized knowledge will Ìearn of others, in con-
nections that imply that stigmatized knowledge is a unified
domain, an altþrnative worldview, rather than a collection
ofunrelated ideas,

Academic research shows that religious and supernatural
thinking leads people to believe that almost no big life events
are accidental or random. As the authors of some recent
cognitive-science studies at Yale put it, "Individuals' explicit
religious and paranormal beliefs" are the best predictors of
their "perception of purpose in life events"-their tendency

"to view the world in terms of agency, purpose, and design."
Americans have believed for centuries that the country was
inspired and guidecl by an omniscient, omnipotent planner
ancl interventionist manager. Since tÌre '6os, that exceptional
religiosity has fed the tendency to believe in conspiracies. In
a recent paper called "Conspiracy Theories and the Paranoid
Style (s) of Mass Opinion," based on years of survey research,

two University of Chicago political scientists, J. Eric Oliver
and Thomas J. Woocl, confirmecl this special American con-
nection. "The likelihood of supporting conspiracy theories is
strongly predictéd," they found, by "a propensity to attribute
the source ofunexplained or extraordinary events to unseen,
intentional forces" and a weakness for "melodramatic narra-
tives as explanations for prominent events, particularly those
that interpret history relative to universal struggles between
good ancl evil." Oliver and Wood found the single strongest
driver of conspiracy beliefto be belief in end-times prophecies.

As a 1 3-ye a r - o I d, I watched William F. Bu ckley lr.'s Firing Line

with my conservative dad, attended Teen Age Republicans sum-
mer camp, and, at the behest of a Nixon-campaign advance man
in Omaha, ripped clown Rockefeiler and Reagan signs during
the r968 Nebraska primary campaign. A fewyears later, I was a
McGovern-campaign volunteer, but I still watched and admired
Buckleyon PBS. Overthe years, I've voted for a few Republicans
for state and local office. Today I disagree about political issues

with friends and relatives to my right, but we agree on the essen-

tial contours of reality.
People on the left are by no means all scrupulously reason-

able. Many give themselves over to the appealingly dubious
and the untrue. But fantastical politics have become highly
asymmetrical. Starting in the r99os, America's unhinged right
became much larger and more influential than its unhingeci left.
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There is no realleft-wing equivalent ofsean Hannity, let alone
Alex Jones. Moreover, the far right now has unprecedented
political power; it controls much of the U.S. government.

Why did the grown-ups ancl designated drivers on the
political left manage to remain basically in charge of their
followers, while the reality-based right lost out to fantasy-
prone true believersl

One reason, I think, is religion. The GOp is now quite
explicitly Christian. The partyis r/zeAmerican coalition ofwhite
Christians, papering over doctrinal and class differences-and
now led, weirclly, by one of the least religious presidents ever.
If more and more of a political party's members hold more and
more extreme and extravagantly supernatural beliefs, doesn't
it make sense that the party will be more and more open to
make-believe in its politics?

I doubt the GOP elite deliberately øngineeredThe synergies
between the economic anci religious sides of their contempo-
rary coalition. But as the incornes ofmiddle- and working-class
people flatlined, Republicans pooh-poohecl rising economic
inequality and insecurity. Economic insecurity correlates with
greater religiosiry and among white Americans, greater religi-
osity correlates with voting Republican. For Republican poli-
ticians ancl their rich-getting-richer donors, that's a virtuous
circle, not a vicious one.

Religion aside, America simply has many more fervid con-
spiracists on the right, as research about beliefin particular con-
spiracies confirms again and again. Only the American tight has
had alarge and organized faction based onparanoid conspiracism
for the past six decades. As the pioneer vehicle, the John tsirch
Society zoomed along and then sputtered out, but its fantastical
paradigm and belligerent temperament has endured in other
fbrms and under other brand names. When Barry Goldwater
was the right-wing Republican presidential nominee in 1964, he
had to play down any streaks of Bircher madness, b,atby g79,
in his memoir With No Apologies,he felt free to rave on about
the globalist conspiracy and its "pursuit of a new world order"
and impending "period of slavery"; the Conncil on Foreign
Relations' secret agenda for "one-world rule"; and the Trilaterai
Commission's plan for "seizing control of the political govern-
ment ofthe United States." The right has had three generations
to steep in this, its taboo vapors wafting more and more into
the main chambers of conservatism, becoming familiar, seem-
ing less outlandish. Do you believe that "a secretive power elite
with a globalist agenda is conspiring to eventually rule the world
through an authoritarian world government"? Yes, say 34per-
cent of Republican voters, according to Public Policy Polling.

I n the late 196Os and '7os, the reality-based left
I more or less won: retreat from Vietnam, civil-rights and

! environmental-protection laws, increasing legal and cul-

I tural equality for women, legal abortion, Keynesian eco-
I nomics triumohant.

I Butthentherightwanteditsturntowin.Itprettymuch
I accepted racial ancl gender equality and hacl to live with
social welfare and regulation and bigger govemment, but it
insisted on slowing things down. The political center moved
right-but in the '7os and '8os not yet unreasonably. Most of
America decided that we were all free marketeers now, that
business wasn't necessarily bad, and that government couldn't

solve ali problems. We still seemed to be in the midst of the
normal cyclical seesawing of American politics. In the '9os,
the right achieved tr,vo of its wildest dreams: The Soviet Union
and international communism collapsed; and, asviolent crime
radically declined, law and order was restored.

But also starting in the '9os, the farthest-right quarter of
Americans, let's say, couldn't and wouldn't adjust their beliefs
to comport with their side's victories and the dramatically new
and irnproved realities. They'd made a god out of Reagan, but
they ignored or dicln't register that he was practical and reason-
able, that he didn't completely buy his own antigovernment
rhetoric. After Reagan, his hopped-up true-believer faction
began insisting on total victory. But in a democracy, of'course,
total victory by any fàction is a dangerous fàntasy.

Another way the GOP got loopy was by overdoing libertari-
anism. I have some libertarian tendencies, but at full-strength
purity it's an ideology most boys grow out of. On the Ameri-
can right since the '8os, however, they have not. Republicans
are very selective, cherry-picking libertarians: Let business do
whatever it wants and don't spoil poorpeople with government
1'randouts; let individuals have gun arsenals but not abortions or
recreational drugs or marriage with whomever they wish; and
don't mention A1m Rand's atheism. Libertarianism, remember,
is an ideology whose most widely read and influential texts are
explicitly fi ctiorz. " I grew up re adin g Ayn Rand," Speaker of the
House Paul Ryan has saicl, "and it taught me quite a bit about
who I am and what my rralue systems are, and what my beliefi
are." It was that fiction that allowed him and so many other
higher{QAmericans to see modern America as a dystopia in
which selfishness is righteous and they are the last heroes. "I
think a lot ofpeopìe," Ryan said in zoo9, "would observe that
we are right now living in an A1m Rancl novel." I'm assuming he
meant Atlas Shrugged,the novel that Trump's secretary of state
(and former CEO of ExxonMobil) has said is his favorite book.
It's the story of a heroic cabal of men's-men industrialists who
cause the U.S. government to collapse so they can take over,
start again, and make everything right.

For a while, Republican Ieaders effectively encouraged
and exploited the predispositions of their variously fantasti-
cal and extreme partisans. Karl Rove was stone-cold cynical,
the Wizard of Oz's evil twin coming out from behind the cur-
tain for a candid chat shortly before he won a second term
for George W' Bush, about how "judicious study ofdiscern-
ible reality [is] ... not the way the world really works anymore."
These leaders were rational people who understood that a large
fraction of citizens don't bother with rationality when they
vote, that a iot ofvoters resent the judicious study ofdiscern-
ible reality. I(eeping those people angry and frightened won
them elections.

But over the past few decades, a lot ofthe rabble they roused
came to believe all the untruths. "The problem is that Republi-
cans have purposefully torn down the validating institutions,"
the political journalist Josh Barro, a Republican until zoró, wrote
last year. "They have convinced voters that the media cannot be
trusted; they have gotten them usecl to ignoring inconvenient
facts about policy; and they have abolished standards ofdis-
course." The party's ideological center of gravity swerved way
to the right of Rove ancl all the Bushes, finally knocking them
and their clubmates aside. What had been the parry's fantastical



fringe became its middle. Reasonable Republicanism was
replaced by absolutism: no new taxes, virtually no regulation,
aholishthe EPA and the IILS ancl the Federal Reserve.

hen I was growing up in Nebraska, my Repub-
lican parents loathed all Kennedys, distrusted
unions, and complained about "confiscatory"
federal income-tax rates ofgr percent. But con-
servatism to them also meant conserving the
natural environment and allowing people to
make theír own choices, including about abortion.

They were emphatically reasonable, disinclined to believe in
secret Communist/Washington/elite plots to destroy Amer-
ica, rolling their eyes and shaking theír heads about far-right
acquaintances-such as our neighbors, the parents of the future
Mrs. Clarence Thonras, who considered Richard Nixon suspi-
ciously leftish. My parents never belonged to a church. They
were godless Midwestern Republicans, born and raised-which
wasn't so odd40 years ago. Until about r98o,the Christiønright
was not a phrase in American politics. In zooo, my widowed
mom, having voted for r4 Republican presidential nominees in
a row, quit a party that had become too Christian for her,

The Christian takeover happened gradually, but then
quickly in the end, like a phase change from ìiquid to gas. In
zoo8, three-quarters ofthe major GOP presidential candidates
said they believed in evolntion, but in zorz it was down to a
third, and then in zo16, just one did. That one, Jeb Bush, was
careful to say that evolutionary biology was only lris truth, that

"it does not need to be in the curriculum" of public schools, and

that if it is, it could be accompanied by creationist teaching. A
two-to-one majority of Republicans say they "support estab-
lishing Christianity as the national religion," according to Pub-
lic Policy Polling.

Although constitutionally the U.S. can have no state reli-
gion, faith of some kind has always bordered on mandatory for

Trump doesn't ¡lke expert¡, bGcause they
lnterfere wlth hl¡ rlght as an Amer¡can to
belleve or pretend that f¡ctlons are facts.

politicians. Only fourpresidents have lacked a Christian denom-
inational affiliation, the most recent one inthe r88os. According
to Pew, two-thirds of Republicans aclmitthat they'd be less likely
to support a presidential candidate who doesn't believe in God.

As a matter offact, one ofthe Constitution's key clauses-"no
religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office
orpublic trust"-is kind of a theoretical freedom. Not only have
we never had an openly unbelieving president, but ofthe 535
members of the current Congress, exactly one, Representative
Kyrsten Sinema ofArizona, lists her religion as "none." Among
aL|7383 state legislators, there is apparently only one avowed
atheist: Nebraska Senator Ernie Chambers.

I'm remindecl of one of H. L. Mencken's dispatches from
the Scopes "monkey trial" in t9z5."Civilized" Tennesseans,
he wrote, "had known for years what was going on in the hills.
They knew what the country preachers were preaching-what
degradecl nonsense was being rammed and hammered into
yokel skulls. But they were afraicl to go out against the impos-
ture while it was in the making." What the contemporary right
has done is worse, because it was deliberate and national, ancl

it has had more-profound consequences.

I have been paying close attention to Donald Trump for
a long time. Sp)t magaz,ine, which I co-founded in 1986 and
edited until 1993, published three cover stories about him-and
dozens ofpages exposing and ridiculing his lies, brutishness, and
absurdity. Now everybodyknowswhatwe knew. Donald Trump
is a grifter driven byresentment ofthe establishment. He doesn't
like experts, because they interfere with l-ris right as an American
to believe or pretend that fictions are facts, to feelthe truth. He
sees conspiracies everywhere. He exploited the myths of white
racial victimhood. His case ofwhat I call Kids RUs syndrome-
spoiled, impulsive, moody, a 7r-year-old brat-is acute.

He is, first and last, a creature of the tàntasy-industrial com-
plex. "He is P. T. Barnum," his sister, a federal judge, told his
biographer Timothy O'Brien in zoo5. Although the fantasy-
industrial complex had been annexing presidential politics
for more than half a century, from JFK through Reagan and
beyond, Trump's campaign and presidency are its ultimate
expression. From r9ó7 through zou, California was governed
by former movie actors more than a third of the time, and one
of them became president. But Trump's need for any and all

public attention always seemed to
me more ravenous and insatiable
than any other public figure's, akin to
an addict's for drugs. Unlike Reagan,
Trump was always an impresario as

well as a performer. Before the erner-
gence of Fantasyland, Trump's vari-
ous enterprises would have seemed a
ludicrous, embarrassing, incoherent
jumble for a businessman, let alone ¿r

serious candidate forpresident. What
connects an Islamic-mausoleum-

themed casino to a short-lived, shoddy professional football
league to an autobiographyhe didn'twrite to buildingshe didn't
build to a mail-order meatbusiness to beautypageants to an air-
line that lasted three years to a sham "university" to a fragrance
called Success to avodka and a boarcl game named afterhimself
to a reality-TV show about pretending to fire people?

What connects them all, of course, is the new, total Ameri-
can embrace of admixtures of reality and fiction and of fame
for fame's sake. His realitywas a reality showbefore that genre
or term existecl. When he entered political show business,
after threatening to do so for most of his adult life, the charac-
ter he created was unprecedented-presidential candidate as

THE RISE OF DONALD TRUMP



insult comic with an artificial tan and ridiculous hair, shame-
lessly unreal and whipped into shape as if by a pâtissier. He
used the new and remade pieces of the fantasy-industrial
complex as nobody had before. He hired actors to play enthu-
siastic supporters at his campaign kickoff. Twitter became his
unmediated personal channel for entertaining outrage and
untnrth. And he was astar, so news shows wanted him on the
air as much as possible-people at TV outlets tolcl me during
the campaign that they were expected to be careful not to
make the candidate so unhappy that he might not return.

Before Trump won their nomination and the presidency,
when he was stiil "a cancer on conservatism" that must be

"discarded" (former Governor Rick Perry) and an "utterly

Just as the internet enabled full Fantasyland, it made
possible Trump as candidate and president, feeding him
pseudo-news on his phone and letting him feed those un-
truths directly to his Twitter followers. He is the poster
boy for the downside of digital life. "Forget the press," he
advised supporters-just "reacl the internet." After he wrongly
cleclared on Twitter that one anti-Trump protester "has ties to
ISIS," he was asked whether he regretted tweeting that false-
hood. "what do I know about itì" he replied. "All I know is
what's on the internet."

Trurnp launched his poiitical career by embracing a

brancl-new conspiracy theory twistecl arouncl two American
taproots-f'car and loathing of foreigners and of nonwhites. In

rllr
amoral" "narcissist at a level I don't
think this country's ever seen" (Senator
Ted Cruz), Republicans hated Trump's
ideological incoherence-they didn't yet
understand that his campaign logic was
a new kind, blending exciting tales with
a showmanship that transcends ideology.

During the campaign, Trump
repeated the falsehood that vaccines
cause autism. And instead of under-
going a normal medical exam from
a normal doctor and making the
results public, like nominees had before,
Trump went on The Dr. Oz Show and
handed the host test results fiom his
wacþ doctor.

Did his voters know that his hogwash
was hogwashl Yes and no, the way peo-
ple paying to visit P. T. Barnum's exhib-
itions r75 years ago didn't much care
whether the black woman on display was
really George Washington's r6r-year-old
former nanny or whether the stitched-
together fish/ape was actually a mer-
maid; or the way todaywe immerse in the
real-life fi ctions of Disney World. Trump
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zott, he became the chief promoter of the fantasy that Barack
Obama was born in Kenya, a fringe idea that he brought into the
mainstream. Only in the fall of zot6 did he grudgingly admit
that the president was indeed a native-born American-at the
same moment aYouGov/Hffington Post survey found thirt a

majority of Republicans still believed Obama probably or defi-
nitely had been born in Kenya. Conspiracies, conspiracies, still
more conspiracies. On Fox (f Friends Trump discussed, as if it
were fact, the NøtionølEnquirer's suggestionthatTed Cruz's father
was connectedto¡FK's assassination: "Whatwashe doingwith
Lee Harvey Oswald shortly befbre the death, bef-ore the shoot-
ingl lt's horrible." The Fox News anchors interviewing him
didn't challenge him or follow up. He revived the 1993 fantasy
about the Clintons' friend Vince Foster-his death, Trump said,
was "very fishy," because Foster "had intimate knowledge of
what was going on. He knew everything that was going on, and
then all of a sudden he committed suicicle ... I will say there are
people who continue to bring it up because they think it was ab-
solutely a murder." He has also promised to make sure that "you
will find out who really knocked down the World Trade Center."
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waited to run for president until he sensed that a critical mass of
Americans had decided politics were all a show and a sham. If
the whole thing is rigged, Trump's brilliance was calling thatout
in the most impolitic ways possible, deriding his straight-arrow
conrpetitors as fakers and losers and liars-becausethøtbullshit-
calling was uniquely candid and authentic in the age of fake.

Trump took a key piece of cynical wisdorn about show
business-flre most importantthingis sincerity, ønd onceyou can

fakethat,you've gotitmade-to a newlevel: His actual thuggish
sincerity is the opposite ofthe old-fashioned, goody-goody
sanctimony that people hate in politicians.

Ifhe were just a truth-tellingwise guy, however, he wouldn't
have won. Trump's genius was to exploit the skeptical dis-
illusion with politics-there's too much equivocating; democ-
racy's a charade-but also to pander to Americans' magical
thinking about national greatness. Extreme credulity is a fra-
ternal twin of extreme skepticism.

"I will give you everything," Tmmp actually promised cluring
the campaign, Yes: "Every dream you've ever dreamed for your
country" will come tme.



And it has all worked for him, because so manyAmericans are

eager to believe almost any conspiracy theory, no matter how
implausible, as iong as it jibes with their opinions and feelings.

Not all lies are fantasies and not all fantasies are iies; peo-
ple wlro believe untrue things can pass lie-detector tests. For
instance, Trump probably really believed that "the murder rate

in our country is the highest it's been in 47 years," the total
falsehood he told leaders of the National Sheriffs'Association
at the White House in early February. The fact-checking web-
site PolitiFact looked at more than 4oo of his statements as a

candidate and as president and found that almost 5o percent
were false and another zo percent were mostly faÌse.

Ile gets away with this as he wouldn't have in the r98os or
'9os, when he lìrst talked about running forpresiclent, because
now fàctual truth really is just one option. After Trump won the
election, he began referring to all unflattering or inconvenient
journalism as "fake news." When his approval rating began
declining, Trump simply refused to believe it: 'hny negative
polls" that may appear, the president tweeted at dawn one
morning from Mar-a-Lago, "are fake news."

'I'he people who speak on'I'rump's behalfto journalists and
the rest ofthe reality-based world struggle to defend or explain
his assertions. Asked about "the president's statements that
are ... demonstrably not true," the White House counselor
Kellyanne Conway asked CNN's Jake Tapper to please remem-
ber "the many things that he says that are lrve." Accorcling to
The New York Times, the people around Trump say his base-
less certainty "that he was bugged in some way" by Obarna in
Trump Tower is driven by "a sense ofpersecution bordering on
faith." And incìeed, their most honest defense of his false state-
ments has been to cast them practically as matters of religious
conviction-he deeply helieves them, so ... there. When White
House Press Secretary Sean Spicer was asked at a press con-
ference about the millions of people who the president insists
voted illegally, he earnestly reminded reporters that Trump

"has believed that for a while" and "does believe that" and it's
"been a long-standing belief that he's maintained" and "it's a

belief that he has maintainecl for a while."
Which is why nearly half ofAmcricans subscribc to that pre-

posterous belief themselves. And in Trump's view,thøt over-
rides any requirement for facts.

"Do you think that talking about millions of illegal votes is

dangerous to this country without presenting the evidence?,"
David Muir, the anchor of ABC's World News Tonight, asked
Trump in |anuary.

"No," he replied. "Not at all! Not at all-bec¿ruse màny peo-
ple feel the same way that I do."

he idea that progress has some kind of unstop-
pable momentum, as if powered by a Newtonian
law, was aiways a very American belief, However, it's
really an article offaith, the Christian fantasy about
history's happy ending reconfigured during and after
the Enlightenment as a set ofmodern secularfantasies.
It reflects our blithe conviction that America's visions

only America's destiny, exceptional as ever, to unravel in this
way. Or maybe we're just early adopters, the canaries in the
global mine, and Canada and Denmark and Japan and China
and all the restwill eventually follow r"rs down ourtunnel. Why
should modern .civilization's great principles-democracy,
freedom, tolerance-guarantee great outcomesl

Yet because I'm an American, a fortunate American who
has lived in a fortunate Arnerican century, I remain (barely)

more of an optimist than a pessimist. Even as we've entered
this long wínter of foolishness and darkness, when too many
Americans are losing their grip on reason and reality, it has
been an epoch of astonishing hope and light as well. During
these same past few decades, Americans reduced the rates of
murcler and violent crime by more than half. We decoded the
human genome, elected an Afiican American president,
recorded the sound of two black holes colìiding r billion years

ago, and created Beloved, The Símpsons, Goodfellas, Angels in
Antericø, The Wire, The Colbert Report, Transï,event, Hømilton.
Since r98r, the percentage ofpeople living in extreme poverty
around the globe has plummeted fiom 44percent to 10 per-
cent. I do despair ofour devolution into unreason and magical
thinking, but not everything has gone wrong.

What is to be done? I don't have an actionable agenda, Seven

Ways Sensible People Can Save America From the Craziness.
tsut I think we can slow the flood, repair the levees, and maybe
stop things from getting any worse. If we're splitting into two
dift-erent cultures, we in reality-based America-whether the
blue part or the smaller recì part-must try to keep our zone as

large and robust and attractive as possible for ourselves and
for future generations. We need to firmiy commit to Moyni-
han's aphorism about opinions versus facts. We must call out
the dangerously untrue and unreal. A grassroots movement
against one kind ofcultural squishiness has taken off and
Ìately reshaped our national politics*the opposition to political
correctness. I envision a comparable struggle that insists on dis-
tinguishing between the factually true and the blatantly false.

It will require a struggle to make Arneríca reality-based
again. Fight the goocl fight in yorir private life. You needn't get
into an argument with the stranger at Chipotle who claims that
George Soros ancl Uber are plotting tc¡ make his nruscle car
illegal-but do not give acquaintances and friends and fämily
members free passes, If you have children or grandchildren,
teach them to distinguish between true and untrue as fiercely as

you do between right and wrong and between wise and fooiish.
We need to adopt new protocols for information-media

hygiene. Would you fèed your kids a halt--eaten casserole a
stranger handed you on the bus, or give them medicine you
got from some lady at the gym I

And fight the good fìght in the public sphere. One main task,
of course, is to contain the worst tendencies of Trumpism, and
cut offits political-economic fuel supply, so that fantasy and
lies clon't turn it into something much worse than just nasty,
oafish, reality-show pseudo-conservatism. Progress is not
inevitable, but it's not impossible, either. ffilI

iir Li

;iitr;ii

of freedorn and democracy and justice and prosperity must
prevail in the end. I really can imagine, for the first time in my
life, that America has perrnanently tipped into irreversible cle-

cline, heading deeper into Fantasyland. I wonder whether it's

I(urt Andarsen is the host ofthe public-radio show Studio 36o.
This article has been ødaptedfrom his book Fantasyland: How
America Went Haywire-A5oo-Year History,to be published

thß month. by Random House.
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Isthe
Amer¡can
IdeaOver?
Not yet-but it has precious
few supporters on either
the left or the right.
BY YONI APPELBAUM

N MAY s, t857, eight men
sat down to dinner at Bos-
ton's Parker House hotel.
They hacl gathered to plan

a magazine, but by the time they stood
up five hours later, they had laid the
intellectual groundwork for a second
American revolution.

These men were among the leading
literary lights of their day, but they had
more in mind that night than literary
pursuits. The magazine they envisioned
would, its prospectus later promised,

"honestly endeavor to be the exponent
ofwhat its conductors believe to be the
American idea."

That prospectus bore the unmistak-
able stamp of The Atlantlc's founding
editor, fames Russell Lowell, but "the
American idea" had been popularized
by Theodore Parker, the radical preacher
and abolitionist. The American idea,
Parker declared in an r85o speech, com-
prised three elements: that all people are
created equal, that all possess unalien-
able rights, and that all should have
the opportunity to develop and enjoy
those rights. Securing them required "a
government of all the people, by all the
people, for all the people," Parker said.

Ralph Waldo Emerson, another
Atlantic founder, put the matter more

concisely. 'Ihere was, he observed, a sin-
gle phrase, offered by the little republi-
cans ofthe schoolyard, that summed the
whole thingup: "l'm as good as you be."

As a vision, it was bold and improb-
able-but the magazine these men
launched that November, t6o years ago,
helped spur the nation to redefine itself
around the pursuit of the American idea.
And as the United States grew and pros-
pered, other peoples around the globe
were attracted to its success, and the
idea that produced it.

Now, though, the idea they articu-
lated is in doubt. America no longer

serves as a model for the world as it once
did; its influence is receding. At home,
critics on the left reject the notion that
the U.S. has a special role toplay; on the
right, nationalists push to define Ameri-
can identity around culture, not princi-
ples. Is the American idea obsoleteì

F RoM THE FIRST, the idea pro-
l¡ voked skepticism. It was radical to
claim that a nation as new as America
could have its own idea to give the world,
it was destabilizing to discard rank and
station and allow people to define their
own destinies, and it bordered on absurd
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to believe that a nation so sprawling and
heterogeneous could be governed as a

democratic republic. By r85¿ the experi-
ment's failure seemed imminent.

Across Europe, the rgth century had
dawnecl as a democratic age, but dark-
ened as it progressed. The revolutions of
r848 failed. Prussia busily cemented its
dominance over the German states. In
r852, France's Second Republic gave way
to its Second Empire. Spain's Progres-
sive Biennium ended in r856 as it began,
with a coup d'état. Democracy was in
full retreat. Even where it
endured, the right to vote
or hold office was gener-
ally restricted to a small,
propertied elite.

On the surface, things
appeared different in tsos-

ton, where The Atlantíc's
eight founders-Emerson,
Lowell, Moses Dresser

to the south, politicians had begun
defending slavery not as a necessary evil
but as a positive ideal.

The fight against slavery had become
a struggle for the American idea; the
two could not coexist. In r86o, Abra-
ham Lincoln's election led the South to
conclude that it had lost the argument.
The seceding states left Congress with
a Republican majority, able t<¡ trans-
late the principles of equality, rights,
and opportunity into practical action:
homesteads for all who sought thern;

land-grant colleges to spread
the fnrits of education; tariffs
to protect fledgling indus-
tries; and a transcontinental
railroad to promote com-
merce and communication.
Here was the American idea
made manifest.

But the Civil War tested
whether a nation built

The
democratic
experimenf is
fra'gile, and 

-

its continued
survival
improbable.

Phillips, HenryWadsworth
Longfelloq John Lothrop Motley, |ames
Elliot Cabot, Francis H. Underwood,
and Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr.-dinecl
in May 1857. Almost all adult males in
Massachusetts, black and white alike,
could vote, and almost all did. Ahnost
all were literate, And they stood equal
before the law. The previous Friday, the
state had ratified a new constitutional
amendment stripping out the last sig-
nificant property qualifications for run-
ning for state Senate.

But even in Boston, democracy was
embattled. The state's government
was in the grip of the nativist l(now-
Nothings, who resented recent waves of
imnrigrants. That sarne Friday, voters
had ratified an amendment imposing
a literacy test tbr voting, a mostly sym-
bolic effort at exclusion. But siavery, the
diners believed, posed an even greater
threat to democracy. Most of them had
been radicalized three years before by
the Anthony Burns case, when federal
troops marched into their common-
wealth to return Burns, an escaped slave
then living and working in Boston, to
bondage in Virginia-inspiring protesrs
and lethal violence on his behalf. To the
west, Kansas was bloodied by fighting
between pro- and antislavery elements;

around that idea could "long
endure," as Lincoln told his audience at.
Gettysburg in r8ó3. His address aimed to
rally support for the war by framing it as

a struggle for equaliry rights, ancl oppor-
tunity. He echoed Parker's speech defin-
ing the American idea in order to make
clear to his listeners that it fell to them
to determine whether "government of
the people, by the people, for the people,
shall not perish fronr the earth."

When the Union prevailed, it en'
shrined this vision in the Constitution
with a series of amendments banning
slavery, extending equal protection of
the law, and safeguarding the right to
vote for Americans of all races. In the
ensuing decardes, the rapid growth of the
United States attracted furtherwaves of
immigrants and transformed the coun-
try into a global power. Some countries
and peoples attempted to replicate
American success by embracing Ameri-
can principles. Others recoiled and em-
braced alternatives-monarchy, empire,
communism, ancL fascism among them,

The United States and its allies tri-
umphed in two wor{d wars and in a third
that was undeclared-the first, Wood-
row Wilson said, wagecl so that the
world might "be made safe for democ-'
racy"; the second, Franklin D. Roosevelt

explained, "to meet the threat to our
clemocratic faith"; ancl the third, Ronalcl
Reagan cleclared, to settle "the qnes-
tion of freedom for all manl<ind." Each
victory brought with it a fresh surge of
clemocratization around the world. And
each surge ebbed, in part because the
pursuit of equality, rights, and oppor-
tunity guarantees ongoing contention
while the alternatives <¡flèr the illusi<¡n
ofstability.

The American storyisn't simply an arc
of history bending toward justice; it's far
messier. Americans have never agreed
on when to prioritize the needs of indi-
viduals and when their collective project
should come first. lfthis tension wasn't it-
selfunifliing, it nonetheless helped stake
out the terrain over which productive
national debate could be waged.

a) o wHERE DoES the American
Ð l¿.. stand todayl To some extent, it
is a victim of its own success: Its spread
to other nations has left America less
distinctive than it once was. But the
country has also failecl to live up to its
own ideals. In 1857, the United States
was remarkable for its high levels of
democratic participation and social
equality. Recent reports rank the U.S.
z8th out of 35 developed countries in
the percentage of aclults who vote in
national elections, and 3znd in income
equality. Its rates of intergenerational
economic mobility are among the low-
est in the developed world.

On opportunity, too, the United
States now fälls short. In its rate of new-
business fbrmation and in the percent-
age ofjobs newbusinesses accountfor, it
ranks in the lower half of nations tracked
by the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development. Today,
Americans describe China as Europeans
once described the United States-as an
uncouth land of opportunity ancl rising
economic might.

It is no surprise that younger Ameri-
cans have lost faith in a system that no
longer seems to cleliver on its promise-
and yet, the degree oftheir disillusion-
ment is stunning. Nearly three-quarters
of Americans born before the Second
World War assign the highest value-ro
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out of lo-to living in a democracy; less

than a third ofthose born since r98o do
the same. A quarter ofthe latter group say
it's unimportant to choose leaders in free
elections; just shy of a third think civil
rights are needed to protect people's lib-
erties. Americans are not alone; much of
western Europe is similarly disillusionecl.

Around the globe, those who dis-
like American ideas about democracy
now outnumber those who fävor them.
Vladimir Putin's Russia offers a belli-
cose, authoritarian alternative. China
whispers seductively to rulers of devel-
oping nations that they, too, can keep a

tight grip on power while enjoying the
spoils of economic growth.

All of this has left many Americans
feeling disoriented, their faith that their
nation has something distinctive to
offer the world shaken. On the left,
many have gravitated toward a strange
sort of universalism, focusing on Amer-
ica's flaws while admiring other nations'
virtues. They decry nationalism and
covet open borders, imagining a world
in which ideas can prevail without
nations to champion them.

Even as the left is made queasy by
the notion that an idea can be both
good and distinctively American, many
on the right now doubt thatAmerica is a

lancl defined by a clistinctive idea at all.
President Donald Trump's rhetoric is
curiously devoid of'refèrences to a com-
mon civic creed. He promotes instead a

more generic nationalism-one defi ned,
like any nation's, by culture and borders
and narrow interests and enemies.

Both of these visions are corrosive,
although not equally. America is an eth-
nically, geographically, and economi-
cally varied land. What helped reunite
the states a century and a half ago was a
nationalism grounded in a shared set of
ideals, ideals that served as a source of
national pride and future promise. But
nationalism, the greatest force for social
cohesion the world has yet discovered,
can be wielded to varied ends. Trump
embraces an arid nationalism defined
by blood and soil, by culture and tradi-
tion. It accounts for his moral blindness
after the protests in Charlottesville,
Virginia-his inability to condemn the

"very fine people" who rallied with the
I(u Klux Klan and neo-Nazis against

"changing culture." That sort of cultural
nationalism can easily shade into some-
thing uglier, and glues together only a

fraction ofAmericans.
With democracy in retreat abroad,

its contradictions ancl shortcomings
exposed at home, and its appeal declin-
ing with each successive generation, it's
1857 all over again. But ifthe challenges
are the same, the solution may also be
familiar. Vitriol and divisiveness are
commonly blamed for the problems of
contemporary politics. But Americans
aren't fighting too hard; they're engaged
in the wrong fights. The universalism
of the left and cultural nationalism of
the right are battering America's sense
of common national purpose. Under
attack on both flanks, and weakened by
its failure to deliver exceptional results,
the nation's shared identityis crumbling.

Americans have been most success-
ful when ñghting overhowto drawcloser
to the promise of their democracy; how
to fulfill their threefold commitment to
equality, rights, and opportunity; and
how to distribute the resulting prosper-
ity. They have been held together by the
conviction that the United States had a

unique mission, even as they debatecl
how to pursue it.

The greatest danger fäcing American
democracy is complacence. The clemo-
cratic experiment is fragile, and its contin-
ued survival improbable. Salvaging itwill
require enlarging opportunity, restoring
rights, and pursuing equaliry and thereby
renewing fàith in the system that delivers
them. This, really, is the American idea:
that prosperity and justice do not exist in
tension, butflow from each other. Achiev-
ingthatidealwill require fighting as ifthe
fate of democracy itself rests upon the
struggle-because it does. 7l
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are more likeiy to define it in terms of
impact: You're guilty if'your actions dis-
advantage an already disadvantaged
group, irrespective of your motives.
You may genuinely believe that Geor-
gia can't afford to expand Medicaid. But
given that the Georgians affected by this
decision are disproportionately poor
people of color-and that they lack cov-
erage in iarge measure because they are
poor people of color-your opposition
to expanding Medicaid perpetuates a

history of state-sponsored bigotry. As a

conservative, you may f-eel an impulse
to conserve the past. In a country
whose history is marked by the subor-
dination of blacks, women, and LGBT
people, however, many liberals believe
that conserving the past maintains
that subordination.

The debate over conservatism and
bigotry is not new. But the argument has
become particularly fierce in the age of
Donald Trump. As a result of Trump's
dcnigrating cornments about Mexicans
and Muslims, and his equivocal conclem-
nations ofwhite supremacists, outrage at
perceived conservative bigotry now ani-
mates American liberalism more tiran
it did in the Reagan, Bush, Clinton, or
Obama years. In an August zor6 Suffolk
University/US/ llbday poll, 7 6percent of
Democrats said Trump is a racist. Mean-
while, outrage at political correctness-
fueled by the conviction that charges of
bigotry are used to shut down legitimate
discussion-has become more central to
American conservatism. When the web-
site clearerthinking.org examined voters'
responses to r38 different statements, it
founcl that agreement with the claim

"There is too much political correctness
in this country" was one of the three
most correlated with support for Trump.

Liberais and conservatives may
never agree on whether or how deeply
bigotry infects American conservatism.

Conscrvatísm
VtrithoutBigotry
Republicans must reckon with their policies'

racial effects. That would be more likeþ if liberals
stopped carelessly crying racist.

BY PETER BEINART

I s /\MERIcAN coNSERVATTsM inherently bigoted? Many conservatives

I would be enraged by the question. Many liberals suspecr the answer is yes. $

I These different reactions stem, in part, from different definitions of bigotry.
I Conservatives tend to deflne it in terms of intention: you're guilty of bigotry
if you're trling to harm people because of their race, gender, or the like. Liberals
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They don't need to. What America
needs is a conservatism whose devo-
tees feel less stigmatized, and who earn
that lack of stigma by trying harder to
disentangle their support of small gov-
ernment and tradítional morality tiom
America's history of bigotry. To make
that possible, liberals and conservatives
each neecl something from the other.

. ONSERVATIVES NEED LIBERALS
L ,o ,,op aDuslng tnelr curtural
power. Although conservatives domi-
nate America's elected offices, liberals
wield the greater power to stigmatize.
In the r95os, conservatives could exile
liberals from polite company by calling
them Communists. Being called anti-
American can still sting; ask the NFL
players who kneel when the national
anthem is played. But in most elite insti-
tutions, being accused ofbigotry is now
more dangerous than being accused of
insufficient patriotism. In zor4, Bren-
dan Eich was forced out as the head of
the tech company Mozilla for having
donated to an anti-gay-marriage initia-
tive. He probably would not have been
forced out for donating to, say, a cam-
paign to eliminate the Pledge of Alle-
giance from California's schools.

Conservatives feel their cultural vul-
nerability acutely. In zorr, researchers at
Tufts University observed that conser-
vatives consume more "outrage-based"
political radio and television than liber-
als do. One reason, they suggested in a
follow-uppaper, is that conservatives are

more fearfui than liberals of discussing
politics with people with whom they dis-
agree, because they dread being called a

bigot. "When asked how they feel about
talking politics," the researchers noted,

"every single conservative respondent
raised the issue of being called racist."
Liberals expressed no comparable fear.
As a result, they felt less need to take
refuge in the "safe political environs pro-
vided by outrage-based programs."

Obviously, political correctness did
not create white supremacy, patriar-
chy, or homophobia. But as the Tufts
researchers showed, shaming people for
their views can backfire. In a zorr study,
three social psychologists then based at

DISPATCl{ES

the Universiry of Toronto gave college
students two diferent pamphlets meant
to combat prejudice, The first empha,
sized the value of nondiscrimination
("It's fun to meet people from other cul-
tures"). The second emphasized social
norms that discourage discrimination
("People in my social circle disapprove
of prejudice"). The seconcl pamphlet
was not only less effective than the first
in reducing bigotry; it actually led mani-
fèstations of bigotry to spike. The schol-
ars conclu<led that pressuring people to
accept a nonbigoted belief
can engender resentment
that leads them to express
more bigotry than they
did bef-ore.

Liberals would be wise
to recognize this vicious
cycle, and to use the
nuclear epithet more
sparingly. Yes, Fox News
and company will likely
describe political correct-

an article that said ofthe American-born
columnist Anne Applebaum, who lives
in Poland: "Hell hath no fury lil<e a Pol-
ish, |ewish, American elitist scornecl."
Sounds bad. But the author ofthe Kristoi
attack, David Horowitz, is Jewishhimsel{
and he was accusing l(ristol of betraying

Jewish interests by opposing Trump, who
Horowitz said would safeguard Israel.
That may be dumb, but it's not anti-
Semitic. The author of the Applebaurn
attack, Matthew Tyrmand, is lewish too.
He claimed that Applebaum was upset

not to be "Poland's first
fewish-American fi rst lady"

Qrer husband had briefly run
for president), then made
his barb about her being "a
Polish, lewish, American
elitist." There's nothing else

about Applebaum's Jewish-
ness in the article.

I{as Breitbart trafficked
in other forms of bigotry?
Its menacing headlines

Conserva-
fives are
fearful
of discuss-
ing politics,
because
thev dread
beiág called
a bigot.

ness as a menace to white,
straight, Christian men no matter what.
But liberals can make Sean Hannity's
work harder by resisting the temptation
to deploy the label bigoted, or one ofits
synonyms, when describing an idea they.
consider stupid or immoral.

Liberals don't resist this urge enough.
In zo16, the Southern Poverty Law Cen-
ter calleci Maajid Nawaz, a British activ-
ist who embraces a harcl line against
Islamism, "an anti-Muslim extremist."
The charge was outrageous. Nawaz
may ignore important differences
between violent and nonviolent forms of
lslamism. He may support policies that'
violate civil liberties. But as The Atlan-
¿ic's David A. Graham has pointed out,
describing him as anti-Muslim is unfair,
not only because Nawaz is Muslim, but
because he has fought Islamophobia.

Last fall, following Steve Bannon's
appointment as chief White House strat-
egisl, Salon called his website, Breitbart
News, "anti-Semitic," while Media Mat"
ters for America decried "its rampant
anti-Semitism," Their primary evidence:
an article whose headline describecl the
Weekþt Standard edítor and Trump critic
William Kristol as a "renegade Jew" and

about Muslims and Latinos
("Political Correctness Protects Muslim
Rape Culture," for instance) suggestthe
answer is yes. But that doesn't justif,z
accusing it of anti-Semitism on flimsy
evidence. Once liberals decide an indi-
vidual or institution is reprehensible,
they're often too quick to throw another
log on the fire.

Sometimes, in their zeal to oppose
bigotry, liberals defame entire groups.
In an analysis of the zorz election, a

political scientist named David T. Smith
noted that liberals were significantly
more likely than conservatives to say
they would not support a Mormon for
public office. Why? Smith speculated
that the Mormon Church's support for
California's anti-gay-marriage initiative,
along with Mitt Romney's presidential
campaign, had "firmly entrenched a

perception among liberals that Mor-
mons ... have an authoritarian religious
agenda." That is, the liberal impulse to
oppose discrimination had fostered a

discrimination of its own.
Before calling conservatives bigots,

Iiberals should remember something
about their own ideology: Progressiv-
ism is progressive. It seeks ever-greater
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moral advance. That means that if liber-
als have their way, the list of things con-
sidered discriminatory will continue to
grow. In August, as a rash of localities
debated whether to take clown statues
ofConfederate General Robert E. Lee,
Trump was mocked for tweeting, "Rob-
ert E Lee, Stonewall Jackson-who's
next, Washington, Jefferson?" But it's
logical to suspect that liberals, seek-
ing to make America ever less racist,
might go from uprooting statues of thc
generals who fought to defencl slav-
ery to challenging the un-
critical veneration of the
slaveholders who founded
America. Indeed, just tl-rree

days before Trump's tweet,
Al Sharpton had suggested
that the Jeferson Memorial
be denied public funds.

Given conservatives'
instinct to conserve, liberals
cannot reasonably expect
them to instantly declare
bigoted something theyhave
long considered acceptable.

John Corvino, a philosophy
professor at Wayne State
University, defines bigotry
as "stubborn and unjustif,ed
contempt toward groups
of people, typically in the
context ofa larger system of
subordination." The word
stub b ont iskey: What matters
is how willing people are to
shift their views in response
to new information. Liberals
have the right to ask that
conservatives, when confronted with
evidence of the irrationality and im-
morality of their opinions about, for
instance, gay Americans, move toward
supporting equal rights. But liberals
don't have the right to expect con-
servatives to move at the same speed
they do. Therein lies the unfairness
of Mozilla's forcing Eich out tbr hav-
ing donated to an anti-gay-marriage
campaign in zoo8, four years before
even Barack Obama fully endorsed
gay marriage.

Because progressivism perpetually
raises the antibigotrybar, toclay's liberals

likely espouse views that fr¡ture liber-
als will consicler prejudicecl. In August,
Canada be¡¡an including on its passports
an option for people who identify as

neither male nor female. Few Ameri-
can liberals currently see the absence of
such a category on U.S. passports as dis-
criminatory. In the future, rnany likely
will. When they do, and find conserva-
tives unwilling to jump on board, they
should consider how tirey would have
felt had someone called them a bigot
back in zor7.

I F NURTURINc A less bigoted con-
I servatism requires liberals to become
less promiscuous in crying bigot, it
requires conservatives to become less
willfully naive. In theory, the conserva-
tive principles ofindividual responsibility
and traditional morality are color-blind.
Indeed, as the scholars ChristopherAJan
Bracey and Leah Wright Rigueur have
detailed, they enjoy significant popular-
ity among African Americans.

But race often distorts their applica-
tion. When conservative politicians talk
about reducing "dependency" on gov-
ernment, they usually mean reliance on

programs like food stamps, Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families, housing
assistance, and Meclicaicl, all of which
disproportionately benefit African
Americans. They pay less attention to
the roughly $zo billion a year that the
fecleral govemment pays farmers. Or the
r87z lawthat allows mining companiesto
Iease federal land for $5 an acre and keep
whatever they dig up. Or Supplemental
Security Income, otherwise known as

disability. These forms of dependency,
which offer outsize benefits to white

people, elicit comparatively
ìittle ri ght-wing outrage.

Similarly, many conser-
vatives demanded harsher
sentencing during the largely
African American crack epi-
demic, yet now show far less

enthusiasm for imprison-
ing opioid addicts-most of
whom are white. For years,
conservatives tried to pre-
serve the traditional fam-
ily by outlawing same-sex
marriage. They didn't try to
outlaw heterosexual clivorce.
Senator Tecl Cruz has called
defending religious freedom
his "life's passion." But not
when it comes to Muslims.
In zor5, he reintroduced the
Muslim Brotherhood Terror-
ist Designation Act, which
could have, among other
things, empowered the gov-
ernment to close mosques.

There are, to be sure,
right-leaning intellectuals

who would welcome the uniform appli-
c¿rtion of conservative tough love. But
advocating the mass imprisonment
of white opioid users, the end of farm
subsidies, and a crackdown on easy
divorce would likely break the Republi-
can Party. So GOP politicians often end
up demanding more seif-reliance and
moral responsibility from black, female,
LGBI and immigrant Americans than
from their own white, male, straight,
native-born supporters. "Racism,"
Ta-Nehisi Coates has written in these
pages, "is not merely a simplistic hatred.
It is, more often, broad sympathy toward

?
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some and broader skepticism toward oth-
ers." It is exactly this racializecl disparity
in sympathy and skepticism that plagues
many conservative policies today.

Prominent black Republicans have
said as much. In a speech at the zooo
Republican National Convention,
Colin Powell noted that "some in our
party miss no opportunity to roundly
and loudiy condemn aflìrmative action
that helped a few thousand black kids
get an education, but you hardly hear a
whimperwhen it's afÊrmative action for
lobbyists who load our federal tax code
with preferences fbr special interests."

Conservatives wishing to disprove
charges of racial bad faith have an
obvious place to begin: GOP efforts
to make voting harder for minorities,
under the guise of preventing voter
fraud. In theory, voter fraud is a legiti-
mate, nonbigoted concern. The problem
is, a mountain of evidence suggests that
in the United States in zor7, it barely
exists. Moreover, throughout U.S. his-
tory, white politicians have tried to pre-
vent African Americans from voting.
And that's exactly what some Repub-
licans are trying to do today.

The Fourth Circuit Court ofAppeals
found last year that North Carolina's
Republican-dominated legislature had

"restricted voting and registration" in
ways that targeted "African Americans
with almost surgical precision." In zoró,
a former GOP stafer in the Wisconsin
state legislature reported, "I was in the
closed Senate Republican Caucus when
the f,nal round of multiple Voter ID bills
were being discussed. A handful of the
GOP Senators were giddy about the
ramifications and literally singled out
the prospects of suppressing minority
and college voters." Too often, that's
what conservative "color blindness"
lool<s like when the cameras are off.

Conservatives sometimes deny there
is anything they can do to convince liber-
als they aren't bigots. But when conserva-
tives acknowledge bigotry's persistence,
liberals do take notice. In a remarkable
August zor5 interview on Fox News,
Marco Rubio was askecl for his thoughts
on the Black Lives Matter movement, He
said he understood the frustration with

the poiice that fueled it. "I have one
friend in particular who's been stopped,
in the last r8 months, eight to nine cliffer-
ent times," Rubio explained. "Never got
a ticket for being stopped-just stopped.
If that happened to me, after eight or
nine times, I'd be wondering, What's
goingonlwrel I'd be upset about it."

B re itb art slamme d Rubio's comme nt s

as anti-cop. But liberals responded with
admiration. "Marco Rubio shows other
Republicans how to respond to Black
Lives Matter," proclaimed Vox. Slate's

Jamelle Bouie tweeted, "Marco Rubio
just gave the best answer on Black l.,ives

Matterthat I've seen from a Republican."
Rubio, it'sworth noting, hadn't endorsed
the Black Lives Matter agenda. He had
simply acknowledged that the law-and-
order policies conservatives generally

support can place a special burden on
black people.

Is it politically shrewd for an ambi-
tious Republican ìike Rubio to admit
these uglytruths? Maybe not. ButAmer-
ican debates overrace, gender, sexuality,
ancl religion have become as noxious as

they are because Donald Trump took
risks. Bynakedly appealingtowhite rage
and fear, he risked alienating moderate
voters. His risks paid off.

Halting the downward spiral will
require other politicians to take risks as

well. And it will require scores of com-
mentators, activists, and voters to sup-
port them when they do. Liberals and
conservatives each know the other side
is capable ofhatred and scorn. They both
need to demonstrate that they are capa-
ble of empathy and courage, too. Ël

,VERY 5ilORT BÕOK ËXCËRPT

YAGINADIALOGUES
EFFORTS To STUDY the meanings and manif'estations of'
respectatrility have tal<en a wide väriety of appr:oaches. One
melhod of assessing wonìen's ïespectability that gained interest
in conjunction with phrenology in the 189os consisted of reacl-
ing character from inspection of the vägina. As ;r "genitologist"
rc-portccl inthe Journal rf'OriJicial Surgerlt about one of his
recent patients, she wäs a "\,volnan of great power)' u¡ho conlcl

"accomplish anything she unclertakes ... with great dctern"rination
and energy... [Shel has the po\ryer of an organizer and cam-
päigner [andl possesslesl wonderful powers ol'obsen'ation."
He rn¡as certain that she exhibited "extïerìe fbrce of charâcter."
This r¡ethocl's popularitv was brief.

- Adapted from Amerlcan Misfits and the Making of Middle.Class Respectabilit¡
by Robert Wuthnow, publÍshed by PrÍncøton llnÍversity Press in ^August
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Massachusetts, seethed with anger at the
company that controlled the local water
supply. The company, locals complained,
charged inflated prices and provided ter-
rible service. But unless the town's resi-
dents wanted to get by without running
water, theyhad topayup, again and again.

The people of Oxford resolved to
buy the company out. At a town nleet-
ing in the local high-school auditorium,
an overwhelming majority of residents
voted to raise the millions of dollars that
would be required for the purchase. It
took years, but in May zor4, the deal was
nearly done: One lastvote stood between
the small town and its long-awaited goal.

The company, however, was not going
down without a fight. It mounted a cam-
paign against the buyour. On the day of
the crucial vote, the high-school audi-
torium swelled to capacity. Locals who
had toiled on the issue for years noticed
many newcomers-residents who hadn't
showed up to previous town meetings
about the buyout. When the vote was
called, the measure failed-the company,
called Aquarion, would remain the town's
water supplier. Supporters ofthe buyout

mounted a last-clitch effort to take a sec-
ond vote, but before it could be organized,
a lobbyist for Aquarion pulled a fire alarm.
The building had to be evacuated, ancl the
meeting adjourned. Aquarion retains con-
trol of Oxford's water system to this day.

The company denied that the lobbyist
was acting on its behalf when he pulled
the alarm; it also denies that its rates
were abnormally high or that it provides
poor service. Some Oxford residents sup-
ported Aquarion, and others opposed the
buyout because they fearecl the cost ancì
complication ofthe town running its own
water company. But many residents, lìb-
eral and conservative, were frustrated by
the process. The vote, they felt, hadn't
taken place on a level playing field.

, "It was a violation of the sanctity of
our locai government by big money," fen
Caissie, a former chairman of the board
of selectmen in Oxford, told me. "Their
messiah is their bottom line, not the
health of the local community. And t say
that as a Republican, someone who is in
favor of local business."

A New England town meeting would
seem to be one ofthe oldest and purest
expressions of the American style of
government. Yet even in this bastion of
deliberation and direct democracy, a nasty
suspicion had taken hold: that the levers of
power are not controlled bythe people.

It's a suspicion stoked by the fact that,
across a range ofissues, public policy does
not reflect the preferences ofthe majority
ofAmericans. If it did, the countrywoulcl
look radically different: Marijuana would
be legal and campaign contributions
more tightly regulated; paid parental
leave would be the law of the land and
public colleges free; the minimum wage
would be higher and gun control much
stricter; abortions would be more acces-
sible in the early stages ofpregnancy and
illegal in the third trimester.

The subversion ofthe people's preÊ
erences in our supposedly democratic
system was explored in a zot4 study by
the political scientists Martin Gilens of
Princeton and Benjamin I. Page of North-
western. Four broad theories have long
sought to answer a fundamental question
about our government: Who rules? One
theory, the one we teach our children in
civics classes, holds that the views ofaver-
age people are decisive. Another theory
suggests that mass-based interest groups
such as the AARP have the power. A third

theorypreclicts that business groups such
as the Independent Insurance Agents and
Brokers ofAmerica and the National Beer
Wholesalers Association carry the clay. A
fourth theory holds that policy reflects
the views of the economic elite.

Gilens and Page tested those theories
by tracking how well the preferences of
various groups predicted the way that
Congress and the executive branchwould
act on L,779 policy issues over a span of
two decades. The results were shock-
ing. Economic elites ancl narrow interest
groups were very influential: They suc-
ceeded in getting their favored policies
adopted about half of the time, and in
stopping legislation to which they were
opposed nearly all of the time. Mass-
based interest groups, meanwhile, had lit-
tle effect on public policy. As for the views
of ordinary citizens, they had virtually

"The preferences
of the average
American appear
to have only
a m¡nuscule,
near-zero,
statistically
non-s¡gnificant
impact upon
public policy."
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no indepenclent effect at all. "When the
preferences of economic elites and the
stands of organized interest groups are
controlled for, the preferences of the
average American appear to have only a

minuscule, nearzero,statistically non-
significant impact upon public policy,"
Gilens and Page wrote.

Outlets from The WashinEon Post to
Breitbørt Neürs cited this explosive find-
ing as evidence ofwhat overeager head-
line writers called American oligarchy.
Subsequent studies critiquecl some of
the authors' assumptions and questioned
whether the political system is quite as

insulatecl from the views of ordinary peo-
ple as Gilens and Page found. The most
breathless claims made on tl're basis of
their study were clearly exaggerations.
Yet their work is another serious indica-
tion of a creeping democratic deficit in
the land of líberty.

To some degree, ofcourse, the unre-
sponsiveness of America's political
system is by design. The United States
was founded as a republic, not a democ-
racy. As Alexander Hamilton and James
Madison made clear in the Fecìeral-
ist Papers, the essence ofthis republic
would consist-their emphasis-"IN
THE TOTAI, EXCI,USION OF THE
PEOPLE, IN THEIR COLLECTIVE
CAPACITY, from any share" in the gov-
ernment. Instead, popular views would
be translated into public policy through
the election of representatives "whose
wisclom may," in Madison's words, "best
discern the true interest of their country."
That this radically curtailed the degree to
which the people could directly influence
the government was no accident.

Only over the course of the rgth
century did a set of entrepreneurial
thinkers begin to dress an ideologically
self-conscious republic up in the unaccus-
tomed robes ofa democracy. Throughout
America, the old social hierarchies were
being upended by rapid industrialization,
mass immigration, westward expansion,
and civil war. Egaìitarian sentiment was
rising. The idea that the people should
rule came to seem appealing and even
natural. The same institutions that had
once been designed to exclude the people
from government were now cornmended
for facilitating govemment "ofthe people,
by the people, for the people."

The shifting justification fbr our polit-
ical system inspired important reforms.

In r913, the Seventeenth Amendment
stipulated that senators had to be elected
directly by the people, not by state legis-
latures. In 192tl, the Nineteenth Anrend-
ment gave women the vote. In 1965, the
Voting Rights Act, drawing on the Fif-
teenth Arnendment, set out to protcct
the vote of black Americans. The once-
peculiar claim that the United States was
a democracy slowly came to have some
basis in reality.

That basis is now crumbling, and the
people have taken notice. In no small part
that's because the long era cluring which
average Americans grew more wealthy
has come to a sputtering stop. People who
are asked how well they are doing eco-
nomically frequently compare their own
standard of living with that of their par-
ents. Until recenrly, this comparison was
heartening. At the age of 3o, more than
nine in lo Americans born in r94o were
earning more than their parents had at
the same stage of their lives. But accord-
ing to eye-popping research led by the
economist Raj Chetty and his co-authors,
many Millennials do not share in this agé-
old American experience of improving
fortunes. Among those Americans born
in the early r98os, only half earn more
than their parents did at a similar age.

Americans have never loved their
politicians or thought of Washington as

a repository of moral virtue. But so long
as the system worked for them-so long
as they were wealthier than their parents
had been and could expect that their kidô
would be better off than them-people
trusted that politicians were ultimately
on their side. Not anymore.

The rise of digital media, meanwhile,
has given ordinaryAmericans, especially
younger ones, an instinctive feel for direct
democracy. Whether they're stuffìng the
electronic ballot boxes of The Voice and
DancingWith the Størs,\king a post on
Facebook, or up-voting a comment on
Reddit, they are seeing what it looks like
when their vote makes an immediate
difference. Compared with these digital
plebiscites, the work of the United States

Sovernment seems sluggish, outmoded,
and shockingly unresponsive.

As a result, average voters feel more
alienated from traditional political insti-
tutions than perhaps ever before. When
they look at decisions made by politicians,
they don't see their prefèrences reflected
inthem. Forgood reason,they are growing

as disenchanted with democracy as the
people of Oxford, Massachusetts, did.

The politician who best intuited this
discontent-and most louclly promised to
remedy it-is Donald Trump. The clairn
that he would channel the voice ofthe peo-
ple to combat a corrupt and unresponsive
elite was at the very core ofhis candidacy.

"I am your voice," Trump promised as he
accepted his party's nomination at the
Republican National Convention. "Today,
we are not merelytransferringpower from
one acìministration to another orfrom one
party to another," he proclaimed in his
inaugural address, "but we are transfer-
ring power frorn Washington, D.C., and
giving it back to you, the people."

Donald Trump won the presidency for
many reasons, including racial animus,
concerns over immigration, and a widen-
ing divide between urban and rural areas.

But pr.rblic-opinion clata suggest that a

deep feeling of powerl essness among vot-
ers was also important. I analyzed zoró
data from the American National EIec-
tion Studies. Those whovoted forTrump
in the Republican primaries, more than
those who supported his competition,
said that they "don't have any say about
what the government does," that "pub-
lic officials don't care much what people
like me think," and that "most politicians
care only about the interests ofthe rich
and powerful."

Trump has no real intention of devolv-
ing power back to the people. He's filled
his administration with members of the
same elite he disparaged on the campaign
trail. His biggest legislative success, the
tax bill, has handed gifts to corporations
and the donor class. A little more than a

year after America rebelled against politi-
cal elites by electing a seÌf-proclaimed
champion of the people, its governrnent
is more deeply in the pockets of lobbyists
and billionaires than ever befbre.

It would be easy to draw the wrong
lesson from this: If the American elector-
ate can be dupecl by a figure like Trump,
it can't be trusted with whatever power it
does retain. To avoid further damage to
the rule of iaw and the rights of the most-
vulnerable Americans, traditional elites
should appropriate even more power for
themselves. But that response plays into
the populist narrative: The political class
dislíkes Trump because he threatens to
take its power away. It also refuses to rec-
ognize that the people have a point.
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America does have a democracyprob-
lem. Ifwe want to adclress the root causes
ofpopulism, we need to start bytaking an
honest accounting of the ways in which
power has slipped out of the people's
hands, and think more honestly about the
ways in which we can-and cannot-put
the people back in control.

of the Mexican-American War, Nicholas
Tristtravelecl to Mexico and negotiated the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which ended
the hostilities between the two nations ancl

helped delineate America's southern bor-
der. Two decades later, the U.S. govern-
ment still hacln't paid him for his services.
Too old and weak to travel to Washington
to collect the money himself, Trist hired
a pronrinent lawyer by the name of l.,inus
Child to act on his behal{, promising him
z5 percent ofhis recovered earnings,

Congress finally appropriated the
money to settle its debt. But now it was
Trist who ret'used to pay up, even after
his lawyer suecl for his share. Though the
contract between Trist and Child hardly
seems untoward by today's standards,
the Supreme Court refused to uphold it
out of fear that it might provide a legal
basis for the activities oflobbyists:

which people might seek to sway polit-
ical decisions for their own personal gâin.
Many forms of lobbying were banned
throughout the rgth century. In Georgia,
the state constitution at one time read
that "lobbying is declared to be a crime."
In California, it was a felony.

Over the course of the zoth century,
Iobbying gradually lost the stench ofthe
illicit. But even once the activity became
normalized, businesses remained reluc-
tant to exert their influence. As late as the
196os, major corporations did not lobby
directly on their own behalf. lnstead,
they relied on collectives such as the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which had
a weaker voice in \Ã/ashington than labor
unions or public-interest groups. "As
every business executive knows," the
future Supreme Court Justice Lewis
F. Powell Jr. cornplained in r97r, "few
elements of American society today have
as little influence in government as the
American businessman."

All ofthis began to change in the early
r97os. Determined to fight rising wages
and stricter labor and environmental
standards, whichwould bring higher costs,
CEOs of companies like General Electric
and General Motors banded together to

expancl their power on Capitol Hill. At
first, their activities were mostly defen-
sive: The goal was to stop legislation that
might harm their interests. But as the
political influence of big corporations
grew, and theirprofits soared, a new class
ofprofessional lobbyists managed to con-
vince the nation's CEOs that, in the words
of Lee Drutman, the author of the zor5
book The Business of America ß Lobbfing,
their activity "was not just about keeping
the government far away-it could also be
about drawing government close."

Today, corporations wield immense
power in Washington: "For every dollar
spent on lobbying by labor unions and
public-interest groups," Drutman shows,

"large corporations and their associations
now spend $¡+. Of the roo organiza-
tions that spend the most on lobbying, 95
consistently represent business." (Read
about a principal architect ofthe lobbying
industry-Paul Manafort-on page 62)

The work ofK Street lobbyists, and the
violation of our government by big money,
has fundamentally transformed the work-
and the lives-of the people's supposed
representatives. Steve Israel, a Demo-
cratic congressman frorn Long Island,
was a consummate moneyrnan. Over the

Il any of the great corporations ofthe
country were to hire adventurers who
make market of themselves in this way,

to procure the passage ofa general law
with aview to the promotion of their pri-
vate interests, the moral sense ofevery
right-rninded man would instinctively
denounce the ernployer and employed
as steeped in corruption.

Extreme as this case may appear, it
was fär from idiosyncratic. In her book
Corruption in America, the legal scholar
Zephyr Teachout notes that the institu-
tions of the United States were explicitly
designed to counter the myriad ways in
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course of his 16 years on Capitol Hill, he

arranged r,6oo fund-raisers for himself,
averaging one everyfour days. Israel cited
funcl-raising as one of the main reasons
he decided to retire from Congress, in
zot6: "l don't think I can spend another
day in another call room makíng another
call begging fbr money," he told The New

York Time s. "I always knew the system was

dysfunctional. Now it is beyond broken."
A model schedule for freshman mem-

bers ofCongress prepared afewyears ago
by the Democratic Congressional Cam-
paign Committee instructs them to spend
about four hours every day cold-calling
donors for cash. The party encourages so
manyphone calls because the phone calls
work. Total spending on American elec-
tions has grown to unprecedented levels.
From zooo to zorz, reported federal cam-
paign spending doubled. It's no surprise,
then, that a majority of Anrericans now
believe Congress to be corrupt, according
to a 2or5 Gallup poll. As Israel memora-
blyput it to HBO's John Oliver, the hours
he had spent raising money had been "a
form of torture-and the real victims of
this torture have become the American
people, because they believe that they
don't have a voice in this system."

"l always knew
the system was
dysfunctional,"
sa¡d Gongressman
Steve lsrael.
"Now it is
beyond broken."

Big donors and large corporations use
their largesse to sway political decisions.
But their influence goes far beyond those
instances in which legislators knowingly
sacrifice their constituents' interests to
stay on the right side of their financial
backers. The people we spend time with
day in and day out shape our tastes, our
assumptions, and ourvalues. The impera-
tive to raise so much money means that
members of Congress log more time
with donors and lobbyists and less time
with their constituents. Often, when
faced with a vote on a bill of concern to
their well-heeled backers, legislators
don't have to compromise their ideals-
because they spend so much oftheir lives
around donors and lobbyists, they have
long ago come to share their views.

The problem goes even deeper than
that. In America's imagined past, mem-
bers of Congress had a strong sense
of place. Democrats might have risen
through the ranks oflocal trade unions
or schoolhouses. Republicans might
have been local business or community
leaders. Members of both parties lived
lives intertwinecl with those of their con-
stituents. But spend some time reading
the biographies of 1'our representatives
in Congress, and you'll notice, as I did,
that by the time they reach office, many
politicians have already been social-
ized into a cultural, educational, and
financial elite that sets them apart from
average Americans. While some repre-
sentatives do have strong roots in their
district, for many others the connection
is tenuous at best. Even for those mem-
bers who were born and raised in the part
ofthe country they represent, that place
is for many of them not their true home.
Educated at expensive colleges, likely
on the coasts, they spend their zos and

3os in the nation's great metropolitat'r
centers. After stints in law, business, or
finance, or on Capitol Hill, they move to
the hinteriands out of political ambition.
Once they retire from Congress, even if
they retain some kind of home in their
district, few make it the center of their
lives: They seem much more likely than
their predecessors to pursue lucrative
opportunities in cities such as New York,
San Francisco, and, of course, Washing-
ton. By just about everymetric-from life
experience to education to net worth-
these politicians are thoroughly discon-
nected from the rest ofthe population.

that moneyyields inWashington is hardly
a secret. But another, equally important
development has largely gone ignorecl:
More and more issues have simply been
taken out of democratic contestation.

In many policy areas, the job of legis-
lating has been supplanted by so-called
independent agencies such as the Fed-
eral Communications Commission, the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
the Euvironmental Protection Agency,
and the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau. Once they are founded by Con-
gress, these organizations can formulate
policy on their own. In fact, they are free
from legislative oversight to a remark-
able degree, even though they are often
charged with settling issues that are not
just technically complicated but politi-
cally controversial.

The range of cruciai issues that these
agencies have taken on testifies to their
importance. From banningthe use of the
insecticide DDT to ensuring the quality of
drinking water, for example, the EPA has
been a key player in fights about environ-
mental policy for almost 50 years; more
recently, it has also made itself central to
the American response to climate change,
regulatirrg pollutants and proposing lim-
its on carbon-dioxide emissions from new
power plants.

While independent agencies occa-
sionally generate big headlines, they
often wield their real power in more
obscure policy areas. They are now
responsible for the vast majority of new
federal regulations. A zooS article in the
Caliþmia Law Rsl¡i¿Ð noted that, during
the previous year, Congress had enacted
r38 public laws. In the same year, fecleral
agencies had finaiized z,9zd rules. Such
rules run the gamut from technical stipu-
lations that affect only a few specialized
businesses to substantial reforms that
have a direct impact on the lives of rnil-
lions. In October zotT,for example, the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
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passed a rule that would require provid-
ers of payday loans to determine whether
customers would actually be able to pay
them back-potentially saving millions
of people from exploitative fees, but
also making it more difficult for them to
access cash in an emergency.

The rise of independent agencies
such as the EPA is only a small piece of
a larger trend in which government has
grown less accountable to the people. In
the latter half of the zoth century, the
Fed.eral Reserve won much greater inde-
pendence from elected politicians and
began to deploy far more powerful mon-
etarytools. Trade treaties, from NAFTA to
more-recent agreements with countries
such as Australia, Morocco, and South
l(orea, have restricted Congress's ability
to set tariffs, subsidize domestic indus-
tries, and halt the inflow ofcertain cate-
gories of migrant workers. At one point I
planned to count the number of treaties
to which the United States is subject; I
gave up when I realized that the State
Department's "List ofTreaties and Other
International Agreements of the United
States" runs to 551pages.

Most of these treaties and agreements
offer real benefits or help us confront
urgent challenges. Whateveryour view of
their merit, however, there is no denying
that they curtail the power of Congress
in ways that also disempower Ameri-
can voters. Trade treaties, for example,
can include obscure provisions about

"investor-state clispute settlements,"
which give international arbitration courts
the rightto award huge sums ofmoneyto
corporations ifthey are harmed by labor
or environmental standards-potentially
making it riskier for Congress to pass
such measures.

This same tension between popular
sovereignty and good governance is also
evident in the debates over the power
of the nine unelected justices of the
Supreme Court. Since the early r95os,
the Supreme Court has ended legal seg-
regation in schools and universities. It
has ended and then reintroduced the
death penalty. It has legalized abortion. It
has limited censorship on television and
the radio. It has decriminalized homo-
sexuality and allowed same-sex marriage.
It has struck down campaign-finance
regulations and gun-control measures.
It has determined whether millions of
people get health insurance and whether

millions of undocumented immigrants
need to live in fear ofbeing deported,

Whether you see judicial review as
interpreting the law or usurping the peo-
ple's power probably depends on your
view ofthe outcome. The American right
has long railed against "activist judges"
while the American left, which enjoyed a

majority on the Court for a long stretch
during the postwar era) has claimed that
justices were merely doing their job. Now
that the Court has started to lean further
right, these views are rapidly reversing.
But regardless ofyour politics, there's no
question that the justices frequently play
an outsize role in settling major poìitical
conflicts-and that many of their deci-
sions serve to amplify undemocratic ele-
ments of the system.

'lake Citizens United. By overturn-
ing Iegislation that restricted campaign
spending by corporatìons and other pri-
vate groups, the Supreme Court issued a

decision that was unpopuiar at the time
and has remained unpopular since. (In
a zor5 poll by Bloomberg, Z8 percent of
respondents disapproved of the ruling.)
It also massively amplified the voice of
moneyed interest groups, making it easier
for the economic elite to override the preÊ
êrences ofthe population foryears to come.

is the first president in the history ofthe
United States to have se¡ved in no pub-
lic capacity before entering to the White
House. He belittles experts, seems to lack
the most basic grasp of public policy, and
loves to indulge the worst whims of his
supporters. In all things, personal and
political, Plato's disdainful description
ôf the "democratic man" fits the 45th
president like a glove: Given to "false ancl
braggart words and opinions," he consid-
ers "insolence'good breeding,' license
'liberty,' prodigality'magnificence,' and
shamelessness'manly spirit."'

It is little wonder, then, that Plato's
haughty complaint about democracy-
its primary ill, he claimed, consists in

"assigning a kind of equality indiscrimi-
natelyto equals and unequals alike"-has
made a remarkable comeback. As early
as 2oo3, the journalist Fareed Zakaria
argued, "There can be such a thing as

too much democracy." In the years since,
many scholars have built this case: The
political scientist Larry Bartels pain-
stakingly demonstrated just how irra-
tional ordinary voters are; the political
philosopher Jason Brennan turned the
premise that irrational or partisan vot-
ers are terrible decision makers into a
book titled ,4gø inst Democracy; and Parag
Khanna, an inveterate defender of glo-
balization, argued for a technocracy in
which many decisions are made by "com-
mittees of accountable experts." \Ã/riting
near the end ofthe 2016 primary season,
when Trump's ascent to the Republican
nomination already looked unstoppable,
Andrew Sullivan offered the most forceful
distillation of this line of antidemocratic
laments: "Democracies end when they
are too democratic," the headline of his
essay announced. "And right now, Amer-
ica is a breeding ground for Çranny."

The antidemocratic view gets at
something real. What makes our politi-
cal system uniquely legitimate, at least
when it functions well, is that it manages
to deliver on two key values at once: lib-
eralism (the rule of law) and democracy
(the rule of the people). With liberal-
ism now under concerted attack from
the Trump administration, which has
declared war on independent institu-
tions such as the I'BI and has used the
president's pulpit to bully ethnic and
religious minorities, it's perhaps under-
standable that many thinkers are willing
to give up a modicum of democracy to
protect the rule of law and the country's
most vulnerable groups.

If only it were that easy. As we saw in
2016, the feeling that power is slipping
out of their hands makes citizens more,
not less, likely to entrust their fate to a
strongman leader who promises to smash
the system. And as the examples of Egypt,
Thailand, and other countries have dem-
onstrated again and again, a political elite
with less and less backing from the people
ultimately has to resort to more and more
repressive steps to hold on to its power; in
the encl, any serious attempt to sacrifìce
democracy in order to safeguard liberty is
likely to culminate in an end to the rule of
law as well as the rule ofthe people.
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The easy alternative is to lean in the
other direction, to call for as much clirect
democracy as possible. The origins of the
people's displacement, the thinking goes,

lie in a cynical power grab by financiai
and political elites. Large corporations
and the superrich advocated independent
central banks and business-friendly trade
treaties to score big windfalls. Politicians,
academics, and journalists favor a tech-
nocratic mode of governance because
they think they know what's best and
don't want the people to meddle. AII of
this selfishness is efectively cloaked in a

pro-market ideology propagated by think
tanks and research outfits that are funded
by rich donors. Since the roots ofthe cur-
rent situation are straightforwardly sinis-
ter, the solutions to it are e qually simple:
The people need to reclaim their power-
and abolish technocratic institutions.

This antitechnocratic view has cur-
rency on both encls ofthe political spec-
trum. On the far left, the late political
scientist Peter Mair, writing about Europe,
lamented the decline in "popular" democ-
racy, which he contrasted with a more
top-down "constitutional" democracy.
The English sociologist Colin Crouch has
argued that even anarchy and violence
can serve a useful purpose ifthey seek to
vanquish what he calls "post-democracy."

The far right puts more emphasis on
nationalism, but otherwise agrees with
this basic analysis. In the inaugural issue of
the joumal Ame r i c an Afair s, the s elf-style d
intellectual home of the Trump move-
ment, itsfbunderJulius Krein decried "the
existence of a transpartisan elite," which
sustains a pernicious "managerial con-
sensus." Steve Bannon, the former White
House chiefstrategist, said his chiefpolitË
cal objective was to return power to the
people and advocated for the "deconstruc-
tion of the administrative state."

Mair and Crouch, Krein and Bannon
are right to recognize that the people have
less ancl less hold over the political system,
an insight that can point the way to genu-
ine reforms that would make our political
system both more democratic and better
functioning. One of the reasons well-
intentioned politicians are so easily swayed
bylobbyists, for example, isthattheir staffs
lack the skills and experience to draft leg-
islation or to understand highly complex
policy issues. This could be addressed by
boosting the woefully inadequate fund-
ing of Congress: If representatives and

ln2OO7, Gongress
enacted 138
public laws.
ln the same yea4
independent
federal agenc¡es
finalized
2,926- rules,

senators were able to attract-and retain-
more knowledgeable and experienced
staffers, they might be less tempted to let
K Street lobbyists write their bills t'or them.

Similarly, the rules that currently gov-
ern conflicts of interest are far too weak.
There is no reason members of Congress
should be aìlowed to lobby for the com-
panies they were supposed to regulate so
soon after they step down from office. It
is time to jam the revolving door between
politics and industry.

Real change will also require an
ambitious reform of campaign finance.
Because of CitizensUnited,this is goingto
be extremeiy difficult. But the Supreme
Court has had a change of heart in the
past. As evidence that the current system
threatens American democracy keeps
piling up, the Court might finally rec-
ognize that stricter limits on campaign
spending are desperately ueeded.

For all that the enemies of technocracy
get right, though, their view is ultimately
as simplistic as the antidemocratic one.
The world we now inhabit is extremely
complex. We need to monitor hurricanes
and inspect power plants, reduce global

carbon emissions and contain the spread
ofnuclear weapons, regulate banks and
enforce consumer-safety standards. All of
these tasks require a tremendous amount
ofexpertise and a great degree ofcoordi-
nation. It's unrealistic to think that ordi-
nary votcrs or cvcn their representatives
in Congress night become experts in
what makes for a safe powerplant, orthat
the world could find an effective response
to climate change without entering
cumbersome international agreements.
If we simply abolish technocratic institu-
tions, the future for most Americans will
look more rather than less dangerous,
ancl less rather than more affluent.

It is true that to recover its citizens'
loyalty, our dernocracy needs to cu¡b the
power ofunelected eliteswho seek onlyto
pad their influence and line their pockets.
But it is also true that to protect its citizens'
Iives and promote their prosperity, our
democracy needs institutions that are,
by their nature, deeply elitist. This, to my
mind, is the great dilemmathatthe United
States*and other democracies around the
world-will have to resolve if theywish to
survive in the coming decacles.

We don't need to abolish all techno-
cratic institutions or merely save the ones
that exist. We need to build a new set of
political institutions that are both nrore
responsive to the views and interests of
ordinary people, and better able to solve
the immense problems that our society
will face in the decades to come.

Writing about the dawn of democ-
racy in his native ltaly, the great novelist
Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa has Tan-
credi, a young aristocrat, recognize that
he will have to let go of some of his most
cherished habits to rescue what is most
valuable in the old order: "If everything is
to stay the same," Tancredi says, "every-
thing has to change." The United States is
now at an inflection point of its own. Ifwe
rigidly hold on to the status quo, we will
Iose what is mostvaluable intheworld we
know, and find ourselves cast as bit play-
ers in the fading age of liberal democracy.
Only by embarking on bold and imagina-
tive reform can we recover a democracy
worthy ofthe name, H

Yaschø Mounk is a lecturer on government
at Harvard andthe øuthor of The People
vs. Democracy: Why Our Freedom Is in
Danger and How to Savelt, þomwhich
this essay is adapted.
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Donald Trump often appears to be a president in rebellion against his office. A
president, we hâve come to expect, hastens to the scene ofa natural disaster
to comfort the africted. After Hurricane Maria devastated Puerto Rico, Presi-
dent Trump arrivedtardily and behavedunseriously, tossingrolls ofpapertow-
els at storm-battered residents as if he were tryingto drain three-point shots.

We have come to expect that when the national fabric rends, the presi-
dent will administer needle and thread, or at least reach for the sewing box
of unity. After white supremacists marched through Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, shouting "fews will not replace us," President Trump's instinct was to
emphasize that there were good people among the neo-Nazis.

We expect presidents to be deal makers. Even when tl-re opposition has
calcified, they are supposed to drink and dine with tl,e other side and find
a bipartisan solution. Trump promised that his decades in the real-estate
business would make him an especially able negotiator, but on health care,
taxes, and immigration, he hasn't much bothered to trade horses with Dem-
ocratic lawmakers. Not even Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia-up
for reelection in a state'I'rump won easily-was seriously approached as a

negotiating partner.
To his critics, Trump's detours from the expectations of his office prove

he is unfit to inhabit it. Or they demonstrate his hypocrisy: The man who
now ignores the traditional responsibilities ofthe job was once perhaps the
nation's foremost presidential scold, regularly criticizing his predecessors
when they responded to a disaster inaclequately or played too much golf
or couldn't make a deal. Trump even suggested that Barack Obama's
manner of descending the stairs of Air Force One was unpresidential.

Members of ueca nation scoff at the presi-
dent's detractors, and bask in the glow ofthe burn-
ing norms.'üühy should Trump throw all his energy
ancl political capital into proclucing quick results in
Puerto Rico when the island's poor planning and
weak infrastructure have made success impossible?
Why should he bow before Democrats who wili
never workwith him any.røay? Trump's backers see
him as a newkind ofpresident, unburdened bypolit-
ical correctness ancl unconstrained by the old rules
of Beltway deal making. He doesn't let niceties get
in the way of taking care of business.

The intensily of public fèelings about President
Trump makes it hard to measure him against the

presidenry. His breakswithtradition are so jarring, and
the murmwation of tweets so thick, that debate about
his behavior tends to be conducted on the plane of
propriety and the president's seeming disregard for it.

If Trump were a less divisive f,gure, we might view
these lapses differently. We might consider that what
looks like incompetence or impertinence on the part
ofthe officeholder could also be evidence that the
office itselfis broken.

MANY OF THE RESPONSTBTLITTES thatvexTrump
are ones that were not part ofthe job's original design.
They have accrued to the presidency over time, most
in the recent past. The Frarners, fresh from a success-
ful rebellion against a tyrannical king, envisioned an
executive who was limited in power and even stat-
ure. For a good long while, the design held. fames
K. Polk's wifè, Sarah, was so concerned that the trth
president might enter a room unnoticed, she asked
the Marine Band to play "Hail to the Chief" to get
people to ttun their head when he arrived.

Today we notice when the president doesn't show
up. We are a president-obsessed nation, so much so
that we undermine the very idea of our constitutional
democracy. No one man-or woman-can possibly
represent the varied, competing interests of 327 mil-
lion citizens. And it may be that no man or woman
can perforrn the ever-expanding dutíes of office while
managing an executive branch of z million employees
(not including the armed forces) charged with every-
thing from regulating air pollution to x-raying passen-
gers before they board an airplane.

Even the role of commander in chief,, already one of
the weightiest presidential responsibilities, has growÌr
rapidlyin its clemands. National securityis todaythreat-
ened less by siow-moving armies than by stateless ter-
ror groups who might weaponize a rentecl truck and by
rogrre stateswho mightweaponize an ernail. Rare is the
daywhen one or more of these enemies don't present
an imminent danger requiring the president's atten-
tion. "The modern presidency has gotten out of con-
trol," Leon Panetta, who has served past presidents as

the White House chief of stafl the secretary of defense,
and the director of the CIA, told me recently. "Presi-

dents are caught in a crisrs-
by-crisis response operation
that unclermines the ability
of any modern president to
get a handle" on the offrce.

The growth of presiden-
tial power is not new. When
Arthur Schiesinger Jr. pub-
líshed The lmlterial Presi-
dency, in r97 3, the term was
already at least ro years in
use. But the office hasn't just
grown in power; it's grown in
scope, complexity, degree of



difficulty. Each time a president has added to the job

description, a new expectation has conveyed, like the
Oval Office fumiture, to the next man in line. A presi-
dent must now be able to jolt the economy like Frank-

lin Roosevelt, tame Congress
like Lyndon fohnson, comfort
the nation like Ronald Reagan.
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must console the widow of

a soldier he sent into combat one moment, ancl wel-
come a championship-winning NCAA volleybaìl team
to the White House the next. He must set a legislative
agenda for an often feckless Congress, navigating a

partisan divide as wide as any in modern American
history. He must live with the paradox that he is the
most powerful man in the world, yet is powerless to
achieve many of his goals-thwarted by Congress, the
courts, or the enormous bureaucracy he sometimes
onlynominally controls. "In the presidencythere is the
illusion of being in charge," George W. Bush's former
chief ofstaffJoshua Boltentold me, "but all presidents
must accept that in many realms they are not."

Even Trump, not one to readily admit a mis-
take, has acknowledged that he underestimatecl
the difficulty of the job. "I thought it woulcì be
easier," he told Reuters roo days into his term. A
blunt admission-and one much mocked by his
critics-but one every president eventuaìly makes.
Lyndon Johnson made the point in his earthy way:

"The ofÊce is kinda like the little country boy found
the hoochie-koochie show at the carnival," he said.

"Once he'd paicl his dime and got inside the tent: It
ain't exactly as it was advertised."

President Trump is tackling some of the chal-
lenges of the office. He has tallied up partisan vic-
tories: cutting taxes, appointing conservative jurists,
and slashing regulations. He has also shed responsi-
bilities in a job that traditionally only accumulates
them, neglecting allies, his own employees, and even
the oldest presidential aspiration, telling the truth.

Whatever you think of hìrn, Trump is rewiring
the presidency-or perhaps more accurately, dis-
mantling the machine and flinging the parts onto
the White House lawn. Given Trump's priorities and
¿ttention span, it may fall to his successor to put it
back together. But you might be grateful to him for
demonstrating, in his inimitable way, the extent to
whichthe machine has become a wheezing and jerry-
rigged contraption badly in need ofrepair. Or, ifyou
can't bring yourselfto be grateful, you might consider
this: The flaws in the presiilency also made a Presi-
dent Donald Trump possible-he was an emergency
solution to the problems that had tripped up his more
conventional predecessors.

Either way, until we frx the offìce, presidents will
continue to be frustrated by its demands, and Ameri-
cans will continue to be disappointed in their leader.

We will enter another presidential-campaign season desperate for a goocl out-
come, but unprepared to choose someone who can reset the terms of success.

Over the past yeâr, I've conducted interviews with political scientists,
historians, dozens of men and women who have worked in the West Wing
under presidents of both parties, and some of the men who had the often
unenviable job of sitting behind the Resolute Desk. What they described
is an office in dire condition: overburdened, unrelenting in its demands,
and unlike anything the Founders intended when they designed the role
23o years ago.

Before his inauguration, Barack Obama discussed the omce he was about
to assume with his predecessor, George W Bush. "Ultimately, regardless of
the day-to-day news cycles and the noise, the American people need their
president to succeed," Bush told him. Americans still need their president
to succeed. But the presidency has set him up for failure.

Bc

H

DESCRIPTION

OnApril S,:.938,morethanroo clemonstratorsdressecl as Paul Revere marchecl
along Pennsylvania Avenue. Some carried signs that read wE DoN'T wANT A
DICTAToR. They were protesting the Reorganization Act, the first major mod-
ification ofthe executive branch since the presiclenrywas created, in r787. The
legislation was an outgrowth of the Brownlow Committee, which Franklin
Roosevelt had commissioned to studythe presidency and update itfor modem
times. The conclusion from the final report: "The president needs help."

Roosevelt responded by requesting a handful ofpersonal aides and
a reorganization of his Cabinet departments. "The president's task has

become impossible for me or any other man," he said. Roosevelt's prede-
cessor and archrival, Herbert Hoover, supported him in the request.

Congress and the public, however, objected. In an April r938 Gallup poll,
only 18 percent ofthe country thought the president should have more power.
Three hundred thirty thousand Americans sent telegrams to members of
Congress denouncing "one-man ruIe,"

The Democratic majorities in Congress denied the Democratic presi
dent's plea for help-a rebuke nearly impossible to imagine today. In a

fireside chat, Roosevelt promised to work to defeat in the r938 election any
Democrat who had blocked him. He failed badly; all but one candidate he
backed lost. After a year offighting, Congress finally granted the president
some additional manpower. To dispatch the duties of his office, he would
now be allowed six assistants and given the power to reorganize the execu-
tive branch within certain limits. Congress reserved the right to veto any of
the president's plans for further modifications.
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The emergencies ofthe Great Depression and,later,
World War II gave Roosevelt more leverage with Con-
gress, ancl the gains he made for the executive branch
not only increased its power but provided a blueprint
for his successors to do so further. In the 8o years
since Roosevelt got his six aclclitional men, the execu-
tive branch has steadily increased in size and power;
Congress and the public have grumbled plenty about
power grabs by presidents from the other
palty, but offered little resistance ofthe
type witnessed on Pennsylvania Avenue
in r938. "Congress chose to abdicate by
choosing not to govern," the NYU public-
service professor Paul Light says. "It has
totaliy acquiesced to the White House,"
enabling its own diminishment.

The Congress-centered govemment of
the Frarners' conception has thus shifted
to one dominated bythe executive. Today, about 4oo
people work inside the White House, in jobs from
national-security adviser to public liaison to special
assistant for financial policy. Two thousand more work
in the Executive Office of the President. In r94o, the
civilian agencies ofthe federal government employed

143,ooo people. They now employ three times that
number. Roosevelt's vice president and Cabinet of
ro could join him for a group picture behind his Oval
Office desk. The z4 members of the Trump adminis-
tration with Cabinet rank have to be photographed
from across the roorn to fit in the camera frame.

A White House once quaintly understaffed is now
overstaffed, which leads to laborious decision mak-
ing and palace intrigue. Even in administrations less
chaotic than Trump's, traffic jams at the Oval Office
door are routine, "The guys around the president
want to show their stuf. They want him
to look 

^t 
nU) program, look at ø2 issue,"

says Joseph Califano Jr., who served as

the chief clomestic-policy adviser under
Johnson and also as Jimmy Carter's secre-
taryofhealth, education, andwelfare. "So
many issues get to the president's throat
that shouldn't really get there"-issues

"better left down in the bureaucracy to
resolve." Aides who don't get the attention
they want gripe, then leak. The insatiable,
never-resting media take those leaks and
tum them into newheadaches fortheWest
Wingteam.

Even so, you might think that extra
manpower would be a boon to an over-
extended president. But unlike a chief
executive in the corporate world, a presi-
dent can't delegate. Some, such as Carter,
have tried. It didn't end well. In July 1979,
he held a Cabinet meeting that was more
like the Red Wedding. He had come to
believe that the people he'd appointed
were being disloyal and "not working for
Ihirn], but for themselves." Some pushed
back, saying theywere simply advocating
for their policy positions. But the press

has a way ofdescribing debate as discord. Carter concluded that because a
president is on the hook for every decision his administration makes, deci-
sions of any import must be made not by the Cabinet secretaries but in
the White House, where the president's political team can vet them. So he
brought more decision making into the West Wing*lengthening the line at
the Oval Office cìoor, and shortening everyone's temper. "You're lucþ you
were fired," a friend told Califano, a victim of the bloodletting. "you'd have
never been able to stand being strangled by the White House staf."

EtsENHourER wns a life-hacker. During
his miiitary career, he devised systems
that made him more efûcient. After he

DWTGHT :;:i",i'.'ilxïlr';ä'*""i[..i:f;
challenge. When lke first enterecl the
executive mansion, the story goes, an
usher handed the new president a letter'.

"Never bring me a sealed envelope!" he
said. Nothing, he explained, should come to him without first being screened
to see whether it really merited his attention.

Eisenhower sorted priorities through a four-quadrant decision matrix
that is still a staple of time-managernent books. It was based on his maxim

"Whatis important is seldorn urgent, andwhatis urgent is seldom important."
Sage advice, but antique for any president trying to manage the office

afterthe attacks ofseptember rt, zoor. The Cold Warpresidents monitored
slow-moving events that had flashes of urgency. Now the stakes are just
as high, but the threats are more numerous and fast-moving. From North
Korea alone, the president faces both Cold War-style nuclear devastation
and cyberwar mayhem. Michael Morell, a former deputy director and act-
ing director of the CIA who briefed the previous four presidents, tolcl me:

"There have never been more threats than there are today."
Presidents now start their day with the President's Daily Brief; an intel-

ligence assessment of the threats fäcing Arnerica. IJow the PDB is delivered
changes with each president. Early in his term, Trump reportedly requested
a verbal digest of the brief. During the Obama years, the PDB was wrapped

in a stiffleather binder and looked like the
guest book at a country club. Inside was a

grim iPad containing all the possible ways
the president coulcl fail at his most essen-

Intg55, Lisanhower tial role. Satellite photostrackedterrorists'
went on vacation movements, and pictures of failed laptopo,:.|::f:!-1':!....' bombs demonsrrated the pace of awfut
nurrtcdne senson-

IIis absence JrDm rhc innovation. At the end ofthe briefing with
scenes of deiastation intelligence officials, a president might be
tvasno.tthesubject asked whether a specific person should
of endless punditry' be killed, or whether somé mother's son

should be sent on a secret raid from which
he might not return.
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John F. Kennedy requested that hìs intelligence briefing be small enough
to fit in his pocket. Since zoo5, the PDB has been produced by an entirely new
entity in the executive branch, the Office of the Director of National Intelli-
gence, which itself includes several intelligence agencies founded since Ken-
nedy's era, among them the vast Department of Homeland Security.

Monitoring even small threats can take up an entire day. "My clefinition of
a good daywas when more than half of the things on my schedule were things
I planned versus things that were forced on me," says Jeh johnson, who served

Obama as homeland-security secretary. An acute cxample: In |une zor6,

Johnson planned to travel to China to discuss the long-term threatfrom cyber-
attacks. Hours beftrre takeofi he was forced to cancel the trip so he could moni-
tor developments after the shooting at the Pr.rlse nightclub in Orlando.

"The urgent should not crowd out the important," says Lisa Monaco,
Obama's chief counterterrorism adviser. "But sometimes you don't get to
the important. Yor.rr day is spent just trying to prioritize the urgent. Which
urgent first?"

One of George W. Bush's staffers remembers the president's basic con-
clusion about the attacks of 9f n: " 'My fundamental job was to protect the
American people, and I didn't do it.' " After the attacks, then-CIA
Director George Tenet added a threat matrix to the president's
morning briefing that delineated all possible threats of terrorist
activity. Bush wanted to go thror,rgh every one. "After 9/rr, we
woke up every day behind," says Bush's communications director
Dan Bartlett. "Every day was catch-up day."

Each administration worries that it might somehow slip
and let an attack through. This leads to a lot of make-work and
ass-covering, impediments to managing any organization. In
his book The Test of Our Times, Tom Ridge, the first homeland-
security director, recalled such an episode. Prior to the zoo4
U.S. elections, Osama bin Laden releasecl a taunting videotape.
Ridge said some Cabinet officials wanted to raise the nation's
threat level to show that the administratìon was being vigilant,
even though they had no new evidence of a specific threat. "Is
this about security or politics?" he asked himself,

After weighing matters of life and death at the appointed hour,
the president can expect to be ir-rterrupted later in the day by
unanticipated chaos. When Lisa Monaco was new on the job, she

got a tåste of the pace of things: One Monday in April zor3, the
Boston Marathon was interrupted by horrific bombings, setting off a man-
hunt that paralyzed the entire metropolitan at ea. The next day, an envelope
addressed to a member of Congress containing the toxin ricin was discov-
ered. On Wednesday, an explosion destroyed a fertiiizer plant in West, Texas.

One national-security official, describing the pace of events during the
Obama years, said it was a relief when healthcare.gov crashed, in zot3. It
meant that a different kind of crisis had interrupted the permanent cycle of
security management in the age of terror. The threat of attack still loorned,

but with attention elsewhere the requirement to participate in homeland-
security theater for a nervous public was, momentarily, dirninished.

wH E N DtsAsrE R D oEs stn I r g-whether the work of an enemy or an act

of God-the theatrical role presidents play is arnplified. It's not enough to
monitor or even manage the federai government's response. He has to dash

to the scene. We now expect the president to be a first responder, too.
So ingrained is this expectation that we forget how recently it tookhold. In

1955, a number of strong storrrrs battered the United States, but Eisenhower

was barely mentioned in the newspaper stories about Hurricanes Connie,
Diane, or lone. That hurricane season was then the costliest on record, but
there are no pictures of the former Allied Commander pointing at maps or

receiving furrowed-brow briefings irom meteorolo-
gists.When some ofthe storms hit,Ikewas onvacation.
His absence was not the subject ofendless concerned
punditry, as it would be today. "We get a little more
sieep around Washington," Vice President Richard
Nixon told a reporter writing a whimsical piece about
the president's time offduring one of the stomrs. "He
has the ungodlyhabit of gettingup early."

Eisenhower wasn't callous. Local governments,
civil-deflense fbrces, and the Red Cross were sup-
posed to stack the sandbags and distribute relief
when'a storm hit. Upsetting that division of cluties,
the pr:esident believecl, would jeopardize core Ameri-
can values. "I regard this as one ofthe great real disas-
ters that threatens to engulfus, when we are unready
as a nation, as a people, to meet personal disaster by
our own cheerful giving," Ike said in 1957. "Part of
the reason is this misunclerstanding that government

is taÌ<ing the place even ofrescuing the person, the
individual, and the family from his natural disasters."

Lyndon Johnson believed in a stronger connec-
tion bètween the people and their president-a belief,
that would expand the role for all the presidents that
have come since. In September r965, after Hurricane
Betsy hit New Orleans, Johnson visited the masses
huddled in the city's Ceorge Washington Elernentary
School. "This is your president," he declared. "I am
here to help you." ¡ohnson spoke ofthe duties ofthe
national family. "In times of distress," he told disas-
ter officials, "it's necessary that all the members of
the family get together and lay aside any individual
problems they have or any personal grievances ancl

try to take care of the sick mother, and we've got a
sick mother on our hands."

After visiting victims of the storrn, fohnson leaped

into action, coordinating local forces and pushing
Congress to fund relief. The WashinEonPo-çf rewarded

Johnsonwith theheadline "LBJ Sees BetsyToll in Hun-
dreds: Assumes Charge ofDayand Night ReliefOpera-
tions." A president lives for that kind ofpress.

Rushing to the people's aid suited Johnson's politics.

The trip to New Orleanswas a Great Societyhouse call,
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a dose of attention that mirrored the
president's legislative agenda aimed
at helping the needy. It was also a bit
of self-promotion well suited to the
times. Families across the country
were watchingthe drama ofthe storm Georga W' Bush's

unfold on thJnews during the dinner presidency never

hour. Networks binged;ilrs;;';¡ hr,;íí:;i;i1,äi:;t
Americans waist-deep in water, fish- Katrinu in zoo5-
ing their heirlooms from ruined liv-
ing rooms. Television, according to
Gareth Davies, an American-history
professor at Oxford University who
has studied the evolution ofthe president as first responder, greatly acceler-
atecl the demand forthe president to appear front ancl center.

When |ohnson visited Indiana to tour tornado damage, a skeptical col-
umnist writing forrhe SouthBendTribune wondered why a president should
interrupt people trying to put their lives back together. The author then had
a revelation, praising Johnson for "a demonstration ofpersonal Presidential
concern." He continued: "The Presidential visit briefly transforms the insti-
tution into a s)¡mbol, a person to bc seen and spoken to," providing evidence
to victims that "somebody cares," thereby raising their "distressed spirits."

Popular expectations of the presidencywere changing, and not just when
a storm hit. The bigger the f'ederal government became, the more a presiclent
had to act as awarming face ofthat distant behemoth-and its avatar on TV.

"ln the '6os, expectations exploded," says Sidney Milkis, a political scien-
tist and Miller Center fellow at the University of Virginia. "We've become a

presidency-obsessecl democracy." A key question, Milkis says, is "whether
3oo million people can expect so muchfrom one individual and still consider
themselves involved in something that can be described as selÊgovernment."

Disaster response is by now such a prerequisite that if a president
doesn't act-and isn't seen acting-it can wreck his presidency. "It used
to be that presidents were advised to let the FEMA director and governor
handle disaster response," says Andy Card, who managed the Hurricane
Andrew response for George H. W. Bush, in August :.ggz., and served as
George W. Bush's chief of staff during Hurricane Katrina, in zoo5. "Now
the expectation is that if a president is not talking about it all the time, he
is asleep at the switch, or Marie Antoinette."
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George W. Bush's presidency never really recov-
ered from the photograph ofhim looking down from
Air Force One on the vast area harrned by Hurricane
Katrina. In zoro, when an explosion at the Deepwater
Horizon offshore-drilling platform led to 87 days of
oil belching into the Gulf of Mexico, critics labeled
it "Obama's Katrina." The typical critique was
summed up by the headline on a Peggy Noonan col-
unrn in The Wall St re et Jo urn al : " I Ie \À/as Suppos ed to
Be Competent."

Eisenhower-esque detachment was no longer
viable. Amid crashing favorability ratings, Oban-ra
interrupted his own vacation to tour abandoned, oil-
slicked beaches. "I ultimately take responsibility for
solving this crisis," he saicl. "I am the president, and
the buck stops with me."

That phrase-a succinct expression of presidentiai
obligations-is like the presidency itself, It has spilled
out of its original container. When Harry Truman
placed a sign on his desk reading THE BUcK srops
HERE, it meantthat some decisions, onlythe president
can make. It did not mean that the president is respon-
sible-¿rnd therefore to blame-for everything that
happens in the executive branch, much less the nation.

LYNDON JOHNSON MADE the most of
the new, televised presidency, but the
co-dependency with the cameras started
with his predecessor, lohn F. I(ennedy. In
r96o, Kennedy, a young senator and can-
didate for president, filmed television ads
that showed him shaking hancls with min-
ers in West Virginia before they clropped

down 5oo feet to start their eight-hour shift. Kennedy
wasn't just cutting a dashing figure to be beamed into
living rooms; he was making an argument about pres-
idential campaigns. "I believe that any Democratic
aspirant to this important nomination shoulcl be
willing to submit to the voters his views, record, and
competence in a series ofprimary contests," Kennedy
had said when he'd announced his carnpaign. Only
after such a primary contest, he'd argued, could the
candidate understand the concerns ofthe people, and
prove his readiness to act on them. An ad the cam-
paign took out in a West Virginia newspaper made
Kennedy's proposition clear: Votes for his opponent,
Hubert Humphrey, were shown landing in a garbage
can. Votes fbr Kennedy were shown dropping from
the ballot box through the roof ofthe White House.

Kennedy's view that candidates should make their
case directly to the people may hardly seeln contro-
versial by contemporary standards, but it was part
ofa radical change in the path to the presidency. In
designing the office, the Founders worried that the
executìve would be whipsawed by the passions of the
people rather than driven by reason and good char-
acter. Because ofthis fear, the Founders did not want
candidates to campaign for the office, believing that
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stumping for votes would
warp their priorities. The
electoral process might ele-
vate men who hacl simply
played to the crowd; once in
ofñce, such a president might
pander to the people rather
than instituting sound pol-
icy. Without a constant need
to court voters, the Founders
reasoned, presidents could
calmly pursue the best inter-
ests of the country.

For a century the system
workecl as intendecl. Candi-
dates "stood" for election,
but did not deign to stump
for votes at rallies. Men such

as Andrew Jackson argued for a closer connection
bet¡iveen the people and the president, but the taboo
agaìnst campaigning was durable. The parties still
picked theirpresidential candidate in the smoke-frlled
rooms of legend. In the early zoth century, reformers
such as Woodrow Wilson asserted that the modern
age required presidents to be mo¡e responsive to the
voters. A president shaped by an election system wíth
voters at the center would not abandon them once in
office and would know how to summon what Wilson
cailed "the common meaning of the common voice."

I(ennedy's successful use ofthe previously obscwe
primary system helped to make state-by-state barn-
storming the established road to a party nomination
and eventually the White House. And just as the
Founders had surmised, prolonged exposure to the
people had a powerful effect. Kennedy's first execu-
tive order increased the amount of food distributed
to needy Americans in economically distressed areas,
a direct resuit of his time spent in West Virginia. The
votes had gone right to the White House.

Looking out for the interests of the poor may sound
like an unalloyed good. But party reforms in the last
quarter of the zoth century pushed the nominating
process furthertoward the direct election ofdelegates.
This encouraged candidates to make ever more lavish
promises and to tout their singular power to deliver on

them. "Longer and longer campaigns have contrib-
uted to a prolonged bidding war of candidates making
more and more promises as to what government will
do ifthey are elected," says Roger Porter, who served
in the Reagan and Ford administrations and now
teaches at Haruard's Kennecly School.

Primaries encourage candidates to do whatever
keeps the crowd in a roar, as Howard Dean explained
when looking back on his infamous "scream" after the
zoo4Iowa caucuses. "I'd get out there and Iwould talk
about policy and there was no adrenaline rush," he
told FiveThirtyEight. "People kind of went'uh-huh,
uh-huh,' and I really wanted that huge charge ofbeing
able to crank them all up and to believe in themselves
again and get enthusiastic, and I would succumb
to that." Tmmp took this trend to its logical concln-
sion, promising voters every beneficial outcome and

proclaiming at his convention about the problems
thatAmerica faced: "I alone can fix it."

The present system elevates the crowd-pleasing
qual.ifications above all others, and sets expecta-
tions for what a president can do well beyond what
is actuallypossible in office. Media coverage, mean-
while, keeps the show going-and keeps the focus
on the show. Cable networks promote debates with
zooming lights and "voice of God" announcers, as

ifthe candidates are backstage getting their hands
wrapped in tape and loosening up with the medi-
cine ball. Debate coverage is mostly like a theater
review, and it starts before the curtain has come
down. As Peter Hamby, a former CNN reporter and
the current head ofnews at Snapchat, demonstra-
ted in a 2o13 paper for Harvard's Shorenstein Cen-
ter, in the age of social media, voter impressions
during debates are formed in the first minutes.

Carrdidates play to the snap judgments, practicing set-piece outbursts.
In zor2, when Obama was perceived to have lost the first debate, his team
emphasized that he needed to be a better performer. He was to be "fast and
hammy." When he would give a long and dry answer in practice sessions, he

would be renrinded: Fast and hamnxy!
As campaigninghas beconle more aboutperformance, the skills requiredto

be presicler.rt have become more definecl by talent on the stump, an almost per-
fect reversal ofwhat the Founders intended. The current system is so focused
on persuasion over poiicy, argues feffrey K. Tulis, the author ofTh¿ Rhetorical
Presidency,that he sees the country as govemed by a second Constitution, one
that is intensionwiththe original. The second Constitutionputs âpremirrrn on
active and continuous presidential courtship ofpopular opinion, on hot action
over cool deliberation. "How couid a presideut not be an actorl," Ronald Rea-
gan asked. Or, failing that, a reality-TV star?

Wilson wanted car.rdidates to be in touch with the public, but he viewed
carnpaìgning as "a great inteiruption to the rational consideration ofpublic
questions." We are now in an age of permanent campaigning, in which rhe-
torical talent is seen as a proxy for governing ability. fn tg9z, after Bill Clin-
ton beat George H. W. Bush, Vice President Dan Quayle said, "If he governs
as well as he campaigned, the country will be all right." Republicans had
argued that Clinton's character faults disqualified him from office. ln defeat,

Quayle was articulating the common modern view-ratifiecl by voters-that
being a giftecl campaigner was the more important quality.

With the line between campaigning and governing blurrecl, newly elected
presidents are overconfident in their ability to tackle the job. Richard Neu-
stadt, the historian of the preiidency, described the mind-set ofthe winning
campaign team:

Everywhere there is a sense ofpage turning, a new chapter ín the country's
history, a new chance too. And with it, irrcrsistibly, there comes the sense,

"they" couldn't, wouldn't, clídn't, but "we" will.lÀ/e just have done the harcl-

est thing there is to do in politics. Governing has got to be a pleasure by com-
parison: We won, so wc canl

Modern presidents who have just come to offce on the strength of their
rhetoric and showmanship are encouraged to continne relying on those
skills. "They have been talking for two years, and that's nearly all they've
been doing. When they win, they conclude that they can corlvince people
of'anything," the Texas A&M political scicntist George C. Edwards III says.

"The feedback is pretty strong."
Governing is about more than talking, though. "The first thing a president

needs to understand," says Max Stier, the CEO of the Partnership for Public
Service, "is that in orderto run a government, they are going to need capabil-
ities diff'erent than the ones needed to win the right to run the government."
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Selling the voters on the iclea that you are.better
than your opponent requires a different set of skills
than achieving your preferred outcome on health-
care legislation, where there is not one alternative
but a series ofalternatives on a series ofaspects of
the policy. Campaigning requires attack and conr-
parison. Governing requires deliberation, coopera-
tion, negotiation. A candidate for president has one
constituency: the voters. A president has to navigate
the interests of many parties: the voters, Congress,
foreign leaders. The attributes that got him into
office-Kennedy's youthful vigor, Reagan's nostal-

gic vision, Trump's bombast-are
only somewhat helpful in a job that
requires a host ofother skills.

lN AN IDEAt SYSTEM, incomingpres-
lll idents wouid have months of orien-

tation to iearn the ropes and break
their rhetorical addiction. No such
school exists for presidents.'There
is a transition process, but it doesn't

sufficiently prepare a president or his team.
Presidential transitions are a bigger undertaking

than any private-sector transfer of power. In business,
large mergers and acquisitions typicallytake ayear or
more and involve hundrecls of staffers. Dow Chemi-
cal and DuPont announcedtheir $r3o billionmerger
in December zor5, and it closed in September 2012.
A president-elect and his team have two and a half
months between victory and inauguration to figure
out howtorun a $4trillion governmentwith a civilian
workforce of z million, to say l-rothing of the military.
The United States federal government is the most
cornplicated conglomerate on the planet.

Unlike in a business acquisition, in which a new
leader might retain stafffrom the target company as

well as bring in his own trusted people, a president
must start almost from scratch. He has as many as

4,ooo fresh political appointments to make, includ-
ing for more than 1,ooo top leaders who will íequire
Seuate confirmation.

Putting a team in place quickly is crucial to mak-
ing good decisions. Some temporary holdovers can
manage in the interim, but they can get you only so
far. "You're not perceived as having authority; you're
like the substitute teacher," Max Stier says of the
lToldovers. "And it's hard to coordinate without hav-
ing the authority and time to build relations." With so
many jobs to fill, few teams get much of a chance to
work together before natural attrition starts.

The rush to staff up encourages new presidents
to fill the administration with the people who helped
them win the ofÊce in the first place, further entrench-
ing a campaign mentality within the White House.
The presidential scholar Shirley Anne Warshaw, who
teaches at Gettysbwg College, found that 58 percent
of the senior posts in the Obama administration were
frlled by campaign staff. Some mayhave been suitedto
the unique challenges ofthe executive branch, but the
system does not allow enough time to make certain of
it. New presidents just have to hope for the best.
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Presidents thus enter offce burdened with campaign instincts, not gov-
erning ones; with a team that may lack experience in the tasks at hand; and
with a long list of promises to keep to voters. In such a situation, patience
would seem to be called for. Thatwas Eisenhower's advice: "you do not lead
by hitting people over the head. Any damn fool can do that, but it's usually
called 'assault,' not 'leadership.' I'll tell you what leaclership is. It's persua-
sion, and conciliation, and education, and patience. It's long, slow, tough
work. That's the onlykind ofleadership I know, orbelieve in, orwillpractice."

Except, as LlmdonJohnson wamed, new presidents only have a year bef'ore
Congress starts thinking about n-ridterms, which makes bold or bipartisan
action difficult. David Broder of Thc Washington Post characterized Johnson's
first-roo-day freneticism as a "halÊmacl, halÊdrunk Texas square dance, with
Johnson, the fiddler and calier, steadily increasing the tempo, speedingup the
beat." That was before the era ofhyperpartisanship, which has made presiden-
tial hone1rynoons short or nonexistent. No president wants to boast at his day-
1oo interview, "We've really made some strides in mastering organizational
capacity and creating flow in our lines ofauthority."

The push to meet expectations set during the campaign encourages frantic
behavior. Hanied aides cook up executive orders-even if the president cam-
paigned against thern and even ifthey don't actually do much. Tmmp's early
days were a flurq¡ of such actions. The cameras were called in and the theme
musicwas cued, but several ofhis executive actions merelyinstructed agencies
to look at problems and issue reporls.I alone cønPowerPoinl itl Others, such as
the travel ban, the exclusion oftransgenderpeople fromthe military, and tariffs
on steel and aluminum, were poorþvetted and incited massive bacldashes.

We all know what this desire to execute looks like in our own lives. The
president is the jumpy man who presses the elevator button a second time,
then a third time-with his umbrella. It feels good. It looks like action. But
the elevator does not move faster.
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The former White House photographer Pete Souza's book, a collection of
more than 3oo photos of Barack Obama's presidency, is a tour through the
psychological landscape ofthe office. President Obarna stands bythe bed-
side ofwounded soldiers he sent into battle and in the ruins left by natural
disasters. He counsels his daughter from a seat on the backyard swingwhile
on television oil oozes from the Deepwater Horizon spill. He sits,leans, and
paces through endless meetings. He plays host-to the Chinese president,
the Israeli premier, Bruce Springsteen, Bono, kids in Halloween costumes,
African American boys and girls.



The presidential brain
must handle a wider variety
of acute experiences than
perhaps any other brain on
the planet. Meanwhile, the
presiclent lives in a most
peculiar unreality. His pic-
ture is on almost every wall
of his workplace . The othcr
walls contaìn paintings ofthe
men who achieved greatness

in his job, as well as those
who mudclled through. It's
like taking a test with your
competition's scores posted
around you.

When a president travels,
he has his om doctor, security, exercise equipment,
and water. It all gets moved around on his airplanes.
Ifthe Secret Service thinks the bathroom in a foreign
country might cause the president to slip, agents
will lay down protective strips to give him traction
when he gets out ofthe tub. Grover Cleveland used
to answer his own front door. Now presidents touch
door handles only in their private qlrarters. Their lives
are babyproofed.

At the same time, the American president is con-
stantly subjected tothe harshest scrutinyfrom outside
his bubble. This is a long-standing tradition. The New

York Times devoted soo words to Calvin Coolidge's
indigestion. (It was the cantaloupe.) The president
is the biggest celebrity in the world. Eyes are always
watching, readyto imbue a grimace with meaníng.

Everyone waves-and everyone expects a wave in
return. Ifthe president is close enough, people expect
a selfie. Photographers can capture a note about
needíng a bathroom break that he jots in a meeting,
and someone is always at a keyboard ready to make
a cultural moment out of a thought that escapes
his subconscious. Obama told an aide that he had a
recurring dream. In it, he was enjoying a peaceful
walk. He was alone and undisturbed. Sudder.rly, he
was noticed. The drearn became a nightmare, and
he awoke.

While emoting at all the appropriate times in all
the appropriate ways, a president must also wear
masks to hide his intentions-from world leaders,
political adversaries, and allies alike. This allows him
room to negotiate. Senator Huey Long complained
about Franklin Roosevelt: "when I talk to him, he

says,'Fine! Fine! Finel'But [Senator] Joe Robinson
goes to see him the next day ancl he says, 'Finel Finel
Fine !' Maybe he says,' Fine !' to everybody." New York
Governor A1 Smith was once asked whether he had
gotten a commitment from Roosevelt, and responded,

"Did you ever nail a cusiard pie to a walll" Roosevelt's
flexibilitywas considered a great and necessary presi-
dential skill. But amanwhowears masks must do a lot
ofworkto keep them fiom slipping.

Can one person handle all thisl In 1955, former
President Herbert Hoover completed a review-
his second-of executive-branch efficiency and

suggested the addition of an administrative vice
presiclent to help the overloaded president. (The

existing vice presiclent was apparently alreacly too
busy.) Hoover's report was issued a few months
before President Eisenhower had his first heart
attack. It was the fifth heart attack or stroke to hit a

current or former president since the Wilson admin-
istration ended, in r9zr. This caused the columnist
Waitcr l,ippmann to wonder whethcr the job was too
much for one man to bear. Addressing the "intoler-
able strain" onthe president, Lippmannwrote, "The
loacl has become so enormously greater ... because

of the wars of this century, because of the huge
growth of the American population, of the American
economy, and of American responsibilities."

Since then, the weight of the job has grown even

heavier. The Souza photograph that marks the day
Obama describes as the hardest of his presidency sÌrows him standing with
one ofthe z6families he comtbrted afterthe massacre at Sandy Hook Elemen-
tary. That day, when a mother broke down, the president handed her a tissue.

Presidents aren't trainecl as pastors, but they have been thrust into that
role, too. They must cor¡fort the nation in the shadow of tragedy. Woe unto
the president who selects the wrong sermon for the occasion. "Now it's not
enough to do it," Mitch Daniels, the former Indiana governor and top assistant

to Reagan, says ofperforming the pastor role. "You have to do it in the exactly
right, sensitive way." Ancl the better you do it-the more aware you are that
a woman besicle you neecls a Kleenex-the more draining it is on your soul.

TH E N TH ER E A R E thc men and women who rnight dic as a rcsult ofthe pres-
ident's ortlers. He may soon be called on to console their fämilies, too. An
aide to George W. Bush says thatwhen the president was decidingwhetherto
send more troops into Iraq in zoo7, at a time when the public and members
of his own adrrinistration wanted the U.S. to withdraw, he began wearing a
mouth guard at night, because he was grinding his teeth so much in his sleep.

Trunran said the decision Io go to war in l(orea had been the hardest deci-
sion ofhis presidency. A letter sent to him by the father ofa soldierwho died
in that war, returning his son's Purple Heart, suggests just how hard it was:

N4r. Truman,
As you have been directly responsible for the loss ofour son's life in

Korea, you might just as wel'l keep this emblem on dispìay in yout trophy
room, às a memory of one of your historic deeds.

Our maior regÍet at this time is that your daughter was not there to
receive the same treâtment as our son received in l(orea.

Truman kept the letter in his desk drawer long after his term ended, a tes-
tament to the weight that remained on him even after he left the Oval Office.
If a president thinks too much about the widows he's making or the children
who will never know their mother because of his orders, he might not be able

to perform the role of commander in chief. Learning to cornpartmentalize is

a necessily for presidents. SonÌe compartments are locked so tight, even the
president's closest advisers never see their contents.

During the final phase of planning the operation to kilÌ Osama bin L,aden

in the spring of zon, Obarna chaired the National Security Council on five
occasions. Those five days tell the story ofjust how quickly a president must
switch between his public and private dutíes. The events that took place
immediately before and after those secret bin Laden meetings includecl:
an education-policy speech; meetings with leaders from Denmark, Brazil,
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and Panama; meetings to avoid a government shut-
down; a fund-raising dinner; a budget speech; a

prayer breakfast; immigration-reform meetings;
the announcement of a new national-security team;
planning for his reelection campaign; and a military
intervention in Libya. On April 27, the day before
Obama chaired his last National Security Council
meeting on the bin Laden raid, his \I/hite ilouse
released his long-form birth certificate to answer
persistent questions about his birthplace raised by
the man who would be his successor.

In the two days before the raid itself, Obama flew
to Alabama to visit tornaclo victims and to Florida to
visit with Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, who
was recuperating from a gunshot wound. On Satur-
day, April 3o, with the operation under way but its
outcome uncertain, he attended the White House
Correspondents' dinner, where he had to entertain
journalists with a comedy routine. In the joke-writing
process, he had removed a quip about bin Laden. Hís
aides were given no hint ofwhy.

The high-stakes military operation made
this stretch particularly fraught psychologically,
but it wasn't entirely out of the ordinary. Denis
McDonough, who served Obama as chief of staff,
says the pace was usually such that it became "a rare
ability to know what day it was. Every night feels like
Tuesdaynight."

The relentlessness of the job depletes a presi-
dent's powers ofrestraint, and yet restraint is crucial
for wise decision making. "You have to have a high
tolerance for pain," says Jay Carney, one of Obama's
press secretaries. "sometimes that means letting
yourself be mi sunderstood," refusing opportunities
to score easy debating points in favor ofthe long view.

At times, an opportunity to get a quick win has to
be put offfor a later, bigger victory. Focusing on short-
term success might please the pundits, but it keeps
an administration from doing the hard, obscure, bor-
ing work needed to address looming national prob-
lems that will be too big to tackle once they become
emergencies-the shrinking micìdle class, the chang-
ing climate, the rising health-care cosrs straining the
federal budget. Even the most above-it-all president
is continuously tempted to privilege the small over
the big and the now over the ftrture.

The current president gives in to such tempta-
tions. It may be an efficiency-what a relief to give
vent to your every moment of pique. But Trump is
serving with historically low approval ratings, and
even his supporters do not like his constant snip-
ing and complaining about the merest slight. The
risk of impulsiveness isn't just to the president's
own reputation. It also tarnishes the prestige ofthe
office when a president fumes over the latest seg-
ment from Fox (î Frientls.

Successful presidents learn to keep their powder
dry, evenwhen doingso mightmakethem seemweak.
A president has the power to determine who lives
and who dies-sometimes by the thousands-yet he
is also frequently powerless, which lecl the political
theorist Hannah Arendt to define the president ofthe

United States as at once the strongest and the weakest of all national lead-
ers. A president must be willing to endure that paraclox. As Lynclon fohnson
put it, sometimes the presiclent is little more than "a jackass in a hailstorm."

tv.

"Any discussion of how hard it is to manage the presidency has to start with
the weakness of Congress," Denis McDonougl'r says. "You can't have a pres-
ident solve problems the legislative branch has not."

On September 30, Lggo, President George H. W. Bush stoocì in the
White House Rose Garden before a bank of Brooks Brothers suits contain-
ing the leaders of Congress. The government was set to run out of money
that day, a familiar story to contemporary ears. But what those men said
would seem less familiar. The Republican president praised the Demo-
cratic leaders, and they praised him right back. Congressional leaclers of
both parties praised each other.

The president and assembled lawmakers were announcing the Budget
Summit Agreement, a mix of spending reductions and tax increases meant
to tame deficits. The agreement capped five months of intense wrangling,
which had ended ir, a sprint of negotiations. For rr days and nights at
Andrews Air Force Base, meat-fed men (Monday was prime-rib night) had
argued until they'd come to an accommodation. The outcome was one the
Framers would have approved of, Lawmakers of strong opinions had com-
pronrised rather than resorting to open conflict. The results were imperfect,
but preferable to inaction.

At least, that was one way to see it. The alternative view was that lead-
ers of both parties had compromised their principles, and no one hacl done
so more than Bush himself, having gone back on the "no new taxes" pledge
he'dmade duringthe 1988 campaign. This sentimentplayed outonthe other
half of CNN's split-screen coverage that overcast day. Juxtaposed with Bush
was footage of Representative Newt Gingrich leaving the White House. The
second-ranking House Republican refusedto join the celebration, orto follow
his party's president. "It was a betrayal ofhis pledge and a betrayal ofReagan-
ism," Gingrichtold the Bushbiographerfon Meacham. Gingrich headed back
to the Hill, where conservatives waited to greet him as a rebel hero.
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Bush's victory that day sowed the seeds ofhis defeat in the r99z election.
"It dicl destroy me," Bush told Meacham. After this, it was taken as truth that
no Republican politician could survive disappointing the conservative core.

The split screen that day encapsulated the dilemma for modern presi-
dents: Work with the other side and be called a traitor, or refuse to work with
them and get nothing done. Days after the Rose Garden ceremony, the deal
announced there collapsed. Liberal Democrats voted against their leaders
because they wanted more government spending. Conservative
Republicans voted against thcir leaders because they opposed tax
increases and wanted more spending cuts. Republicans running
for reelection in r99o needed the base to win. If they'd rallied
behind the budget deal, they'd have risked being voted out of
office. "What is good for the president may well be good for the
countr)', but it is not necessarily good for congressional Repub-
licans," Representative Vin Weber of Minnesota, a Gingrich all¡
told The Washington Post. "We need wedge issues to beat incum-
bent Democrats."

In the z7 years since the anrlouncement of the cloomed Budget Sunrmit
Agreement, the parties have become only more partisan. Particularly in the
Republican Party, primary challenges await lawmakers who dare enter into a
bipartisan compromise. The purity ministry is proctored by talk-radio hosts,
well-funded or,rtside organizations, and countless social-media warriors.

The growth in partisanship means that when it comes to the basic busi-
ness of government) the presicìent and Congress are in constant turmoil.
Shutdowns and federal-budget stalemates are now regular occurrences.
Congress has not passed a spending bill on time in zo years. Congressio-
nal oversight, once used to iclenti$r future risks and monitor the executive
branch, is now robust mainly when it comes to tying the opposition's shoe-
laces together.

When presidents do work with Con-
gress, the achievements are partisan.
Obama signed heaìth-care reform flanked
only by Democrats. Trump celebrated his
tax-cut bill with only Republicans. obama told an

i tlparrisan ceremonies at the vr'hite "'.1:-!!:.!:.!:!'d"
! Hoo.. have become rarer, low-stakes ,rt::;:#:::j:"iii
- affairs, orthe last of a kind. One of the apeace.fúli'alk.
i final times Republicans showed up at Sudd,enly,hewas

] the obama white House was to pro- tzttÍiced'T-hedraant

f -.-'- , ::::..:;-..-:.::^;.^ bccameanightmare.
: mote free trade, an issue Trump used to

ff defeat his GOP rivals. Republicans are

3 no longer such boosters ofthe idea. "The
Ï political system acts against success for

a president," says Mitch Daniels, who also served
as the director of the Office of Management and
Budget under George W. Bush. "The new tribalism
is right up there with the national clebt as the biggest
threat to our nation." Secretary of Defense James
Mattis agrees: The greatest threat America faces, he
told me, is "the lack of political unity."

THE RELAÏIONSHIP
between Congress
and the White House

WHEN lliå"*äi;illi:i
Johnson. Through
sheer force ofwill, they
suggest, a president can
get the machine going

again, spurring Congress into action.
But ]ohnson is not the model. He had a unique

résumé as a forrner Senate majority and minority
leader and could take advantage ofa martyred presi-
dent's legacy to build support for his policies. His party
also had a large majority in both houses.

The idea that presidents can break through grid-
lock ifthey just tryhard enough nevertheless persists.

"The president has got to start inviting people over fbr
dinner," Michael Bloomberg, the former mayor of
NewYork City, advised during Obama's tenure. "He's

got to play golf with them. He has to pick
up the phone and call and say, 'I knowwe' 
disagree on this, but I just want to say-I
heard it was your wife's birthday' or 'Your
kid just got into college.' He has to go

build friendships."
Presidential candidates buy into the

Johnson myth because it allows them to
pitch themselves as the unique solution
to Washington's problems. "One of the
things I'm good at is getting people in a

. room with a bunch of different ideas, who
sometimes violently clisagree with each

other, and finding common ground and a

sense of common direction," Obama told
Steve lfuoft on 6 o Minutes in zoo8.

By the end of Obama's first term, the
president and his aides had given up on
the idea of deal making entirely. Pundits
regularly advised him to just sit down and
have a drinkwith Senate Minority Leader

, Mitch McConnell, the way Truman sharecl
bourbons with congressional Ieaders.

"Youhave a drink with Mitch McConnell,"
Obama joked in response. T\,vo years into
Obama's tenure, McConnell had said the
GOP's most important job was making
sure the president served a single term.
Privately, little irked Obama more than
the claim that he should be doing more to
work with an opposition that didn't want

. to workwith him.
The call for presidents to sit down

with the leaders of the opposing party is
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a vestige of a time when presidents and lawmakers
were less connected to their party and when the
parties were more ideologically and geographically
heterogenous than they are today. They could appeal
to ad hoc coalitions in Congress, which formed
around beliefs on specific issues. As Senate minor-
ity leader, |ohnson, a Democrat, helped Eisenhower
defeat conservative Republicans who were pushing
the Bricker Amendrnent, which would have limited
presidential power in foreign affairs. As president,
Johnson relied on the Republican Everett Dirksen to
get civil-rights legislation passed over the opposition
of conservative Democrats. As late as 1978, Republi-
can Senate Minority Leader Howard Baker was will-
ing to risk his own presidential aspirations to help
Democratic President Jimmy Carter get the 67 votes
needed to give Panama control of the Panama Canal.

The electoral map once encouraged compromise
and cross-party coalitions. During Nixon's and Rea-
gan's terms, more than half of the senators in the
states they carried were f)ernocrats. Those sena-
tors had constituents who liked the president, even
though he belonged to the other party, which gave
those senators room to make deals with him. About
8o percent of the senators from the states Obama
won were of his party. The same is true of Trump.

These lawmakers have to answer to voters who
are as far apart on the political spectrum as they've
been in generations. The Pew Research Center has
been studying partisan positions since 1994, test-
ing views on fundamental political issues-whether
regulations do more harm than good, whether black
Americans face systemic racism, whether immi-
grants are a burden, and whether corporations make
reasonable profits. Inr994,the merrbers of the two
major parties were only 15 percentage points apart,
on average. Now they are an average of3ó points
apart. That partisan gap is much larger than the dif-
ferences between the opinions of men and women, of
black and white Americans, and of other divisions in
society. A president can't build a coalition to support
health-care legislation when the two parties funda-
mentally disagree whether the government should
be involved in health care at all.

The partisan gap in how people view presidents is
also as wide as it has ever been. On average, during his
two terms Eisenhower enjoyed the approval of 49 per-
cent of Democrats. Obama had the support of r4 per-
cent ofRepublicans over the course ofhis presidency.

Just I percent of Democrats approved of Trump last
summer. In this environment, no matter how many
drinks a president has with the leaders ofthe oppo-
sition, he's not going to change their minds. "I don't
understand how you manage people in Congress in
either party into seeing that some level of accommoda-
tion is intheirinterest," says Bolten, the former George
W. Bush chief of staff. "Presidents can't negotiate like
Lyndon Johnson, because members have no reason
to fear the president." BLlt voters don't want excuses.
They want action. When Congress can't act, it puts
more items on the president's to-do iist, though he
frequently lacks the tools ând authority to act himself.

To repair the rnodem presidency, politicians, the public, and the press need
to change their expectations about the office and focus on what is realistic.
The president is not a superhero. He is human, fallible, capable of only so
much. So what do we want him to do-and how can we help him do it?

HIT THE GROUND RUNNING
"The Romney Readiness Project" is the most valuable contribution to the
moclern presidency from a man who clidn't win the office. It is a r4o-page
distillation of the work of Mitt Romney's transition team, a six-month pro-
cess of preparing for the job in 2or2. The volume is filled with organizational
charts, prioritization matrices, and tables that match jobs with responsibili-
ties. Six hundred people were involved in planning for a Romney transition
bythe end ofhis campaign, participatingin exercises inwhich theypracticed
moving ideas and legislation through the federal system. When people talk
about the benefits of having a businessman in the White House, this example
ofcareful attention is no doubt what they expect.

The businessman who succeedecl where the former Massachusetts gover-
norfailed did not exactlybringthe same rigortothe transitionprocess. Donald
Trump's team followed a playbook that seemed at times to have been drar,r¡n
on a napkin. The transition experienced all the typical flaws-infighting, skep-
ticism towarcl those with expertise from the previous administration, wasted
work-and a few new ones for good measure. Veterans of previous White
Houses stressed to Trump's teamthevalue ofbuilding systemsto manage infor-
mation and aid decision making. Theyreportthattheywere eitherhumored or
ignored by frantic staffers trying to keep up with the boss's demands.

Max Stier of the Partnership for Public Service has devoted his career to
trying to make the federal government operate more efficiently. He pushed
Congress to pass the Pre-Election Presidential Transition Act, which put
some structure in place to help a new president prepare. And he suggests that
Congress should seek to formalize a transition process like the one Romney
intended to follow.
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Under Stier's new
plan, each party's nomi-
nee would take steps to
form a government-in-
waiting and learn the
folkways ofthe federal
system. "It's not fair to
the American public,"
he says, "for acandidate
to say, 'You knowwhat,
I'm going to go through
thatNowwhnt?moment
when I get into office, and you're all just
going to suffer along with rne on that.' "

Voters and the meclia could do their
part by dispensing with the idea that any "lueusad toput time

candidate who thinks about the nuts and "'::;ilílit:li;1,
bolts of the presidency before the first think," LeonPanetta

Tuesdayin November isprematurelymea- said oJ'Bill Clinton.

suring the Oval Office drapes. We should
do the opposite: evaluate candidates based

on their commitment to the transition,
using it as a sign of seriousness. How they
think about the transition offers a view into how they would approach the
job: Can they focus on an important long-term task while engaged in the
day-to-dayurgency ofthe campaignl Can theyput the rightpeople in placel

Since the zoró election, pr.rblic attention has understandably focused
on fake news, Russian interference, and how to keep elections from being
destabilized again. But susceptibility to foreign manipulation is hardly the
only flaw in our electoral system. The American public ancl press also need
to reconcile the gap between the office as it is debated during campaigns
and its actual demands. We need to do a better job of using the campaign to
test for the qualities that will serve a president in office: management talent,
governing efectiveness, and temperament. In a job with such psychologi-
cal strain, we should pay closer attention to the candidates' disposition and
mettle. "One thing about the presidency is that it doesn't build character; it
reveals it," says Dan Bartlett, the George W. Bush communícations director.

Let's not kid ourselves, though. This kind of shift in public attitude would
be miraculons given today's tribalism, the dominance of hot-take journalism,
and the chum ofsocial media. Reporters and pundits gravitate toward easy

narratives, and candidates, parties, special-interest groups, and financial
kingmakers all benefit from cmde, predictable fights over values and iden-
tity. When so much advantage can be gained by stoking emotions, why stop
and consider a candidate's reason?

loseph Califano, Lyndon ]ohnson's former domestic-policy aide, suggests

that one possible way to intemrpt the present system is for centrists to storm
the primaries. A small percentage of party members currently take part in
the presidential nominating process. Most of those who do are ideologically
extreme, more interested in litmus tests than testing for experience and char-
acter. If people with fewer fixed opinions joined in, they might select candi-
dates who denronstrate the preparedness and open-mindeclness to govern.

ETEVAIE EXPERIENCE

While we're in the realm of the unlikely, we should also stop thinking of expe-
rience in Washington as a liability. This is not a new tension in American
politics. Hoover noted, "When we are sick, we want an uncommon doctor;
when we have a construction job to do, we want an uncommon engineer; and
when we are at war, we want an uncommon general. It is onlywhen we get

into politics that we are satisfied with the common man."
Today, candidates who have no f¿miliarity with Washington enjoy a dis-

tinct advantage; those who do are seen as denizens of the swamp. This bias
ensures that the president has none ofthe skills and relationships honed

by years of service that might give him a
fighting chance of breaking through the
partisan gridlock.

Voters-particularly Republican ones-
have atendencyto romanticize the can-do' 
spirit of the corporate CEO. But we clon't
engage in anything like the CEO selection
process when we hire our cornmander
in chief. Gautam Mukunda, a Harvard
political scientist and profèssor of orga-
nizational behavior, has studied how the
electorate might better seek out the quali-
ties of command in presidential candi-
dates. He points outthatbusinesses relyon
a filtering system that tries to let through
only those leaclership candidates who have

the basic attributes necessary for the job.

"We shouldn't believe that a good CEO

[necessarily] makes a good president,"
Mukunda says, "but we should notice
that CEOs are selected through a process

that is far more careful and deliberate and
rationally destined to pick canclidates who

fit the job." Americans who pledge a fbndness for the
efectiveness of the business world could apply some

business-world wisdom to their own decision making
by picking leaders the way companies do: by favoring,
not punishing, candidates with pertinent experience.

ONBOARD THE PRESIDENT

A manual for newly elected presidents might include
the followingtips:

Previous success does not predict future
success. In fact, previous achievements may
impede progress as president. "The natural instinct
of a newly electeci presiclent is to approach the job
like they operated in their previous roles," says Mike
Leavitt, the former Utah governor anci chairman
of Romney's transition team. But the presidency is
unlike any previous job. The sooner presidents real-
ize that they are going to have to master new skills to
run an effective White House, the better. Every presi-
dent has to learn this, Leavitt says. "They know how
to get elected, but they have to learn how to govern."

Actions speak louder than words-or at least
they'remore important. Because rhetoric has been

the coin of the realm during the campaign, new presi-
clents fall into the trap ofthinking they can talk their
way around any problem. "The modem presidency is
not impossible," the political scientist Elaine Kamarck
writes in her book Wh2 Presidents FaiL "Bttt it does

require a reorientation of the presidenry itself-toward
the complex and boring business of government and

away from the preoccupation with communicating."

If you want to move fast, you first need to
move slow. This is especially hard medicine to take,
because presidents are so flushed with new power. On
Christmas morning, no one wantstowait forMom and

Dad to get up to open presents. Most new presidents
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campaigned on the idea that they would not fali prey
to tlre incumbent's sluggishness and lack ofwill.Things
will be diferent when I get to úou'n, they told their ador-
ing crowds. But there are no easy calls as president.
The system for presidential decision making,has to
be methodical, because presidential decisions are
uniquely dificult. "Nothing comes to my desk that is
perfectly solvable," Obama told Michael Lewis, writ-
ingfor Vanity Fair. "Otherwise, someone else would
have solved it. So you wind up dealing with probabili-
ties. Any given decision you make you'llwind up with a
30 to 4cl percent chance that it isn't going to work. You
have to own that and feel comfortable with the way
you made the decision. You can't be paraþed by the
fact that it might not work out ." ,

In many instances, a president makes a decision
without the certainÇthat comes fiom having done all
the work leading up to it. "What presidents do every
day is make decisions that are mostly thrust upon them,
the deadlines all too often outside oftheir control on
options mostly framed by others," Richard Neustadt,
whose memos on the presidenry have guided genera-
tions in the office, wrote. To rnake these decisions a

president needs to have space for reflection. "We used
to put time on his schedule just so that he could,think,"
Leon Panetta told me, referringto Bill Clinton.

Embracethebubble, Obama eventually came to
realize that he had to consider the "Barack Obama"
discussed in the press to be an entirely clifferent per-
son from himself to keep from becoming personally
invested in criticism. Presidents have to ignore the
reviews and the constant chatter; there is too much of
it, and too much of it is uninformed. If he can't ignore
the chatter, he needs to find a safe way to vent:'When
criticism got to him, Harry Tmman would write "long
hand spasms," splenetic outbursts that his staffwere
empowered to dispose of properly. To guard against
being out of touch, meanwhile, a president has to des-
ignate someone to tell him the truth and then believe
that person when he delivers unwelcome news. Can-
dor will be elusive in the Oval Office, where everyone's
instinct is to flatter the boss. "The subordinate needs
to be willing to tell the truth to power," former Defense
Secretary Robert Gates told me onFacethe NationlasT
May, "but the boss needs to be big enough to recog-
nize that person is actually trying to heìp them."

Trustyourstaff. Giventhe weight ofeverydecision,
and the fact that even good presidents can make bad
ones, the system that delivers a set of options to the
Resolute Desk has to be as solid as possible. Alterna-
tives have to be presented by staffers who have exper-
tise, unclerstand the president's mind, and can trust
that their work will be put before the president fairly.

"The first thing I think the American people should
be looking f'or is somebodythat can build ateam and
create a culture that knows howto organize and move
the ball down the field," Obama told me before the
zord election. "No nratter how good you are as presi-
dent, you are overseeing ... the largest organization on
Earth. And you can't do it all by yourself."
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Obama's prescription is similar to the road map drawn by H. R. Halde-
man, Nixon's chief of staft'for much of his adminisìration, who created the
template for the modern White House organization. Using his experience
as an advertising executive, he drew up a careful system to staffthe presi-
dency. "Nothing goes to the president that is not completely staffed out first
for accuracy and form, for lateral coordination, checked for relatecl materiai,
reviewed by cornpetent staffconcerned with that area, and all that is essen-
tial for Presidential attention," he wrote.

What Haldeman knew is that an office this complex can't have impro-
visational staffers-or an improvisational president. (An ironic bit of wis-
dom, given his fate and that of the Nixon administration, but no less valid
for that ignominy.) A president can of course overrule his staff, or change
his mind. But there needs to be a process, and a baseline ofconsistency.

"Unpredictability can be occasionally helpful," says Kenneth Duberstein,
who ser.¿ed as White House chief of stafffor Reagan. "But it can't be an
operating management style."

"It's like an air-traffic-control tower managing roo airplanes who think
they have an emergency and need to iand, now," says Leavitt, who also
served as secretary of health and human services under George W. Bush.

"To work well, the presidency has to have order and structure. To someone
supremely confident in their ability to instinctively knowthe answer to every
question, this could seem overly bureaucratic. However, when the process is
not allowed to operate, the consequence is a lot ofcrashes."

The crashes may not come immediatel¡ but they are inevitable, and
when they happen, a system fbr effective operation cannot be put in place
retroactively. This is perhaps the greatest looming challenge for the Trump
administration, which is stress-testing everything we know about the orderly
operation of a White House. "Ðffective government is like an airbag," says
Harvard's Mukunda. "You don't notice it most of the time, butwhen things
go wrong, you reaily want it to be there."

EmpoweryourCabinet. Even if his White House operation is zooming
safely down the interstate, a president can't make every decision from the
Oval Office. There's just too much to do. Instead, presidents should follow
Calvin Coolidge's model. "Perhaps one of the most important accomplish-
ments of my administration has been minding rny own business," he said.

In the modern executive branch, that means giving Cabinet sectetaries
some leash. George Shultz advised Donald Trump to resist letting the White
House dominate ever¡hing. "That has become a tendency, to put clecision
making and even operational things in the White House," says the former
secretary of state under Reagan and Treasury secretary under Nixon. "So
I would hope the president might say something like this: 'I consider my
Cabinet and sub-Cabinet people to be ny staff. Those are the people I'm
going to work with to develop policy. And they are the ones who are going to
execute it under my supervision. But they're going to execute it.' When you
do tl, at, you get good people, you get all people who have been confirmed by
the Senate, and you get better policy and you get better execution."

To allow this kind of delegation to take place, though, Americans will
have to give up their conception ofwhere the buck stops. lfa Cabinet ofÊcer
makes a bad decision, the president should fix it and the system should adapt.
But a president should not be held responsible for every decision made in
every corner of his administration, or he's liable to do as Carter did and try
to make every decision himself-an impossible task. The media, for their
part, will have to cover Cabinet officials in a substantive way and not just as

a source ofpalace intrigue. There are better uses ofshoe leather than sussing
out where, exactly, Rex Tillerson was sitting when he learned he'd been fired.

RADICATLY SIMPTIFY THE OFFICE
Delegation alone won't be enough, though. Mitch Daniels argues that the over-
load ofthe job can be solved onlybyradicallyparingitback. Thismight require
a break between the functional role ofthe job (defending the nation and build-
ing consensus tbr important legislation, the placeswhere the presidential brain



and only the presidential brain can be applied) and the ceremonial part ofthe
job (visiting disaster sites,lvelcoming NCAA champions). The latter category
might be impossible to lose altogether, but could probabiy be outsourcecl to
the vice president. A future president might also redeflne the role of the first
spouse, tasking her-or him-with more ofthe visiting and hosting. In his zorT
book,The Impossible Presidenc2, the University of Texas historian leremi Suri

goes so far as to suggest adding a European-style prime minister who could
take work offthe president's desk. "The next successfirl president is likelyto be

somebodywho concentrates relcntlcssly on a fewwell-chosen goals," I)aniels
says. "someone who makes it plain that 'there is only so much of
me and there are only so many days.We have bigproblems. it's not
that I don't care. I care deeply, butyotfre notgoing to see me doing
these things. You hirecì me to do a different job.'"

It's hard to imagine an American president speaking that
starklyto the American people. Then again, this may be another
way in which Trump, however accidentally, may have given the
country an opportunity to adclress a problem it has long ignored.
Some of Trump's norm-flouting has gotten him in trouble. On
other occasions, he's done the previouslyunimaginable-and the
world has kept spinning. Perhaps this might ernbolden the next
president to give an uncommon inaugural address:

My fellow Americans, for generations presidents have stood where
I stand now and built a tower of disappointment. They havc- stacked

promise upon promise. We will not juclge their heart. This great

conntry calls us all to be generous. But it is rrot generous to the insti-
tutions created by ow I;'ounders to stretch thcm beyond their limits. There-

fore, I will devote my presidency to two essential goals: ensuring your safety
and your prosperity. I will partake in no ceremony enjoyed by my prede-

cessors if it does not aligr-r with these goals. Instead, America will have the

pleasure of coming to knowmyvice presider-rt, Cabinet offi cials, and husband.

Congresstoowill enjoythe opportunityto showits generous temperamentbrz
returning to American government as an active and equal participant.

Cynics in the rnedia would roll their eyes. The opposing partywould accuse
the president of shirking her ciuties. But the American people might appreci-
ate the candor, the humility, and the pledge to focus on the work that matters.

WAKE CONGRESS FROM ITS SLUMBER
Another ofthe jobs the president could step back from is his hands-on legis-
Iative role. It's not a tasli the Framers intended, and it makes him a less, not
more, effective spur for Congress. "The legislative process sets you up for
failure," Dan Bartlett says. "The playbool< is: You start in the House, but that
pushes you [away frorn the center] and then the legislation gets defined that
way. If you try to only embrace the 'process' and not the actual law, Ilouse
members get upset. Then it goes to the Senate, and the bill gets more moder-
ate, at which point the president is accused ofnot having principles." Ifthe
president dicln't have to weigh in at every turn, Congress would be fbrced to
take the legislative lead, relieving pressure on the execulive ancl returning
to the model the Founders intendecl. The president could reserve his politi-
cal currency until the encl ofthe process, when a lot ofthe sticky issues have

been thought through. He would no longer engage as one ofmany grubby
negotiâtors, but with a preserved stature as the voice ofthe nation.

However the auo.. ortn"LpElJi.:Jy'.t':Ïåro*ltr,r.u, the pubtic and even
the prcsident's political opponents shouid allow him to relax. There is nothing
dumberthan the national fixationwith the president'svacation schedule. The
presidency never leaves the president. Even when he is on the golfcourse, he

has the work coursing through his head. Moments of escape are healthy.
Presidents have been denied the right to vacations, often by aspirants

for their job. Once again, Eisenhower knew what was right. In a letter to his

brother, written before he became president, Eisen-
hower said he had "thoroughlytested and proved the
virtues of a complete and absolute rest," promising
that he would take not fewerthan ro weeks ofvacation
a year,in order to hold offthe disease of "overwork."
(He came close to achieving his goal with frequent vis-
its to Gettysburg and Denver.)

Nixon, by contrast, quizzed his chiefofstaffabout
l-row little sle ep he could get and still function. No one

wants to follow the Nixon modeÌ on health manage-
ment. The stress ofthe job and his demons drove him
to drink ancl wancler the White House grounds and
the National Mall, dialing friends and adversaries
late at night. Haldeman's diaries are filled with daily
tetnperature readings ofthe volatile president, a psy-
chological decline that overtook the adrninistration.

REFORM¡NG THE PRESIDENCY is necessary, and
hard, because the Framers were unspecific about
how the office would operâte. That's why George
Washington was so conscious of the fact that his
every act would set a precedent tbr the office. It is
a job of stewardship. Since Washington, presidents
have tended to thc traditions and obligations set by
their predecessors and passed them on to the presi-
dents who came later. This promotes unity, continu-
ity, ancl stability. It also promotes bloat.

Washington would never recognize the office
now, though he could commiserate with its modern
occlrpant. "I greatly apprehencl that my Countrlrnen
will expect too much from me," he wrote his friencl
Edward Rutledge ínq9g. The modern president
faces the same challenge of fulfilling expectations,
but while Washington was conscious of not over-
stepping the boundaries of his office and making him-
self too big, the presidents who have corne after face
the opposite challenge: how not to seem too small for
an office that has grown solarge.W

John Dickerson is a co-anchor ofCBS This Morning
and a contributing editor øt The Atlantic.
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advancement in low-income communities and communities of
color. It now includes more than Z_5 current and former players,
led by a voting board ofrz. Late this fall, as the NFL grappled
with how to respond to the protesting players and the Trump
administration's unstinting attacks, the Players Coalition not
only defencled the right to protest but also helped persuade the
league to commit $89 million to social-justice causes.

Jenkins has had a busy year. He opened a.men's-wear store
in Philadelphia, welcorned his second daughter, made the pro
Bowl-and taunted Tom Brady when the New England patriots
quarterback dropped a pass on a trick play in the Super Bowl. He
spoke with me about political organizing, the tension in activ-
ism between collaboration and confrontation, giving and getting
concussions, and why he plays fbotball.

This interview has been shortened and cditedfor clarit2,

f"**rr¡¡ c$íS f** #*È ãnvcïâv*d urÍ*$+ p*iåeinç *trd *å$'¡*¡r s*¿råal-jx*tl*e
*$${.¡*c? I'd been vocal about police shootings and some of the
injustices in the country on social media, but that was it. Then at
the e spys in zot6, LeBron ]ames, Chris Paul, Dwyane Wade, and
Carmelo Anthony gave a speech calling athletes to action. We
had just seen the shootings of Alton Sterling, Philando Castile,
and the officers in Dallas, back to back to back. That was my boil-
ing point. I thought, I can't keep sittingbehind m1 phone, trjtingto
change things'tvith t 4o charttcters.
I have to get involyed. But I didn't
know what that would look like.

E)!d y*a* åhiiìk ãh$q^fÈ t*':ìe*qÌ

$s*s*es** * k*dï I remember my
dad always complaining about
getiing pulled over. I remember
the differences in school systems.
I remember seeing police offi cers,

not knowing their names, and
knowing that they were there
not to protect us, not to serve us,
but to watch us. Now, as an adult,
I'm seeing the symptoms of a

biggerproblem.

F"l¡:w elia* åfuf plây*r# **#låÀ:t¡$sr

*{}Èr'!s l$S#tÈ'Ì*rT It started with a group text. We had probably 6o
players on it, two or three guys from almost every team. In those
conversations, Anquan Boldin extended an invitation to come to
Capitol Hill to meet with legislators. Three other guys and I took
him up on the offer. We made the trip during the lzo16-17l sea-
son, then took another trip that March, zor7. Once we realizecl
how much influence we were able to have, how many meetings
we were able to get, we realized we could amplifu our voices if
we put them together.

'l#sre thcls* rs!e4ÌÈf *Ëå* with c*xgre**år**må $*æd*rx g:¡xcëa"r**ir¿¡¡f

That was our starting point because, quite frankly, we didn't
know where else to start. We got an idea of how slowly things
movc, and also how in politics things don't always make scnse.
Republicans, Democrats, it didn't matter-eúery single person
we metwith agreedtherewas a need forrefbrm. Whenwe asked
why it wasn't happening, it basically came down to politics.

So we tool< that same process to the state and local level.
We meet with grassroots organizers, legislators, and police

"l remember seeing
police officers ... atid
knowing thatthey
were there not to
protect us, not to serve
us, but to watch us."

departments, and push for bilÌs that are happening locally. We
realized that's where most things are happening anyway.

Y*¿*'r¡* heen *r+i**g tåzat åsr FfuÈ!*S*{#l,rii*" I reached out to the
police commissioner, Richard Ross Jr., and dicl a ride-along with
nembers of the police department. I dicln't expect us to have
one meeting and change the city. But I did leave with a better
understanding ofwhat the problem was, especially here in phila-
delphia, where a lot of it is systemic. It's not necessarily about the
individual. We get caught up on getting rid of the bad individual,
and not how the system encourages tl, em to act that way.

Ysx; $*tsr, å*a'**glrt ffiãì$- *q¡msxåçsi***r f{eigt*r #*rsids$fi æ*ç} t$r*
ffag*er ol+rrÏ+fl, "[*ffr*y La.{rie" {{s #1*et witlÌ êit* F*.r*tæ**i¡rhiæ
pr:rlic* *olr"r*ti*nlcn*r" xrrd ¡*e.xb$ie ¿l*È*erdcrye n* *r'e{â" They
wanted to know how they could support us and how we could
work together. So we said, "Come see why we're protesting;
come see whywe're making ali this noise." We said, "We're not
looking for permissìon to do anything. We've already been doing
this on our own. But if you want to understand what we're trying
to get accomplished, we invitc you to see for yourself firsthand."

#ã *s3r¡¡ïds 8*k* the HFLk reap:ol"i*;* t* È1,?# Fã*yer* #+*$itt¡*m &¡¡s
h**rr v*ri:1*i#*rsyrt{r*rs'¡ Ètx re*p*mt* È:r #*Ëiar Fï**¡**r*i*k, What
Colin has had to go through is just not right. Whether he can prove

it or not, everyone understancls
that his stance is the reason he
doesn't have a job. That said, this
movement has to continue. We
have to pick up the baton and run.
Whether the NFL truly wanted
to help, or whether they were
concerned about the bottom dol-
lar and wanted to move past the
negative publicity, they leaned in.

Wfo+¡t tire P'3Ë$,'n $## ¡r,¡iåÍie¡n

s+n:ffi itri'?#mÈ çça* *mm<ru¡r**d,
Tåt*re çr¡¡¡s $*Ë*ç¡h*çk Ér*t't.l se*l*
pfi*y*r* s¡¡hæ t¡æS $:¡**tr f*tr¡*$r¡*qd

år-¡ tËr* *+;*Ëtàüsr-å¡ rirsså l**8æl*ly
$irir läsi*. *f t*** $an Fr*¡t*åss;*
;å$er*_. wfu* ha* pr*t*st**f wîth

Ha*p*rr'tti*k *frtr*stfyon* qh* stãrì^ i4{'*å.*v#* *rlr5*ris*r!? Riglrt as
we got really close to fi.nishing the deal, we were surprised when
Eric and a fèw other guys decided to leave the coalition. I guess
they didn't like where it was at, even being part of the process.
We hacln't actually accepted the deal from the league yet. But
they left the coalition, the rest of us got on a call, everyone was
cool, and we moved on.

å"*æç* ?*¡$ *êìfk*ei t{r fäd}id? I haven't. I've been focused on getting
the coalition up and running. But we're all trying to get the same
things done. I think there will be room to mend that.

#* *r+y a*tlví*l rcl$v{ãrneffig" thêrek **k*t* *¡wer svhttãher (* he
***Ércs*îaqirrrl*f q*r **ll;:¡þçy*rtiv*. There's somethingto be learncd
from eachphilosophy. Whenwe were meetingwiththe league, we
recognized significant opportunity to collaborate, but we r¡nder-
stand that there have to be nonnegotiables. We are not watering
down the message for anything. There is a time to be stubbom, and
atime to negotiate. Welearn fromthosewhohave donethat before.
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TLs* 1iq*åoe 4!snôF i¡r.'a i,*¡.* ,r**++xr *rrnsany?;1¡ \ \{ r-*gr i¡ñ.-ç.ì tJ¡ 6Ài F +ûFf Í¡ur ivqs¡ s'

s.$e$ws" Yeah.

ã$c¡È $lk{e* *ü*r*rs. Èåfuü "Ë#Þ'ry;üiTs$, tlftçe s*i.* th;*t e¿a'rs **ì $r*¡*
Éslræ{iír¡l**ing.${,,i,,T#hägwr}LEIúVtt*trtlllï.*.ð"r¡¡å}+ysñIaiL.i ?rh*
s*yù" "l ri¡rñnl ï¡$ Sst årì\i¡:$vs$" fu*q l\* \¡dÈ¡yyi,)d æher+lå nry ii:h"?
I understancl that situation. That's why we've tried to create a

safer environment for getting invoÌved. It doesn't have to be
controversial. You can get involved with a social-media cam-
paign;you call get involved with signing your name to an op-ed,
or writing a letter, or sitting down with police. You don't have to
take a knee to be a part oflthe movement.

TVÞ:*lx ti¡* FËfl$*"x c¡lspr.TìiÈ¡ìrs$È qç{,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,È*; xy¡¡r*q¡r'å***, Vüií ',..:rci ya3#

rw*rllütd rË*p r*isi+'rç y<iur fÍxt i*i.lri*ç th* **ttë:*:c.l:. Vflty l**r*r g*x
rati*iwg yr**r Éf *t Èrr ?Þt+; firs¡¿ g-r$a*+T I raised my fist because I
unclerstood the significance and the history ofthat gestrue. The
Olympics, Tommie Smith and ]ohn Carlos [who gave the black-
power salute at the 1968 Games]-no one could misconstrue the
significance. I saw Colin sitting, and no one knew the story, so his
story was told for him. [I(aepernick began his protest by sitting
during the anthem but switched to kneeling after a member of
the military suggested that itwould be a more respectful gesturc.l

I wanted to be clear. But there was always an end goal. I
wasn't demonstrating for the sake of demonstrating. It's not
just the rnoney but the initiative; the NFL has this huge platfbrm,
and they're using it to talk about issues. Now all of the suclden
we have everybody's eyes. With that in place, I feit comfort-
able moving on from the dernonstration to holding the league
accountable for all the things they've committed to.

X"*¡* rwu*ti*¡¡*s$ å¿t':: l"ll¿åe¡ry *f 3lr* *ivËi'rlpåtts il'¡*v*m**t" iìn.*¿
ci*". y** knerr+ ixï I read up on people who have done this before. I
probably need to read a little more. A lot of times I'll listen to old
speeche s on YouTube-Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, atrd
Fred Hampton, a leader in the Black Panther movement. They
could give those speeches today and theywould be relevant.

"il* y*u, wsåræt dq¡ g*el$i+* ****lil'+t*f*!fity "r*d fr*tt*p*r+**y l**år
ãíkæT ffik*t *t* y<tx åfuiiruTe g*a: +s*er reas*x;..¡bty **":+nrpåi*i.,:î

It's pretty simple. If there's a shooting or something
that didn't neecl to happen, we want law-enforcement
officers to be heicl accountable, just like any other citi-
zen would be. When there is corruption in a police
department, we want [the department] to be held
accountable. But at the same time, we don't want to
isolate the police. It's not an attack on the police; we
need to rebuild the relationship between our corunu-
nities and law enforccment, rebuild that trust.

We've been interacting with this group out of
Florida called nrrs IRacial Intelligence Training
ancl Engagementl Acaclemy. We're trying to fig-
ure oút what the best practices are when it comes
to training oflìcers to engage in the community, to
understand themselves and some of the trauma
they've been going through, to make sure they can
properly do their job and treat everybody with the
same respect.

The police go through trauma) too. They're see-
ing victims, r6-year-old kids being shot-they see
that, and before they can even process that and deal
with that as a human being, they have to go on to the

next call, and the next call, and the next call. Mental health is
not something that they think about, or that they deal with as a

department. So with the nrrn training, before officers even go
out, they have to do a self-evaluation ofwhere they are that day
and know where their trigger points are. That's an approach I
hadn't thought about, and I thought it was pretty brilliant.

Tt:* N$rì- J*"'3* F¡:r*ttttt l:i;¿**s" ;¡*d ÈÞ+q* *t*:r."*¡:¡t*#t l* erfuwå*r**f y
åfri*;+lt iå¡r¡¡r;lí**n*l*r*i, #r, 1.. :, , r , it.:k* *ny r:ff "'rrI I ¿: r##*h $riÍ q#

whå*e ¡;l*v*rr? I think it should be African American-led. But I
also think we necd support fiom everyone. Look at lNew York

Jets qu¿rrterbacl<l Josh McCown, IPhiladelphia Eagles defensive
endl Chris Long-these issues don't necessarily afïect them,
but they see injustices. We extencl the invitation to anyone wiro
wants to join. Those two happen to be the only two Caucasians
who've come to the table, but a ton ofpeople are getting invoh'ed.
We had the Pistons head coach, Stan Van Gundy, commending
us, which is big. He's supporting us. That's all we're asking ibr.

Yc]Ì;'v* ilr*trs$***sÌ qfu* 14$lÁ í¡ *qrr¡r;rle t:f fint**. **r ytur rr*rk ræåt$*

.&Thtst#* *r#ffi {3T5:u:r ì*atåri*v3 We're starting those conversations.
First we had to get our own house in order. But we're talking to
coaches in the NBA, players in the NBA, a couple of guys in MLB.

$c'a {r"rr*rag $r¿¡çv" ån * s*fi**, "ålrrru¡sk ¿lgËfts*¿$ *cc**sr*å**Ë es+q$

*rwpl$fi**i åh*se ss¡:{r*Ès*åi*ffis, It wasn't the fìrst time he said
something crazy.l didn't take it too personally, because t had
aheacly dealt with plenty of backlash on social media. I think
what you saw was locker rooms getting upset and getting behind
their teammates, I think it was a wake-up cail to come to our
defense. Because up until that point they hadn't.

å#Ê+pl lcir.ì* *É år**fu¡i¡çi*iT '¡S*rii y*+e *v*r to¡*ry*,** e***t #
pers*:r**il *s^ ;tr*È*ssi{3**! **¡)l? There were threats to me and my
fämily-and brands and sponsors that didn't want to work with
me, because of my political stance. Al1 of that was to be under-
stood when I stepped into this realm. To me, that's worth it.

$ *t+s* ar,¡¡ hr*n#;; åfu*È **r*'t w*r.+t å* *e¡*¡yfu u,ìth p**.l All the time.
I'm a Pro Bowl player, just won the Super Bowl. I should be able to
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get almost any endorsement that I want, but oftentimes we get to
the table and someone says, "We don't want to use him, because
of all the things that are going on, maybe at a later time when it's
died down." I've heard that a lot. But it's to be understood.

YE¡si ¡"Ìilue a fas$'tirrtt [Éns. bHhn{ is ;È æb#{ìt fåsl,oion tl't*t y*u en¡'oy?
Fashion to me is trends-it's what other people are wearing; it's
what's hot this season. I'm not as interested in that. Style to me is
pcrsonal. Style is what cach individual has. When somcone finds
their own personal style and they own it, they look good in it, no
rnatter what it is. That's what I enjoy. I found my own style, and
it feels good when I can sit down with a client and figure out what
they like and builcl that into a suit.

f#tuc*¡* c$td y$år st€¡rÈ ¡::lnyíttç fr¡¡etå**lf ? I grew up playing in the
streets. We played two-hand touch from streetpole to street pole.
That's how I learned the game. When we got old enough to play
Pop Warner, I was a little bigger than the rest of my friencls, so
everybody else was in a younger league. I thought, This sucks.sol
quit. But when I got home I realized everyone else was at practice.
Then the next year, I still didn't really like it. Coaches yell at you,
make you run laps. It wasn't fun,
so I quit again. But as I grew and
learned more about the game,
howtoplayit, I stuckwithit and
startecl to excel.

traumas, smaller traumas here and there. But what this has offered
my family, what I've been able to do from a platform stanclpoint-
everything that this game has given me is well worth the risk. Now,
if I get to a point where that scale tips the other way, then I will
gracefully bow out. I think every player has to make that decision
ou their own.

#* y** ev*r rwt*rry x$*irt gíving **m***ai*n*? #rlr-Én6 che S*per
ñ*wâ. y+rc ¡iut a Í*g*å *rit ** tFotri*t# #rîd* re*¡*iver] ffirandäm
*<¡<¡kç, *mq:Ë he w{*mî €iü"r¿¡t,r, çtr{itô$r¡*#" tfu*r* wcç ü rt+#nrõxle
rçår*ffi Ë ir*fd nry å*rq*ætk, ìA{}t*qk ç¡ciøç tfurca.+gh y*ur atti*l*å a{
thäf p*íålâf You never want to see a guy get a concussion. But at
the end of the day, it's a part of the game. Ten times out of 10, I
wouldn't clo anlthing different. My dad always told me that you
have to play hard and as fast as you can, because ifyou play not
to get hurt, that's when you get hurt. I play the game full speed.
After nine years in the league, I've completely changed the way
I tackle and approach ballcarriers, because I was taught a better,
safer way. I don't worry about giving anybody else a concussion,
because most times I'm not trying to hit gu1's intheirhead anyway,
because that usually hwts me as well. [Laughs)

So y*t* fumv* **y gllxl* ** w*ünd

whtln g*u st*f* ìårit6 fÍ'¡* fÈe$et,

heçåd*s wtllní*g åÈ:* g*rne?
b$irat ** yol* t*11 y*xnw*!f?
There are banners on either side
of Lincoln Financial Field. On
one side, you have the team
banners, so you have the 196o
championship-that was before
the Super Bowl was around-then
you got all thc NFC confcrencc
championships. I always look up
there, and I want our team to be
up there in the banners, because
they don't take those down. Then

Þ,flty d* y*w Ë*$*y f**tb¡*Î$ m*qe¡?

K{*r*t d* y*a,r tåf** åb${st it? V#u
#ã!'¡ æåïåqrÉ*ls '"ÈÍtre r**attirg," I've
played this game plenty of
times for free. Now the money
is just offsetting the damage
it's doing to my body. lLaughsl
But this game teaches you so
much. Look at the dynamics of
a locker room. You've got guys

"You never want to
see a guy get a
concussion. But at
the end ofthe day,
it's a part of the game.
Ten times out of
1O, I wouldn't do
anything different."

fiom all over the country, all
different races, religions, back-
grounds, and you put them on
one team, and they're forcecl to
worktogether. They're all playingwith one goal, and that's towin.

You prepare everyweek, you see what the result is on Sunday,
you evaluate, and then you prepare again. You do it over and over
again. That process is ofientimes how I go about life outside of
football as well: I come up with a plan, I preppre, I go out, I see
what happens, I evaluate, and I start over.

fh*t Ìl**k*r-rep**t dy*æx'tit; yclw deserìäå*sl*ç***g:H* fno*t æif* r{å€-

{er*nt b**kçr*q"x*rds wc}ski{.!# tsS*thq}r*s*r¡md* {{ke a beauti.
$ul and åqt#*$íxeq! r*aay arÉ ***ing åhing*" ffi$å it ägå$ seems lÊke a
reeipe for teiÌ$ión. Yeah. Tension is inevitable. But how do you
deal with that tension? At the end of the day, you've still got to
play a game. Ancl it prepares you, because now you also know
how to deal with conflict. When you don't agree-which you
won't always-will you be able to buy into the game plan anyway
and still be able to execute your job, or will the team fall apartl

8tk *'rärd È{i e#äå< *àt$q¡g f**fh*t* t$:eoe <tmys r+*ekr*¡.¡t r¿rlkÊft{* *åx}å.tt

****q*s*$$ns. S* ltgtt w*rey æfu**t th*r*? No, not really. Like
an¡hing, you weigh risk versus reward. I've only had one major
concussion in my entire career. I'm sure there have been other

I lookto the other side, and it's got
the Ring of Honor-all the great
Eagles players, the legends-and I
want my name on that side of the

stadium as well. So that's my goal. In any game, I think, What do
I want the memoryt ofthis game to be? lt's got to be epic every time
I step onto the field. Doesn't always happen, but that's my goal.

Sr* gru,r ir**t wer* fÍ'l* $rup*r *rxse*[. Y**r #43T åtì* fusnneE, It's been
a party ever since.

You +erl*g tfuir part? Tlt* nx*r*t*g s$rsåwç" the c*ãehrst*¡*n" å$te

paree*e? Yeah. This is what you work for. The trophy is one
thing, but reallyyou work for the feeling. I won a Super Bowl my
first year in New Orleans, and I was so young, I couldn't really
appreciate it. After the season was over, I didn't really do a whole
bunch ofpartying ancl celebrating; I just sort ofwent back into
resting. Eight years lat er,l'mlike, Man,I wish I enjoyedthat more.
This time around, I wanted to make sure. In a couple months,
we'll be putting that trophy on a shclfl and getting back to the
grind ofstarting over. ffil

Louisa Thomas is the øuthor oftwo books, most recently Lotisa
The Extraordinary Life of Mrs. Adams. She is a contrihutor to
NentYorker.com.
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every wity-humaÍt
societv is unpreparecl

ftrr the rise o1'
artificial intelligence.

BY HENRY A. KISSINGER

TI.IREE YEARS AG o, at a conference
on transatlantic issues, the subject of
artificial intelligence appeared on the
agenda. I was on the verge of skipping
that session-it lay outside my usual
concerns-but the beginning of the
presentation held me in my seat.

The speaker described the workings
of a computer program that would soon
challenge international champions in the
game Go. I was amazed that a computer
colild master Go, which is more complex
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than chess. In it, each player deploys r8o
or r81 pieces (depending onwhich color he
or she chooses), placed altemately on an
initially empty board; victory goes to the
side that, by makíng better strategic deci
sions, irnrnobilizes his or her opponent by
more effectively controlling territory.

The speaker insisted that this abil-
ity could not be preprogrammed. His
machine, he said, learned to master Go
by training itselfthrough practice. Given
Go's basic rules, the computer played
innumerable games against itself, Iearn-
ing fiom its mistakes and refining its
algorithms accordingly. In the process, it
exceeded the skills ofits human mentors.
And indeed, in the months following the
speech, an AI program named AlphaGo
would clecisively defeat the world's great-
est Go players.

As I listened to the speaker celebrate
this technical progress, my experience
as a historian and occasional practicing
statesman gave me pause. What would
be the impact on history of selfJearning
machines-machines that acquired
knowledge by processes particular to
themselves, and applied that knowledge
to ends for which there nray be no cat-
egory of human understandingl Wor.rlcì

these machines learn to communicate
with one anotherl How would choices
be made among ernerging options? Was
it possible that human history might go

the way of the Incas, facecl with a Spanish
culture incomprehensible and even awe-
inspiring to theml Were we at the edge of
a new phase of human history?

Aware of rny lack of technical compe-
tence in this field, I organized a number
of informal dialogues on the subject, with
the advice and cooperation of acquain-
tances in technology and the humanities.
'I'hese discussions have caused my con-
cerns to grow.

Heretofore, the technological advance
that most altered the course of modern
history was the invention of the printing
press in the r5th century, which allowed
the search for empirical knowledge to
supplant liturgical doctrine, and the Age
ofReason to gradually supersede the Age
of Religion. Individual insight and scien-
tific knowledge replaced faith as the prin-
cipal criterion of human consciousness.
Information was stored and systematized
in expanding libraries. The Age ofReason
originated the thoughts and actions that
shaped the contemporary world order.

DISPAICHES

But that order is now in upheaval
amid a new, even more sweeping techno-
logical revolution whose consequences
we have failed to fully reckon with, and
whose culmination may be a world rely-
ing on machines powered by data and
algorithms and ungoverned by ethical or
philosophical norms.

T HË INTERNET AGE in which we
I already live prefigures some of the

questions and issues thatAI will only make
more acute. The Enlightenment sought to
submit traditional verities to a liberated,
analytic human reason. The internet's
purpose is to ratify knowledge through
the accumulation and manipulation of'
ever expanding data. Human cognition
loses its personal character. Individuals
tum into data, and data become regnant.

Users of the internet
emphasize retrieving and
manipulating information
over contextualizing or
conceptualizing its mean- |
ing. They rarely interro- I
gatehistoryorphilosophy; I
as a rule, they dernand Iinformation relevant to
their immediate practi-
cal needs. In the process,
search-engine algorithms
acquire the capacity to predict the preÊ
erences of individual clients, enabling
the algorithms to personalize results and
make them available to other parties for
political or commercial purposes. Truth
becomes relative. Information threatens
to overwhelmwisdom.

Inundated via social media with the
opinions of multitudes, users are diver-
ted from introspection; in truth rnany
technophiles use the internet to avoid
the solitude they dreacl. All of these
pressures weaken the fortitude required
to develop and sustain convictions that
can be implemented only by travel-
ing a lonely road, which is the essence
ofcreativity.

The impact of intemet technology on
politics is particularly pronounced. The
ability to target micro-groups has bro-
ken up the previous collsensus on priori-
ties by permitting a focus on specialized
purposes or grievances. Political leaders,
overwhelmed by niche pressures, are
deprived of time to think or reflect on
context, contracting the space available
for them to develop vision.

The digitaì world's emphasis on speed
inhibits reflection; its incentive empowers
the radical over the thoughtf'ul; its values
are shaped by subgroup consensus, not by
introspection. For all its achievements,
it runs the risk of turning on itself as its
impositions overwhelm its conveniences.

n s rHE INTERNET and increasecl
Il .o-pu'ng power nave racrl*ared tne
accumulation and analysis of vast clata,
unprecedented vistas for human uncler-
standing have emerged. Perhaps most
significant is the project ofproducing arti-
ficial intelligence-a technology capable of
inventing and solving complex, seemingly
abstract problems byprocesses that seem
to replicate those ofthe human mind.

This goes far beyond automation as

we have known it. Auton-ration deals with

We must expect Al to make
mistakesfaster-and of
greater magn¡tude-than
humans do.

means; it achieves prescribed objectives
by rationalizing or mechanizing instru-
ments for reaching them. AI, by contrast,
deals with ends; it establishes its own
objectives. To the extent that its achieve-
ments are in part shaped by itself, AI is
inherently unstable. AI systems, through
their very operations, are in constant flux
as they acquire and instantly analyze new
data, then seek to improve themselves on
the basis ofthat analysis. Through this
process, artificiai intelligence develops an
ability previously thought to be reserved
for human beings. It makes strategic juclg-
ments about the future, some based on
data received as code (for example, the
rules of a game), and some based on data
it gathers itself (for example, by playing
r million iterations of a game).

The driverless car illustrates the
difference between the actions of tra-
ditional hunran-controlled, software-
powered computers and the universe AI
seeks to navigate. Driving a car requires
judgments in rnultiple situations impos-
sible to anticipate and hence to program
in advance. What would happen, to use
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a well-known hypothetical example, if
such a car were obliged by circumstance
to choose between killing a grandparent
and killing a child? Whom would it
choose? Whyì Which factors among its
options would it attempt to optimize? And
could it explain its rationale? Challenged,
its truthful answer would likely be, were
it able to communicate: "I don't know
(because I am following mathemåtical,
not human, principles)," or "You would
not understand (because I have been
trained to act in a certain way but not to
explain it)." Yet driverless cars are likely
to be prevalent on roads within a decade.

Heretofore confined to specific fields
ofactivity, AI research now seeks to bring
about a "generally intelligent" AI capable
of executing tasks in multi¡rle fields. A
growing percentage of human activity
will, within a measurable time period, be
driven by AI algorithms. But these algo-
rithms, being mathematical interpreta-
tions ofobserved data, do not explain the
underlying reality that produces rhem.
Paradoxically, as the world becomes
more transparent, it will also become
increasingly mysterious. What will dis-
tinguish that newworld from the one we
have known? How wiil we live in itl How
will we manage AI, improve it, or at the
very least prevent it from doing harm,
culminating in the most onrinous con-
cern: that AI, by mastering certain com-
petencies more rapidly and definitively
than humans, could over time climinish
human competence ancl the human con-
dition itself as it turns it into data.

I RTIFTcTAL TNTELLTGENCE will
!l in time bring extraordinary benefits
to medical science, clean-energy provi-
sion, environmental issues, and many
other areas. But precisely because AI
makes judgments regarding an evolving,
as-yet-undetermined future, uncertainty
and ambiguity are inherent in its results.
There are three areas ofspecial concern:

First, that AI may achieve unintendecl
results. Science fiction has imagined
scenarios ofAI turning on its creators.
More likely is the danger that AI will mis-
interpret human instructi<¡ns clue to its
inherent lack ofcontext. A famous recent
example was the AI chatbot called Tay,
designed to generate friendly conversa-
tion in the language pattems of a r9-year-
old girl. But the machine proved unable
to define the imperatives of "friendly"

TECHNOLOGY

and "reasonable" language installed by
its instructors and instead became rac-
ist, sexist, and otherwise inflammatory
in its responses. Some in the technology
world claim that the experiment was ill-
conceived and poorly executecl, but it illus-
trates an underlying ambiguity: To what
extent is itpossible to enable AI to compre-
hend the context that informs its instruc-
tionsì What medium could have helped
Tay define for itself offensive, a word upon
whose meaning humans do not universally
agreel Canwe, atan earlystage, detect and
correct anAlprogram that is acting outsicle
ou¡ framework of expectation? Orwill AI,
left to its own devices, inevitably develop
slight deviations tìat could, over time, cas-
cade into catastrophic departures?

Second, that in achieving intended
goals, AI may change human thought

processes and human values. AlphaGo
defeated the world Go champions bymak-
ing strategically unprecedented moves-
moves that humans had not conceived and
have not yet successfully leamed to over-
come. Are these moves beyond the capac-
ity of the human brainì Or could humans
learn them now that they have been dem-
onstrated by a new master?

Before AI began to play Go, the game
had varied, layered purposes: A player
sought not only to win, but also to learn
new strategies potentially applicable to
other of life's dimensions. For its part,
by contrast, AI knows only one purpose:
to win. It "learns" not conceptually but
rrathematically, by marginal adjustments
to its algorithms. So in iearning to win Go

by playing it differently than humans do,
AI has changed both the game's nature and
its impact. Does this single-minded insis-
tence on prevailing characterize all AI?

Other AI projects work on modifizing
human thought by developing devices
capable ofgenerating a range ofanswers to
human queries. Beyond factual questions
("What is the temperature outside?"),
questions about the nature of reality or
the meaning of life raise deeper issues. Do
we want children to learn values through
discourse with untethered algorithmsl
Should we protect privacy by restricting
AI's learning about its questionersl If so,
how do we accomplish these goals?

If AI learns exponentially faster than
humans, we must expect it to accelerate,
also exponentially, the trial-and-error
process by which human decisions are
generally made: to make mistakes faster
and of greater magnitude than humans
do. It may be impossible to temper those
mistakes, as researchers in AI often sug-
gest, by including in a program caveats
requiring "ethical" or "reasonable" out-
comes. Entire academic disciplines have
arisen out of humanity's inability to agree
upon how to define these terrns. Should
AI therefore become their arbiter?

Third, that AI may reach intended
goals, but be unable to explain the
rationale fbr its conclusions. In certain
fields-pattern recognition, big-data
analysis, gaming-AI's capacities already
may exceed those of humans. If its com-
putational power continues to cornpound
rapidly, AI may soon be able to optimize
situations in ways that are at least margìn-
ally different, and probably significantly
different, from how humans would opti-
mize them. But at that point, will AI be
able to explain, in a way that humans can
understand, why its actions are optimall
Or wiil AI's decision making surpass the
explanatory powers of human language
and reason? Through all human history,
civilizations have created ways to explain
the world around them-in the Middle
Ages, religion; in the Enlightenment,
reason; in the rgth century, history; in the
zoth century, ideology. The most difficult
yet important question about the world
into which we are headed is this: What
will becorne of human consciousness if
its own explanatory power is surpassed
by AI, and societies are no longer able to
interpret the world they inhabit in terms
that are meaningful to them?
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How is consciousness to be defined in
a world of machines that reduce human
experience to mathematical data, inter-
preted by their own memoriesì Who is
responsible for the actions of AI? How
should liability be determined for their
mistakes? Can a legal system designed
by humans keep pace with activities pro-
duced by an AI capable ofoutthinking
and potentially outmaneuvering them ?

I I LTIMATELY, TIIE TEF.}/I artifcial
U intelligencc may be a misnomer. To be

sure, these machines can solve complex,
seemingly abstract problems that had pre-
viously yielded only to human cognition.
But what they do uniquely is not thinking
as heretofore conceived and experienced.
Rather, it is unprecedented men-rorization
and computation. Because of its inherent
superiorityin these fields, AI is likelyto win
any game assigned to it. But for our pur-
poses as humans, the games are not only
about winning; they are about thinking.
By treating a mathematical process as if it
were a thought process, and either trying
to mimic that process ourselves or merely
accepting the results, we are in danger
oflosing the capacity that has been the
essence of human cognition.

The implications of this evolution are
shown by a recently designed program,
AlphaZero, which plays chess at a level
superior to chess masters ancl in a style
not previousiy seen in chess history. On
its own, in just a few hours of self-play, it
achieved a level of skill that took hurnan
beings r,5oo years to attain. Only the
basic rules of the game were provided
to AIphaZero. Neither human beings
nor human-generated data were part of
its process of self-learning. If AlphaZero
was able to achieve this mastery so rap-
idly, where wrll AI be in f,ve years? What
will be the impact on human cognition
generally? What is the role of ethics in this
process, which consists in essence ofthe
acceleration of choicesì

Typically, these questions are left to
technologists and to the intelligentsia of
related scientific fìelds. Philosophers and
others in the field of the humanities who
helped shape previous concepts ofworld
order tend to be disadvantaged, lacking
knowledge of AI's mechanisms or being
overawed by its capacities. In contrast, the
scientific world is impelled to explore the
technical possibilities of its achievements,
and the technological world is preoccupied

IECHft|OLOGY

with commercial vistas of fabulous scale.
The incentive of both these worlds is to
push the limits of discoveries rather than
to comprehend them. And governance,
insofar as it deals with the subject, is more
likely to investigate AI's applications for
security and intelligence than to explore
the transformation of the human condi-
tion that it has begun to produce.

The Enlightenment started with
essentially phiÌosophical insights spread
by a new technology. Our period is mov-
ing in the opposite direction.Ithas gener-
ated a potentially dominating technology
in search of a guiding philosophy. Other
countries have made AI a major national
project. The United States has not yet, as

a nation, systernatically explored its ftrll
scope, studied its implications, or begun

the process of ultimate learning. This
should be given a high national priorit¡
above all, from the point ofview ofrelat-
ing AI to humanistic traditions.

AI developers, as inexperienced in
politics and philosophy as I am in tech-
nology, should asl< themselves some of
the questions I have raised here in order
to build answers into their engineering
eforts. The U.S. government should con-
sider a presidential commission of emi-
nent thinkers to help develop a national
vision. This much is certain: If we do not
start this effort soon, before long we shall
discover that we started too late. Zl

Henry A, Kissinger served asnational-
security adviser ønd seøetaty ofstate to
Presidents RiclmrdNixon and Gerald Ford.

. VERY SHORI BOOK EXCERP?

Penguin Prostitutes

"" .5.,

THOUGH PEftGUII{$ HAVE ËIEl.¡ held up as

models of traditional Christian family value$, some
of tlreir sexual activities would challenge êven the
most liberal of human commun¡ties. Nearly a third
of fena'le Hunrboldt penguins cheat on their pãrtnêr,
in many cases with a member of the same sex. One
in 10 female Adélie penguins has a bit on the side.

Penguins are also, according lo Lloycl S¡:errcer
Davis of the University of Otago. in New Zealand,
one of the onfy animals on the planet to have
turned to prostitution. Toward the end of the brief
summef seêsÕfl on the Ailtârct¡c penin$ul¿¡, a$

the weather warms, the penguins' simple stone
nests face the danger of becorning flooded, so the
fernales go on the hunt for fresh pebbles to shore
up the¡r parental investment. Stealing is rife. arrd
scuffles are commonplace. Son¡e sneaky fem;rles
have learned to avoid getting beaten up by ¡:os-
sessive pebble owners by targeting the nests
of unsuccessful males living at the edge.of the
colony. With no parental duties. these singletons
are free to go on pebble-hunting sprees and amass
veritable stone castles. They are also extremely
desperate to spread their seed.

Tlie sly fenrale shuffles up with a cleep bow and a
coquett¡sh sideways glance, as if she war¡ts to copu-
late with hìm. The sex ìs a swift affair; nrany of the
inexperienced males misfire and miss lheir target.
The female then tocldles back ta her nest with a pil-
fered pebble ín her beak. Sorne especially cunníng
females flirt but skip the sex part, and sirnply make
off with â stone. One particularly effective hustler
was recorded swipirrg 62 pebbles within an hor"rr.

. Adapted frorll. The Truth
AbgutÁnimã¡se Stoned
Slotfi s, l"ovelor¡ llippos,
and Oúber Ïales From tÀe
wiLd Side ot WâId¡ife, by
Lucy Cooke, published by
Easic Books in Ápr{l
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THE
ARISTOGRAGY

ts
DEAD...

For about a week everyyear in my childhood, I was a member of
one of America's fading aristocracìes. Sometimes around Chrisþ
mas, more often onthe Fourth ofJuly, myfamilywould take up res-
idence at one ofmy grandparents' country clubs in Chicago, palm
Beach, or Asheville, North Carolina. The breakfast buffets we¡e
magnificent, and Grandfatherwas a jovial host, always readywith
a familiar story, rarely missing an opportunity for gentle instruc-
tion on proper club etiquette. At the age ofrr or rz, I gatherecl from
him, between his puffs of cigar smoke, that we owed our weeks of
plentyto Great-Grandfather, Colonel RobertW. Stewart, a Rough
Rider with Teddy Roosevelt who made his fortune as the chair-
man of Standard Oil of Indiana in the t9zos. I was also given to
understand that, for reasons traceable to some ancient and incom-
prehensible dispute, the Rockefellers were the nrortal enemies of
our clan. Only mr-rch later in life did I learn that the stories about
the Colonel and his tangles with titans fell far short of the truth.

At the end of each week, we would return to our place. My real-
itywas the aggressivelymiddle-classworld of r96os and '7os U.S.
military bases and the communities around them. Life was good
there,too, butthe pizza came from a box, ancl. itwas LucþCharms
for breakfast. Our glory pe aked on the day my parents came home
with a zøur Volkswagen camper bus. As I got older, the holiday
pomp of patriotic luncheons and bridge-playing rituals came to
seem faintly ridiculous and even ofensive, like an endless birth-
day parÇ for people whose chief accomplishment in life was just
showingup.I belonged to anewgeneration that believed in getting
ahead through merit, and we defined merit in a straightforward
way: test scores, grades, competitive résumé-stufing, supremacy
in board games and piclcup basketball, and, of course, working for
our keep. For me that meant taking on chores for the neighbors,
punching the clock at a local fast-food restaurant, and collecting
scholarships to get through college and graduate school. I came
into many advantages by birth, but money was not among them.

I've joined a new aristocracy now, even if we still call ourselves
meritocratic winners. If you are a typical read.er of The Atlantic,

The meritocratic class has mastered the old trick of consoli-
dating wealth and passing privilege along at the expense ofother
people's children. We are not innocent bystanders to the growing
concentration of wealth in our time. We are the principal accom-
plices in a process that is slowly strangling the economy, destabi-
lizing American politics, and eroding democracy. Our delusions
ofmerit now prevent us fron recognizing the nature ofthe prob-
lem that our emergence as a class represents. rûVe tend to think
that the victims of our success are just the people excluded from
the club. But history shows quite clearly that, in the kind of game
we're playing, everybody loses badly in the end.

THE
DISGREET
GHARIVI

OF
THE
9.9

PERCEIIT

Let's talk first about money-even if money is only one part of
what makes the new aristocrats special. There is a fämiiiar story
about rising inequality in the United States, and its stock charac-
ters are well known. The villains are the fossil-fueled plutocrat,
the Wall Street fat cat, the callow tech bro, ancl the rest of the
so-called top I percent. The good guys are the 99 percent, other-
wise known as "the people" or "the middle class." The arc ofthe
narrative is simple: Once we were equal, but now we are dividecl.
The story has a grain of truth to it. But it gets the characters and
the plot wrong in basic ways.

It is in fact the top o.r percent who have been the big winners
in the growing concentration ofwealth overthe pasthalfcentury.
According to the UC Berkeley economists Emmanuel Saez and
Gabriel Zucman, the 16o,ooo or so householcls in that group
held zz percent of America's wealth in zorz, up from 10 percent
in r.963. lfyou're looking for the kind of moneythat can buy elec-
tions, you'll find it inside the top o.r percent alone.

Every piece ofthe pie picked up by the o.r percent, in relative
terms, had to come from tìe people below. But not everyone in the

99.9 percentgaveup aslice. Onlythoseinthe bottom 9o percentdid.
you may well be a member too. (And if you're
not a member, myhope is thatyou will find the
story ofthis new class even more interesting-if
also more alarmìng.) To be sure, there is a lot to
admire about my new group, whicl, I'll call-for
reasons you'll soon see-the 9.9 percent. We've

A TAIE OF THREE GTASSES (Fisure r)
The 9.9 percent hold most of the wealth in the United States.

rKÌï

dropped the old dress codes, put our faith in 60?6

facts, and are (somewhat) more varied in skin
tone and ethnicity. People like me, who have
waning memories of life in an earlier ruling
caste, are the exception, not the rule.

By any sociological or financial measure,
it's good to be us. It's even betterto be our kids.
In our health, family life, friendship networks, 2õì¿

and level of education, not to mention money,
we are crushing the competition below. But
we do have a blind spot, and it is located right
in the center ofthe mirror: We seem to be the
last to notice just how rapidly we've morphed,
or what we've morphed into.
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At theirpeak, in the mid-r98os, people inthis group held 35 percent
ofthe nation'swealth. Three decades laterthathad tällen rzpoints-
exactly as nruch as the wealth ofthe o.r percent rose.

In between the top o.1 percent ancl the bottom 9o percent is

a group that has been doing just fine. It has held on to its share
of a growing pie decacle after decade. And as a group, it owns
substantially more wealth than do the other two combined. In
the tale ofthree classes (see Figure r), it is represented by tire
gold linc floating high and stcady while thc othcr two dul<c it out.
Yc¡u'll fìnd the new aristocrarcy there. We are the 9.9 percent.

So what kind of characters are we, the 9.9 percent? We are
mostly not like those flamboyant political mar-ripuiators fiom the
o.r percent. We're a well-behaved, flannel-suited crowd of lawyers,

doctors, dentists, midlevel investment bankers, M.B.A.s with
opaque job titles, and assorted other professionals-the kind of
people youmightinvite to dinner.In fact,we're so selÊeffacing, we
denyour own existence. We keep insistingthatwe're "middle class."

As of zo16, it took $r.z million in net worth to make it into
the 9.9 percent; $2.4 nlillion to reach the group's median; and
$ro million to get into the top o.9 percent. (And ifyou're not there
yet, relax: Our club is open to people who are on the right track
and have the right attitude.) "We are the 99 percent" sounds
righteous, but it's a slogan, not an analysis. The f¿rmilies at oì,rr

end of the spectrum wouldn't know wirat to do with a pitchfbrk.
We are also mostly, but not entirely, white. Accorcling to a Pew

Research Center analysis, African Americans
represent 1.9 percent ofthe top roth ofhouse-
holds in wealth; Hispanics, 2.4 percent; and all
other minorities, inciuding Asian and multi-
racial individuals, 8.8 percent-even though
those groups together account for 35 percent
of the total population.

One of the hazards oflife in the 9.9 percent
is that our necks get stuck in the upward posi-
tion. We gaze upon the o.r percent with a mix-
ture ofawe, envy, and eagerness to obey. As

a corlsequence, we are missing the other big
story of our time. We have left the 9o percent
in the dust-and we've been quietly tossir-rg

down roadblocks behind us to nlaì<e snre that
they never catch up.

Let's suppose that you start offright in the
middle oftheArnerican wealth distribution. Iìowhighwouldyou I

have to iìlmp to make it into the 9.9 percentl ht financial terms,
the measurement is easy and the trend is unmistakabie. lnry63, 

i

you would have needed to multiply your wealth six times. By i

2o16) you would h¿ve needed to leap twice as high-increasing
your wealth rz-fold-to scrape into our group. If you boldly í

aspired to reach the middle of our group rather rhan its lower :

edge, you'd have needed to multiplyyourwealth by a factor of z-5. 1

On this measure, the zoros look much like the :-gzos. i

If you are starting at the median for people of color, you'lI i

want to practice your financial pole-vaulting. The Institute for ]

Policy Studies calculated that, setting aside money invested in
"durable goods" such as fumiture and a family car, the median
black family had net wealth of $r,7oo in zor3, and the median
Latino family had $z,ooo, cornpared with $116,8oo fot the
median white fämily. A zor5 study in Boston lound that the
wealth of the median white fàrnily there was $247,5oo, while
the wealth of the median African American familywas $8. rhat
is not a typo. That's two grande cappuccinos. Tl-rat ancl anr.¡ther

3oo,ooo cups of cofee will getyou into the 9.9 percent.

ONE OF THIS MATTERS, youwill often hear, because
in the United States everyone has an opportunity to
nake the leap: Mobility justifies inequality. As a matter
of principle, this isn't true. In the United States, it also
turns out not to be true as a factual matter. Contrary to
popular myth, economic mobility in the lanci of'opportu-
nity is not high, and it's going down.

Imagine yourself on the socioeconomic ladder with
one cnd ofa rubber band around your anklc and the other around
your parents' rllng. The strength of the rubber determines how
harrd it is foryouto escape the rung on whichyouwere born.Ifyour
par-ents are high on the laclcler, the band will pull you up should
you fall; if they are loq it will drag you down when yolr start to
rise. Economists represent this concept with a number they call

"intergenerational earnings elasticit¡" or IGE, which measures
how much of a child's deviation from average income can be
accounted for by the parents' income. An IGE of zero means that
there's no relationship at all between parents' income ancl that of
their offspring. An IGE of one says that the destiny of a child is to
end up right where she came into the world.

According to Miles Corak, an economics professor at the City
University of New York, half a century ago IGE in America was less
than o.3. Today, it is about o._5. In America, the garre is half over
once you've selected your parents. IGE is now higher here than
in almost every other developed economy. On this measure of
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economic mobiÌity, the United States is more like Chile orArgen-
tina than Japan or Germany.

The story becomes even more disconcerting when you see
just where on the ladder the tightest rubber bands are located.
Canada, for example, has an IGE of about half that of the U.S.
Yet fiom the middle rungs of the two countries'income ladders,
offspring move Llp or down through the nearby deciles at the
same respectable pace. TÌ-re difference is in what happens at the
extremes. in the United States, it's the children of the bottom
clecile and, above all, the top decile-the 9.9 percent-who settle
dolvn nearest to their starting point. Here in the land ofopportu-
nity, the taller the tree, the closer the a¡rple falls.

All of this anall'si5 of wealth perce¡tiles, to be clear, provides
only a rough start in understanding America's evolving class
systeil. People move in and out of wealth categories all the time
without necessalily ch anging soci:rl class, ancl they may belong to
a diflþrent cl¿rss in their own eyes th an they do in others'. Yet even
if the trends in the monetary statistics are irnperfect illustrations
of a cleeper process, they are nonetheless registerir-rg something of
the extraordinarytransformation that's takingplace in our society.
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A f'ew years ago, Alan Krueger, an economist and a former
chairman of the Obama administration's Council of Economic
Advisers, was reviewing the international mobility clata when
he caught a glimpse of the fundamental process underlying our
present moment. Rising immobility ancl rising inequality aren't
like two pieces of clriftwood that happen to have shown up on
the beach at the same time, he noted. Theywash up together on
every shore. Across countries, the higher the inequality, the
higher the IGE (see Figure z). It's as if human socieries have a
natural tendency to separate, and then, once the classes are far
enough apart, to crystallize.

Economists are prudent creatures, ancl they'11 look up from a
graph like that and remind you that it shows only correlation, not
causation. That's a convenient hedge for those ofus at the top
because it keeps alive one of the founding myths of America's
meritocracy: that o¡lr success has nothingt o dovøthotherpeople\
failure. It's a pleasant idea. But around the world and throughout
history, the wealthy have advanced the crystallization process in
a straightforward way. They have taken their money out of pro-
ductive activities and put it into walls. Throughout history, more-
over, one social group above all others has assumed responsibility
for rnaintaining and defending these walls. Its members used to
be called aristocrats. Nowwe're the 9.9 percent. The main differ-
ence is that we have figured out how to use the pretense ofbeing
part of the middle as one of our strategies for remaining on top.

I(rueger liked the graph shown in Figure z so much that he
decided to give it a name: the Great Gatsby Curve. It's a good
choice, and it resonates strongly with me. F. Scott Fitzgerald's
novel about the breakdown ofthe American dream is set in r9zz,
or right around the time that my great-grandfather was secretly
siphoning money frorn Standard Oil and putting it into a shell
company in Canada. It was published in 1925, just as special
counsel was turning up evidence that bonds from that company
had foundtheir way intothe hands ofthe secretary ofthe interior.
Its author was drinking his way through the cafës of paris just as
Colonel Robert W. Stewart was running away from subpoenas
to testify before the United States Senate about his role in the
Teapot Dome scandal. We are only now closing in on the peak
ofinequality that his generation achieved, in 1928. I'm sure they
thought it would go on forever, too.
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Money can't buy you class, or so my grandmother used to say. But
it can buy a private detective. Grandmother was a Kentucþ clebu-
ta¡te and sometime fashion moclel (kind oflike Daisy Buchanan in
The Great Gatsby,weirdly enough), so she knew what to do when
her eldest son announced his intention to marry/ a woman from
Spain. A gumshoe promptly reported back that the prospective
bride's family made a living selling newspapers on the streets
of Barcelona. Grandmother instituted an immediate and total
communications embargo. In fact, my mother's family owned
and operated a large paper-goods factory. When children came,
Grandmother at last relented. Determined to do the right thing,
she arranged for the new famill', then on military assignment in
Hawaii, to be inscribed in the NewYork Soci alRegister.

lHE GREAT GAÌSBY CURVE (Fisure 2)
lnequality and class imrnobility go together.
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Sociologists would say, in their dry language, that my grand-
mother was a zealous manager ofthe family's social capital-and
she wasn't about to let some Spanish street urchin run awaywith
it. She did have a point, even if her facts were wrong. Money may
be the measure of wealth, but it is far from the only form of it.
Family, friends, social networks, personal health, culture, edu-
cation, and even location are all ways of being rich, too. These
nonfinancial forms of wealth, as it turns out, aren't simply perks
of membership in our aristocracy. They define us.

We are the peo¡rle of good family, good health, good schools,
good neighborhoods, and good jobs. We may want to call our-
selves the "5Gs" rather than the 9,9 percent. We are so far from
the not-so-good people on all ofthese dimensions, we are begin-
ning to resemble a new species. And, just as in Grandmother's
day, the process of speciation begins with a love story-or, if you
prefer, sexual selection.

The polite term for the process is assortative mating.'lhe
phrase is sometimes used to suggest that this is another of the
wonders of the internet age, where popcorn at last meets butter
and Yankees fan finds Yankees fan. In fact, the frenzy ofassorta-
tive mating today results from a truth that would have been gen-
erally acknowledged by the heroines of any Jane Austen novel:
Rising inequality decreases rhe number of suitably wealthy
mates even as it increases the reward tbr finding one and the
penalty for failing to do so. According to one study, the last time
marriage partners sorted themselves by erhrcational status as
much as they do now was in the r9zos.

For most of us, the process is happily invisible. You meet
someone under a tree on an exclusive campus or during orienta-
tion at a high-powered professional firm, and before you know
it, you're twice as rich. But sometimes-Grandmother under-
stood this well-extra measures are called tbr. 'I'hat's where our
new technology puts bumbling society detectives to shame. Ivy
Leaguers looking to mate with their equals can apply to join a

dating service called the League. It's selective, naturally: Only
2o to 30 percent of New York applicants get in. It's sometimes
called "Tinder for the elites."

It is r¡isleading to think that assortative mating is syrnmetri-
cal, as in city mouse marries city mouse and country mouse nar-
ries country mouse. A better summary ofthe data would be: Rich
mouse finds love, and poor mouse gets screwed. It turns out-who
knew?-that people who are struggling to keep it all together have
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a harder time hanging on to their partner. According to the Har-
vard political scientist Robert Putnam, 6o years ago iust zo percent
of children born to parents with a high-school education or less

lived in a single-parent household; now that figure is nearly 7o per-
cent. Among coìlege-educated households, by contrast, the single-
parent rate remains less than 1rl percent. Since the 197os, the
divorce rate has declined significantly among college-educated
couples, while it has risen dramatically among couples with only
a high-school education-even as marriage itself has become less

common. The rate of'single parenting is in turn the single nrost
significant predictor of social immobility across counties, accord-
ing to a study led by the Stanford economist Raj Chetty.

None of which is to suggest that individuals are wrong to
seek a suitable partner and make a beautiful family. People
should-and presumably always will-pursue happiness in this
way. It's one of the delusions of our meritocratic class, however,
to assume that if our actions are individually blameless, then the
sum of our actions will be good for society. We may have studied
Shakespeare on the way to law school, but we have little sense
for the tragic possibilities of life. The fact of the rnatter is that
we have silently and collectively opted for inequality, and this is
what inequality does. It turns marriage into a luxury good, an<l a

stable family life into a privilege that the rnoneyed elite can pass

along to their children. How do we think that's going to work outì

predictor ofwhether an individual will get married, stay married,
pursue advanced education, live in a good neighborhood, have an

extensive social network, ancl experience good health is the perfor-
mance of his or her parents on those same metrics.

We're leaving the 9o percent and their offspring far behincl in
a cloucl of debts and bad life choices that they somehow can't stop
themselves from making. We tend to overlook the fact that par-
enting is more expensive and motherhood more hazardous in the
United States than in any other developed country, that carnpaigns

against family planning and reproductive rights are an assault on
the families ofthe bottom go percent, and thatlaw-and-orderpoli-
tics serves to keep even more ofthem down. We prefer to interpret
their relative poverty as vice: Why can't th.elt get their act togethcrl

New forms of life necessarily give rise to new and distinct
forms of consciousness. If you doubt this, you clearly haven't
been reatling the "personal and household seryices" ads on
Monster.com. At the time of this writing, the section for my town
ofBrookline, Massachusetts, featurecl one placed by a "busy pro-
fessional couple" seeking a "Part Time Nanny." The nanny (or
manny-the ad scrupulously avoids committingto gender) is to be

"bright, loving, and energetic"; "friendly, intelligent, and profes-
sional"; and "a very good communicator, both written and verbal."
She (on balance ofprobabiliry) will "assist with the care and devel-
opment" oftwo children and will be "responsible for all aspects of
the children's needs," including bathing, dressing, feeding, and
taking the young things to and from school and activities. That's
why a "college degree in early childhood education" is "a plus."

In short, Nanny is to have every attribute one would want in a

terrific, professional, college-educated parent. Except, of course,
the part about being an actual professional, college-educated
parent. There is no chance that Nanny will trade places with our
busy 5G couple. She "must know the proper etiquette in a pro-
fessionally run household" and be prepared to "accommodate
changing circumstances." She is required to have "5+ years expe-
rience as a Nanny," which makes it unlikely that she'll have had
time to get the law degree that would put her on the other side
ofthe bargain. All of Nanny's skills, education, experience, and
professionalism will land her a job that is "Part Time."

The ad is written in flawless, zrst-century business-speak, but
what it is really seeking is a governess-that exquisitely contradic-
tory figure in Victorian literature who is both indistinguishable in
all outward respects from the upper class and yet emphatically
not a member of it. Nanny's best bet for moving up in the world
is probably to follow the example offane Eyre and run offwith the
Iord (or lady) ofthe manor.

Ifyou look beyond the characters in this unwritten novel
about Nanny and her 5G masters, you'll see a familiar shape
looming on the horizon. The Gatsby Curve has managed to
reproduce itselfin social, physiological, and cuitural capital. Put
more accurately: There is only one curve, but it operates through
a multiplicity of forms ofwealth.

Rising inequality does not follow from a hidden law of eco-
nomics, as the otherwise insightfui Thomas Piketty suggested
when he claimed that the historical rate of return on capital
exceeds the historical rate ofgrowth in the economy. Inequal-
ity necessarily entrenches itself through other, nonfinancial,
intrinsically invidious forms of wealth and power. We use these
other forms of capital to project our advantages into life itself. We
look down from our higher virtues in the same way the English
upper class looked down from its taller bodies, as ifthe distinc-
tion between superior and inferior were an artifact ofnature.
That's what aristocrats clo.

l{ t S D I V E R c E N C E of families by class is just one part of a

process that is creating two clistinct forms of life in our soci-
ety. Stop in at your local yoga studio or SoulCycle class, and
you'll notice that the same process is now inscribing itself
in our own bodies. In rgth-century England, the rich really
were different. Theydidn't justhave more money; theywere
taller-a lot taller. According to a study colorfully titled "On
English Pygmies and Giants," r6-year-old boys from the

upper classes towered a remarkable 8.6 inches, on average, over
their undernourished, lower-class countq¡men. We are reproduc-
ingthe same kind of division via a different set of dimensions.

Obesity, diabetes, heart disease, kidney disease, and liver dis-
ease are all two to three times more common in índividuals who
have a family income ofless than $3,5,ooo than in those who have
a family income greater than $roo,ooo. Among low-educated,
middle-aged whites, the death rate in the United States-alone in
the developed world-increased in the first clecade and a half of
the 21st century. Driving the trend is the rapid growth in what the
Princeton economists Anne Case and Angus Deaton call "deaths
of despair"-suicides and alcohol- and drug-related deaths.

The sociological data are not remotely anrbiguous on any
aspect of this growing divide. We 9.9 percenters live in safer
neighborhoods, go to better schools, have shorter commutesr
receive higher-quality health care, and, when circumstances
require, serve time in better prisons. We also have more friends-
the kind of friends who will introduce us to new clients or line up
great internships for our kicls.

These special forms of wealth offer the further advantages
that they are both harder to emulate ancl safe¡ to brag about
than high income alone. Our class walks around in the jeans and
T-shirts inherited from our supposedly humble beginnings. We
prefer to signal our status by talking about our organically noru-
ished bodies, the awe-inspiring feats ofour offspring, and the
ecological correctness of our neighborhoods. We have flgured
out how to launder our money through higher virtues.

Most important of all, we have leamed how to pass all of these
advantages down to our chilclren. In America today, the single best
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My r6-year-old daughter is sitting on a couch, talking with a
stranger about her dreams for the future. We're here, ominously
enough, because, she says, "all my friends are doing it." For a
moment, lwonderwhetherwe have unintentionally signed up for
some kind oftherapy. Theprofessionalwomaninthe smart-casual
suit throws me a pointed glance and says, "It's normal to be anx-
ious at a time like this." She really does see herself as a therapist
ofsorts. But she does not yet seem to know that the source ofmy
anxiety is the idea ofshelling out for a $rz,ooo "base package" of
college-counseling services whose chiefpurpose is apparently to
reduce my anxiety. Determined to get something out of this trial
counseling session, I push for recommendations on summer activ-
ities. We leave with a tip on a lo-day "cultural tour" of France for
high schoolers. In the college-application business, that's what's
known as an "enrichment experience." Whenwe get home, I look
itup. Theprice of enrichrrent: $u,ooo forthel.o days.

That's when I hear the legend of the SAT whisperer. If you
happen to ride through the yeilow-brown valleys of the Califor-
nia coast, past the designer homes that sprout wherever tech
unicorns sprinkle their golden stock offerings, you might come
across him. His high-school classmates still remember him,
almost four decades later, as one of the chilcl wonders of the age.
Back then, he and his equally precocious siblings showed offtheir
preternatural verbal and musical talents on a local television
program. Now his clients fly him around the state f'or test-prep
sessions with their r6-year-olds. You can hire him for gZ5o, plus
transportation, per two-hour weekend session. (There is a week-
day discount.) Some of his clients book him every week for a year.

At this point, I'm wondering whether life was easier in the
old days, when you could buy a spot in the elite university of
your choice with cold cash. Then I remind myself that Grand-
father lasted only one year at Yale. In those days, the lvies kicked
you out ifyou weren't ready for action. Today, you have to selÊ
combust in a newsworthyway before they show you the door.

Inevitably, I begin rehearsing the speech for my daughter.
It's perfectly possible to lead a meaningful life without passing
through a name-brand college, I'm going to say. We love you for
who you are. We're not like those tacþ strivers who want a back-
windshield sticker to testify to our superior parenting skills. And
why would you want to be an investment banker or a corporate
lawyer any,vayl But I refrain from giving the speech, knowing
full well that it will light up her parental-bullshit detector like a
pair ofkhakis on fire.

English professor at Yale, summed up the situation nicely: "Our
new multiracial, gender-neutral meritocracy has figured out a
wayto make itself hereditary."

The wealthy can also draw on a variery of affirmative-action
programs designed just for them. As Daniel Golden points out in
The Price of Admission,legacy-aclmissions policies rewarcì those
applicants with the foresight to choose parents who attended the
universityin question.Athleticrecruiting, onbalance and contrary
to the popular wisdom, also favors the wealthy, whose children
pursue lacrosse, squash, fencing, and the other cost-intensive
sports at which private schools and elite public schools excel. And,
at least among members ofthe o.l percent, the old-school method
of simply handing over some of Daddy's cash has been making a
comeback. (Witness fared Kushner, Harvard graduate.)

The mother lode of all affirmative-action programs for the
wealthy, of course, remains the private school. Only z.zpercent
ofthe nation's students graduate from nonsectarian private high
schools, and yet these graduates account for z6 percent ofstu-
dents at Harvard and 28 percent ofstudents at Princeton. The
other affirmatíve-action programs, the kind aimed at diversifliing
the look ofthe studer.rt body, are no doubt well intended. But they
are to some degree merely an extension of this system of wealth
preservation. Their function, at least in part, is to indulge rich peo-
ple in the beliefthat their college is open to all on the basis ofmerit.

The plummeting admission rates ofthe verytop schools none-
theless ieave many of the children of the 9.9 percent facing long
odds. But not to worry, junior 9.9 percenters! We've created a
new range of elite colleges just for you. Thanks to ambitious uni-
versity administrators and the ever-expanding rankings machine
at U.S. Nerus (/ World Reporú, 5o colleges are now as selective as
Princeton was in t98o, when I applied. The colleges seem to
think that piling up rejections makes them special. In fact, it just
means that they have collectively opted to deploy their massive,
tax-subsidized endowrnents to replicate privilege rather than
fulfill their duty to produce an educated public.

The only thing going up as fast as the rejection rates at selec-
tive colleges is the âstounding price of tuition. Measured rela-
tive to the national median salary tuition and fees attop colleges
more than tripled from ry63to 2o13. Throw in the counselors,
the whisperers, the violin lessons, the private schools, and the
cost ofarranging for Junior to save a village in Micronesia, and it
adds up. To be fair, financial aid closes the gap for many families
and keeps the average cost ofcollege from growing as fast as the
sticker price. But that still leaves a question: Why are the wealthy
so keen to buy their way in?

The short answer, of course, is that it's wclrth it.
In the United States, the premium tl-rat college graduates

earn over their non-college-educated peers in young adulthood
exceeds 7o percent. The return on education is5o percent higher
than what it was in r95o, and is significantly higher than the rate
in every other developed country. In Norway and Denmark, the
college premium is less than 20 percent; in fapan, it is less than
3o percent; in France and Germany, it's about 4o percent.

All ofthis comes before consideringthe all-consuming differ-
ence between "good" schools and the rest. Ten years after start-
ing college, according to data from the Department of Education,
the top decile of earners from all schools had a median salary of
$68,ooo. But the top decile from the ro highest-earning colleges
raked in $zzo,ooo-make that $z5o,ooo for No. r, Harvard-
and the top decile at the next 3o colleges took home $r5¿ooo.
(Not surprisingly, the top ro had an average acceptance rate of
9 percent, and the next 30 were at rg percent.)

I
HE SKIN COLORS ofthenation'selite studentbodies are
more varied now, as are their genders, but their financial
bones have calcified overthe past 3o years. In 1985,54 per-
cent of students at the 25o most selective colleges came
from fanrilies in the bottonr three quartiles of'the income
distribution. A similar review of the class of zoro put that
figure at just 33 percent. According to a zorT study, 38 elite
colleges-among them five of the lvies-had mote stu-

dents from the top 1 percent than from the bottom óo percent.
In his zor4 bo ok, Excellent Sheep,William Deresiewicz, a former
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It is entirely possible to get
a goocl eclucation at the many
schools that don't connt as "good"
in our brand-obsessed system.
tsut the "bad" ones really are
bad fbr you. For those who macle
the mistake of being born to the
wrongparents, our society offers
a l<ind of'virtual education sys-

tem. It has places that look like
colleges-but aren't really. It has

clebt-and that, unfortunately, is
real. The people who enter into
this class hologram clo not collect
a college prernium; they wincl up
in something more like inden-
tured servitude.

So what is the real source of
this premium for a "good educa-
tion" that we all seem to crave?

One of the stories we tell
ourselves is that rhe prenrium
is the reward for the knowledge

Lawyers (or at least a certain
elite subset of them) have appar-
ently learned to play the same

game. Even after the collapse of
the so-called law-school bubble,
America's lawyers are No. r in
internation al salary rankin gs and

eam more thantwice as much, on
avcrage, as thcir wÌg-toting Brit-
ish colleagues. The University
of Chicago 1aw profèssor Todd
Henderson, writing for Forbes tn
zor6, offèreci a blunt assessment:

"The American Bar Association
operates a state-approved cartel."

Similar occupational licens-
ing schemes provide shelter
for the meritorious in a variety
of other sectors. The policy
researchers Brink Lindsey and
Steven Teles detail the mecha-
nisms in The CapnLretlEcononqt.
Dentists' ofTices, for example,

.AFFT

and skills the ecìrication provides us. Another, r,rsually unfiirÌed
after a round of clrinks, is that the premium is a reward for the
superior cranial endowments we possessed betbre setting foot
on camplls. We are, as some sociologists have delicately put it,
a "cognitive elite."

Behind both of these stories lies one of the founding m1'ths
of our meritocracy. One way or the other, we tell ourselves, the
rising education premium is a direct function of the rising value
of meritorious people in a modern economy. That is, not only :

do the meritorious get ahead, but the rewards we receive are in
rlirect proportion to our nrerit.

But the fàct is that degree holders earn so r¡uch more than
the rest not primarily because they are better at their job, but
because they mostly take different categories of jobs. Well over
half of Ivy League graduates, for instance, typically go straight
into one offour career tracks that are generally reserved for the
well educated: finance, management consulting, medicine, or
law. To keep it simple, let's just say that there are two types of '

occupations in the world: those whose members have collective i

influence in setting their own pay, and ihose whose members '

must face the music on their own. It's better to be a member of :

the first group. Not surprisìngly, that is where you will find the
college clowd.

HY DO AMERICA'S DOCTORS maketwiceasmuch r

as those of other wealthy countries? Given rhat the
United States has placed dead last five times running
in the Commonwealth Funcl's ranking of health-care
svstems in high-income countries, it's hard to argue
that they are twice as gifted at saving lives. Dean Baker,
a senior economist with the Center fbr Economic and
Policy Research, has a nìore plausible suggestion:

"When economists like me look at rnedicine in America-whether
wc lean left or right politically-we see something that looks an
awf ul lot like a cartel." Through their influence on the number of

have a glass ceiling that limits what dental hygienists can <1o

without supervision, keeping their bosses in the 9.9 percent.
Copyright and patent laws prop up profits and salaries in the
education-hear,y pharmaceutical, software, and entertainment
sectors. These arrangements are trifles, however, comparecl with
what's on offe¡ in tech ancl finance, two ofthe most powerful sec-
tors ofthe economy.

By now we're thankfully done with the tech-sector fairy tales
in which whip-smart cowboys innovate the heck out of a stodgy
status quo. The reality is that five monster companies-you know
the names-are worth about $3.5 trillion combined, and represent
more than 4o percent of the market capital on the NASDAqstock
exchange. Much ofthe rest ofthe technology sector consists of
virtual entities waiting patientlyto feed themselves to these beasts.

Let's face it; This is Monopoly moneywith a smiley emoji. Our
society figured out some time ago how to deal with companies
thât attempt to corner the market on viscous substances like oil.
We don't yet know what to do with the monopolies that arise out
of networks and scale effects in the information marketplace.
Lhrtil we do, the excess profits will stick to those who manage
to get closest to tlre ir-rformation honeypot, You can be sure that
these people will have a great deal of merit.

The candy-hurling godtàther of today's meritocratic class, of
course, is the finar-rcial-services industry. Americans now turn
over S1 of every $rz in GDP tc¡ the financial sector; in the r95os,
the bankers were content to keep only $r out of $4o. The game is
more sophisticated than a two-fisted money grab, but its essence
was made obvious during the 2o08 financial crisis. The pr,rblic
underwrites the risks; the firrancial gurus take a seât at the casino;
and it's heacls they win, tails r,ve lose. The financial system we
now have is not a product ofnature. It has been engineered, over
decades, by powerful bankers, for their own benefit and for that
oftheir posterity.

Who ìs not in on the garne? Auto workers, for example. Care-
givers. Retail worl<ers. Furniture makers. Food worl<ers. The

D

THEY

slotsatrnedicalschools,theavailabilityofresidencies,thelicens- I wagesofAmericanmanufàcturingandserviceworkersconsis-
ing offoreign-trained cloctors, and the role ofnurse practitioners, i tently hover in the middle of international rankings. The exce¡r-
pÌrysicians' organizations can eft-ectively limit the competition tionalismofAmericancompensationratescomestoân endinthe
their own members face-and that is exactly what they do. kinds of work that do not require a college degree.
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You see, when educated people with excellent credentiais
band together to advance their collective interest, it's all part
of serving the public good by ensurinS¡ a high quality of service,
establishing fair working conditions, and giving merit its due.
That's why we do it through "associations," and with the assis-
tance offellow professionals wearingwhite shoes. When working-
class people do it-through unions-it's a violation of the sacred
principles of the free market. It's thuggish and anti-modern.
Imagine if workers hired consultants and "compensation com-
mittees," consisting of their peers at other companies, to recon-
nrend how much they should be paid. The result would be-well,
we know what it would be, because that's what CEOs do.

It isn't a coincidence that the education premium surged dur-
ing the same years that membership in trade unions collapsed. In
1954, z8 percent of all workers were members oftracle unions, but
by zorT that figure was down to 1t percent.

DUCATION-THE Tl{lNG tTSELF, not the degree-is
always good. Agenuine education opens minds and makes
good citizens. It ought to be pursuedþr the sake of society.
In our unbalanced system, however, education has been
reduced to aprivate good, justifiable onJybythe increments
in graduates'paychecks. Instead ofuniting and enriching
us, it divides and impoverishes. Which is really just a way
of saying that our worthyideals of educational opportunity

are ultimatelynomatchforthe tidal force ofthe GatsbyCurve. The
metric that has tracked the rising college premium with the great-
est precision is-that's right-intergenerational eamings elasticiry
or IGE. Across countries, the same correlation obtains: the higher
the college premium, the lower the social mobility.

As I'm angling all the angles for my daughter's college
applications-the counselor is out, and the SAT whisperer was
never going to happen-I realize why this delusion of merit is so
hard to shake. If l-I mean, she-can pull this ofl well, there's the
proof that we deserve it! If the system can be gamed, well then,
our ability to game the system has become the new test of merit.

So go ahead and replace the SATs with shuffieboard on the
high seas, orwhateveryouwant. \Mho can doubtthatwe'd master
that game, too? How quicklywould we convince ourselves of our
absolute entitlement to the riches that flow directly and tangibly
from our shuffiing talentl How soon before we perfected the art
of raising shuffieboard wizards? Would any of us notice oÍ care
which way the ship was heading?

Let's suppose that some of us do look up. We see the iceberg.
Will that induce us to diminish our exertions in supreme child-
rearingl The grirn truth is that, as long as good parenting and
good citizenship are in conflict, we're just going to pack a few
more violins for the trip.
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As far as Grandfather was concerned, the assault on the produc-
tive classes began long before the New Deal. It all started in r.9r3,
with the ratification of the Sixteenth Amendment. In case you've
forgotten, that amendment granted the federal govemment the
power to levy a clirect personal-income tax. It also happens that

ratification took place just a few months after Grandfather was
born, which made sense to me in a strange way. By far the largest
part of his lifetime income was attributable to his birth.

Grandfatherwas a stockbroker for a time. I eventuallyfigured
out that he mostlytraded his own portfolio and bought a seat at
the stock exchange for the purpose. Politics was a hobby, too. At
one point, he announced his intention to seek the Republican
nomination for lieutenant governor of Connecticut. (It wasn't
clearwhether anybody outside the clubhouse heard him.) What
he really liked to do was fly. The memories that mattered most
to him were his years of service as a transport pilot during World
War Il. Or the time he and Grandmother took to the Midwestern
skies in a barnstorming plane. My grandparents never lost faith
in the limitless possibilities of a life fiee from government. But
in their last years, as the reserves passed down from the Colonel
ran low, they became pretty diligent about collecting their Social
Security and Medicare benefits.

There is a page in the book of American ¡rolitical thought-
Grandfather knew it by heart-that says we must choose between
government and freedom. But if you read it twice, you'll see that
what it really offers is a choice between government you can see
and government you can't. Aristocrats always prefer the invisible
kind ofgovernment. It leavesthem free to exercise theirprivileges.
We in the 9.9 percent have mastered the art of getting the govem-
ment to work for us even while complaining loudly that it's work
ing for those otherpeople.

Consider, for starters, the greatly exaggerated reports ofour
tax burdens. On guest panels this past holiday season, apologists
for the latest round ofupwardly aimed tax cuts offered versions
of Mitt Romney's claimthat the 4Tpercent ofAmericanswhopay
no federal income tax in a typical year have "no skin in the game."
Baloney. Sure, the federal individual-income tax, which raised
$ir.6 trillion last year, remains progressive. But the $r.z trillion
raised by the payroll tax hits all workers-but not investors, such
as Romney-and it hits those making lower incomes at a higher
rate, thanks to a cap on the amount of income subject to the tax.
Then there's the $2.3 trillion raised by state and local govern-
ments, much of it collected through regressive sales and property
taxes. The poorest quintile of Americans pays more than twice
the rate of state taxes as the top 1 percent does, and about half
again what the top 10 percent pays.

Our false protests about paying all the taxes, however, sound
like songs of innocence compared with our mastery of the art of
having the taxes returned to us. The income-tax system that so
offended mygrandfäther has had the unintended effect ofcreating
a highly discreet category of govemment expenditures. They're
called "tax breaks," but it's better to think ofthem as handouts that
spare the government the inconvenience of collecting the money
in the first place. In theory, tax expenditures can be used to support
anynumber ofworthysocialpurposes, and a few ofthem, such as
the eamed income-tax credit, do actually go to those with a lower
income. But more commonly, because theirvalue isusually afunc-
tion ofthe amount ofmoneyindividuals have inthe firstplace, and
those individuals' marginal tax rates, the benefits flow uphill.

Let us count our blessings: Every year, the federal govern-
ment doles out tax expenditures through deductions for retire-
ment savings (worth $r37 billion in zor3); employer-sponsored
healthplans ($z5o billion); mortgage-interestpalrrrents (gZo bil-
lion); and, sweetest of all, income from watching the value of
your home, stock portfolio, and private-equity partnerships
grow ($16r biliion). In total, federal tax expenditures exceeded
$9oo billion in zor3. That's more than the cost of Medicare, more



thanthe costof Medicaid, rrorethanthe costof all othertèderal
safety-netprograms put together. And*such is the beauty ofthe
system-51 percent of those hanclouts went to the top quintile of
earners, and 39 percent to the top clecile.

The best thing about this program ofreverse taxation, as far
as the 9.9 percent are concerned, is that the bottonr 9o percerìt
haven't got a clue. The working classes get riled up when they see

someone at the grocery store flipping out their food stamps to buy
a T-bone. They have no idea that a nice fämily on the other sicle

oftown iswalking awaywith $roo,ooo ibrflipping their house.

But wait, there's r¡ore! Let's not I'orget about the kids. If the
secrets of a nation's soui may be reacl from its tax code, then our
nation must be in love with the children of rich people. The zorT
tax law raises the amount ofmoney that married couples can pass

along to their heirs tax-free from a very generous $rr million to a
magnificent $zz million. Correction: It's not merely tax-free; it's
tax-subsidized. The unrealized tax liability on the appreciation
ofthe house you bought 40 years ago, or orì the stock portfolio
that has been gathering rnoths-all of that disappears when you
pass the gains along to the kids. Those fore-
gone taxes cost the United States Treasury
$43 billionin zor3 alone-aboutthreetimes the
amount sper-rt on the Children's Health lnsur-
ance Program.

Grandfather's father, the Colonel, died
in 1947, when the maximum estate-tax rate
was a now-unheard-of 77 percent. When the
remainder was divvied up among tbur sib-
lings, Grandfather had barely enough to pay
for the Bentìey and keep up with dues at the
necessary clubs. The government made sure
that I would grow up in the middle class. And
for that I will always be grateful.
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From my Brookline home, it's a pleasant,
ro-minutewalkto get a haircut. Alongtheway,
you pass immense elm trees and brochure-
ready homes beaming in their reclair¡ed Vic-
torian glory. Apart from a landscaper or two,
you are unlikely to spot a hurnan being in this
wilderness of oversize closets, wood-panelecl
living rooms, and Sub-Zero refrigerators. If
you do run into a neighbor, you might have a
conversation like this: "Our kitchen remodel
went way over budget. We had to fight just
to get the tile guy to show up!" "I know! We
ate Thai takeout for a month because the gas

guy's car kept breaking down!" You arrive at
the Supercuts fresh from your stroll, but the
nice lady who cuts your hair is looking stressed.
You'ìl discover that she commutes an hour
through jamrned highways to work. The gas

guy does, too, and the tile guy comes in frorr
another state. None ofthem can afford to live
around here. The rent is too damn high.

From rgSo tozor6, home values in Boston multiplied 7.6times.
When yor,r take account of inflation, they generatecl a return of
ljZ percenttotheir owners. San Francisco returned r6z percent in
real terms over the same period; New York, r15 percent; and Los
Angeles, 114 percent. If ltou 1ltpp.n ,o live in a neighborhood like
mine, you are surrouncled by people who consider themselves to
be real-estate geniuses. (That's one reason we can afford to make
so many mistakes in the home-renovation department.) If you
live in St. T,ouis (3 percent) or l)etroit (minus 16 ¡.rercent), on the
other hand, you weren't so smart. In r98o, a house in St. Louis
would trade flor a decent studio apartment in Manhattan. Today
that house will buy an 8o-square-foot bathroom in the BigApple.

The returns on (the right kind of) real estate have been so

extraordinary that, according to some economists, reâl eståte
alone may account for essentially all of the increase in wealth
concentration over the past half century. It's not surprising that
the values are up in the major cities: These are the gold mines
of our new economy. Yet there is a paradox. The rent is so high
that peopìe-notably people in the middle class-are leaving
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town rather than working the mines. From zooo to 2oo9, the
San Francisco BayArea had some of the highest salaries in the
nation, and yet it lost 35o,ooo residents to lower-paying regions
Across the United States, the journalist and economist Ryan
Avent writes in The Gated Citjt, "the best opportunities are found
in one place, and for some reason most Americans are opting
to live in another." According to estimates from the economists
Enrico Moretti and Chang-Tai Hsieh, the migration away from
the productivc centers ofNew York, San Francisco, and San Jose
alone lopped 9.7 percent offtotal U.S. growth from rg64to 2oog.

It is well known by now that the immediate cause of the insan-
ityis the unirnaginable pettiness ofbacþard politics. Local zoning
regulation imposes excessive restrictions on housing development
and drives up prices. What is lesswell understood is how central the
process of depopulating the economic core of the nation is to the
intertwined stories of rising inequality and falling social mobility.

Real-estate inflation has brought with it a commensurate
increase in economic segregation. Every hill and dale in the
Iand now has an imaginary gate, and it tells you up front exactly

how much money you need to stay there overnight.
Educational segregation has accelerated even more.
In my suburb of Boston, 53 percent of adults have a

graduate degree. In the suburb just south, that figure
is 9 percent.

This economic and educational sorting of neigh-
borhoods is often represented as a matter ofpersonal
preference, as in recl people like to hang with red, ancl
blue with blue. In reality, it's about the consolidation
of wealth in all its forms, starting, of course, with
money. Gilded zip codes are located next to giant
cash machines: a too-big-to-fail bank, a friendly tech
monopoly, and so on. Local gove,rnments, which col-
lected a record $523 billion in property taxes in zo16,
make sure that much ofthe money stays close to home.

But proximity to economic power isn't just a
means of hoarding the pennies; it's a force of natural
selection. Gilcìed zip codes deliver higher life expec-
tancy, more-useful social networks, and lower crime
rates. Lengthy commutes, by contrast, cause obesity,
neck pain, stress, insomnia, loneliness, and divorce,
as Annie Lowrey reported in Slate. One study found
that a commute of 45 minutes or longer by one spouse
increased the chance ofdivorce by 40 percent.

Nowhere are the mechanics of the growing geo-
graphic divide more evident than in the system of
primary and secondary education. Public schools
were born amid hopes of opportunity for all; the best
ofthem have now been effectively reprivatized to
better serve the upper classes. According to a widely
used school-ranking service, out of more than 5,ooo
public elementary schools in California, the top u
are located in Palo Alto. They're free and open to the
pubiic. All you have to do is move into a town where
the median home value is $3,zn,roo. Scarsdale, New
York, looks like a steal in comparison: The public high
schools in that area funnel dozens ofgraduates to lvy
League colleges everyyear, and yetthe median home
value is a mere $r,4o3,doo.

Raciai segregation has declined with the rise of
economic segregation. We in the 9.9 percent are
proud of that. What better proof that we care only
about merit? But we don't really r,riant too much proof.

Beyond a certain threshold-5 percent minority or zo percent, it
varies according to the mood of the region-neighborhoods sud-
denly go completely black or brown. It is disturbing, but perhaps
not surprising, to fincl that social mobility is lower in regions with
high levels ofracial segregation. The fascinating revelation in
the data, however, is that the damage isn't limited to the obvi-
ous victims. According to Raj Chetty's research team, "TJrere is
evidence that higher racial segregation is associated with lower
social mobility for white people." The relationship doesn't hold
in every zone ofthe country, to be sure, ancl is undoubteclly the
statistical reflection of a more complex set of social mechanisms.
But it points to a truth that America's 19th-century slaveholders
understoocl very well: Dividing by color remains an effective way
to keep all colors ofthe 9o percent in their place.

With localizecl wealth comes localized political power, and
not just ofthe kind that shows up in voting booths. Which brings
us back to the depopulation paradox. Given the social ancl cul-
tural capital that flows through wealthy neighborhoods, is it any
wonder that we can defend our turf in the zoning wars? We have
lots of ways to make that sound public-spirited. It's all about sav-
ing the local environment, preserving the historic character of
the neighborhood, and avoiding overcrowding. In reality, it's
about hoarding power and opportunity inside the walls of our
own castles. This is what aristocracies do.

Zip code is who we are. It deflnes our style, announces our
values, establishes our status, preserves our wealth, and allows
us to pass it along to our children. It's also slowly strangling our
economy and killing our democracy. It is the brick-and-mortar
version of the Gatsby Curve. The traditional story of economic
growth in America has been one of arriving, building, inviting
friends, and building some more. The story we're writing looks
more like one of slamming doors shut behind us and slowly suf-
focating under a mass of commercial-grade kitchen appliances.

'Ti,

ouR
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In my family, Aunt Sarah was the true believer. According to her
version ofreality, the family name was handecl down straight from
the ancient kings of Scotland. Great-great-something-grandfather
Williarn Stewart, a soldier in the Continental Army, was seated
at the right hand of George Washington. And Sarah herself was
somehow descended from "Pocahontas's sister." The stories
never made much sense. But that didn't stop Sarah from believ-
ing in them. My family had to be special for a reason.

The 9.9 percent are different. We don't delude ourseives
about the ancient sources ofour privilege. That's because, un-
like Aunt Sarah and her imaginary princesses, we've convinced
ourselves that we don't have any privilege at all.

Consider the reception that at least some members of our
tribe have offered to those who have foolishly dared to draw
attention to our advantages. Last year, when the Brookings Insti-
tution researcher Richard V. Reeves, following up on his book
I)ream Hoørders, told the rea ders of The Ne'¡pYork TimesTo "Stop
Pretending You're Not Rich," many of those readers accused him
of engagingin "classwarfäre," ofwriting "a meaningless article,"
and of being "rife with guilt."

In her incisive portrait of my p eople,tJneas.y Street,lhe sociolo-
gist Rachel Sherman documents the syndrome. A number among



us, when reminded of our privilege, respond with a counter-
narrative that generally goes like this: I wøs born in the street. I
eamed etterytthing all by myself I bareþ get b.y on m2 $z5o,ooo sølar.y.

You should see the other parents at our kids' prbate school.

In part what we have here is a listening problem. Americans
have trouble telling the difference between a social critique ancl

a personal insult. Thus, a writer points to a broad social problem
with complex origins, and the reader responds with, "What, you
want to punish me f'or my successl"

Inpart,too,we're seeing some garden-varietyselÊcenteredness,
enabled by the usual cognitive lapses. Human beings are very
good at keeping track of their own struggles; they are less likeiy
to know that individuals on the other side of town are working
two minimum-wage jobs to stay afloat, not watching Simpsons
reruns all day. Human beings have a simple explanation for
their victories: I did it.They easily forget the people who hancled
them the crayon and set them up for success. Human beings of
the 9.9 percent variety also routinely conflate the stress ofstatus
competition with the stress of survival. No, failing to get your kid
into Stanford is not a life-altering calamity.

The recency of it all may likewise play a role in our failure
to recognize our growing privileges. It has taken less than one
lifetime for the (never fully formed) meritocracy to evolve into
a (fledgling) aristocracy. Class accretes faster than we think. It's
our awareness that lags, trapping us within the assumptions into
which we were born.

And yet, even allowing for these all-too-human failures of
cognition, the cries ofanguish that echo across the soccer fields
at the mere suggestion ofunearned privilege are too persistent
to ignore. Fact-challenged though they may be, they speak to a

certain, deeper truth about life in the 9.9 percent. What they are
really telling us is that being an aristocrat is not quite what it is
cracked up to be.

A strange truth about the Gatsby Curve is that even as it locks
in our privileges, it doesn't seem to rnake things all that much
easier. I know il wasn't all that easy growing up in the Colonel's
household, for example. The story that Grandfather repeated
more than any othe¡ was the one where, following some teenage
misdemeanor of his, his father, the z5o-pound, d-foot-something
onetime Rough Rider, smacked him so hard that he sailed clear
across the room ancl landed flat on the tloor. Everything-
anything-seemed to make the Colonel angry.

Jay Gatsby might have understood. Life in West Egg is never
as serene as it seems. The Princeton man-that idle prince oflei-
sure who coasts from prep school to a life of ease-is an invention
ofour lowborn ancestors. It's what they thought they saw when
they were looking up. West Eggers understand very well that a

bad move or an unlucky break (or three or four) can leacl to a

steep descent. We know just how expensive it is to live there, yet
living offthe island is unthinkable. We have intuited one of the
fundamental paradoxes oflife on the Gatsby Curve: The greater
the inequality, the less your money buys.

We feel in our bones that class works only for itself; that every
incliviclual is dispensable; that some of us will be discarded anil
replaced with fresh blood. This insecurity of privilege only grows
as the chasm beneath the privileged class expands. It is the rest-
less engine that drives us to invest still more time and energy in
the walls that will keep us safe by keeping others out.

Here's anotherfact oflife in\Ã/est Egg: Someone is aÌways above
you. In Catsby's case, it was the old-rroney people of East Egg. In
the Colonel's case, it was John D. Rockefeller Jr. You're always try-
ing to please them, and they're always ready to pull the plug.

The source of the trouble, considered more deeply, is that we
have traded rights for privileges. We're willing to strip everyone,
including ourselves, ofthe universal right to a goocl eclucation,
adequate health care, adequate representation in the workplace,
genuinely equal opportunities, because we think we can win the
game. But who, really, in the end, is going to win this slippery
game of escalating privileges?

Under the circumstances, delusions are understandable. But
that doesn't make them salutary, as Aunt Sarah discovered too
late. Even as the last few pennies ofthe Colonel's buck trickled
down to my father's generation, she still l'rad the big visions that
colresponded to her version of the family mythology. Convinced
that she had inherited a head for business, she bet her penny on
the dot-com bubble. In her final working years, she donned a

recl-and-black uniform and served bnrgers at a Wencly's in the
vicinity of f acksonville, Florida.
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The political theology of the meritocracy has no room for resent-
ment. \üe are taught to run the competition of life with our eyes
on the clock and not on one another, as ifwe were each alone. If
someone scores a powerboat on the Long Island waterways, so

much the better for her. The losers will just smile and try harder
next time.

In the real world, we humans are always looking from side to
side. We are intensely conscious of what other people are think-
ing and doing, and conscious to the point ofpreoccupation with
what they think about us. Our status is visible only through its
reflection in the eyes ofothers.

Perhaps the best eviclence for the power of an aristocracy
is to be found in the degree ofresentment it provokes. By that
measure, the 9.9 percent are doingprettywellindeed. The surest
sign of an increase in resentment is a rise in political division and
instability. We're positively acing that test. You can read all about
it in the headlines of the past two years.

The zo16 presidential election marked a decisive moment in
the history of resentment in the United States. In the person of
Donald Trump, resentment entered the White House. It rode in
on the back ofan alliance between a tiny subset ofsuper-wealthy
o.r percenters (not all ofthem necessarilyAmerican) and a large
number of 9o percenters who st¿nd for pretty much everything
the 9.9 percent are'not.

According to exit polls by CNN and Pew, Trump won white
voters by about 20 percent. But these weren't jr,rst any old whites
(though they were old, too). The first thing to know about the
substantial majority of them is that they weren't the winners in
the new economy. To be sure, for the most part they weren't poor
either. But they did have reason to feel judged by the market-
and found wanting. The counties that supported Hillary Clinton
represented an astonishing 64 percent of the GDP, while Trump
counties accountedfor a mere 36percent. AaronTerrazas, a senior
economist at Zillow, found that the median home value in Clinton
counties was $z5o,ooo, while the median in Trunrp counties was

$r54,ooo. When you adjust for inflation, Clinton counties enjoyed
real-estate price appreciation of z7 percentfrom January zooo to
October zo16; Trump counties got only a ó percent bump.
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The residents of Tmmp countrywere also the losers in the war
on human health. Accorclingto Shannon Monnat, an associate pro-
fessor ofsociology at Syracuse, the Rust Belt corurties that put the
anti-government-health-care candidate over the top were those
that lost the most people in recent years to deaths of despair-
those due to alcohol, drugs, ancì suicide. To make ail ofAr¡erica
as great as Trunp country, you would have to torch about a quar-
ter of total GDP, wipe a similar proportion of the nation's housing
stock into the sea, and lose a f'cw years in life expectancy. Thcrc's
a reason why one of Trump's fävorite wor<ls is unfair."that'sthe
only word resentment wants to hear.

Even so, the distinguishing fèature of Trump's (white) voters
wasn't their income but their education, or lack thereof. pew's

latest analysis indicates that Trump lost college-educated white
voters by a humiliating L7 percenr margin. But he got revenge
with non-college-educated whites, whom he capturecl by a

stomping 36 percent margin. Accorcling to an analysis by Nate
Siiver, the 5o most educated counties in the nation surgecl to
Clinton: In zorz, Obama had won them by a ntere 1Z percentage
points; Clinton took then-r by zó points. The 5o least educated
counties moved in the opposite direction; whereas Obama had
lostthem byr9 points, Clinton lostthem by3r. Majority-minority
counties spiit the same way: The more educated moved toward
Clinton, and the less educated toward Trurrp.

The historian Richard Hofstadter drew attention to Anti-
intellectualism in American Life in ryQ; Susan Jacoby warned
in zooS about The Age o.f American {Jnrcason; and Tom Nichols

programming, intelligently rnanipulated social-meclia fèeds, and
expensively sustained information bubbles can actualize the
unhappy dispositions of humanity to the point where they may
be fmitfully manipulaterl for political gain. Racism in particular
is not just a legacy of the past, as many Americans would like to
believe; it also must be constantly reinvented for the present.
Mass incarceration, fearmongering, and segregation are not
just the results of prejudice, but also the means of reproducing it.

The raging polarization of American political life is not the
consequence of'bad manners or a lack of mutual understanding.
It is just the loud aftermath of escalating inequality. It could not
have happened without the o.l percent (or, rather, an aggressive
subset of its members). Wealth always preserves itself by divid-
ing the opposition. The Gatsby Curve cloes not merely cause bar-
riers to be built on the ground; it mandates the construction of
walls that run through other people's mincls.

But that is not to let the 9.9 percent offthe hook. We may not
be the ones funding the race-baiting, but we are the ones hoard-
ing the opportunities of claily life. We are the staff that runs
the rnachine that funnels resources from the 9o percent to the
o.r percent. We've been happy to take our cut ofthe spoils. We've
looked on with smug disdain as our labors havc brought forth a

population prone to resentment antl ripe for manipulation. We
should be prepared to embrace the consequences.

The first important thing to know about these consequences is
the most obvious: Resentment is a solution to nothing. It isn't a pro-
gram of reform. It isn't "populism." It is an affliction of democracy,

announced The Deatlt o.f Expertise in zot7. ln
Trump, the age ofunreason has at last found
its hero. The "self-made man" is always the
idol of those who aren't quite making it. He
is the sacred embodiment of the American
dream, the guy who answers to nobody, the
poor man's idea of a rich man. It's the edu-
cated phonies this group can't stand. With
his utter lack of policy knowledge and bellig-
erent commitment to maintaining his igno-
rance, Trump is the perfect representative for
a population whose idea of good governance
is just to scramble the eggheads. When reason
becomes the enemy of the common man, the
common man becomes the enemy of reason.

Did I nlention that the comlÌìon nrau is
white? That brings us to the other side of
American-style resentment. You kick down,

PERHAPS
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and then you close ranks aroun<l an irnaginary tribe. The prob- 
1

lem, you say, is the moochers, the snakes, the handout queens;
the solution is the flag and the religion of your (white) ancestors.
According to a survey by the political scientist Brian Schaffner,
Trun-rp crushed it among voters who "strongly disagree" that

"white people have advantages because ofthe color oftheir skin," I

as well as among those who "strongly agree" that "women seek
to gain power over men." It's worth adding that these responses
measure not racism or sexism directly, but rather resentment.
They're good for picking out the kind of people who will vehe-
mently insist that they are the least racist or sexist person )iou
have ever met, even as theyvote for a flagrant racist and an ac-
cused sexual predator.

No one is born resentfil. As mass phenomena, racism, xeno-
phobia, ¿rnti-intellectualism, narcissism, irrationalism, and all
other variants ofresentment are as expensive to produce as they
are deadly to den-rocratic politics. Only long hours of television

not an instance of it. The politics of resentment is a means of
increasing inequality, not reducing it. Every policy change that
has waded out of the Trump administration's baffìing morass
of incompetence makes this clear. The new tex law; the execu-
tive actions on the environment and telecorrmunications, and
or-r financial-services regulation; the judicial appointments of
conservative ideologues-all will have the effect of keeping the
9o percenttoiling in the foothills ofmerit formanyyeats to conte.

The seconcl thing to know is that we are next in line for the
chopping block. As the population ofthe resentful expands, the
circle of joy near the top gets smaller. The people riding popular
rage to glory eventually realize that we are less useful to them
as servants of the economic machine than we are as model
enemies of the people. The anti-blue-state provisions of the
recent tax law have mifed some members of the 9.9 percent,
but they're just a taste ofthe bad things that happen to people
like us as the politics of resentmenr unfolds.
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The past year provides ample confirmation of the third
and most important consequence of the process: instability
Unreasonable people also tend to be ungovernable. I won't
belaborthe point. Justtry doing a frequency search on the phrase
constitutional crisís over the past flve years. That's the thing about
the Gatsby Curve. You think it's locking all of your gains in place
But the crystallization process actually has the ellect of making
the whole system more brittle. If you look again at history, you
can get a sense ofhow the process usually ends.

m*
HOW

ARISTOGRAGTES
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For months, Colonel Robert W. Stewart dodged the subpoenas.
He was in Mexico or South America, undertaking business
negotiations so sensitive that revealing his precise location would
jeopardize the national interest, or so said his lawyer. Senator
Thonras f . Walsh of Montana at last dragged the lawyer to the
stand and presented him with clippings from the gossip columns
of the Havana newspapers, complete with incriminating photo-
graphs. The Colonel, always known to appreciate a good horse,
was apparentlyquite the fixture attheJockeyClub. His smile had
also flashed tbr the cameras at an impressive round of luncheons
and dinners, and an evening ball at the Havana Yacht Club.

When the senators finally roped the Colonel in for question-
ing about those shell-company bonds that had spread like bed-
bugs through the political ecosystern, he let them know just who
was in charge. "I do not think that the line of interrogation by this
committee is within the jurisdiction of the committee under the
laws ofthe United States," he declared. Even so, he added, as if
proft'ering a favor, he did not "personally receive any ofthese
bonds." Which was not, on any ordinary construction of the Eng-
lish language, true.

The twilight ofthe fabled Stewart dynastywas not glorious. A
fancy lawyer got the Colonel "aquibbled" from charges of con-
tempt, as one journalist sneered, but Rockefeller Jr. wasn't ready
to forgive him the public-relations fiasco. After an epic but futile
battle for the hearts ofshareholders, the Colonel hung up his
spurs and retreated for life to the family compound in Nantucket.

None of which changed the reaiity that the Teapot Dorne
scandal, with its bribes and kickbacks and sweetheart deals for
rich oilmen, made plain. Under the immense pressure of the
Gatsby Curve, American democracy was on the ropes. The peo-
ple in charge were the people with the money. Ultimately, what
the moneymen of the tgzos wanted is what moneymen always
want. And their servants delivered. The Calvin Coolidge admin-
istration passed ahuge tax cut in r926, making sure that everyone
could go home with his winnings. The rich seemed to think they
had nothing else to worry about-until October r929.

Where were the 9o percent during these acts of plunderl An
appreciable number of them could be found at Ku I(lux KIan
rallies. And as far as the n-rost vocal (though not necessarily the
largest) part of the 9o percent was concerned, America's biggest
problems were all due to the mooching hordes of imrnigrants.
You know, the immigrants whose grandchildren have come to
believe that America's biggest problems now are all due to the
mooching hordes of immigrants.

The toxic wave ofwealth concentrationthat arose in the Gilded
Age and crested in the rgzos finaliy crashed on the shoals of
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depression andwar. Todaywe like to thinkthatthe
social-welfare programs that were planted by the
New Deal and that blossomed in the postvvar era
were the principal clrivers of a new equality. But the
truth is that those efforts belong more to the cat-
egory of effects than causes. Death and destruction
were tlle real agents ofchange. The financial col-
lapse knocked the wealthy back several steps, and
war empowered labor-above all working women.

That gilded, roaring surge of destruction was
by no means the first such destabilizing wave of
inequality to sweep through Anrerican history. In
the first haifofthe rgth century the largest single
industry in the United States, measured in terms
of both market capital and employment, was the
enslavement (and the breeding for enslavement)
of human beings. Over the course of the period,
the industry became concentrated to the point
where fewer than 4,ooo families (roughly o.t per-
cent ofthe households in the nation) owned about
a quarter of this "human capital," and another
39o,ooo (call it the 9.9 percent, give or take a f'ew
points) owned all ofthe rest.

The slaveholding elite were vastly more edu-
cated, healthier, and had much bettertable man-
ners than the overwhelming majority of their
fellow white people, never mind the people they
enslaved. They dominated not only the govern-
ment of the natioi, but also its media, culture,
and religion. Their votaries in the pulpits and
the news networks were so successful in dem-
onstrating the sanctity and beneficence ofthe
slave system that millions of impoverished white
people with no enslaved people to call their owt conceived of it
as an honor to lay down their lifè in the system's defense.

Thatwave endedwith 6zo,ooomilitarydeaths, and alot ofprop-
ertydamage. It did level theplayingfield intheAmerican Southfbr
a tíme-though the process began to reverse itself all too swiftly.

The United States, to be clear, is hardly the mosr egregious
offender in the annals of human inequality. The European
nations from which the colonists of North America emigrated
had known a degree of inequality and instability that Americans
would take more than a century to replicate. Whether in ancient
Rome or the Near East, Asia or South America, the plot remains
the same. ln The Great Leveler, the historian Walter Scheidel
makes a clisturbirrgly good case that inequalityhas reliably ended
only in catastrophic violence: wars, revolutions, the collapse of
states, or plagues and other disasters. It's a depressing theory.
Nowthat athird wave ofAmerican inequality appears to be crest-
ing, how much do we want to bet that it's not trueì

The beliefin our own novelty is one ofthe defining charac-
teristics of our class. It mostly means that we don't know our
predecessors very well. I had long assumed that the Colonel was
descended from a long line of colonels, each passing clown his
immense sense of entitlement to the next. Aunt Sarah's propa-
ganda was more effective than I knew.

Robert W. Stewart was bom in r8 66 on a small farm in lowa and
raised on the earlymornings and long hours of what Paul Henry
Giddens, a historian ofStandard Oil ofIndiana, politely describes
as "very modest circumstances." The neighbors, seeing that the
rough-cut teenager had something special, pitched in to send him
to tiny Coe College, in the meatpacking town of Cedar Rapids, It



would be hard not to believe that the urgent need to win at every-
thingwas alreadydrivingthe trainwhenthe scholarship boy arrived
at Yale Law School a fèw years later. The flashbulbs at the Havana
Yacht Club captured a pose that was perhaps first glimpsed in a

scratchy mirror somewhere in the silent plains of the Midwest.
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I like to think that the ending of'The Great Gatsbjt ts too down-
beat. Even if we are doomed to row our boats ce¿rselessly back
into the past, how do we know which part ofthe past that will be I

I{istory shows us a number of aristocracies that have made
good choices. The 9.9 percenters ofancientAthens held offthe
dead tide ofthe Gatsby Curve for atime, evenif demouaqtwasn't
quite the right worcl for their system of government. America's
first generation of revolutionaries was mostly 9.9 percenters, and
yet they turned their backs on the man at the very top in order to
create a government of, b1', ancl for the people. The best revolu-
tions do not start at the bottom; they are the work of the upper-
middle class.

Thcse exceptions are rare, to be surc, and yet they are the story
of the r¡odern world. In total population, average lifè expectancy,
material wealth, artistic expression, rates ofviolence, and almost
every other measure that matters for the quality of human life, the
modern world is a dramatically difr'erent place than anything that
came before. Historians offer many complicated explanations

for this happy turn in human events-the steam
engine, microbes, the weather-but a simple
answer prececles them all: equality. The history of
the modern world is the unfolcling ofthe idea at the
vital center of the American Revolution.

The clef,ning challenge of our time is to renew
the promise ofAmerican democracybyreversing
the calcifying efects of acceierating inequality.
As long as inequality rules, reason rvill bc absent
from our politics; without reason) none of our
other issues can be solved. It's a world-historical
problem. But the solutions that have been put f'or-
ward so far are, for the most part, shoebox in size.

Well-meaning meritocrats have proposed new
and better tests for aclmitting people into their
jewel-encrustecl classrooms. Fine-but we aren't
going to beat back the Gatsby Curve by tweaking
the formulas for excluding people frorn fancy
universities. Policy wonks have taken aim at the
more-egregious tax-code handouts, such as the
mortgage-interest deduction ar-rd college-savings
plans. Good-and then what? Conservatives con-
tinue to recycle the characterological solutions,
Iike celebrating traclitional marriage or bring-
ing back that old-time religion. Sure-reforging
familial and community bonds is a worthy goal.
But talking up those virtues won't save any fàmi-
lies from the withering pressures ofa riggecl econ-
omy. Meanwhile, coffee-shop radicals say they
want a revolution. They don't seem to appreciate
that the only simple solutions are the incredibly
violent and destructive ones.

Thc Arnerican idea has always becn a guide
star, not a policy program, much less a reality. The rights of
hullan beings never have been and never could be permanentiy
establishecl in a handful ofpl-rrases or old declarations. They are
always rushing to catch r.rp to the world that we inhabit. In our
world, now, we need to understand that access to the means of
sustaining good health, the opportunity to learn from the wis-
donr accumulated in our culture, and the expectation that one
may do so in a decent home and neíghborhood are not privileges
to be reservecl for the few who have learned to game the system.
They are rights that follow from the same source as those that an
earlier generation called life, liberty, and the pursuit ofhappiness.

Yes, the kind ofchangc that really rnatters is going to rcquire
action fiom the federal government. That which creates monop-
oly power can also destroy it; that which allows money into poli-
tics can also take it out; that which has transferred power from
labor to capital can transfer it back. Change also needs to happen
at the state and local levels. How else are we going to open up our
neighborhoods and restore the public character ofeducation?

It's going to take something fiom each of us, too, and per-
haps especially fiom those who happen to be the momentary
winners ofthis cycle in the game. We need to peel our eyes away
from the mirror of our own success and think about what we
can do in our everyday lives for the peopìe who aren't our neigh-
bors. We should be fighting for opportunities for other people's
children as if the future of our own children depended on it. It
probably does. ffi

Mattlænt Stetrlayt is tlæ author oJ'Nattre's Cod: The Heretical
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